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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION! THE HROBLEM AND RATIONALE OF THE STUDY

Banking is a service industry. It is also highly labour intensive
and with wide impact over the whole ecoouy_of any country. If
this sector is managed with efficiency, imagination, vigour and
entrepreneurial spirit, it can provide the necessary dynamism
for the rapid growth of practically all sectors of the economy.

1.1 THE PROBLEM

The banking industry is different from other industries in
several ways. It is a labour intensive nltiapurpose service
industry. The bulk of its working funds consists of borrowed

funds. Its activities are rigidly watched and regulated. The
rates for deposits and advances are standardised by the Reserve
Bank, whereas for subsidiary services there is little leverage
to show concessions. Hence, for the successful marketing of
services and for improving profitability, banks will have to
solely depend on the efficiency and quality of service.

There are different steps to be taken for the effective
functioning of any organisation. They include, selecting the
right persons for the right Jobs, training and developing them
in appropriate skills, compensating then in comnensuration with

the skill and effort put in, and motivating the: towards higher
levels of performance.

There is widespread public criticism against banks as regards
the deterioration in customer service, mounting arrears of house
keeping, erosion of profitability, etc. Banks seem to have accep
ted these as inevitable evils of the explosive growth of banking
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offices since nationalisation of the fourteen major commercial
banks in 1969. As observed by the Banking Commission in 1972:

"with the rapid growth and the shift in the emphasis o the
obaetives, banks have been largely pre-occupied with the pro
blems of recruitment. training and staff relations on the one
hand and the need to exercise proper supervision and control
over the increasing number of offices on the other. As a result.
the question of improvement in the standards of service does not
seem to have received sufficient attention of bank nanagenents”.1

The new branch licensing policy of the Reserve Bank, covering
the Seventh Five Year Plan period, focuses on ensuring efficient
banking service in the country. The guidelines regarding the
Branch Licensing Policy for 1985-1990 states: "It is felt that
the banking system in the country has been put to severe strain
on account of the phenomenal expansion since 1969. The massive

geographical expansion, coupled with large scale growth in the
volume of business and clientele, has brought in its wake certain
attendant problems affecting the operational efficiency of banks.
Banks have been facing difficulties in recruitment, training and
placement of staff/officers. There is paucity of experienced
staff with the requisite skills and expertise, in many offices.
Due to these deficiencies, banks have been finding it extremely
difficult to effectively supervise the functioning of their
branches. As a result, operational efficiency, housekeeping,
customer service etc. in banks have deteriorated. There has been

an adverse effect on the profitability of banks. The ajor taskl
before the banking industry is, therefore, to consolidate the
working of the existing branches".2
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There is a general impression that the banking sector of
the contry is an isolated island of higher wage rates, and that
the banks have not benefitted in any way from the attractive pay
offered to the employees; It is substantiated by the Committee
on Functioning of Public Sector Banks when it observed in 1978:
‘It has been one-way traffic all the time. banks having got
nothing. not even in the matter of better discipline in return
for better emoluments to the workmen staff. We can only express

the hope that Unions will come to realise that they have a duty
to the public and that one way or the other, they must get to
gether with the management and induce their members to turn in a

full days work for a full dayis wage”.3 But, organisational
effectiveness and performance efficiency cannot be achieved by

wishful thinking. The role of personnel management is to plan,
develop, administer, evaluate and reform policies and programmes

designed to make expeditious use of an organisation's human
resources;

Th adoption of well-conceived, well designed and well
implemented personnel mansgeent systems has thus become in

perative in the banking sector for two reasons: (a) ensuring
that banks are able to attract and retain employees of appro
priate aptitude and attitude for effective and efficient per
formance, and (b) stimulating and motivating these employees to
discharge their duties diligently and ardently.

The Banking Commission observed in 1959: "One diseconomy

of scale is the labour losing motivation due to sense of in
signifieanceaucfiut, it is possible through the adoption of
appropriate personnel management policies, to reduce the incidence
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of such diseconomies".h Hence the importance of, and need for
review and appraisal of personnel policies and practices. The
following factors also emphasize the necessity of such evaluation:
(a) Our understanding of the principles and philosophy of perv
sonnel management is continuously growing and as a result the

policy and practice of personnel management are also constantly
changing. (b) With the banking scene changing and becoming more
complex, changes have also become necessary in the contents of

personnel function. (c) In the past, an employment in bank was
not considered attractive on any account. Relatively low wages,
long working hours. lack of Job security. no fixed increments,
and lack of promotion opportunities made the bank employment a

career which young men chose for want of better alternative.
An entirely different type of manpower comprising bright young
men and women, a substantial number of whom possess excellent

academic qualifications and achievements, now constitute the
human resource of banks. Such changes in the profile of bank
employees also call for appropriate changes in the policy and
practice of personnel management.

In essence, personnel management function is of cardinal
importance, requiring a sophisticated and scientific approach.
In a labour-intensive, service industry like banking. pro
ductivity and ultimate profitability of the entire organisation
depend considerably on the effectiveness with which personnel
management function is executed; and the prudence with which
personnel problems are handled. It is true that there is no
ready made solution applicable to every case. Problems of
management of personnel are as complex and as unpredictable as
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human beings themselves, but it is possible, in the light of
wider experience and research, to indicate the correct approach
to e given problem and the framework within which e solution can
b‘ ‘Ought s

1e2 OBJECTIVE5 OF THE STUDY

This stay is designed:
1. To know the personnel management practices in Keralaubased

scheduled commercial banks.

2. To identify the similarities and dissimilarities in the
practices, and to examine the factors responsible for
suchesinilarities/dissinilsrities.

3. To understand the current status of personnel management‘
function in the banks.

5. To evaluate the practices in the light of the principles
and theories of personnel management so as to identify
the strengths and weaknesses.

5. To suggest changes/improvements for asking the personnel
management system more effective and efficacious.

1.3 HYPOTHESIS

As this study does not seek to prove or disprove anythig, no
hypothesis is forulated.

1;4 suave! or LITERATURE

Organised and formal research into banking and related areas did

not really take roots in India until early seventies. However,
a few studies on the practices in personnel management areas like
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recruitment, comensation, promotion etc. have been carried out
even before this period, through the mechanism of Tribunals and
Commissions. Before 19h9, banking was a State subject and the
studies of tribunals were restricted to the particular States
only. In 19E9. the Central Government took over exclusive
jurisdiction in the matter of settlement of disputes in banking
companies having offices in more than one State, and the Son

Tribunal was constitute in the same year. This is the first
study carried out at national level. Regarding the banks of
Kerale, the first study was conducted by the Travancore-Cochn
Banking Inquiry Commission (1956)-under the Chairmanship of

Sri.K.Ramunni Manon. This Commission was appointed by the

Government of India, on the recomendations of the Bank Award

Commission, to study comprehensively the problem of the banking

system in Travancore-Cochin State. However, an earlier stay
on the banking system and related aspects in Travancore was

carried out by the Travancore Banking Enquiry Comittee which_
submitted its report in 1930. The establishent of the National
Istitute of Benk.Management in 1969 to carry out research into
banking-related areas gave stimulus to research activities in
different areas including personnel sanagenent and industrial
relations. Particular mention may be made of the following
official studies:

1. The Award of the Sen Tribunal appointed in 19h9 could be

considered as the first formal study on personnel management
practices in national banks. This study covered only these banks.
which had offices in more than one State and was aimed at re

solving certain disputes between banks and their personnel,
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regarding service conditions.
2. The award of the Sastry Tribunal (popularly called Sastry

Award) appointed in 1952 also studied the personnel management

practices relating to areas like recruitment, selection. training,
promotion. transfer, compensation etc.

3. In 1954, the Labour Appellate Tribunal while dealing with
the appeals preferred from the Sastry Award made a comprehensive

examination and evaluation of the practices.

h. A further study was held by the one-man-commission conu

sisting of Shri.P.B.GaJendragadkar in 1955. (This Comission is
popularly referred to as Bank Award Commission).

5. The Travancore-Cochin Banking Inquiry Commission under

the Chairmanship of Shri.K.Ramunni Manon studied in 1956, the

special problems relating to banks in Travancors-Cochin State,

including those resulting from implementation of Sestry Award.
The Commission made a detailed study of the personnel practices in
these banks.

6. Award of the National Industrial Tribunal (Bank Disputes)
(1962) with Shri. Justice Kantilal T. Desai as presiding Officer
(popularly referred to as Desai Award). makes an evaluation of the
personnel management practices in those days.

7. Report of the Tripartite Committee for Non-award Banks,
appointed by the Government of Kerala in 1958, under the Chairman

ship of Shri.P.Ninan Koshi. includes a study of personnel manage
ment practices in the non-award banks of Kerala.

8. Report of the Committee for Standardisation of Pay scales,
Allowances and Perquisites of Officers in the Nationalised Banks
(1975), popularly referred to as 'Pillai Committee‘ - coprises a
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study on the practices in nationalised banks relating to manage
ment of personnel belonging to officer cadre.

9. The Banking Comissicn (1972) appointed by the Government

of India studied various aspects of the banking system in the
country. The terms of reference to the Commission included: ‘to
review the existing arrangements relating to recruitmet. training
and other relevant matters connected with manpower planning of

bank personnel and to make recommendations for building up re

quisite professional cadre of bank personnel at all levels of

managenent'.5 A
In addition to the aforesaid studies of comprehensive

nature, different comittees and working Groups appointed by
Government/Reserve Bank also have made studies covering the

specified areas. They include:
1. Report of the working Group on Training and Development

of Higher Banking Personnel (1969) under the Chairmanship
of B.N.Adarkar.

2. The technical study on development of managerial and other
personnel, conducted by B.K.Aggarwal for the Banking
Cmmissio (1972).

3. Report of the Committee on Functioning of Public Sector

Banks, Reserve Bank of India, 1980. i
4. Report of the Working Group to Review the Training

Arrangements in Banks, Reserve Bank of India, 1980.

These and other literature on the subject surveyed and
referred during the course of this study are given in the biblic
8PBPhY
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1.5 UNIVERSE AND SAMPLE OF STUDY

The universe of this study is the eight Scheduled Commercial
Banks based in Kerala. They are arranged in Table 1-1 in alpha
betical order giving the place of registered ottice and the class
of bank. The classification of the banks into ‘A’ Class and ‘B’
Class has been made following the norms laid down in the Furth
Bipartite Settlement. According to this settlement, for the
purpose of salary scales and other service conditions of non-officer
staff, banks are grouped into two classes - banks with working
funds amounting to 3.85 crores and above, and all foreign banks are
included in ‘A’ Class: and banks with working funds below 3.85 crores
are included in '3' Class.

TABLE 1-1

LIST OF KERALA-BASED SCHEDULED COMMERCIAL BANKS

81-  mm or am R.g.£%:::.°ém°.
1. The Catholic Syrian Bank.Lxd. Trichur A
2. The Dhanalekshni Bank Ltd. Trichur B
3. The Federal Bank Ltd. Always A
4. The Lord Krishna Bank Ltd. Kodugalloor B
5. The Nedungadi Bank Ltd. Calicut B
6. The Parur Central Bank Ltd. North Parur B
7. The South Indian Bank Ltd. Trichur A
8. State Bank of Travancore Trivandrum A
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Among these banks, State Bank of Travancore is in public
sector and all the other seven banks belong to private sector.
Out of the total eight banks, four each belong to 'A' Class and
‘B’ Class. It was intended to select five of these banks for

detailed study - three ‘A’ Class banks and two ‘B’ Class banks.
Accordingly all the banks were requested for permission for
collection of data, but permission was granted by only five banks.
In spite of reminder letter, permission was not granted by the
other three banks. Therefore the five banks which granted per
mission for collection of data were fixed as the sample banks.

Three of these banks belong to ‘A’ Class and two belong to
‘B’ Class. Thus the following five banks constitute the sample
ot this study:

Abbreviation usedNa‘° °f b‘"k in this report
1. The Catholic Syrian Bank Ltd. CSB
2. The Federil Bank Ltd. FBL
3. The Nedungadi Bank Ltd. NBL
4. The Parur Central Bank Ltd.. and PCB
5. The South Indian Bank Ltd. SIB

1.6 LIMITATIONS

As State Bank of Trevancore, the lone public sector bank based

in Kerala did not grant permission for collection of data, this
study had to be confined to private sector banks only.
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1.7 METHODOLOGY

Almost the entire data used for this study are primary and were
collected from the files and other records or the concerned banks.

For this purpose, intensive case study of each of the sample units
was mde. Documents perused for collection of data include corres
pondence, notes in files, circular letters and circular memos,
texts of agreements with employees’ unions, service records of
employees, statements and reports drafted by the banks - both
published and unpublished, explanatory notes for items in the
agenda for Board Meetings, etc. Interviews with personnel exe
cutives, senior managers and other employees were held to supple
ment the data collected from documents.

Though the study is contemporary, historical approach is
also followed wherever found appropriate.

1.8 PLAN OF THE STUDY

According to Edwin B. Flippc, Personnel Management is the planning,

organising, directing and controlling of the procurement, develop
ment, compensation, integration and maintenance of people for the
purpose of contributing to organizational, individual and societal
8031. e6 This study covers the areas of procurement, development,
compensation and maintenance. The ‘Integration’ part has been

excluded because of the constraints of time, and also for the
reason that these functions are more closely related to ‘Industrial
Relations‘, which this study has not intended to cover. Thus, this
report has chapters dealing with the following functional areas of
personnel management:
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1. Determination of human resource requirements, covering

Job Analysis and Human Resource Planning.
2. Recruitment and Selection.

3. Training and Development.

h. Performance Appraisal.5. Promotions, and ’
6. Copensetion.
The plan followed in presenting the report on each functional

area is: ediscusaion of the theories and principles first, followed
by an account of the recommendations and suggestions of the di
fferent statutory and non statutory studies. ‘Thereafter, description
of the practices in the sample banks is made. This description pre
cedes the analysis and evaluation of the practices in the light of
thejprinciples discussed in the earlier part of the chapter. Each
chapter ends with statement of the findings coming out of the
analysis, and the suggestions for improvement.

A substantial part of the data used in this study are u
published, and some are also of confidential nature. Hence the
names of the banks are not revealed at certain places in order to

conceal their identity, and to preserve the confidential nature of
the data. As the focus of the study is on practices in the specific
areas of personnel management rather than on individual banks, it
is considered that this would not affect the objects. analyses or
findings of the study in any manner.
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CHAPTER 2

COMMERCIAL BANKING IN INDIA

In the tertiary sector of Indian economy, banking industry occu
pies an important place. In terms of employment that it provides,
there is no parallel to it in service industries. Today, banks
are not aunt financial institutions but more than that they are
serving as catalysts in the development process of the country.
They have become social institutions taking care of social pro
blems through various kinds of schemes. With the nationalisation
or the major 1h banks of the country in 1969 and an additional
six banks in 1980, the role of commercial banks became more
critical.

2.1 ORIGIN OF BANKING

The word "bank" is said to be derived from the Italian word

'banco', a bench. The early bankers. the Jews in Lombardy,
transacted their business at benches in the market place. When
a banker failed his 'banco' was broken up by the people, whence
our word 'bankrupt'.1 The earliest reference to banking appear
to be the accents or lending and borrowing of money 3000 years
ago in the temples of Greece and Rome. The priests were the
custodians operating deposits, advances and interests. Their
growing dishonesty and embezzlements led to the decline of faith

on the par of the investors and the system died a natural death.2
The origin of banking in India is very old. On the basis

of the inrormation recorded in ancient texts, it can be said that
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indigenous anking was in existence in India from very early
times. The practice of money lending, one of the principal func
tions of a modern banker existed in the Vadic period. There is
repeated mention of ‘Rue’ or debt is the Vsdic literature. There
is a reference in Ramayan that among the people of Ayodhya who

accompanied Bharata to the jungle to request Rae to return to
Ayodhya was also a 'Vriddhipajivi' i.e. a member of the money
lending or banking commnity. According to B.K.Bhergava,3 the

banker in the Smriti period performed most of the functions which
modern banks perform. He accepted deposits; granted loans against
pledges and personal security; granted simple open loans; acted
as his customer's beilee; subscribed to pblic loans by granting
loans to kings; acted as the treasurer and banker to the state and
issued and managed currency of the country. The first Joint stock
bank established in the country was the Bank ot'Hundustan founded
in 1870 by the famous English agency house of Messrs Alexander and

COIPCHY e 4

2.2 DEVELOPMENT OF BANKING IN INDIA

The oldest establishment among the existing scheduled banks is the

Allahabad bank which was established in 1865 with European manage

ment. The first bank with Indian Management is the Oudh Commercial

bank in 1881, followed by Ajodhya Bank in 188b, Punjab National

Bank in 189A, and Nedungadi Bank in 1899. There were only five

establishments during the nineteenth century, and 12 between 1901

and 1915.5 Around the turn of the century a great spurt was wit
nessed in banking activity in the country. with the spread of
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Swadeshi Movement in the country in 1906. the number of banks

with capital and reserves of over rupees five lakhs doubled from
nine to 18 in seven years from 1906 to 1913. Among the banks
established during this period were the now famous Bank of India,
Central Bank or India, Bank of Baroda, Bank or Mysore etc.6

7 traces the progress of Indian banking system asVaradachary

follows: ‘The principle of limited liability applied in 1860 gave
an impetus to the development of banking in India. The Swadeshi
Movement which began in 196, encouraged the formation of a number

of commercial banks, but several of them failed, as they were
riddled with defects like combination of trading with banking,
dishonest management, speculative investments and poor liquid
resources’.

‘A major development in commercial banking was the establish

ment of the Imperial Bank of India, originally intended to be
gradually developed into a full-fledged central bank. In 1926,
however. the Hilton Young Commission recommended the creation of

a separate Central Beak to be called the Reserve Bank of India,
leaving the Imperial Bank entirely free to perform commercial
banking functions. After the establishment or the Reserve Bank
in 1935, the Imperial Bank ceased to function as a banker to the
Government. However, at places where the Reserve Bank had no

office, it acted as the Reserve Bank's agent to transact Govern
ment banking business and maintain currency chests and small
coin depots’.

‘The Imperial Bank was taken over on July 1, 1955 and con

verted into the State Bank of India. Towards the end of the fifties,
the State Bank took over former State-associated banks as its
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subsidiaries. This integrated structure consisting of the State
Bank and its subsidiaries, now redesignated as Associate Banks.

occupies a unique position in the Indian banking system‘.
‘Yet another experiment in commercial banking was the setting

up of Regional Rural Banks in October 1975 with a view to meeting
the credit needs of rral areas, particularly those of the small
.and marginal farmers, landless labourers and smell artisans in an
adequate measure‘.

The Sastry Award (1953) gives an account of the position of
early fiftiesaa "The number of offices per million population is
230 in United Kingdom, 127 in USA and only 1b in India. There is
also an unequal distribution over geographical areas. More than
three-fourths of the number of banking offices are concentrated
in the States of Bombay, Madras, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal

and Travancore-Cochin. In 1951, there were altogether 4178 banking
offices out of which 2,660 belonged to the scheduled banks and
1518 to non-scheduled banks". The great disparity and uneven
strength of banks at this time is revealed by the fact that two-thirds
of the total number of banks held barely 5 percent of the total
capital and reserves and three percent of the total deposits of all
the Indian Banks put together.9 After the nationalisation of the
major 1h banks of the country in 1969, more bank offices were
opened to cover the largest population under banking. The branch
expansion programme of a commercial bank in India is governed by
the policies of the Reserve Bank announced from time to time.

In 1972. the Banking Commissibn reooneded: Unless there
are some exceptional circumstances, it is not necessary for the
present to establish new commercial banks either as independent
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units es~subsidiaries of existing banks, except the rural
subsidiary bnks.1°

Table 2-1 presents the commercial banking statistics of the
country at a glance. Table 2-2 shows the number of offices of
scheduled commercial beaks in Indie and the share of southern region

and Kerale. Table 2-3 gives a picture of the number of comercial

bank breaches in India and Kerals and its are-vise distribtion on
31-12-1986.

TABLE 2-1

INDIAN CGMERCIAL BANKING STATISTICS AT A GLANCE

I13$$CC$1C§$C$CCZZZC$$CCC$$$CCIZ$ZI$C
1951 1955 1951 1955 1959 1979 1985 195

Number of Banks 566 #23 292 100 85 136 267 27
Number of Bank offices A151 #067 5012 6593 9005 31555 52015 5325

Population er ogfice V€'OO0 87 98 88 75 60 21 15 1
Number or bank employeesin Scheduled Commercial NA 79 113 170 220 573 893 92
Banks ( 'O00)

Sources: Es; For data upto 1969: Report of the Banking Commission p.42b For the date for-1979: Sune3a's Banking Year Book and
Who's Who 1983-Sh.

(c) For the data for 1985 and 1986: Statistical Supplement
to IBA Bulletin Vol. Ix No.11 p.506

Note: 1. Nmber of banks in 1979, 1985 and 1986 includes Regional
Rural Banks. They were first established in October 1975.

2. NA a Data not available.
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TABLE 2-2

REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF OFFICES OF SCHEDULED COMMERCIAL BANKS

131 $3 .'C'—I13C3$“ QC 333 $$IC$Z $1ZX$$1'C%CC$X1CC31CZ1Z1$1I1ZCC3$11C3111X1“A 1959 1980 1986
All India 8826 34131 5336a
Southern Region 3101 107%0 1h805Share (in percentage) 35.13 31.h7 27.7%Kerala 512 2303 2729Share (in percentage) 5.80 6.75 5.11

111 $ $% 11% $13 13$ 1% %I3$C-Z3C CQIC .33; C1 C113$ IZZ1fXZICIIXZ1'f$I11IZ1fX€ifII

Source : IBA Bulletin vol. IX No.11 p.315.

TABLE 2-}

AREAWISE DISTRIBUTIO OF COMMERCIAL BANK BRANCHES AS ON 31-12-1985.

enceuucc-ouoccéc1 {$131 CZ1$1C1$mIfCIXIII11:I1€$1I 1f12C“XXf.C1§121fTotal in Total inIndia ifieralaRural 29718 625Seniurban 10567 1667Urban 7195 281
Metropolitan/Port Town 5735 152

Total 53269 2725
j4— -———————:—A— -—-— —-—-— —___4—.A— .: .. _ _._ ..... __ _._ _._ —_._ __ .__ .4.‘ __4_—_ —...: _—:u§——r<—%-— w-v-'—u .-.7_j—¢—.- __,___,_ ___j,_____ ‘t __%_ _'__€_______ ‘-7__r —y—¢%'¢¢-_—%.c__ V——__,¢_.",

Source : IBA Bulletin Vol. IX Nn.11 p.315.

The annual list of 500 major banks in the world published by
The Banker, London contained the names of eight Indian Bank: in

1987. State Bank of India, the largeet of the Indian bank: was
ranked 91st in the list followed by Industrial Development Bank of
India as the 336th. However. in 1988 the list contained only seven
Indian banks, and the rank: also came down to 94 for State Bank of

India, and 338 for Industrial Development Bank of India. The Guinness
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Book of Records 198k listed State Bank of India as the bank wilb

nest branches - 9316 branches on 1st January 1983.

The organised sector of the Indian banking systen consists of
a number of institutions, the notable among them being the Reserve
Bank, the commercial banks. the co-operative banks and the regional
rural banks. State Bank of India and its associate banks, other
nationalised banks, private sector banks. regional rural banks and

foreign banks constitute the structure of conercial banks in India.
Thus, commercial banks function both in private and pblic sectors.
More than 90 percent of the banking in India is at present in the
hands of the Government of India.11

2.3 BANK FAILURES

The history of banking in India, perhaps. presents a most tragic
tale. During the period 1913 to 1943 India has suffered the loss
of B. 90 lakhs of paid up capital and no less than 949 banks
failed.12 During the years 1934-45 not less than 715 banking com
panies were either wound up or liquidated.13 The numbr of bank
failure in India from 1913 to 1961 was 1671.“

The actual causes leading to failures have been many. They
include mismanagement due to inexperience, overtrading. low cash
reserves, investments in less liquid securities and in some cases
no investment at all, unsecured loan to officers and directors,
offering of unbusiness like rates of interest in order to attract
deposit, general instability of economic conditions and the lack
of a strong central bank with a unified control of currency and
credit.15 The Government of India and the Reserve Bank resorted

to different measures to check bank failures and to provide a
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strong base for the commercial banks of the country. Sn. 11(3)
of the Banking Companies Act 19h9 provided that a banking company

having places of business in more than one State should have paid
up capital and reserves of not less than Rupees five lakhs and
those having places of business in one State, Rupees one lakh in
respect of the principal place of business plus B. 10,000/- for
each of its other places of business in the same district plus
h. 25,000/- for each place or business outside the District.16
Although S. 217 I of the Indian Comanies Act 1913 prescribed
ha 50,000/- as the minimum paid up capital for every banking com

pany incorporated on or after the 15th January 1937, this provision
did not improve matters appreciably, as it did not affect the large

number of banking cmpanies incorporated prior to that date.17
During 1960—69 about 118-banks were subjected to amalgamation

in the whole of India under the advice, inspiration, guidance and
control of the Reserve Bank¢13

2.lo REGULATION or swarm

Banks serve as the repositories of the cash resources of the public
and as purveyors of finance to commerce and industry. A bank, un
like a manufacturing concern obtains a very large proportion of its
working capital from the depositors and only a small proportion
from the shareholders. For these reasons banking has to be re
garded as a public service and its activity must be regulated in
public interest.19 The need for some special banking law in
certain respects was felt for long and was pointedly brought out
first by the Travancore Banking Enquiry Committee or 1930. Howevsr.

this did not saterislise till 1938 when a special banking regulation
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20 In pursuance of the recommendation of the sbovesaidwas enacted.

committee, the Government of the erstwhile Travanoore State enacted
in 1938 the Travancore Companies Act imposing certain restrictions

on banking companies including one prohibiting them from conducting
chitties. The Government of the then Cochin State also simultane

ously issued a Royal Proclamation in 1937 imposing similar restric
tions on banks except as regards prohibition of chitties.21

During the last four decades. following the enactment of the
Banking Regulation Act. 1949. the commercial banking system in

India has undergoe a marked transformation. Under this Act, the
Government of India/Reserve Bank can regulate the functioning of

commercial banks in the contry. These regulations include re
garding, the use of the words "bank", "banker" or "banking" as
part of the name of a coneny (See.7 (1)3 conduct of banking busi
ness (Sec. 22); opening of branch offices (Sec. 23); advance policy
including interest and other terms (Sec. 21); directing the func
tioning of banking tompanies or any banking company in particular
(Sec. 35A) etc.

Though commercial banks grew considerably in stability and

strength thee still existed certain weak points in the system, and
credit gaps not filled by these institutions. The scheme of social
control over banking was introduced in 1968 with the main objectives

of achieving a wider spread of bank credit, preventing its misuse,
directing a larger volume of credit to flow to priority sectors and
making it a more effective instrument of economic development.22
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2.5 NATIONALISATION OF BANKS

Although the banking system had taken certain steps for achieving
the objectives of social control, the progress made in this regard
was not adequate. with a view to ensuring that banks were ade
quately motivated towerds a speedy achievement or the social pur
poses such as meeting the legitimate requirements of the weaker
sections of the society, 1h major Indian scheduled commercial
banks were nationalised on July 19, 1969.23 One of the objectives
of nationalisation of banks was to reorient their lending policies
so that credit flows to certain sectors of economy in accordance

2“ The second phase ofwith the national planning priorities.
nationalisation took place on 15th April, 1980 when the Government

of India acquired six private sector comercial banks whose demand
and time liabilities exceeded k. 200 crores as on 1hth March, 1980.
However. nationalisation of banks has a longer history in the country.
In pursuance of the recommendations of the Comittee of Direction
for All India Credit Survey (1951-52). the Imperial Bank as India
was nationalised in 1955. bringing into existence the State Bank
of India, which marked the initiation of public sector banking in
India. The State associated banks were taken over by the State
Bank of India as its subsidiaries in 1959.25

255 BANKING IN KERALA

The Nedungadi Bank started by Sri.Appu Nedungedi in 1899, but

registered only in 1910 is the first bank in Kerala. The first
registered bank in Kerala was the Travancore Permanent Funds. The

Travancore National Quilon Bank that went into liquidation in i§3§7"
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was the most leading bank in Kerala with about 80 branches all
over India.26 The earliest form of crude banking that established
itself was the institution of Kuries or Chitties. Since the demand
from productive activities for money and credit was larger than
what could be met from Kuries and Chitties, other forms of banking
activities were started. The earliest bank to be established in
the Travancore-Cochin area was the Travancore Bank Limited at

Thiruvalla by about 190. This initial effort was subsequently
emulated by other enterprising people and when the new Companies

Regulation of 1917 (I of 1092 ME) was passed there were six banks
in existence.27 The number of banks in the Travancore State in

creased from five in 1917-'18 to 27% by 1932-'33, which was the
highest number of banks in the State at any time. A good many of
these new bnks in Travancore were mostly located in the central
taluks, especially Thiruvalla. A particularly powerful impetus
to banks was given between 1927 and 1930 which period coincided with

the peak level of world prosperity. Thus during these years alone,
the net addition to banks was about 200. The number of banks in
1929-'30 was 258 which constituted about one-fifth of the number of

banks than existing in the whole of the erstwhile British India.28
Table 2-4 shows the number of banks working in the erstwhile

Travancore and Cochin States at the end or each year in the Malaya
lam era.

It is true that we have not got figures for the Cochin State
for the years prior to 1929. but considering that the number of
banks in the Cochin State in 1929 was 6h, it may be assumed that
there was also simultaneously considerable banking activity in the
Cochin State. Most or the banks there were largely centred in
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TABLE 2-4

_NUMBER OF BANKS WORKING AT THE END OF EACH YEAR

3 It1I11111131113111XC1X11I1IXI§C%I1X1111$; ZZZZZ IIIZC?I1ZIIZ1I1IX1I1XTrnvancoro CochinState State
1092 ME (1915-17) 6 NA1096 ME (1920-21) 43 NA11oh ME (1923-29) 195 6b1105 ME (1929-30) 253 NA1105 ME (1932-33) 274 NA1112 ME (1936-37) 241 1551130 ME (1954-55) as ea

CTZTZZXIIZZIZX3C1CZ;IIII$IZ111€IZX1XI$ X11 1311131121331 it 11113111"

Source 1 Travancore-Cochin Banking Inquiry Commission-Report, Par.6§

Trichur, a comercial town with extenaivo rurnl areas lying all
round which had also their own banka.29 Table 2-5 presents the
district wine distribution of banking offices in Travancore-Cochin
State in 1955.

rABLE 2-5

DISTRIBUTION OF BANKING OFFICES DISTRICT-WISE IN 1955

District Number or banking officesQuilon 152Kottayam 111Trichur 252Trivandrun 56Total 571
‘___ ___...__ __ _.__ ______ _______‘_A_ -4_.__._4_.._ ;__4_.._. ._.._¢._ _._ 4% é... .:4_ .:__..._._.._._..—w.- wv——:vur-uw———. ‘fv——— -7 T w... ‘-7.... -é-j¢—-:v:—:..... 7- v-———— ——r—-r—— T ‘v— ————— % ii‘;

Sourna 1 Travancorc-Cochin Banking Inquiry Coissin (1955)
Report, paragraph 118»
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The total number of banks in the State as on 31st December.

1955 was 153. Although the erstwhile States of Travancore and

Cochin merged with the Indian Union in 19h7. the banks confining
their activities to the new State were brought within the ambit
of the Banking Companies Act. 1949 only in 1951, when the Part B
States Laws Act. 1951 was passed.3° The total paid up capital of
commercial banks in 1928~29 was around k. h2g5 lakhs averaging

k. 0.22 lakh per bank which was about one-eighth of the average
paid-up capital of a commercial bank in British India in the
corresponding period. While the highest paid-up capital of a bank
next to the Trevancore State-aided Bank was B. 3.29 lekhs the

lowest stood at B. 700 only. Out of the total number of banks,
five had a paid-up capital above Rupees one lakh.3‘ The Bank
Award Commission pointd out that the Travancore-Cochin State was

definitely ‘over-banked" and that the position of most of the
banks was ”illiquid'.32 The Commission also suggested weeding out
of the unsound banks to strengthen the banking system in the State.
It observed: "It is our firm belief that the banking system in the
State can be considerably strengthened through weeding out of the
extremely unsound banks and through rectifying the defects in the

banks which are not so unsound....To facilitate the weeding out
process, the remedy of amalgamation viz. the complete fusion of
two or more banks to form a new institution suggests itsel£....Under
these conditions we suggest that the banks should explore the possi
bilities of amalgamation wherever feasible in all earnestness".33

.There were 482 bank failures in India during the period
1939-‘k5. Out of these 185 were in Travancore-Cochin area - 132

3hin Travancore and 53 in Cochin. Similarly, the total number of
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non-award banks in Travancore-Cochin area stood at 153 at the

time of the Bank Award Commission (1955) but came down to about

90 by the end of 1958, which shows that many of the small and
uneconoic units have been elinieted.35 The Chairman or The
Federal Bank Limited observed in his presidential address in
1968: The greatest of the banking crisis after 1960 in the banking
industry had happened in and around Central Travancore. Out of
the 160 banks in the old Travancore, only three could survive the
ordee1.36

The number of Kerala-based scheduled commercial banks now comes

to eight. Table 2-6 lists these banks in alphabetical order. It
also shows the nature of ownership, year of promotion and class of
each bank.

TABLE 2-6

KERALA-BASED SCHEDULED COMMERCIAL BANKS IN 1988,
WITH YEAR OF PROMOTION

Coca.dcccccc-uoccccaoavacococcccceaoacaco¢eQoca¢Qc¢¢.¢¢¢o-o¢¢¢C¢Q¢o¢¢cQ1

1%; Name of Bank Ownership gggogfon  °‘
1. The Catholic Syrian Eank Private 1920 .. -‘--...‘td. sector
2. The Dhanslekshmi Bank Ltd. ' 1927 B
3. The Federal Bank Ltd. " 1931 A
5. The Lord Krishna Bank Ltd. " 1940 B
5. The Nedungadi Bank Ltd. " 1899 B
6. The Parur Central Bank Ltd. " 1930 B
7. The South Indian Bank Ltd. " 1929 A
8. State Bank of Travancore Public 1945 A

sector
¢Q¢$$QQ¢qa¢¢Q¢¢$—®$¢¢Q¢$®¢Q$ ¢ "Q - ----* *“ — - ---—---- Q can en _.____._...._...._____ .. ._ __.... ...._. _. "‘ ‘
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2;? UNIQUE FATURES OF KERALA BANKING

Kerala had to its credit a most fertile soil for banking develop
ment right from the historical tines.37 There were only five
banking establishnents in the whole country during the nineteenth
century. One of these was Nedungadi Bank established in 1899,
at Calicut.3a

The Travancore-Cochin Banking Inquiry Commission observed in

1955339 "The average number of people per banking office at

present works out to 15,891 which is incidentally the smallest
figure as copared to any other State in India, while for India
as a whole the corresponding figure is 87.755. The Travancore
Cochin State thus stands foremost in regard to the number of
bnking offices with PEPSU as the second,.having one banking

office for an average of 45.970 persons. This will be more
pronounced if it is seen in Juxtaposition to the similar figures
in respect of the foreign countries as for example in the UK, the
average number of people per banking office works out to h,600, in
the US 7,600 and in Japan 15.900 which almost approximates to the

figure in respect of the Travancore-Cochin State".
The business conducted by the banks in Travancore State was

not limited only to the twin functions of acceptance of deposits
and dispensing credit; the business of Kuries or Chitties formed
a substantial portion of their total business which would be
evident from the fact that as many as 166 banks were conducting
Kuries during the thirties.a0

Another noteworthy feature of banking developent in the
Travancore-Cochin State is that bnks were not concentrated only
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in cities and larger towns, but were generally spread out into the
rural interior or the Stste.h1 As observed by the Travsncore-Cochin
Banking Inquiry Commission (1995)a“2 "Whereas in Bombay State only

73 ut or a total of 577 offices or 13 percent, are in places with
a population or less than 10,00 and in the Madras State 135 out of
s total of 780 bank offices or about 18 percent: no less than 197
bank offices or 35 percent (out of 571) are located in places with
a population less than 10,000 in the Trevancore-Cochin State".

The Commission identified the reason for the large number of

banks in the State as follows: ‘People in this State, more than
elsewhere in India, are split up into numerous castes, creeds and
communities, and in spite of the great advance in education in the
State, this difference has continued to remain. There are numerous
banking institutions with different shades of religion and castes
catering to their respective conmunities'.‘3

Certain developments in Kerala banking have been instrumental

in bringing about some measures of vital importance and lasting
influence on the banking system of the country. For example, as
observed by the Banking Commission (1972):

(a) The failure of the Laxmi Bank and the Palai Central Bank

highlighted the risks or loss of the savings of depositors of banks»
This ultimately resulted in the enactment of the Deposit Insurance
Corporation Act, 1951, which led to the establishment of the
Deposit Insurance Corporation in January 1962.aA

(b) The failure of the Travancore National and Quilon Bank

Ltd.. in 1938 also drew attention to the urget need for compre~
hensive banking reform and legislation. In November 1939, the
proposals for a comprehensive Banking Act were submitted to the
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Government by the Reserve Benk.h5

(c) The process of weeding ot substandard non-viable banks
which started with the recommendations or the Travancore-Cochin

Banking Inquiry Connissio was accelerated after the failure of
two Scheduled Banks in 1960 (Lani Bank and Pslsi Central Bank).

A number of small local banks which had developed at small towns,

were absorbed into larger banks with the result that as the number

of smaller banks declined, the number of branches of bigger banks
inoreased.“6
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CHAPTER 3

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

In the life of a corporation. today's success is largely a product
of three types of executive actions taken yesterday: selecting the
right people, placing them in right jobs, and seeing to it that they
were able to grow to meet both their own needs and those of the or
ganisations Personnel management is the planning. organizing,
directing. and controlling of the procurement, development. con
pensation; integration, and maintenance of people for the purpose
of contributing to organizational, individual and societal goals.‘

The essence of personnel management is dealing with human

relationships within an organisation. Roethlisberger has gone so
far as to say that the Job of a manager is neither Ianaging men
nor work bt "administering a social systen“.2 Thus. the role of
personnel nnagenent is not to tell people how their work should
be done but to create an environment in which people can do their
work most productively.

3.1 ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT

Personnel function began as an employment and record-keeping func
tio. Later as workers began to organise, it took the administra
tion of labour agreements. The personnel department then moved
in more directions «

1. It became the keeper of the corporate conscience, and
cocerned itself with the morale of the employees.
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2. It became scientific and introduced systentic techniques
for employee selection. salary administration and other
activities connected with personnel.

3. It began to concoct programmes that proved to be more
fashionable than useful.’

The role of personnel manager has thus changed through time.

At first, the personnel manager was an instrument of top management
in procuring end maintaining an effective work force. As knowledge
expanded, in executing this role the manager began to understand
the necessity for ascertaining and accommodating the needs of the
human beings who constituted that workeforce. He constantly sear
ched for programmes which would support the accomplishment of both

"organisational and individual objectives;
It is pertinent at this stage to review the genesis of the

personnel function in our country. On the basis of the recommen
dation of the Royal Commission on Labour (1929): Glployers‘ organi

zations and enlightened employers appointed the first ‘labur
officers‘ in India in the early thirties to assist employers in
recruiting and dismissing employees and promoting harmoious re

lations between employers and employees in industrial undertakings
and plantations.‘

During the Second World War. the need for enlisting labour
support for the war efforts was considered imperative. As a
result, welfare officers were appointed by Government as well as
industry. The Factories Act, the Mines Act and all similar legise
lstions contained provisions for appointment of welfare officers.
They were to deal with working conditions, canteens. ration shops,
recreation facilities, medical facilities, workers’ housing and
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similar welfare activities. With the enactnet of the Industrial
Disputes Act in 1947, with provisions for ordering uh: adjudica
tions. the function of welfare officers changed to handing disptes
and ad3udication relating to conditions of service. Welfare officers
soon became industrial relations officers and they began to parti
cipate in collective bargaining. conciliation and adJudication.5
Thus personnel management came to be recognised as a specialist

function in a large number of organisations so such so that intra
dieciplinary specialisation like Industrial Relations, Training etc.
have set in. The recent trend of having Personnel Managers in
senior ranks in the company to deal with matters connected with
supervisory and managerial staff, their training and development.
evolving personnel policies etc. have taken the personnel functions
beyond the sphere of activities of what might be called the "Labour
officer“.

3.2 SIGNIFICANCE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

The most valuable asset of a company consists of its human resources

generating the needed manpower. It is therefore necessary to retain
good employees and use than to their fullest potential. It is in
this area that personnel management can give maximm assistance.

Personnel function is integral to the whole organisation. Since all
decisions in an organisation are made by human beings and are put
into operation by human beings. they are affected by all these deci
sions one wy or the other. Personnel function is all pervasive,
transcends all other managerial functions and is ubiquitous. In
this sense, every manager is unavoidably a personnel manager.
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The personnel function is responsible for furthering the
organisation. not Just maintaining it. Rsoent researches in be
havioral sciences and on the negative side, quixotic experiments
and experiences in our own country. have also shown that ultimately
it is the management of human resources which plays a key role in

opening up new opportunities for increasing productivity and pro
noting the growth of the enterprise and those who work in it.
Environmental changes take place according to a basic law known as

the Second Law of Thermodynamics. This law states that non-living
systems increase their entropy, or disorder, over time. A perceptive
personnel management programme seeks to minimise entropy and main

tain as much disorder as is practicable. This is done by an ever
continuing attempt to reduce disorder and decay by periodical eva
luation of existing systems, planning for growth, modification, and
feed back aimed at resisting the natural tendency of the environ
ment towards disordersfi

Productivity is not a function of labour productivity alone.
The organisational philosophy. the personnel management style, the
work atmosphere etc. have significant role in raising or lowering
productivity. The various internal and external forces continually
pose many challenges to the personnel function of any organisation.

Among the many changes that are occurring, the £o1lowing_1our will
illustrate the nature of the personnel challenge:

‘1. Changing mix of the work force

2. Changing values of the work force

3. Changing demands of employees, and

A. Chnging demands of Government 7
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3:3 SCOPE OF PERSONNEL FUNCTION

The focus of personnel management is on people at work. It is in
deed a wide area and covers a broad spectrum of activities. It is
difficult to generalize about the range of personnel functions per
formed in an organisation owing to a variety of factors such as atti
tudes, philosophy, organization needs and so on. It would be appro
priate to examine certain classifications of personnel functions:

(1) Broady speaking, the functions of personnel management fell
in the following areas: (1) organisational planning and development
(ii) staffing (iii) Training and development (iv) wage and salary
administration (v) motivation (vi) employee services (vii) employee
record (viii) labour relations and (ix) personnel resesrch.8

(2) The labour field today has three main areas of professional
disciplines - Labour welfare, Industrial Relations and Personnel
Administration which together have formed the new profession of per
sonnel management. These areas are being looked after by three pro
fessional functionaries - Welfare Officer, Labour Officer and Per
sonnel 0fficer.9

(3) The personnel function can be divided into two parts 
(1) Technical personnel service to the line organisation, and (ii) Ad
vising line and top management. Technical personnel service to the
line organisation would include - 1) Recruitment and placement 2) Trai

ning and development 3) Wage and salary administration 4) Industrial
Relations, and 5) Health and Welfare.1°

(b) We traditionally speak of the three ‘R's of Personnel Manage
ment, namely, the areas of Recruitment, Retainment and Retirement.
Besides, a purposeful policy will widen its scope beyond the tradi
tionai three ‘R's of Personal Management. It will begin at the
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pre-recruitment stage by taking responsibility for attracting poten
tially promising candidates for employment by the scouting process,
campus visits and other means. It will also extend its Jurisdiction
beyond retirement by assuming some responsibility for ex-employees’

health and housing.11

(5) The primary techical functions within personnel management
are selection and placement, training and development, compensation
and motivation. These core areas are the critical elements in a
comprehensive personnel programme. Not only should there be a con

tinuous improvement or this body of technology, but also a conti
nuous reessessment of its validity for given needs and purposes.12

(6) Academically it is possible to split the personnel manage
ment function into three: (a) The welfare aspect concerned with
working conditions and amenities such as canteens, creches, housing,
personal problems of the workers, schools and recreation: (b) the
labour or personnel aspect concerned with recruitment, placement or
employees, remuneration, promotion. incentives, productivity etc.
(c) The industrial relations aspect concerned with trade union
negotiation, settlement of disputes, Joint consultatio and collec
tive bargaining. In practice, these three aspects are bound to
merge into one another, as all are concerned with the human element

in industry as distinct from the mechanical. Human beings and their
problems seldom fit into the neat categories of the scientist and
the s¢etistician.13

The preponderance of legalistic approach to industrial re
lations with its numerous statutes and evergrowing case law, has
resulted in an emphasis on the legal aspects and consequences of
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every move in the sphere of personnel administration. Rightly
or wrongly, personnel management today has a rather unduly heavy

weightage given to legal aspects as compared to behavioural
sciences.1&

The Banking Commission observed in its report: "To create a
sense of belonging in the employees, an organisation has to noti
vste then by providing satisfaction of social and self-esteem needs
besides giving them salary, allowances, bonus, other monetary in
centives, proper physical working conditions and reasonable secu

rity of service. Various methds used for motivation are acquain
ting the employees with the goals and objectives of the organise
tion through conferences, meetings and induction training: on
couraging their socisl activities by providing facilities for
clubs, sports, cultural activities and annual gatherings; and
creating conditions conducive to Job satisfaction by decentralising
powers, and introducing an element of responsibility in a larger
number of Jobs (eg. authorising ledger keepers to pass cheques for
small anounts)t15

In many companies the personnel staff is advisory by virtue
of the organization structure. If it is to be effective, however,
it cannot take the attitude, "I told then, what more can I do?”
In the long run the staff must realise that its reason for being
is to see that sound personnel programmes are installed, not merely
conceived.16

The Committee on Functioning of Public Sector Banks (1978)

envisaged a critical role for the unions. It suggested: "To our
thinking, the first step to improve efficiency would be to organise

a high level dialogue between the managements and the unions on the
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whole question of work norms to be subject to biennial revisio
and the unions should be induced to undertake responsibility for

getting work done in accordance with agreed norms instead of
merely protecting the interests of their members'.17 As observed
by Jacob Hnkidy, ‘areas like recruitment, promotions, etc. are
also now being included in the individual bank‘: agreements with
their unions. Once these are also covered by contracts, manage
ments area of operation will be limited mainly to administration
and implementation'.18

3.4 PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT: A LINE FUNCTION

As Glenn Grdiner, a former President of the American Management

Association rightly says, "By oentralising the personnel function
in a personnel department too many people have assumed that you
can centralise human relations. This was perhaps the error in
the thinking of the production people and general managers who

felt tht it would be very helpful it we could Just put all our
personnel head-aches into one hat and let somebody else worry
about then for all of us. The personnel function is by no means
a one mn function or a one department function. Your production
problems and your personnel problems are one and the same".19

Although certain personnel activities may have to be organised
in a staff department for administrative ccvenience. The per
sonnel function is largely the responsibility of line management.

The philosophy,attitudes and skills of these persons, reflected
in this daily work behaviour are the ultimate determinants of the
quality of human relations in the organisation. (floflregor David).2°
some of the leading companies have a slogan that the effectiveness
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of the Personnel Department is determined by their creating con
ditions where the line managers become their own personnel mana

gers.21

The role of the supervisor in the scheme of motivation

management is very important. In fact, it is the first line
supervisor who is the vital link between the organisation and the
worker. As observed by the Committee on the Selection and Train
ing of Supervisors (UK-1962), the Supervisor is the representative
of management on the shop floor and has to interpret the decisions
of management to the employees for whose control he is responsib1e.22

As in any other business organisation, ’power and authority
were traditionally centralised in every bank. When banks started
growing into mammoth organisations with a large network of bran
ches, power and authority concentrated at top levels came to be
diffused to the lower rungs. Delegation of power and authority to
lower level managers was unavoidable for effective functioning.
In many banks there were days when sanctioning of leave to a Clerk

was the sole prerogative of the bosses in central otfices, though
today any branch manager or second officer of a branch exercises
such powers with regard to the employees working under him. The

present trend in banking circles is towards decentralisation con

sistent with the requirements of efficient decision~making and
prompt execution.23

The Working Group on Customer Service in Banks recommended:

‘Every Branch Manager7Head of office should be made disciplinary

authority in respect or minor misconduct. This is essential for
reestablishing the authority of Branch Manager for enforcing ela
mentary discipline and creating an atmosphere of responsibility
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in office'.24 But Jacob Mnkidy gives a caution: Unlike other
organisations, hanks’ offices are widely scattered all over the
country and it has been the experince of most banks that trade
unions use pressure tactics as strategy to get things done at some
remote branch which would gradually be spread to other branches.25

The personnel powers delegated to the branch managers and

other controlling officers in the sample banks relate to sanction
ing of ordinary leave and disbursement of salary. Regarding
issues necessitating disciplinary action, the controlling officers
can send report to the head office which would initiate such action,
if found necessary. In FBL, all the branch managers and controlling
officers are delegated the power to take disciplinary actions
against award staff. However, no exercise of such power has come
to notice. They too prefer to report such matters to the head
office.

3.5 PERSONEL DEPARTMENT

As was pointed out above, the personnel function is a line res
ponsibility and a staff function. It cannot possibly b performed
effectively by the personnel manager or the personnel department

alone. However. one particular department in an organisation is
so closely and for most of its time engaged in personnel activities
that it is called the personnel department. The special concern
of the personnel department is the management of people as a major
sub process in the total process of nsnegemst.26

In the early years of development of banks, the number of
personnel was small and hence there was no necessity to have a
separate department to look after personnel. Wherever existed,
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they were mainly to keep track of employees, disburse their pay
ments and keep record of the same. Another major role the staff
departments had to perform was disciplining of employees in case
of misconduct. Gradually these staff departments also became the
legal wings of banks in order to fight employees in a more legalis
tic manner by safeguarding the banks‘ interests. This was probably
necessitated by the growing organisational strength of employees.27
Until almost 1965 the staff departments did only the ‘maintenance’
function of personnel, and ‘personnel management‘ in the develop

mental sanse of the term was neglected by Indian Banks. An ana
lysisza of the situation reveals the following reasons. for this
state of affairs:

1. Banks were comparatively smaller in size and it was easier
for a top manager or managers to know almost every eployee per~
sonally and manage the affairs relating to them easily.

2. Job security was almost absent and hence employees did

not want to risk jobs by questioning their employers. Hence
managements thought it was not necessary to spend any effort in
this area.

3. Any dispute which arose later between management and em

ployees was referred to Judicial industrial relations machineries
and the management thought their responsibilities were completely
over.

4. Lack of knowledgeable persons at the top who could look

into the area of personnel management from the point of view of
a human resources utilitarian approach.

Many Banks now have elaborate personnel departments and

several of them have separate training divisions, management
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development divisions, industrial relations divisions etc.
All the five banks studied have a separate department which

spends most of its time dealing with matters relating to employees.
The responsibilities of these departments relate to manpower

planning, recruitment, placement, performance appraisal, promotion,
compensation, disciplinary action and industrial relations. The
functions relating to internal training of employees are entrusted
to a training establishment within the bank. In FBL there is a
separate department to handle matters relating to disciplinary
action and industrial relations.

3.6 PERSONNEL MANAGER

The executive who is in charge of personnel department is usually
referred to as personnel manager. He is very often etrusted with
the responsibility to plan, develop and administer policies and
programes designed to make expeditious use of the organisation’:
human resources.

The Royal Commission of 1929-31 broadly indicated the role

of the Labour Officer in India, the Factories Act, 1948 laid down
the duties of the statutory welfare Officer under its rules in
1951-52, and the modern Personnel Officer assumed personnel func

tions as assigned to him by his employing organisation. The
Personnel Manager, as the head of the Department, is shouldered
with the responsibility of the entire personnel function. He is
concerned more with developing the policies and programmes re

garding employment, wage and salary administration, training and

development, placement, industrial relations, safety and health,
employee benefits and services, etc. He is responsible for
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formulating industrial relations objectives and policies of his
GOIDOIIY e 29

A good manager tries to plan his activities in such away that
he ‘makes things happen‘. There are some managers to whom things

happen, whilst there are others who do not even know what happened.3°
The Personnel Manager should be an individual of singular breadth

and influence, sensitive equally to the needs and capabilities of
people and to the requirements of the business.51 up must have a
keen sense of social Justice and be fully appreciative of the rights
and interests of men at work as well as the economic necessities

of management. The Personnel Managers’ first concern is to assist
the general management achieve its goals through procuring, develop
ing, compensating, motivating and maintaining a competent labour
force.

In large and complex organisations. the line executives are
usually specialists in their own areas of activity and do not
possess the necessary expertise in human relations. They conse
quently need the assistance guidance and advice of a staff per
sonnel specialist in the effective performance of the personnel
function. Since all the line executives have to deal with human

beings, the personnel function is integral to the whole organisation.
In this sense, every line executive is unavoidably a personnel
manager. It may be emphasised that in all these areas of personnel
administration, the personnel executive acts only in a staff capa
city: he has no authority to command except, of course, in his own
department.52

The Personnel Manager must be a person of sufficient calibre
who can report with confidence to top line officials and talk
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intelligently with highly skilled departmental heads with a
view to help them solve their management problems. with the
enactment of voluminous labour legislation in India, legal tech
nicalities have assumed disproportionate significance in personnel
function in Indian industry. As a result, employers tend to employs
personnel officers with a legal background.33

According to the Royal Commission on Labour (1929-31) ‘the
Labour officer should be subordinate to no one except the general

manager of the factory and should be carefully selected. Inte
grity, personality, energy, the gift of understanding individuals
and linguistic facility are the main qualities required. No
employee should be engaged except by the Labour Officer personally

in consultation with the departmental heads and none should be
dismissed without his consent, except by the manager himself after
hearing what the labour officer has to say. It should be the
business of the labour officer to ensure that no employee is dis
charged without adequate cause; if he is of the right type, the
workers will rapidly learn to place confidence in his as their
friend'.3a

The status of the Labour Officer needs clarification in Indian
idustry. The legal requirement tends to put him in an anomalous
position - a sort of third force between management and labour,
often trusted by neither.35 Personnel management is clearly a
management function and not a ”third force" as described in the
Factories Act and as practised in some industries.36 However. in
general. the personnel manager should be a catalyst in the organi

sation rather than merely an 'implemntor' of policy decisions
and/or a fire fighter for the nanagement.37 In certain large
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organisations the Personnel Manager is also a member of the

board and would correctly use the designation ‘Personnel Director‘.
In all the banks studied, the executive with full-time charge

of personnel functions is the head of Personnel Department. In

four banks, he belongs to the general stream of officers and no
professional qualification or experience is considered necessary.
Any officer of the particular grade could be posted as the head of
personnel department, and there is no specified minimum/maximum

period of holding the post. All the present incumbents.of the
post in these banks had started their career in clerical cadre
of the general stream. But in the fifth bank, the head of
Personnel Department possesses special qualification and expe

rience in personnel management, and was specially appointed to
a higher grade in officer cadre.

1.
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3.
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5.
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CHAPTER 4

FORECASTING HUMAN RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

It is imperative that every organisation forecasts its future human
resorce needs so that steps can be taken in advance to ensure that
these needs are net in time. Decision concerning determination or
human resource requirements involves two processes:

(1) Determining the kind or quality of personnel needed. This
is done through Job Analysis, and

(2) Determining the quantity of personnel required to operate
the organization properly. This function may be called Human
Resource Planning or Manpower Planning.

Hence. this capter is divided into two parts: the first part deals
with Job Analysis and the second part, with Manpower Planning.

5.1 JOB ANALYSIS

In order to hire personnel on a scientific basis. it is appropriate
to establish in advance a standard of personnel with which applicants
can be compared. This standard is essentially the minimum acceptable
traits necessary for satisfactory performance of the Job duties.
Establishing such traits or qualities entails (1) the design of the
Job and (2) a study of the Job duties and responsibilities to deterb
nine human abilities required for execution. The establishment of
the Job is a part of the organizing process. The study of Job con
tent to determine human requirements is termed "Job analysis".1
Job analysis plays a key role in the areas or planning, staffing.
employee develomet and employee maintenance.
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Early work in Job analysis and design coincided with the
industrial revolutions in Europe and America. Charles Babbage in
Europe and Frederick Taylor in the United States were the first
individuals to point out that work cold and should be studied in
a systematic manner and in relation with a number of scientific
principles.z

h.1..1 §§;1g;§;gn_
For better appreciation of the subject, a few definitions of Job
analysis are given below:

(1) Job analysis is the process by which data in regard to
each Job is systematically observed and noted. It provides in
formation about the nature of the Job and the characteristics or
qualifications that are desirable in the Job holder.3

(2) Job analysis is the process of studying and collecting
information relating to the operations and responsibilities of a
specific Jobth

(3) Job analysis is the process of determining the nature or
content of a job by collecting and organising information relevant
to a Job.5

Ch) Job analysis is the process of obtaining all pertinent
facts and parameters regarding the positio under question. This
analytic procedure is important in order to fully cosprehend the
entire scope of the work being done as well as the contribution

the Job is making to the outcomes of the organisation.6
(5) In general terms, Job analysis is what it says - the

analysis of the job in terms of the content and requirements of the
Job» It is not at all concerned with the abilities of the worker
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who does the Job.7

cccormick and Tiffin (197h) have defined Job analysis as
"the collection and analysis of any type of Job-related infornetio,
by any method, and for any purpose“. When we look at the possible

uses of Job-related information, it should be clear that this de
finition, although global, is accurate.8

A complete Job analysis contains information relating to the
following five factors, plus any others deemed appropriate to fully
describe the nature of the Job: (1) work products-what the Job
seeks to accomplish (2) necessary worker activities or behaviours
required by the Job (3) equipent used (A) factors in the work
environment and (5) personal characteristics required to do the
Job.9

From the few definitions given above, it follows that a job
analysis attempts to provide information in seven basic areas 

1. Job identification: its title including the code number, if
2. Distinctive or significant characteristics of the job: its

location, setting, supervision, hazards and discomforts.
3. What the typical worker does: specific operations and tasks

that make up the assignment.
4. What materials and equipment the worker uses.

5. How the Job is performed.

6. Required personal attributes: experience, training, appren
ticeship, physical strength, co-ordinaticn or dexterity,
physical demands, mental capabilities, aptitudes, social
skills etc.
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h.1..2 Job Analzlt
The personnel management specialist responsible for conducting

Job analysis is called Job analyst. Large organisations often
eploy full-tine Job analysts; sneller organisations may hire them
as cosultants. All Job analyses however are not conducted by Job
analysts. In fact, the resposibility for conducting Job analyses
is often assumed by other personnel management professionals trai

ned in the use of job analysis methods. The job analyst requires
the ability to be impartial, to make written descriptions in a
precise for and to understand not only the Job evaluation system
but also the inter-relationship between the various departmental
functions of the organisation i.e. the manner in which the different
Jobs depend on each other.1° As a result, he requires a wide
training within the industry in general and within the unit under
study in particular.

In many organisations. successful Job design requires the
Joint efforts of personnel specialists, industrial engineers and
behavioural researchers. Today we are beginning to recognize that
Job analysis and Job design must be the Joint efforts of not only
trained specialists in personnel and industrial engineering, but
also inclued must be the opinions and inputs of managers and
rank and file workers.‘1

h.1..3 She Process of Job Analyg;3_
Specifically. resposibility for conducting a Job analysis includes
(1) choosing an appropriate method, (2) conducting the analysis, and
(3) preparing Job descriptions. Choosing an appropriate method of
Job analysis involves consideration of how the data will be used.
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The various purposes of job analysis data require the collection

of different kinds of informatio. Job analysis is a vital step
in Job evaluation and is of utmost value in a whole range of perb
sonnel and organisational activities which include training, safety,
placemet and methods improvement and each of these applications
requires variations on the basis Job analysis these. The process
of analyzing a Job after its design is essentially one of data
collection. Various approaches can be utilized in studying a job,
and the four currently most poplar are (1) questionnaires (2) wri
tten narratives (3) observation and (4) interviews.12 For the
conventional methods of Job evaluation, the Job analyst seeks
answers to the following basic questions: (1) What does the employee
do? (2) How does the employee do the job? (3) Why is the job done?
(A) What skills are involved?13

There are several ways in which information about a Job can

be had: (1) Employees on the Jobs (2) Other employees including
supervisors who know the Jobs (3) Independent observers (A) Inter
view. Generally, it is preferable to use a combination of the
several methods to get information about the Job. Whatever be the
method adopted, an objective data-gatherer would avoid introducing
his own ideas and also avoid describing the employees performing

the Job rather than the "Job" itself, for many of the employee‘:
personal traits may have little or no relevance to the "Job".1h

A survey of 899 firms (in US) ranging in size from under 500
employees to over 1,00,000 revealed that the most widely used
method was interview: 85 percent reported using this research method

for both salaried and hourly workers. The second most popular was
observation, which was used more widely for hourly employees.
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Questionnaires and written narratives were about equally divided

in popularity, ranking behind the other two. In addition, there
were many miscellaneous sources of information such as old Job
descriptions, time and motion studies and daily diaries or logs.15

The first and immediate product of Job analysis process is
the Job description. As its title indicates, this document is
basically descriptive in nature and constitutes a record of existing
and pertinent Job facts. A job description is an organized, factual
statement of the duties and responsibilities of a specific job. In
brief, it should tell what is to be done, how it is done, and why.
It is a standard of function, in that it defines the appropriate
and authorized content of a job. A job description will generally
describe the work performed, the responsibilities involved, the
skill or training required, conditions under which the Job is done,
relationships with other Jobs and personal requiremets on the Job.16
A Job description should be based on current facts and not on tra
dition.17

4e1eeQ R019 Agfllxgifi

Dissatisfied with somewhat simple and sterile nature of existing
[Job descriptions that highlight formal duties, various critics have
suggested that Job analysis should be extended to include role ana
lysis. The concept of role is broader than of Job. A role would
consist of the total pattern of expected behaviour, interactions
and sentiments for an individual holding an assigned Job. Here
listing of official duties will not necessarily reveal the be
havioural expectations of multiple and various groups that impinge
upon the Job incumbent. The Job descriptions for two supervisors
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in two different companies may look the same, but the role require
ments could be substantially different.18

work studies of one kind or the other have generally been greeted
with suspicion by employees and their unions. The suspicion is
generally based on the method and it is seen as an instrument to
enhance output without commensurate remuneration. In some cases,
therefore, negotiated Joint conittees of management and unions
have been set up to undertake these studies.19 When Job analysis

is conducted in order to assign relative monetary value to Jobs,
workers who feel that it may affect their pay or status are often
motivated to distort informatio about the Job, most likely in
flating their inportanoe.2°

There are many difficulties to be overcome in preparing Job
descriptions. For example, it is essential to avoid loose termi
nology which could allow for a variety of interpretation, and
equally to avoid the inclusion of worker analysis. Similarly Job
descriptions can often exaggerate the responsibility involved in
Jobs and can be too detailed or too brief.21 A job description
is not intended to catalogue all duties involved with the result
that an nployee would feel justified in declining to perform any
work not included in the description. It should be regarded as an
outline of the minimum requirements of the Job, thus preserving
flexibility of operations.22

h.1..6 Organisational uses of Job Analysis
Job analysis and design must be performed before organisations can
translate statements of purpose and long and short range goals and
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objectives into duties and tasks that the members of an organisation
actually perform. The manner by which individual workers in the
organisation are provided with instructions on how to complete the
requirements of their Jobs and positions is a fundanental and be
ginning point for many subsequent personnel decisions. Such as
pects of the personnel process as performance appraisal. training
and development, wage and salary administration, all hinge on the
analysis and designing of how work is to be conpleted.23 It would
be appropriate to examine here the observations of some authors
about the multifarious utilities of Job analysis:

1. The outcomes of prudent and complete job design will help
to ensure that the organisation achieved its goals and objectives
in the most efficient and effective manner while at the same time

giving the highest level of regard to the psychological and emo
tional needs of the enployee.24

2. Job analysis lies at the very heart of pay structuring and.

indeed, is part of the basic core of personnel management. It is
ideal for all of the Jobs in the organisation to be analysed and
described in a uiforn fashion. If this is done, one can obtain a
very broad, overall view of the inter-dependence of various jobs,
departments and divisions. The Job descriptions provide the in
gredients necessery for devising a truly integrated organisation
and this objective is absolutely basic to work analysis. personnel
management and operational effectiveness in generel.25

3. Job analysis which reveals qualitative demands of a job
is frequently used to ascertain Job specifications such as training
time, aptitudes, temperaments, interests, physical capacities and
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working conditions. It provides the personal requirements for
accomplishing the Job effectively.25

h. Job information is the basis of many nansgenet activities.
For instance, without it, recruitment would be almost impossible,
training would have no goal and salary no basis. It is therefore,
necessary to collect the important parts of a Job which identify
it and distinguish it from other Jobs.27

5. Job analysis plays a key role in the areas of planning,
staffing, employee development and employee maintenance.28

6. Whether Job knowledge is gained formally or informally,

Job analysis is necessary for scientific management of personnel.29
7. The early approaches to Job analysis and design provided

huge savings with regard to labour expense and training costs to

the organisations of that era. These savings were in the form of
trsnsfering unskilled workers into productive members of an or
ganisation's labour force in a very brief’period of tine.3°

A National Job Analysis Methods Survey (in US) of 899 firms

showed that 75 percent used the results of the job analysis process
in making Job specifications, approximately 60 percent for training,
over 90 percent in setting wage and salary levels, approximately
60 percent in appraising personnel on salaried Jobs as compared with
44 percent on hourly Jobs, 70 percent in transfers and promotion,
50 percent in organizing. 36 percent in orienting new employees,
25 percent in counselling, 33 percent for conducting labour nego
tiations and #3 percent for handling grievancan.31

Given below is an account of the organisational uses of job
analysis in relation to the major personnel functions:
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1. Human Resource Planning: Job analysis inforntion plays
a crucial role in human resource planning. Job analysis provides
information on the nature of a Job and the skills required to do
it. In assessing the needs of an organisation human resource
planners use Job analysis data to compare skills required for par
ticular Jobs with the actual skills of employees in the organisation.
To the extent that actual skills do not match required skills of
present Jobs. organisations can take several actions to reduce the
discrepancy.

2. Recruitment and selection: Job analysis provides infor
mtion on personal qualifications necessary to perform Job-related
behaviours. Analysing required Job behaviours helps define what

types of eployees to recruit - what skills, abilities. knowledge
and experience are needed to do the Job. As Job analysis points
out those qualities. requirements, interest etc. which are essential
or desirable for successful Job performance, it is basic to an ob
Jective and scientific recruitment process.

In selection, Job specifications provide standards for testing
the qualifications of applicants to successfully perform in a given
position. The criteria used for selection should test the applicant
on behaviors necessary to the Job and not on characteristics irre
levant to acceptable performance. A job analysis method for selec
tion purposes must provide detailed and complete information on

personal qualifications for Jobs. There is precious little use in
interviewing candidates for any Job, be it floor sweeper or company
executive unless the requirements of the job have been accurately
assessed and the interviewer has a profile of the ideal candidate
for the post.32
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In the US, the guidelines on employee selection procedures
issued by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission require the

employers to use Job analysis methods in the validation of selec
tion procedures.53

The Banking Comission (1972) suggested:3“ ‘It is necessary
to identify the Job elements specific to the type of work and after
analysing then to construct suitable tests for Judging the candi
date's ability’.

3. Induction: In the ease of induction. where the over~riding
objective is to ensure that the new employee clearly understands
his role in the organisation and what is expected from his, the
Job descriptio acts as a valuable source of reference.

h. Placement: Regarding the utility of Job analysis in proper
placement of employees, the Banking Commission (1972) recommended

as follows: “The appraisal reports together with Job analysis
(which determines the duties and responsibilities assigned to each
Job) should be used for proper placement of personnel in posts suited
to their skills, interests and abilities”.35

5. Compensation: Relative money worth of job can be deter
mined by a suitably designed system of Job evaluation. The ine
diete objective of job evaluation process is to obtain internal and
external consistency in wages and salaries. The wage structure is
internally consistent if wages and salary differentials are based
on relative difficulty and complexity of the Job. Jobs requiring
greater skill, knowledge or experience, and involving greater res
ponsibility or effort should be paid at higher rates. than Jobs
requiring less of these factors. This is done by using Job evalua
tion system which is based on careful analysis and detailed description‘
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of Jobs. In the great majority of companies there are serious
inconsistencies in the wage scale that are often far more apparet
to the employees in the ranks than to the department heads and
officers. These inequities are usually brcght out by a thorough
going Job evaluation programme when carried to the place of being
tied in with the wage scale. Job evaluation is essential to any
sand wage administration programme.

Quoting from the summary of the First Five Year Plan, the
Sastry Tribunal (1953)36 observed: "The most important question
which affects labour is the one relating to their wages and salaries.
The worker must have his due share in the national income, and the

standardisation of wges should be accelerated and extended. The
differences in wages between various Jobs should be ironed at as
far as possible, except when they are Justified by differences in
skill, training and experience, mental and physical requirements.
attendant hazards etc. Furthermore a scientific assessment should

be attempted of the relative workload in-different occupations and
industries‘. The National Commission on Labour (1969),? recommended

that steps should be taken to standardise Job classifications and
reduce differentials wherever necessary to suitable limits on a
scientific basis. The Pillai Committee (197b)3B also underlines
the importance of job analysis in wage determination when it says:
‘An integral part of the national wage structure should be the
establishment of wage differentials based on real differences in
skill, functions and conditions of work instead of leaving then to
be determined by the relative strength of workers and employers
concerned’.

6. Training: The design of training programmes is greatly
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eased by combining Job analysis and worker analysis. A series
of training courses which focus on the key area of responsibility
identified in Job descriptions can be constructed so tht indivi
dual employees at anyone hierarchical level can be prepared for
upward movement through the system, or made more proficient in

dealing with key responsibilities at their existing levels. Job
descriptions provide information regarding knowledge and skills

required to perform Job duties. Job specifications serve to iden
tify certain objectives of training programmes. For training pur
poses. Job analysis methods must specify necessary job behaviors
and the standards of performance employees must achieve.

7. Promotion: Job information helps in charting the channels
of promotion. Comparison of Job descriptions for different-level
Jobs in an organisation can be used to chart the logical progression
of an employee from one job to another. To be useul for career
planning purposes, a Job analysis method mst provide comparable
data on jobs so that similarities and differences between Jobs at
different levels are evident.

3. Performance appraisal: Job specifications can serve as
criteria against which to appraise employee performance. The
criteria used to appraise performance must be related to Job con
tent and not to extraneous factors. Job analysis is a mechanism
by which to demonstrate whether or not appraisal criteria are re
lated to the Job. Instead of rating an employee on characteristics
such as dependability and initiative, there is now a tendency toward
establishing Job goals and appraising the work done toward these
goals. In this type of appraisal a job description is useful in
defining the areas in which Job goals should be established.39
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9. Labour relations: In labour relations, job descriptions
are used in bargaining with labour organisations over pay, working
conditions, and ways in which certain Jobs are done. Job evaluation
would reduce the area of collective bargaining by systenetising the
determination of internal consistency which is concerned with proper

wage differentials. When rate differentials are bsed on objective
consideration of the relative difficulty and complexity of the Jobs,
employee dissatisfaction caused by perceived inequities tends to
decline. when Job evaluation programme are properly kept up-to-date

and merit rating is effective, many of the wage problems will be
handled in due course.h°

10. Organisation: Finally, Job analysis and descriptions can
he used as basic building blocks for organisation restructuring,
where responsibilities are moved from one Job to another and indi
vidual jobs are rationalised to allow for optimal use of skills
and abilities.

b.1..7 Job Analysis §1stem in the Banks
CSB carried out a Job evaluation in 1979 with the object of gra
dation of officers‘ positions in the bank. It constituted a
committee comprising experts from National Institute of Bank Manage

ment and representatives of the management and officers‘ associa
tion, for the purpose. Job-related information was collected from
descriptions of present assignments and through interviews with a
few officers holding different positions. The committee also
recommended appropriate pay scales in consultation with the manage

ment. Except this, no formal Job analysis or Job evaluation has
been carried out by any of the banks.
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The personnel management practices followed by the banks

exhibit how the absence of Job analysis gets reflected in their per
sonnel management system. Certain practices in these banks are
stated below:

1. In PCB, officers of the highest grade hold posts of three
levelszchief officer, deputy chief officer and regional manager,
officers of the lower grade also hold three levels of posts 

“ officersregional manager, branch manager and second officer,
of the lowest grade occupy posts of branch manager and second

officer. and employees in clerical cadre also are posted as
second officers. Thus, officers of same grade are posted as
subordinate and controlling officers, and posts of same status
are occupied by officers of different grades. In the bank all
subordinate staff except one, get one or another special allowance
as per the terms of an agreement between the bank and its employees.

special allowance scheme was introduced by Sastry Award and con

tinued in later awards and settlements to remunerate employees
undertaking special responsibilities or additional work. However,
in this bank the seniormost peon at each branch/department is paid
deftry allowance and the second seniormost is paid cash peon allovb
ance irrespective of the nature of his work. Thus in the whole
bank. there is only one peon who does not get any such special
allowance.

2. In one bank, the top-most executive is in pay scale III.
In other banks, many of the branch managers are in this scale of
pay, and all the departmental heads are in higher pay scales. In
these banks the top executive is in sale VI or VII and in public
sector banks even the manager of a branch with a working fund
(Deposit + Advsnce) of H. 7.5 crores is in Scale III. The Pillei
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Committee recommended Scales VII and VI for the top executives,

Scales V and IV for senior management, Scales III and II for
middle management and Scale I for Junior management in public
sector banks.h2

3. The post or Special Assistant/Head Clerk is a clerical
post of higher grade originally created by some banks to assign
works of supervisory nature. The post also attracts a special
allowance. Creation/continuance of this post has been an issue
of many an industrial disputes in these banks. One bank cate
gorically told the employees’ union that it would not like to
create these posts: Another bank assured the employees‘ union
that #5 posts of Special Assistants would be maintained. However,
it was decided that they need not be assigned duties of Special
Assistants. It was also agreed that the posts of Audit Clerks
in the grade or Special Assistant would be abolished when the
present incumbents retire. In the third bank also, the post of
Special Assistant is retained and in 1987, at the instance of the
union, the number was raised from 50 to 60. In another bank, the
post was introduced at branches with 12 clerks or more by an
agreement signed in 1985. In the fifth bank there is a higher
number at Head Clerks/Special Assistants - 18 percent of the
total clerical staff. They are also delegated supervisory and
signing powers. In all the banks appointments of Special Assistants
are mainly on the basis of seniority.

4. In CS3 all the officers or the first two grades, who score
above a specified point under a seniority-cum-merit criterion are
eligible for automatic promotion to the higher grade, irrespective
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of vacancy. In PCB, the number of posts in each grade of officer
cadre is decided on the basis of a ratio fixd through negotiation.
SIB has agreed with the officers’ association that 20 percet of
the total managers ehall be of higher gede. It is also agreed
that a minimum of five promotions shall be made to higher grade

every year.
5. In NBL the qualification prescribed for recruitment of

clerk: is S.3.L.C. in the case of candidates who are relatives

of subordinate staff, graduation for relatives of other staff, and
B.Sc. with 60 percent marks or B.A./B.Com. with 45 percent marks
for general candidates. While for the general candidates an ob

jective type competitive test is administered by some professional.
recruitment agency, for the relatives of employees only a test of
the conventional type ie held by the bank. In PCB, the qualifi
cation prescribed for officers and clerks in the same - graduatio
with second cleee. The academic qualification prescribed by
different bank: also show uuch divergence. For example, the mini
Iun qualification prescribed by the bank: for clerical cadre varies
from here graduation to B.Sc. with first class and for officer
cadre, between eeccnd claes graduation and first class poet gra
duation in ecience. The qualification prescribed by certain banks
for their clerical etaff in higher than that prescribed by certain
other banks for their officers. similarly the qualification pre
scribed by one bank for eubcrdinete staff in the seventies (S.S.L.C.
in first clean) was higher than the qualification prescribed by
some other banks for their clerical staff (3.S.L.C. with 50 percent
marks in English and Mathematice). The qualification prescribed for
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clerical staff is graduation or above in the banks studied, while
in public sector banks it includes matriculatio.

6. The service code of FBL says: ‘The particular capacity in
which the officer may be transferred or posted shall not in any any
effect his ranking or seniority, nor the ranking or seniority shall
in any way affect the placement of a particular officer’. Similarly.
the service rule of CS8 states: ‘Manager's post is not a promotion
post unless there is change in grade. It is only a functional posi
tion for which appropriate perquisites will be granted. Officer of
any grade can be a manager’. At the same time the rule in NBL is
that branches will be graded according to size of business and will
be managed by officers of Scale I, II or III according to the grade
of the branch;

7. Clerical staff of banks can be grouped into different cla
sses according to qualification and remuneration~matriculate clerks
who start from the first stage of the pay scale, graduate clerks
who get special increments, and CAIIB clerks who get further addi
tional increments. There is much difference in the total pay drawn
by the clerks of these different categories. This diffarentiatio
is based purely on the qualifications of the employees and is not
related to the task performed by them. Placement of clerks to
particular desks is by rotation. At the same time, the Indian
Banks‘ Association instructed the member banks to pay clerks with
the Government Diploma in Architecture, the two additional incre

ments due for graduation only if the employee is required to work
in a capacity where his technical knowledge would be useful.

8. Negotiation and settlement is the general procedure for
determination of salary structure in all the banks. For the award
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staff it is national negotiation since 1966. and for officers
it was largely bank-level negotiations till recently. But now.
regarding officers of the first three lower grades also.salary
scales are determined throgh negotiations at industry level.

9. In the clerical recruitment of 1983. C83 prescribed the
following qualifications for the different posts with the same
pay scale:

Clerk-cum-cashier 2 Graduation
Clerk-cum-typist : Gradution with Typewriting High
Clerk-cum-stcnographer : Graduation with Typewriting High

and shorthand Lower.

Similarly. qualification prescribed by PCB for recruitment as
clerk-cue-cashier is graduation and for clerk-cusvtypist it is
gradation and Typewriting (Higher). though both the posts carry
the same salary scale.

10. In late seventies NBL used to pay a stipend of he h50/- p.n.
to officer trainees. But clerical staff who got selected as officer
trainees were given their pay in clerical cadre plus Special Assis
tant alloance at the rate of 1/5 for every year of service in
clerical cadre. Under the current practice also such candidates
are paid their salary in clerical cadre while others get only a much
lesser stipend. In this bank. an agreement of 1980. provided that
in the pay scale of 3. 320 - 1,3hO for officers. those promoted frms
clerical cadre would start fron.h. 620/

11. The Service Code of FBL states: ‘Any officer may be posted
to any of the branches or to any of the departments at head office
in whatever capacity and under whatever designation the management

determines. provided that the asic pay and dearness allowance of
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the officer shall not be adversely affected’.
12. In one bank, it was proposd in 1987 that officers may

be granted stagnation increments ‘because public sector banks have
such a system’. In another bank, the salary scales of officers
were revised in 1987 ‘conditionally and infornlly'. The condi
tion was that ‘it wold be effective only if at least one other
bank in Kerala adopts a structure which is at least equal to
this’. In 1987, SIB adopted for its senior officers the corres
ponding pay scales in nationalised banks by lowering the starting
and the maximum points by two stages. The IBA also had adopted

this principle for determining the salary scales of other officers
in private setor banks.

13. One bank which was upgraded to ‘A’ class as per the norms

under a previous bipartite settlement stood downgraded to ‘B’ class
as per the revised norms under a new bipartite settlement. Now,
the employees who were in service before the signing of the new

bipartite settlement are paid their salary in 'A' class scales,
and the new employees are paid under ‘B’ class bank salary scales.

h.2 HUMAN RESORCE PLANNING

Foraal planning systems as viewed in the perspective of managing I
large scale organisations are a relatively new arrival on the
managerial scene. Overall "aster planning‘ or "corporate pla
nning‘ was given impetus principally by World war II when organi
sations engaged in war work realised that the end of hostilities
would mean that they could no longer sell a large proportion of
their output to the government and they would have to find new

customers. if not new products, if they hoped to stay in business.
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An incipient need for manpower planning was also evident at this
time. After 19hO, many organisations experienced manpower short

ages as a consequence of production needs during World War II period,
which ran from late 1941 to almost the end of 19b5 and the entry of

millions of young men and women into the armed forces. This period

was preceded by a long depression and marked the prewar defence no

bilisation period. In the depression, manpower problems_were con
sidered essentially employment problems because of the large number

of unemployed persons. In the defence period manpower shortages
developed in varies industries. The idea of "post war planning",
as it was then called, gradually spread from organisations concerned
mainly with war production to companies producing etirely for
civilian markets because it was evident that peace and the end or
war time shortages wold change their environment drastically. As
a result. corporate planning was added to the list of important
managerial functions for many organisations. Even without this
push it is likely that formal corporate planning wold have developed
rapidly at this time, primarily as a consequence of industrial growth,
technological change and social trends. Industry had grown and the
labour force had correspondingly increased. Automation further in
creased the need for long-range planning.43

he 2 e 1
Hman resource planning or manpower planning is the process of fore
casting future human resource needs of an organisation so that steps
can be taken to ensure that these needs are met.ah According to

Geisler, manpower planning is the process - including forecasting,
developing and controlling - by which a firm ensures that it has the
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right number of people and the right kind or people at the right
places at the right time doing work for which they are economically
most usefu1.h5 Eric W. Vetter defined it as ‘the process by which
the nanagemcnt determines how the organisation should move from its

current manpower position to its desired manpower position'.A5

Trough planning, management strives to have the right number and
the right kinds of people at the right places, at the right time,
doing things which result i both the organisation and individual
receiving maximum long-run benefit. Basically manpower planning

involves locating ‘a Job for a man’ and 'a man £or.a Job‘, both are
interlinkedffl

Manpower planning, essentially, is a pragmatic approach to an
imaginative question vis.. the projection of past and present
trends, curret situations and future requirements in order to de
termine how many men, at what levels of skill and knowledge are or
will be required. It is based on an acknowledged assumption that
manpoer is an important asset that really can be planned, obtained,
allocated, budgeted and controlled by the undertaking. Manpower
planning, in its broader sense, must also include recommendations
for proper wages, working conditions, and Just and fair treatment
at the work place so as to create and maintain an environment at

the work place which will motivate the men to give their best. Man

power planning cannot be conceived or drawn up in isolation, it
has to interact with and be interacted upon, by various management
disciplines - personnel policies, technology, marketing strategies,
industrial relations etc.h8 The objects of planning are prediction
and control. Planning is a way or avoiding collisions and ensuring
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a useful fit or one system with another. It is a synchronizing,
reconciling, co-ordinating, orchestrating activity. As the degree
of uncertainty varies, so does the style, the scope and the effi

#9cacy of planning change.

h.2.2 S ;
Unfortunately. whereas a great deal or attention is paid to the re
quirements of money, machinery, raw materials etc.. hardly any
thought is given to manpower requirements. Frequently projects
flounder for this reason alone. Buildings are put up, machinery
installed and than there is a frantic search for personnel. It is
the duty of the personnel department to see that this does not hppen.

One of the assumptions made in a less developed country like India
with surplus labour is that there is large number of trains man
power available for any specific skill requirement. It is generally
not so. This misconception or easy availability of labour is some
what misleading for the manpower planner because specific manpower

shortages will hinder fulfilment of expansion, diversification or
technological changes.5°

Chnge may solve some problems, it creates new ones. Students
of management seek to understand these problems, to anticipate than
and to be prepared with appropriate solutions. The American Manage
ment Association's Annual Personnel Conterence of 1967 aptly summa

rised this scholerly objective in its motto: "planning today avoids
crises tomorrow".51 Organisations need human resource planning in
order to meet the demands of changing job requirements occasioned

by a rapidly changing technology which leads to the introduction or
new equipment, products and processes which invariably result in
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changes in Jobs and Job structure. The fact that technology forces
changes in Jobs and the job structure of organisations means that
organisational needs for personnel must change accordingly. And,
since a certain amount or time is involved in training present en

ployees in new skills and/or recruiting new employees with specia
lized skills, planning to meet the demands of future Job rquire~
meta is essential if organisations are to survive and remain com
petitive.

Hman resource planning can provide a competitive edge to en

ployers if human resource needs can be forecast so that steps can
be take to ensure an adequate supply to meet the changing node
of an organ isstion. mnpower planning is to be given greater im
portance in large labour intensive organisetios. Once employed,
it is difficult to terminate an employee's service even in recess
ionary conditions or even sometimes to transfer him from one unit]
department to another due to union resistance.52

In banks, there is an added need for manpower planning in
both dimesions - qualitative and quantitative. The rapid growth
in the number of branches and in the volume of deposits and advan
ces naturally led to an increase in the volume of work in anks.
This required additional manpower. Not only that volume of work

had grown but the nature or work had also changed. The expansion

of banks into rural areas demands manpower with appropriate atti
tude and skills to carry on rural banking and development.

The committee on Functioning of Public Sector Banks (197B)53

observed: ‘Estimates of the overstatting in the public sector
banks vary, but most managements admit that they could comfortably

do without around 25 percet of their present start, provided they
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are allowed freely to deploy the remainder according to exigencies
of work and the staff diligently attend to their duties for the full
period for which they are paid’. In spite of such a situation, at
the end of December 1985 more than 20 percent of the branches of

public sector banks were found to be in arrears in balancing books
and nearly 250 lakhs of entries were unreconciled in the inter
branch acconts.5‘

Hnan resource planning serves many organisational and mana

gerial purposes. Two major purposes are: (1) to aid in setting
organisational goals and objectives, and (2) to examine the effects
of alternative human resource policies and programes and recommend

implementation of the alternative that contributes most to organi
sational effectiveness.55

h.2.3 blems Human Reso
The viability of a human resource plan will depend on the extent
to which top management of an enterprise supports this kind of
activity. It would also depend o the abilityof the human resource
planner to provide inputs to top management, which will facilitate
acceptance and implementation of a human resource plan. Top manage

ment, more often than not are supremely indifferent towards personnel

matters. They are busy people and have time only for ‘more important’
things; but there is nothing more important, nor is an organisational
or project plan complete unless it includes a personnel plan.56

The manpower planner has to take into account, the various
factors of uncertainty - political, social, economic and technolo
gical - which will have some influence on the planning process.
some of these will act as constraints which will have to be taken as
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given. b the manpower planner.57 For examle, The Ministry of
Finance has in a commnication to banks, put a ceiling on further
expansion of staff strength to utmost 1.5 percent per annum over
the staff position obtaining in December 1986. Hanpoer-plans
also suffer from inaccuracy as it is difficult to prepare long
range forecasts scourately.58 In white-collar Jobs, besides
quantity of output, qualitative inputs also are necessary. For
mulating work-load norms for white-collar employees where the Jobs

are not so precise and repetitive, poses some problems.
In a bank, like any service industry, the problem of planning

assumes added complications, inasmuch as the output cannot be ex
clusively measured by counting units of'production and also because
of the fact that the efforts put in for achieving certain levels
of performance may not be quantifiable. As observed by Desai
Tribunal (1962), ‘in banking industry, it is very difficult to fix
standards of work by means of time and motion studies, by piece
rate method or by incentive method of wage payment'.59

Manpower planning is an enormously complex undertaking with

no hope of total or ultimate success. This complexity is however,
a challenge to ingenuity and persistent efforts at mitigation - not
an excuse for withdrawal. Many a manpower plan has failed (and

will fail) because of unforeseen fluctuations of a political or
economic nature, but it does not follow that bsinesses must regard
themselves as wholly at the mercy of external forces. If its man
power requirements are upset by any reason a company should investi
gate to see the forces at the root of the matter. To undertake
careful manpower planning without having taken similar care to
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provide as stable on environment as possible is to shine your

shoes for a trip through a swamp. If a proper beginning to effec
tive manpower planning in the firm is to be made, the old excuses
for inaction and the old moralistic bromides will have to be swept
aside. This is management's job and management will have to do it.

4.2.4 gggag Regougce Planning Eggcegg

Any plan is essentially today's design for tomorrow's action.
Inasmuch as tomorrow's possibilities depend upo the circumstances
prevailing them, planning is inevitably bound up with forecasting
and projecting. Manpower planning is a series of activities con
sisting of (1) forecasting future manpower requirements (2) inven
torying present manpower resources (3) anticipating manpower pro

blems by projecting present resources into the future and (4) pla
nning the necessary programmes of recruitment, selection, training,
deployment, utilisation, transfer, promotion, development, moti
vations and compensation so that future manpower requirements will
be mat.61

Basically, human resource planning process involves comparing
forecasts of an organisation's future human resource needs with
projections of its available supply for the same point in time.
Thus, an organisation’: net employee requirements can be determine.
Net requirements reflect either shortages or surpluses of certain
labor types. When shortages and surpluses are identified, planners
can suggest alternative approaches to ensure that human resource,
needs are met. Thus the human resource planning process has five
steps:

60
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1. Forecast future human resource needs

2. Project future human resource supply

3. Compare forecast needs with projected supply
b. Plan policies and programmes to meet human resource needs

5. Evaluate human resource planning effectiveness 52
0rganisational.goa1s and objectives serve as a starting point

for forecasting future human resource neds. Before embarking on
the manpower planning exercise certain parameters have to be set
and decisions taken by top management and the manpower planner to

work on specifics. taking into account the situational aspects
which have to be provided for in a manpower plan. The basic exer
cise that has to be undertaken is to arrive at the scale of busi
ness activity over a time period.

In making a projection of manpower rquirements. selecting
the predictor - the business factor to which manpower needs will
be related - is the critical first step. Selecting the right
predictor in relation to the business is a difficult process.
To be useful, the predictor should meet two requirements. First,
it should be directly related to the essetial nature of the
business so that business planning is done in terms of the factor.
The second requirement is that changes in the selected factor be
proportional to changes in the manpower required in the bsiness.
In some cases it might even be necessary to have more than one
factor - different factors for different categories of labour.63
The iediate result of the work load analysis is a determination
of the number of personnel necessary to execute that amount of

work during some specified period. For the forecast to be useful,
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it has to be made category-vise depending on the tasks that have
to be carried out and the special qualifications, training or ex
perience required.

The next major step in the human resource plennins Process

is comparing forecast needs for human resources with projections of
internal supply. By substracting projected supply from forecast
needs, planners can determine an organisation's net employee re
quirements for a future point in time. After net employee require
ments are determined, planners generate and evaluate alternative
huan resource policies and programmes designed to handle antici
pated shortages and surpluses. Considerations are presented to
management, along with recommendations for human resource policies

and programmes. Thus manpower planning also includes, planning

the necessary programmes of recruitment, selection, training,
deployment, utilization, transfer, promotion, developent, moti
vation, and compensation so that future manpower requirements will
be met.64

It is a generally accepted practice in planning to reduce the
area of ucertainty. Therefore, the number or people who will .
definitely leave having reached the retirement age should first be
taken into account. After that, unpredictable turnover should be
assessed. This has to be based on past experience. But a straight
projection of the past turnover rate will be misleading. Develop
ments may take place in the future as a consequence of which past

experience will not necessarily apply. In assessing this factor,
there is no substitute for Judgment based on knowledge of the
environment. An enterprise functions in an environment and it is
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bound to be influenced by it, either specifically through legis
lation which it is bound to comply with, or soetines indirectly.
But it is a factor to be reckoned with. More issues concerning
factors like national population trends, economic growth rates.
educational plans, overall supply and demand for various categories
of manpower, etc. will certainly have an impact on the manpower

plans of the enterprise.65
Every component of the personnel plan has to be compatible

with policy. It is not really possible to create a realistic plan
without clearly stated policies regarding recruitment, promotio,
termination, inter-departmental transfers, retiremet and training.
Policy formulation, therefore, is an essential prerequisite for

66planning.

4.2.5

An effective manpower information system mst be part and parcel

of the manpower planning process. By keeing an inventory of
existing personnel in an enterprise. by skill, level, training,
educational qualifications, work experience and salary, it will be
possible, to utilise the existing resources more productively in
relation to Job requirements before further manpower additions are
ads. The necessary information can be obtained from several
sorces, including Job analysis, performance appraisal data and
educational and training programme comletion reoords.67

10.2.5 “Pig 0;
The first step in planning is to decide on a plan period i.e. the
time span for which the plan is to be made. There can be no fixed
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rule about this. but it would not be unreasonable to say that a
plan period of less thn three years or more than ten years is not
realistic. The process of recruitment, training and placement often
takes three years or sore. Although a plan shorter than three years
may be sometimes indicated, in most cases it would not be a feasible
proposition. At the other end of the scale, ten years is about out
side limit. It is a general principle in planning that accuracy
and length of the plan period are inversely related. 30 the need

for long term planning and the need for reliability are conflicting
criteria. A balance has to be found, deterined by factors applying
to a particular situation. But forecasting beyod ten years invol
ves a little too much of crystal gazing. It would be wise in most
cases to settle for less.68

Having decided on the time span, say five years, it should be
running spans of five years and not in blocks. In other words,
every year a five-year-plan should be made. Only in this way can
the plan be kept realistic and functioing. The environment changes
test. Business has to bring about internal adjustments in order to
speedily and effectively adapt to these changes.

10.2.7 Lflad
For every part or the plan, allowances should be made for lead
time. It takes time to recruit and train skilled workmen. Unless
suitable time is allowed the result will certainly be adversely
affected. At the same time, there may be situations of extreme
urgency when the lead time has to be shortened and crash programmes

initiated even at the cost of quality to a certain extent. Any
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rigidity of approach is undesirable. A balance between conflicting
requiresents of standards and time available has to be achieved.
Practicality has to be given precedence over perfection.69

4.2.8 Rgvigw of'Plagg
A manpower plan is not a static one-shot plan. To be useful ovsr
a period of time for the organisation. the data has to be conti
nually updated and the various factors adjusted to reflect the
changes that constantly take place. Daniel Grey states: "What
I shall mean by planning is this: continuous reconstruction of
expectations and intentions by a coalition having various unstable

goals in an uncertain environment. Plans in this sense are always
unfinished, always changing, they always contain a mixture of com
peting rationalities, are not routinely administrable, are not in
any ultimate sense provable or programable, require cotinuos
review and corrective feed back and are bargainable. Putting the

definition this way suggests what skills are needed by manpower
policy-makers, and deprives unsuccessful planners of many of their
most cherished excuses”.7°

h.2.9 Evalutigg ggggg Resource Planning Effeotivegegs
Organisations should evaluate their human resource planning efforts
to determine their effectiveness in helping to achieve organisational
goals and objectives. Evaluating in terms of costs and benefits
is difficult. Though planning has definite costs, its benefits are
more intangible and difficult to measure. Benefits are often ex
pressed not in positive terms, but in terms of avoidance of costly
problems such as labour shortages, which can result in lost sales
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or other lost business opportunities. There are also benefits
associated with avoidance of over supply of labour.71

Since human resource planning seeks to forecast human resource

needs. an obvious measure of planning effectiveness is how well
human resource needs are anticipated and met. One measure of
effective anticipation of human resource needs is the number of job
vacancies in an organisation and how long they remain vacant.
Large number of Jobs standing vacant for long periods of time in
dicate an organisation's failure to plan effectively for its human
resource needs. The effectiveness of human resource planning can
also be evaluated according to its purposes. Perinent questions
include these: (1) Hbw useful is human resource planning in
setting organisational goals and objectives? (2) Does the pla
nning process provide management with the information it needs to
make sound decisions affecting policies and programmes? and

(3) Is management willing to consider inputs from the planning
process in setting organisational goals and in making policy and
planning decisions? It is difficult for any planning process to
achieve its aims without the co-operation and blessing of
management.72

4.2.10  Talfint Plaflngls
The process of manpower planning comprises the preparation of

personnel inventories, forecasting manpower requirements and

arriving at the net requirements for different categories of em
ployees. On the basis of the knowledge of all existing personnel
regarding their performance in the present Job, their potential for
holding higher positions and the specific skills already acquired
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by them, a plan can be prepared to move suitable existing personnel
from one Job to another. Such career planing is concerned essen
tially with structuring employees‘ aspirations for upward movement
through the organisation, and moderating these aspirations it they
are found urealistic.73 Manpower planning helps in formulating
management succession plans as a part of the replacement planning

process which is necessitated when Job-change plans for managers
are formulated. Besides, this exercise would provide enough lead
time for identifying and developing managers to move up the cor
porate ladder. The necessity of managerial succession plan has
been underlined by different commissions and committees:

(a) The Banking Commission (1972): ‘The question of management

succession has recently assumed greater importance in banks in view

of a number of retirements at various levels and the creation of
new posts. It is therefore necessary for banks to formulate speci
fic programmes for grooming suitable people to occupy executive
poets. Career planning involves arranging the experience or
officers in such a way that they acquire the knowledge and skills
for future posts they might be called upon to hold, through planne
Job rotation and appropriate training. Maintenance of ‘Management
Chart‘ showing the names and other details such as age, experience,
date of retirement etc. of the present incumbents holding important
positions and similar details relating to back-up candidates for
these positions will be helpful in this regard'.7h

(b) The Pillai Committee (1974): ‘The career paths of officers
in the banks will have to be carefully chalked out and followed up
not only in the interests of the officers themselves, but also in
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the interests of the institutions so as to avoid succession gaps
which are now prevalent in several banks. This could be attended
to in well organised manpower planning cells'.75

(c) The Committee on Functioning of Public Sector Banks (1978):

‘The general feeling of insecurity on the part of the top managerial
personnel or public sector banks appears to have led to certain
amount of personal lobbying, using political intluece for retention
of or promotions to high offices or seeking extensions of tenure.
The upredictable manner in which the appointments and tenure of
the head of nationalised banks was decided tended to undermine

management authority'.76

Owing to the length of executive development cycle, determi
nation of needs must be made years in advance to permit adequate
time for education, training and development. The executive talent
planning programme has four basic elements - (1) organisation pla
nning of executive needs (2) Executive inventory and analysis
(3) Executive recruitment (h) Executive development.77

h.2.11 Hmag Resource Planning in Indian Bank;
In India‘: banking sector, there exists two tiers of planning 
central planning by the Reserve Bank of India (macro—leve1 planning),

which lays down broad targets and strategies in respect of banking
and monetary development in the country to be followed by the

banking system as a whole, and planning within individual banks
(micro-level planning), the latter being largely subsidiary to and
within the framework of the former.7B Formal planning at individual
bank's level is of a relatively recent origin and has been emphasised
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particularly since bank nationalisation in 1969. Manpower planning

and development activities were introduced around 1970 for aiding
the banks in efficient functioning, and separate manpower planning
and development units were introduced in some of the banks, while
others undertook these functions within the existing personnel

departments.79

Ever snce the nationalisation of the major commercial banks
in 1969, the need for human resource planning has been underlined

by various bodies connected with banking in the country. The
Banking Comission (1972)8° recommended: ‘Banks should maintain

proper inventories of their existing personnel on branch, regional
and circle level, formulate business plans, and on that basis make
estimtes of the requirements of personnel of different categories
to serve as a guide for planning their recruitment and training
programmes. More concrete plans on a short-term basis (say for
one or two years) and broad estimates for longer periods should be
made. The plans should be reviewed at periodical intervals in the
light of actual employment situation and business development‘.

A seminar of bankers on ‘Manpower Development in Banks‘ held

in 1975 suggested that banks shall prepare a long-term manpower
plan on a rolling basis covering a period of five years at a time»
The seminar observed: "Four major components form the manpower

development policy. These are (a) manpower information (b) career
planning (c) manpower planning and (d) work organisation".B1

The Committee on Functioning of Public Sector Banks (1978)

suggested that banks should make advance manpower planning for both

recruitment and training to take care of the planned expansion in
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branches and in the concerned types of bus1ness.82
In 1985. the Reserve Bank directed the individual public sector

banks to prepare an Action Plan covering the period 1985-87 (Novem

ber 1985 to December 1987) indicating clearly specific goals in

respect of different aspects including organisational structure,
delegation of powers, personnel, training. computerisation and
mechanisetion, etc. The Governor of the Reserve Bank personally
discussed with the chief executives of individual public sector
banks in detail the progress achieved vis-a-vis the quarterly tar
gets in the Action Plan. In addition, the Finance Minister per»
sonally started monitoring the performance of individual banks at
quarterly intervals in which the banks were ranked in respect of
various psrameters.83

4.2.12 Human Res ce P a ctice
Four of the banks studid have forml human resource planning system.
It was formally introduced by these banks in late seventies to esti
mate the number of employees to be recruited/promoted. The fifth
bank that does not have the system is the smallest of the five banks
and hs not made any appointment to its staff either by recruitment
or by promotion in the last six years.

5.2.12.1 The Planner

In all the four banks human resource planning is now a function
of staff department. However, in early eighties all the banks had
entrusted this function to planning departments. Two of the banks
made use of consultancy services of the National Institute of Bank
Management for developing the formula for assessment of staff
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requirements and for drafting the first plans.
The duty of the Staff Departments in relation to manpower

planning is confined to submitting the draft of the estimate of
additioal staff requirements, to the top management for consi
deration. The assessment is made on the basis of the business

plans of the bank. In all the banks the human resource plan is
drafted by some Junior officer belonging to the general stream of
officers. He carries out this work as one of the various duties
assigned to him.

h.2.12.2 Period of Plan:

In FBL human resource plan is usually prepared every year and is
drafted and approved before the issue of notification for recruit
ment. In SIB there is no regularity with regard to the period, and
the plan is drafted when it is decided to effect a recruitment.
In CSB also there is no regularity with regard to the period of
plan. There are periods without plans, and the plans drafted were
for perios varying from one year to three years. Were the period
is more than one year, the plan is for the entire period without
division by shorter periods. NBL is bound by an agreement to
declare the number of vacancies to be filled during each year,
before 31st Hrch of that year. Hence, human resource plan is
almost regular in this bank and is usually placed every year before
the Board of Directors in Mrch. However, recruitment under the
plan is only in two to three years.

In all the banks, the plan is drafted and approved at the
beginning or middle of the plan period. In none of the banks it
is ready before comenoement of the plan period.
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h.2.12.3 Drafting and Approving
In three of the banks the draft of the plan (including forecast
of needs) is prepared by the Staff Department and is submitted
before the Board for approval. But in NBL it is a process in
different stages - The management's expectations in regard to the
levels of business for the coming year is spelt ot by the top
management in the form of policy guidelines. On this basis the
regional-controllers and branch managers fix their levels of
business. and work out the requirements of additional staff.
The Staff Department consolidates these estimates into a master

plan and places before the Board. The Bond approves it after
necessary modifications.

4.2.12.4 Areas covered

The human resource plan of the banks relates to forecast of vacan
cies in subordinate cadre, clerical cadre and Junior officer cadre.
After having ascertained the total number of vacancies, it is
apportioned on the basis of nature of appointment viz. recruitment
and promotion. In all the banks the ratio of apportionment is
fixed by agreement with employees’ unions, and the duty of the

human resource planner with regard to this is restricted to making
the apportionment in the agreed ratio. Regarding vacancies in
higher grades of officer cadre there is no advance planning, and
appropriate decision is taken as and when the vacancy arises.
Thus manpower planning in these banks is in essence limited to
an estimate of the appointments by recruitment and promotions as
mentioned above. The plan envisages no other programme of action.
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6.2.12.5 Forecasting Hman Resource Needs

The human resource planning system of banks has two aspects:

(1) assessment of the requirement of personal for the whole
organisation, and (2) assessment of the requirement at each office.
Though generally speaking the total need of the organisation should
be the sum total of the needs at different offices. the method of
assessment of the total need is different in the banks.

#.2.12.5.1 Corporate forecasting. The methods of assessment of
corporate needs by the different banks are stated below:
FBL: The various steps in the assessment are as follows: (a) The
total working fuds (i.e. deposits plus advances) of the bank is
estimated for the plan period. This is the total of the working
funds of branch offices. (b) The total staff required for the
estimated working funds is calculated on the basis of the national
ratio between working funds and total staff. The national ratio
is taken as the standard because this ratio for all banks including
public sector banks would be better than the prevailing ratio of
the bank. (c) The number of personnel in each cadre is determined
applying the bank‘: prevailing ratio between officers, clerks and
subordinate staff. (d) The number of officers in each grade is
decided by the management at its discretion. This aspect is not
covered in manpower plan.

SIB: Here, the corporate need is estimated on the basis of rough
assessments for the different offices. The sum total of the require
ments so estimated for different offices only forms the basis, and
the number finally approved depends purely on the management’:
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Judgement. For example, in 1985 the additional officers required
was estimated at 277 on the above mentioned basis, bt the additional
posts sanctioned were oly 25. Similarly in 1985. Staff Department
proposed appointment of 125 additional sub staff, but the Board
sanctioned only 50.
C83: The various steps in the forecast are: (a) Deposit at the
end of the plan period is estimated. (b) A standard rate of deposit
per employee is fixed taking into account the rates of public sector
banks and other private sector banks. The rate is usually fixed
higher than the prevailing rate of the bank and the rates of other
private sector banks, but lower than that of public sector banks.
(c) On the basis of the standard rate of deposit per employee the
total staff required is calculated. (d) This total staff require
met is apportioned between the three cadres - officers, clerks and
subordinates - following a standard staff pattern. The standard
is fixed by making slight modifications over its own existing
pattern. A staff pattern with a lower number of clerks and sub
ordinate staff per officer is considered as better by the bank.
For example, in the manpower plan for 1986. the bank planned for a
modification from the existing ratio of 1:2.67:O.95 (between offi
cers, clerks and subordinate staff) to 1:2.5¢0.9.

This principle followed by the bank in improving the staff
pattern suffers from an inconsistency. A target of lesser number
of clerks per officer in a predetermined number of total staff
means a higher proportion of officers and less of clerks in the
total staff. This would not be a staff pattern directly leading
to saving in cost or economy in operation.
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NBLI The regional managers report the requirement of additional
staff in their respective regions in order to enable the head office
to draft the manpower plan. They submit the total number without
furnishing the details of how it has been arrived at. The head
office though does not take into account such assessments at face
value, the manpower plan is based on them but after making the

modifications which are fond appropriate. This bank aims at.a
staff pattern with a larger number of clerks per officer.
POE: There is no formal manpower planning in this bank. However,
in an agreement with the union, the management has promised to

conduct a study to examine the need for additional staff and to take
prompt action based on the study.

In all the banks, after ascertaining the number of additional
employees required, the number of appointments by open recruitment

and by promotion are decided on the basis of the terms of agreements
with employees’ unions. None of the banks has norms to estimate the
requirement of executives and senior officers.

h.2.12.5.2 Branch estimates: The methods adopted by the different
banks to estimate the requirements of staff at branch offices are
as follows:

FBL: The number of clerical staff require is ascertained taking
into account the number of vouchers, number of deposit accounts,
deposit amount, number of advance accounts and advance amount at

the branch. Each of these items is awarded a weightage as fixed
on the basis of experimental studies held in selected branches.
The number of officers is determined on the principle of ‘span of
cotrol' which assumes that an officer can supervise the work of
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four subordinate officers or clerks. The grades of officers
depend on the grade of the branch as decided on the basis of
volume of working funds. The number of subordinate staff is fixed
at the national ratio between officers and subordinate staff. The

span of control of the branch manager is fixed as three as he is
responsible for the general administration as well.
SIB: There is a minimum complement of staff fixed for a branch
office depending upon the class of area. For this purpose branches
are classified into rural, semiurban, urban, first area and metro
politan aree branches. While the minimum start in a rural branch
comprise one officer, two clerks and one subordinate staff; that
in a metropolitan branch include three officers, four clerks and
two substsff. Additional star! are provided on the basis of
working funds and also for special works like direct clearing.
CS8: There are no specific norms for allotting staff to branch
offices. However, the influencing factors are working funds and
the special businesses at the branch. Assessment of work load,
made by branch inspectors during internal inspection is also con
sidered.

NBL: Branches are classified according to the area of situation
into rural, semi urban and urban/metropolitan. Staff requirement

is assessed on the combined basis of class of branch and working
funds. Allotment of staff is more at urban/metropolitan branches,
less at semi urban branches and the least at rural branches.
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For example, the allotment of staff for a branch with working fund
between D. 15 lakhs and B. 25 lakhs is as follows:

Manager Accountants Clerks Substaff TotalRural branches 1 Nil 3 1 5
Semi urban branches 1 1 3 1 6
Urban/Metropolitanbranches 1 1 3 2 7
PCB: In this bank no norms have been adopted for the purpose.
Decisions are taken by executive judgement after taking into con
sideration all factors that have a bearing on the matter.

To summarize, the methods of forecasting and assessing_human

resource requirements of branch offices and of the whole organi
sation vary from bank to bank. In assessing the requirement of
staff at branch offices two of the banks give weightage to the
location of the branch and working funds. The other two banks do
not have any specific criteria. However one of these gives some
consideration to the working funds at the branch, and in the other.
judgement of the concerned executive decides the matter. But in the
fifth bank there is a comprehensive formula giving consideration to
all relevant factors like number of vouchers, number of deposit an
advance accounts, and amounts of deposit and advance. In this bank
the principle of span of control, and the national ratio between
officers and subordinate staff are also made use of.

Two of the banks draft the corporate plan based on branch
level plans. The third bank drafts it on the basis of estimated
working fuds, national ratio of staff to working funds, and the
prevailing staff pattern. In the fourth bank the plan takes into
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account the estimated deposits. deposit-employee ratio of other
banks, and the desired improvements in staff pattern. One bank
does not have manpower planning system.

The above analysis shows that there is no uniformity among
the banks regarding the method or criteria used for human resource
planning. The workload is related by the banks largely to deposits
and advances. Staff pattern of other banks also influences the
assessment of staff requirements. Another influencing factor is
location of the branch.

4.2.12.6 Execution of Plans

Both the plans - corporate as well as branch level - have gaps in
implementation in all the banks. None of the banks makes allot
ment of staff to branches based on its formula. The screoy about
the methods and norms for assessment of human resource requirements

also makes the banks free from any commitment in the matter. The
number calculatd on the basis of the formulae forms the ceiling
in most cases and the actual allotment of staff depends on three
factors as identified by some of the personnel managers - executive
Judgement. ability of the branch manager to exert pressure, and
influence of an aspirant for posting to a particular branch.

4.3 FINDINGS

1. Job analysis as a tool of personnel management has not
taken roots in the banks of Kerala.

2. An organisation structure based on Job analysis, Job
classification and Job grading is strange in these banks. As a
result the organisation set up in the banks is characterised by
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inconsistencies and irregularities. Subordinate officer and
controlling officer being of the same grade, posts of the same
level being occupied by officers of higher and lower grades, officers
discharging similar duties being in widely different grades in di
fferent banks, creation and maintenance of posts and positions
merely to oblige to the demands of employees’ organisations, etc.
are examples.

3. Recruitment system is not based on Job specifications and

job descriptions. This has led to indiscriminate prescription of
qualifications. Prescribing much more than the required qualifi
cations, prescribing a higher qualification for a lower post and
vice versa in different banks, prescribing different qualifications
for different categories of applicants for the same post, prescri
bing different qualifications by different banks for similar posts,
prescribing the same qualification for officer and clerical posts
in the same bank, etc. are some features of the recruitment system
n these banks.

h. Placement of employees is not always based on the grade,
skill or aptitude of the employee. The service rules of certain
banks even specifically state that the ranking or seniority of an
employee shall not in any way affect the placement of the employee.
The basis for placement of employees on posts that attract special
allowance is generally seniority and not suitability.

5. Job evaluation techniques have not been applied in deter
mination of compensation rates. The salary scales for award staff
and officers of the first three grades are determined by negotiations
and settlements at industry level. Relative strength of the bar
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gaining parties at the negotiation table, wage rates prevailing
in other organisations and for other cadres etc. play a dominant
role in the decision. The emoluments of an employee depend upon

his cadre, grade, service and qualifications, and not on the work
done by him. As the service code of a bank states: ‘any officer
may be posted in whatever capacity and under whatever designation

the management determines, provided that the basic pay and dear
ness allowance of the officer shall not be adversely affected‘.

6. Four of the banks have a system which they refer to as
manpower planning. The plan in these banks comprises of an esti
mate of the number of vacancies in the three lower cadres, and
division or this number for recruitment and promotion. Thus the
programmes contemplated in manpower plan include only recruitment

and promotion or personnel.

7. Manpower planning has not gained recognition as a function
of professional specialisation.

8. Very cite a manpower plan is drafted when it is decided to
effect a recruitment. As a result in most or the ceses there is no
definite plan period, or regular preparation of plans. In no case.
there is preparation and approval of plans prior to commencement of
the plan period.

9. There is no uniformity in the norms and methods Iolloved
by these banks for assessing humn resource requirements. The
methods vary from crude to complex. However, all the banks take
into account ‘deposit amount’ as one important factor having a
direct correlation with manpower requirement.
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10. The banks which accept locatio of the branch as a
relevant factor follow an assumption that for the same quantum
of business, workloa is more in urban branches and less in rural
branches 0‘

#.4 SUGGESTIONS

1. In spite of the practical difficulties in carrying out
Job analysis and job evaluation. they are of immense practical
value in finding solution for most of the personnel managemet
problems in an organisation. It imparts validity and credibility
to managerial decisions. Adhocism and imitation can be replaced

by decisions based on Judgement and evaluation. Introduction of
Job analysis system would help the management in identifying the
inconsistencies in its personnel management system, and in con
vincing the employees' unions the soundness of its decisions.
Hence it is desirable for all banks to carry out Job analysis
system and to base personnel management decisions on its findings.
It is also necessary to have periodic review and revision to cope
with the dynamic nature of banking business and industry. Role
analysis also could be profitably made use of.

2. The asic objective of human resource planning is to
ensure that the firm is provided with sufficient number of employees
of appropriate skill at the proper time. Acquisition and develop
ment of skills take time. Hence it is desirable that manpower
plan is drafted and approved sufficiently in advance.

3. Executive succession plan is an inevitable part of human
resource planning. Identifying the successors to executive positions.
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in advance would be helpful to equip the with necessary training
and experience so tht they can take over the new assignments with
confidence.

4. The promotion progranes under a human resource plan
should also anticipate appropriate training and development pro
grammes.

5. It is necessary to identify the predictors that bear a
direct relationship with the work load in banks, and to develop
appropriate norms and techniques for mnpower planning.

6. Manpower planning should be a comprehensive programe

covering all areas of personnel management including recruitment,
training, promotion, performance appraisal, compensation etc.
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CHAPTER 5

RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION

Once manpower requirements have been determined. recruitsent is

the next logical step in the staffing process. The function of
personnel recritment is twofold: (1) to discover the sources
of manpower to match Job requirements and specifications and
(2) to attract an adequate number of prospective employees to
permit meaningful selection of the required personnel.

Recruitment and selection are two words frequently used

in juxtaposition as it they are two different processes. Reo
cruitment. however, includes all activities starting with a
search for suitable candidates and ending with the introduction
of the selected candidates into the organisation. Selection is
a part of this total process. All the activities designed to
find at whether a person is suitable for a job collectively
constitute the selection process. It usually starts with the
scrutiny of the application toms and ends when an opinion is
expressed regarding the suitability of a candidate or a number or

1 In other words, recruitment is collection of applicandidates.

cents while selection is rejection of applicants.
Careful recruitmet and selection of employees is particularly

important in India for two major reasons: Under the existing legal
oonditios, it is not easy to discharge an employee even it he is
found unsuitable to hold the post. Secondly, the chances of mis

2matching the Job and the person are much higher in India. Matching
the Job with the suitable applicant is naturally a two—way process.
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Under the present Job market conditions of India, the employee's
echoice is very mch limited and he will accept any Job irrespective
of his suitability. Under these conditions, the pressure to pro
perly match man and Job is oly one—sided-from employer's side only.
An employee once selected soon acquires certain rights that become
extremely embarassing to the company in case a mistake he been
made. After some years, these misfits cannot be sent away except
for proved misconduct. In their turn, they cannot secure employ
ment elsewhere and this unwanted load has to be carried on by the

concern with a lot of misplaced tolerance.’

5.1 RECRUITING: A PERSONNEL FUNCTIO

Recruitment and selection techniques have acquired such a high
degree of sophistication that a great deal or technical skill is
required for discharging this function. The line executive
neither has the time nor the skill required for this task. He
needs the services or a specialised stat: agency to assist him in
selecting the right kind of personnel.

The responsibilities for the selection function include
(1) developing selection methods and procedures (2) validating
predictors (3) implementing selection methods and procedures; and
(h) monitoring effectiveness of the selection process.“ The per

formance of a worker at job-depends on two factors - skill and will.
The line manager may be more competent to assess the skill, and
the staff manager in assessing the will. The success of this pre
diction would depend on two factors, the data used for prediction
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and skills of the person or persons who make the predictions.
Regarding public sector banks, the Banking Commission re

commended in 1972: ‘As the major portion or the banking industry
is now in the public sector, there should be a canon agency for
recruitment or start for these banks both at the clerical and

Junior officers‘ level (on the lines or those tor the U.P.S.C.).
This agency could be named as the National Banking Service

Comission‘.5 At present the recruitments tor public sector banks
are centralised and made through the Banking Service Recruitment

Boards with the support of the Institute of Banking Personnel
Selection. This idea of a recruitment board exclusively for banks
came in the wake of the dissolution of the Banking Service Cumi
ssion which remined a non-starter since its inception in 1975 as
a centralised recruitment agency for all nationalised banks.6

In all the banks under study, recruitment function is directly
discharged by the top management with the administrative support or
personnel department. Duties of the personnel manager/department
varied from bank to bank and from time to time. ‘The duties dis
charged by the personnel departments in connection with recruitment
BPE 3

1. Forwarding the notification to the press for publication
in papers.

2. Issuing application forms.
3. Receiving the applications from candidates.
4. Tabulating the applications.
5. Issuing intimations to the candidates to be called for

writte test/interview as directed by the top management.
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6. Issuing appointment orders to the candidates selected
by the selection board.

All other important works relating to holding of tests. interviews
and finalisation of selection are directly carried out by the Board
of Directors or Committee or Directors, in all the bake.

5.2 THE PROCESS OF RECRUITMENT

Recruitment is the process of searching for prospective employees
and stimlating them to apply for Jobs in the organisation. It
is often termed ‘positive’ in that its objective is to increase
the selection ratio i.e. the number of applicants per Job opening.
Hiring through selection is negative in that it attempts to eli
minate applicants, leaving only the best to be placed in the
firm.7 .Recruitment is essentially a matching process - matching
the Job with the right man, and effective selection cannot be
achieved if the vital preliminaries are ignored or avoided. If
all applicants performed all Jobs equally well, an organisation
could fill all its vacancies on a first come - first served basis.

The selection process is a series of methods or screening
devices that narrow the selection pool by eliminating less desira
ble applicants at each stage along the way. In order to hire
personnel on a scientific basis, one should establish in advance
a standard of personnel with which applicants can be compared.

This standard should establish the minimum acceptable qualities
necessary for adequate performance or the Job duties. Establishing
such qualities entails (1) the design of the job and (2) a study
or the Job duties and responsibilities to determine human abilities
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required for execution. The study of Job content to determine
human requirements is termed Job analysis. The ability of selec
tion techniques to predict success on future Job performance de
pends on the existence or a criteria of success against which the
potential candidates can be compared. In other words, there should
be a measurable standard o£'personne1 and also measurement techni

ques capable of measuring human qualities and attributes laid down
in this standard. The sequential selection process proceeds from
collecting relatively general information about an applicant to
collecting more specific in-depth inrormation.8

Evaluating the abilities of human being is an extremely
difficult task. There are no easy shortcuts, and the hiring pro
cedures used by the more advanced firms are long and complicated.
Throughout the selection process, it has to be borne in mind that
the purpose of selection is not to pass judgement on the general
abilities, attributes or capacities of individuals. but only to
assess their suitability for certain vacancies or positions in the
organisation. In other words, the emphasis throughout should be
on suitability, and not only ability. It can eve be said that
the selectors have no right to pass judgement on a candidate
except with reference to their own specific requirements. Every
body has virtues and faults, strengths and weaknesses. Nobody is
good for everything and nobody is good for noth1ng.9

Though there is no standard procedure adopted by all firms,
the following is an example of a popular method:1°

1. Initial or preliminary interview.
2. Application blank or blanks.
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3. Check of references.

b. Psychological tests.
5. Employment interview.

6. Approval by the supervisor.
7. Physical examination.
8. Induction or orientation.
One of the most important elements of an effective recruit

ment programme is a recruitment policy. The recruitment policy
should clearly spell ot the objectives and major principles tht
the management intends to pursue while recruiting its personnel.
Qperationally, the recruitment strategies should be free from
biases towards particular regions, economic classes, social or
uranlrural background, etc. It should also take care of the
special encouragement to be given to the weaker sections of the
society such as Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes etc. Recruit
ment policy should also take into account the fact that high
talent manpower is essential to have and hard to find.

The Banking Commission in its report (1972) describes the

recruitment practice than existing in various banks, as follows:
"There is a wide variation in the practices followed by various
banks in matters relating to minimum qualifications and selection
process. Some of the banks have prescribed graduation as minimum

qualification for recruitment of clerical staff, while certain others
take even mstriculates. Several banks allow weightage while testing
the eligibility of sons and daughters of their employees. In cer
tain benks, the candidates are selected through examination and
interview, while others screen then only through interview".11
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The Conission recommended the following eeleetio procedure:

‘Selection process should consist of written tests and interviews.
written tests are necessary as the standards or various universities
in the country are not uniform and as aptitude tests are to be
carried out. Interview should follow the written test and should be

crestricted to those candidates who have passed the selection test.
Its purpose should minly be to get supplementary information about
the aptitude and temperament of the candidate and also about his
appearance, department, ability to communicate etc. Though per~
sonality and social qualities are important. the main criteria for
Judging a person should be his aptitude and the basic ability to
perform the job satisfactorily. It should be obligatory for a
candidate to obtain minimum pass marks for each test (inclding
viva voce) to become eligible for selection. The ranking for
placement in the waiting list should depend upon the aggregate
marks obtained in written test as well as oral examinations’.12

Regarding officers, the Commission suggested: ‘The selection pro
cedure for Junior officers. as in the case of clerical staff, sheld
consist of a written test and interview but accent should be on

testing initiative and enterprise, general intelligence and logical
thinking. As in the case of clerical statf, standard tests for
selecting officer start should be evolved in the light of experience
gained and further research'.13

Scientific selection strategy based on systeatic Job analysis,
has only a very short history in Indian banking. In 1971. a Task
Force comprising university professors of psychology/education.
bankers and the NIBH faculty approache the problem of scientific
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selection strategy for clerical recruitment firstly by describing
broadly the clerical Job in terms of various essential tasks, de
fining chracteristios relevant to them, and recommending suitable
tool/techniques to measure these characteristics.14

There is need to periodically review and update the procedures
of selection in order to incorporate the changing nature of techno

log and its implications to job design, the hopes and aspirations
of the people as reflected in the demands and charters of unions,
or emerging ot of performance appraisal, and organisational analy

sis exercises. The effectiveness of selection techniques is asse
l80d by the extent to which it can predict success on future Job
performance. Success of the function of recruitment can be Judged
by utilising a number of criteria, among which are, in order of
increasing importance: (1) the number of applicants (2) the number
of offers made (3) the number of hirings and (4) the number of
successful placements.15

5.3 SOURCES OF RECRUITMENT

In general, the sources of employees can be classified into two

types, internal and external. Filling a job opening from within
the firm has the advantages of stimulating preparation for possible
transfer or promotion, increasing the general level of morale, and
providing more information about Job candidates through analysis

of work histories within the organisation. In addition, it avoids
the problem of people coming in by one door of the firm while
highly similar talent leaving by another. On the other hand, open
recruitment has the advantage that newly recruited managers and
employees may, in themselves be different from the members of the
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worh force they Join. They may bring with them new ideas and
expectations.16

The Sastry Award deals with this issue, as follows: "As

regards the demand that no direct recruitment to supervisory and
officers‘ grades should be made, we are of opinion that it is
neither necessary nor desirable to impose any such restrictions
on the banks. We however direct that even when dirct recruit
ment to particular posts is decided on, deserving men already
in service who come up to the required educational qualifications
should also be enabled to compete for such recruitment by a
reasonable relaxation of the rules relating to age and other
restrictions if any".17

The Banking Commission observed: "In any society such
people (persons who possess executive potential) are compara
tively few and sufficient inducement has to be offered to attract
them. They have also to be deliberately trained and developed
and the process of training has to start at an early age when
their minds are fresh and malleable. It is, therefore, necessary
that besides the recruitment at the clerical level, there should
also be recruitment from outside at Junior officers’ level".18
The Commission continues as follows: "The responsibility of bank
officers have become onerous. their salaries are comparatively high
and enough talent is available in the form of university graduates
with brilliant record. In fact. to deny outstanding people an
opportunity to Join banks at a level which is attractive to them,
would amount to a waste of good talent. At the same time, oppor
tunities for competing for recruitment at officers‘ level should
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be kept open to the existing staff in order to avoid frustration
and to give a chance to those who, though brilliant, had to Join
at clerical level due to adverse circumstances. Considering the
present conditions of the banking industry, the proportion for
internal promotions and recruitment from open market should be
two to one for the present, subject to review after a few years".19

2° revealed that:(1) The directlyA study by Anil Khandelwal

recruited officers in banks nourish a higher ambition level and

zest for self development, and are largely frustrated, (2) They
feel that there is no recognition of their abilities and that
placement on Job is not consistent with their interest, aptitude
and background, (3) They feel that compared to the salary paid
to them, they do not have adequate decision making power.

Inevitably, the firm should go to external souces for
positions whose specifications cannot be met by present personnel,
and for expansion. The more commonly used outside sources include

advertising, employment exchanges, recommendations of present

employees, schools and colleges, casual applicants, etc. Not
every firm can afford to develop every source of labour to the
fullest extent. Sources utilised should be evaluated and Judged
in terms of the degree of success in obtaining competent personnel.
For each major category of Jobs, present personnel can be evalua
ted in terms of Job success. If a correlation is discovered be

tween successful personnel and particular labour sources, those
sources should be further developed and exploited.21

All the banks studied mke direct appointments to officer,
clerical and subordinate cadres. Appointments to grades above
the lowest in officer cadre are made by promotion from the lower
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cadre. Direct appointments to higher grades are very rare,
and limited to the appointment of specialists. But in 1960s
NBL used to make direct recruitment to #0 percent of the vacan
cies in Accountant cadre and Agent (Branch Manager) cadre. In
1970s FBL»used to neke general recritsents to higher grades from
post graduates in business administration, engineering, agricul
ture, law etc. and also from chartered accountants. Till 1970s,
in three of the banks, all appointments to officer cadre were by
promotions from clerical staff. Now also all banks reserve a
certain percentage (varying from 70 percent to 80 percent) of
vacancies for promotion of clerical staff. In FBL, if sufficient
eligible candidates are not available, the reserved vacancies
are filled by direct appointment. However, such vacancies are
carried over for one year and if sufficient number of candidates
are not available that year also, it lapses. Thus open recruit
ment to officer cadre is restricted to 20 percent to 30 percent
of the vacancies occurring in the lowest grade. Though all the
banks used to make occassional recruitment to officer cadre,
general recruitcents to officer cadre was started by FBL in
I1d~1950S, NBL in late 1950s, SIB in 1974, C35 in 1976 and PCB

in 1978. Table 5-1 shows the present and past reservation rates
in appointment to officer cadre in these banks.

All the banks make some appointments to clerical cadre by
promoting eligible candidates from subordinate staff. NBL re
serves 20 percent or the vacancies in clerical cadre for such
appointment. In this bank, the vacancies arising in clerical
cadre are filled as follows: 20 percent by pronotio of



TABLE 5-1

Appointment to Officer Cadre - Reservation Rates
(in percentage)
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FBL

SIB
CSB

NBL

PCB
.1 _: 4__.__

..__.__.—__.__..v —__.v—_

In 1970s injariy 1930;" In 1986-87
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subordinate start, 15 percent by recruitment Iron relatives or
employees and 65 percent by open recruitment. In the other banks

there is no reservation in clerical cadre. but promotions are made
according to availability of suitable hands. The practice in these
banks is to promote all the candidates who qualify in a suitability
tCIte

All the banks introduced the system or reservations either
by the terms or agreements with employees‘ unions or by management
decision at the pressure of unions.

Table 5-2 shows the proportion of eployees appointed by direct
recruitment among the total personnel in oriicer and clerical cadres
in the five banks. In the subordinate cadre all appointments are b
open recruitment and hence the rate is 100 percent. It could be seen

that the proportion of recruited personnel to the total personnel
varies between banks, cadres and time. In all banks, the proportion
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shows an inverse relationship with the level of cadre i.e. at
higher level the rate is low and at the lower level it is high.
At the higher grades of officer post, open recruitment is almost
nil and.the proportion of recruited personnel is near to zero per
cent. It could also be seen that the rates vary between banks.
The latest rate of recruited officers among total officers vary
between 20 percent and 45 percent in different banks. The rates
in the second half of seventies varied between 3 percent and 64
percent. In banks which had lower rates before, the rates have
increased; in the bank which had the highest rate, it has come
down; and in the other banks the rates remain unchanged. Regarding
clerical cadre, the rates vary between 74 percent and 9h percent
of total clerks. Previously, they varied between 82 percent and
95 percent. Here also, the banks which had higher rates (90 per
cent and 95 percent) previously have recorded fall in the rates.

The above analyses show that the managerial power in recruit

ment is restricted in the banks by the provisions regarding re
servation of vacancies. The degree of freedom gets more and more
restricted with rise in the cadre and grade of post. That is, the
restriction is almost complete as regards higher grades in officer
cadre, less at the first level in officer cadre, further low in
clerical cadre and almost absent in subordinate cadre.

5.h RECRUITMENT ADVERTISING

It is axiomatic that no hiring programme can be effective unless
the number of applicants for a given type of work is substantially
greater than the number of Jobs to be filled. The very word
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"selection" implies the choice of the one best qualified individual
from among a number of available candidates. Wherever careful se
lection is applied, it is of paramount importance that there be a
relatively large reservoir of candidates from which the final se
lectees are chosen. Recruitment advertising is a very popular
method used by employers to convey information to potential Job
applicants. Lengthier recruiting messages can more fully des
cribe the nature of a Job opening and the necessary and/or desi
rable qualifications required. The fact that recruiting messages
seek and are able to obtain a qualified response means that appli
cants are to some degree "self-selected" for the Jobs to which
they apply.22 A well-thought out and planned advertisement for
an appointment reduces the possibility of unqualified people
applying.

The Sastry Award (1953) suggested that banks. in their own
interests should in case of reasonable number of vacancies advertise

the.23 According to the Banking Commission (1972), ‘selection pro

cedure is a two way process. While the employer should have an
opportunity for the selection of the best of the lot from amongst
the applicants. the candidate should also know, with as non cle
rity as possible, the nature of the Job. the service conditions and
future prospects. The advertisements for recruitment should,
therefore, not only indicate the mininm qualifications for the
Job but should also describe the range of duties, the service con
ditions and the future prospects. *This is necessary to avoid
selecting admirable candidates and then run the risk of getting
frustrated for lack of suitable opportunities to use their abilities‘
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Till early sixties selection for appointments to the banks‘
cadre was from among candidates sponsored by directors and senior

employees. Notification of any type was not made and banks pre
ferred to make appointments from such candidates because ‘if some

responsible people who know the candidates assure their suitability,
they could be eployed with greater confidence and relief'.25
Later, some banks started making notifications at the notice boards
of the bank at Head Office and branches. At present, all the banks
follow a policy of issuing advertisements in English and regional

language dailies for recruitments to officer and clerical cadres.
However in 1980-'82 period, one bank made only branch notification
for recruitments to officer cadre and clerical cadre since the

number of vacancies was low. Certain larger banks make local re
cruitment to clerical cadre for remote place branches outside the
State, without newspaper notification. Except these, all recruit
ments to clerical and officer cadres are now made after news paper

notification. For recruitment of substaff, while two banks notify
the vacancies through the banks‘ notice boards, the others make

the selection from casual applicants. One is also making use of
the services of Employment Exchanges.

Though all the banks mention the name of the bank in the

notification, no description like size, geographical coverage,
profitability etc. of the bank is given. Job description is con
fined to giving of the name of cadre or the Job title. Regarding
renneration, EBL states the pay scales and the total remuneration
at the highest and lowest py areas; SIB states the pay scales
without mention of total pay (once it also gave the total pay at
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the lowest pay area); CSB uses phrases like ‘Award/B.P.S. pay
scales’, ‘usual pay scales‘ etc.: HBL made all the above mentioned
types of statements on different occasions, and PCB makes no men
tion about pay. Only FBL gives at least a brief description of
the perquisites and fringe benefits offered. None of the banks
make any mention of promotion or other prospects. Regarding
selection procedure, some make mention about written test and
interview. Subjects or other details about the test are not given
by any of the banks, though some mention that the test would be
descriptive/objective. Method of selection (i.e. criteria,
weightage, process of elimination etc.) are not mentioned by any
of the banks. Only one bank tells the number of vacancies in the
notification.

On the whole, the details furnished by the banks in their
advertisements do not give a potential employee, any clear picture
about the institution, the nature of job, remuneration and fringe
benefits, future prospects and chances of his being selected.
Table 5-3 shows the number of candidates who applied for Jobs in
some of these banks and the number of job seekers in Kerela. It
reveals that only a small portion of the Job seekers apply for
Jobs in these banks in spite of the better service conditions
offered. A recruitment notification which is more detailed and

giving all relevant information may be capable of obtaining a
better response.
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TABLE 5-3

Number of Job applicants in the banks
and the number of Job seekers in Kerala.

._ ..._ __ 4.. : ->-- -A-—4"‘¢‘ *‘ :‘-*““ “‘ “*‘*j __ _—..:w:—: :.——.-j‘—--2v ?.. ~.,_ ._...‘_, —7 —--we '—v' v—v——--— __,___, _.._:— :. 7.——.¢—~_——.— .——F VNO: of jobNumber of Applicants seekers in Kerala
-;—_::_____ -—---—___:__—__ _______ _::_____—— _—,.__-_:___-_-_-_—__—_--—— :__*‘ ::::*‘__:::::“‘ “‘recruit- For officer post for clerical Postneat post Gradu- Gradu=-=:==_- ——: — — W- V :-~ _—— -~— —etes ates1 2 3 A 1 2 3
1981 1h76 - ~ - 11632 25#5 526 7769h 7053
1983 1481 1007 - - 7507 14115 - 88557 70hO
1935 2290 2223 1131» 179 7856 sea’! - 90329 10062‘% __ p ._ _... ._ —— _—:__ ‘_.,__, ...v ———— ‘._——-— .«~—w———7_—v———_. _7<«v——__v_¢ ——— ¢_.._—._—_———v +-— _—1——— ?. —.— ‘_.—.— —-—

Suroe for number of Job seekers in Kerala: Economic Review 1987
State Planning Board, Government of Kerala, p.113.

5.5 APPLICATION BLANK

The application blank is invariably usd as one of the selection
tools. Its significance lies not only in that, when filled out,
it provides factual information needed for evaluating the candidate‘:
suitability, but it is also used as a basic record of his personal
data, if he is hired. The application blank seeks to reveal the
more obvious information about the capacities and interests of the
applicant. The entries in his own hand without advice or suggestion
give information as to his pennanship at least, as to his clarity
of understanding, and as to the degree of education he has attained.26

In case there is a large number of applications, inevitably a
good deal of elimination has to be done on the basis of the infor
mation provided in the application form. How well this can be
done depends on the form itself. Therefore, the design of the fora
is very important. It is not unusual to find application forms
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cluttered with questions many of which are irrelevant to the
selection process. Any information which will not influence the
decision on whether a person should be called for further inter
views, or which will not influence the final selection in any way
should not be included in the application fors.27 The form should
be as brief and simple as possible. To the extent possible, eli
mination on the basis of the application should be done on tangible,
quantifiable factors such as age, qualification, languages etc. To
exercise Judgement on an application form is risky. It should be
done, if at all, by senior and experienced persons. In all appli
cation forms, it would be a feasible idea to include one or two
broad questions in answering which the candidate can reveal his
values and attitudes and also his form of expression.28

Mny types of application forms are used in practice. some
are brief being used as preliminary applications for a rapid ini
tial screening of the applicants. Thereafter more detailed ones
are used with special questions. Weightage can be given to the
answers in the application blank according to their importance and
the total score of points can then be calculated.29 Some firms

have attempted to increase the value of the application blank by
studying the relationship between certain biographical data ordi
narily requested on the fore and success on the job. If the
specific value of any of the factual items can be determined, these
items can then be weighted. Each firm must develop its own weighted
form, taking cognizance of the varying conditions within the organi
sation. In addition, the blank must be continuously updated.3°

In all the banks, a candidate has to apply for jobs in the
application form prescribed by the bank. The for: of application is
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usually shown in the notification. Previously, all the banks had
insisted that the application should be in the handwriting of the
candidate. Nov SIB wants it to be typewritten, NBL wants it in the
handwriting of the candidate and PCB requires in addition, a decla
ration that it has been completed ‘in my own hand‘. But FBL and
CS8 do not make any such stipulations. Except SIB all the banks
had experimented with the issue or printed application forms to
candidates e.g. PCB in 1976, FBL in 1977. CSB in 1982 and NBL in

1985. But to save the effort and cost, all the banks stopped the
system after a one-time experiment. But in FBL, the candidates
called for interview after the written test, are sent a printed
application form which has to be filled in and subnittd before
interview. Similarly in NBL all the candidates appointed have to
£111 in the printed application form at the time of Joining, for
the purpose of service records.

Particulars to be furnished in the application are mainly the
bio—data of the candidate. The other particulars asked in the forms
of some of the banks include:

1. Blood group of the candidate.

2. Reason for selecting banking as a career.
3. Reason why the candidate consider himself suitable

for the post.
h. Brief description or the career since leaving college,

emphasising notable achievements.

5. Past and present employment, total pay and reason for
leaving.

6. Particulars of highly placed near relatives.
7. Relationship with employees or directors or the bank.
8. Previous applications sent to the bank and the result.
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9. Whether a shareholder or related to a shareholder.

W10. Business connections of the candidate or of near relatives,with the bank.

Many of the above mentioned informtion are helpful in assessing
the suitability of a candidate. At the same time at least some of
them are likely to leave some misgivings about the factors that
weigh with the management in selection of candidates. This is
specially true when the notification is silent about the selection
process. Hence, it may be desirable to include in the application
form only relevant details leaving the other particulars to be
collected later.

5.6 APPLICATION FEES

All the banks collect a fee from the applicants as application fee
or examination fee, in recruitments by issue of notification. The

rate of fee is upto B. 50/- for officer post and upto 3. 40/- for
clerical post. While some banks fix a lower fee for candidates
belonging to scheduled castes and scheduled tribes, others give
than total exemption from payment of fee. All the banks exempt
clerical staff of the bank applying for officer post from payment
of application fee.

5.7 QUALIFICATION

The kind of candidate eligible to apply has to be clearly specified.
The specifications should be as bread as is compatible with the re
quirements of the Job. Excessively tight specifications limit the
size of the sample from which selection can be made, thus leading
to loss of useful material. At every point that a new condition is
laid down, the question has to be asked ‘is this really necessary?'.
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Only when we have got a thorough knowledge of the Job, its setting
in the hierarchy, and a comprehensive knowledge of what is being
taught in the educational institutions, it is possible to establish
minimal educational requirements.31

Sound personnel practice requires that all stipulated minimum
hiring requirements have a foundation of fact rather than intuition.
In the US, an employer, has the burden of showing that any given
requirement has a manifest relationship to the emplcymet in ques
tion. In other words, the employer can stipulate any requirement
if it can be proved that such possession results in better Job
performance than by those without it.32

It would be opportune to go through a re observations re
garding the qualifications and qualities required in a bank employee:

(1) It is well to bear in mind that banks do not require many
intellectually highly competent officers, bt many officers of very
high integrity and devotion to duty to serve the common people.
This has a bearing on future recruitment policy with its impact on
the question of officers’ discontent.33

(2) we do not think it necessary to lay down conditions regar
ding the minimum qualifications for recruitment of the start by banks
as the requirements of different banks are not necessarily uniform.
Moreover, for certain kinds of work such as that of s cashier in a
bank, it is not necessary to employ only persons who have passed the
matriculation or an equivalent examination. We recommend that so
tar as new bands are concerned preference should be given to persons
who are holders of recognised degrees or diplomas in commercial sub
jects provided that in other respects their qualifications are more
or less identical.3h
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(3) Extraordinary brilliance or streak genius is not essential
for a bank employee. Persons with average intelligence and willing
ness to be of service can perform bank operations satisfactorily with
proper guidance and training. Selection is important; because ser
vice being the prime object of banks, they have to select personnel
who can maintain poise and be pleasant even under emotional stress

or physical strain incidental to serving customers of all types.35'
(4) The minimum qualification for the junior officers’ post

should be graduation with high second division marks (over 55 percent)
and the maximum age limit should be 27 years. The recruitment should

be open to graduates in any subject but preference should be given
to those holding degrees in Commerce, Economics and Business Admini

stration by allotting to the specified additional marks in the
selection test.56

(5) Services in banking are onia different footing. For the
non-officer jobs, all that is required is a minimum qualification
relating to accounting and language. Basic qualification similar
to School Leaving Certificate should suffice for the purpose.
Further, for these services, local contact and influence are essen
tial for results: alcofness, which is a virtue for administering of
law and order is likely to be a handicap for these tasks. Further,
for the types of function to be performed, it is somewhat difficult
to devise a competitive examination; aptitude tests are known to
favour only smart persons, while those really able for the tasks
are likely to be discarded. In view of the characteristics of the
banking service it would be essential to restrict recruitment of
non-officer staff to persons with the maximum qualifications of sac.”
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(6) In view of the large expansion of the banking industry
and the policy of internal promotions followed by banks, large
numbers of clerks will be promoted to higher positions in due
course. The clerks are thus potential officers. It is, therefore,
necessary that for recruitment at clerical and cashier level an
applicant shold at least be a graduate and of an age not exceeding
2h years. As. however, the banking industry is spreading to rural
areas, persons having close acquaintance of rural conditions are
likely to be useful. Selection tests should, therefore, be so
devised that graduates with rural background are not barred from
getting selected.38

(7) The research work done in the NIH! on the subject of
clerical selection strategy indicates that the clerical work in a
bnk, on the basis of Job elements analysis, requires ability to
compare names and numbers, to perform arithmetical computations

like additions, substractions, multiplications etc., accurately
and speedily and to comprehend circular letters written in simle
English. Further the ability to get on with people is very im
portant in a bank as employees have to deal with customers, collea
gues, subordinates and superiors. The clerical candidate is a
potential officer and he shold also have sufficient intelligence,
power of comprehension, ability to discriminate between relevant
and irrelevant material as also between a conclusion and an assum

ption. He should, in addition, have an adequate measure of common
sense and ability to think and deduce logically.39

An important aspect to remember is to ensure that the can

didate is neither unqualified nor overqualified. While recruiting
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high-calibre personnel, it should also be kept in mind that this
type of personnel starts feeling restless it kept too long in subor
dinate pcsiticns. High talent personnel tend to deteriorate or quit
it they do not get opportunities to use their talent. With higher
education cones high aspirations and on the routine banking jobs.
the employees tend to become easily bcred.“° The Committee on
Functioning of Public Sector Banks (1978) observed: "One factor
which acts as a damper on motivation of bank employees is the
routine and repetitive nature of the work, which employees with
high academic qualifications are called upon to perform but for
which such qualifications are not necessarily required. What is
really expected and required or staff is hard work, integrity and

devotion to duty. The committee, therefore, feels that banks
should consider recruiting a much higher percentage of personnel
at the clerical levels with educational qualification down to
matriculation and give them appropriate Job training - it would

51 The Careerslead to a more satisfied and not frustrated staff‘.
Research and Advisory Centre, as quoted in the 'observer' of 14th
January, 1968 says: ‘The Jobs which attract graduates are those
which offer them hard training, hard work, responsibility and
interest'.“2

In India we are faced with a peculiar problem as a result of
the educational system in our country. We are producing graduates
and post-graduates in millions every year. Every graduate whatever
his real worth on a Job, attaches a false value to himself due to
the educational qualifications he acquired from a university. This
self-assumed value system tends to deactivate them on their present
3obs.“3 Those who had been accepted though overqualitied, shortly
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after assuming their jobs start talking about exploitstions.4h
From the point of view of the institution, such overqnalified
persons are less adaptable, more ambitious and less disciplined.
From the point of View of the nation, it is a national waste to
recruit over-qualified persons. It induces persons to take to
advanced education merely for qualifying for s job.h5 According to
Bhatt, for the officer cadre in banks it may be necessary to in
sist on a banking examination rather than a graduate degree.“5
Research in organisations has demonstrated that it the employee
feels that there is a gap between his estimate of his capabilities
and the demands that work makes on his capacities, be primarily
copes with this gap by using psychological defences such as with
drawal, aggression, rationalisation and the like (Argyris, 196$:
Schein, 1965).“?

In the early years there was no specified qualifications for
appointments in banks. Perusal of service records of retired and
senior employees shows that till the sixties there was no policy
in any of the banks with regard to the qualifications of candidates,
their age, the reruitmant process etc. There was also no relation
between the cadre of appointment and the qualifications of candidates.
While one bank appointed candidates with first class in S.S.L.C. as
office boys to be confirmed in subordinate cadre later, another
bank appointed an S.S.L.C. failed candidate as Agent i.e. Branch
Manager. Integrity and reliability or the candidates were the prime
factors that used to influence the decision of selection, and the
cadre of appointment.

Ever since the policy with regard to recruitment and other
stat!-relate matters was laid down in the tors of Staff Regulations
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and Service Codes, the disparity in the qualificatios prescribed
by banks for recruitment was noticeable. For example. while FBL
prescribed a postugraduate degree as the minimum qualification for
recruitment to officer cadre in mid-sixties. in PCB it was only a
graduation. The qualifications prescribed in various banks for
recruitment to clerical cadre during this period are shown in
Table 5-4.

Table 5~¢

Qualification prescribed for clerks in Hid-sixties,
by different banks.

NBL " Graduation 0
SIB - Graduation. For relatives of

employees: S.S.L.C.
FBL - S.3.L.C. with first class.
CSB — S.S.L.C. with 50% marks in

English and Mathematics or10“ e I
PCB - S.S.L.C. with hO% average total

marks and 50% marks in English
and Mathematics.

Tables 5-5. 5-6 and 5-7 show the qualifications prescribed by
the banks since the seventies for recruitment to officer cadre,
clerical cadre and subordinate cadre respectively. It could be
seen that the prescribed qualification for all cadres always varied
from bank to bank.

In the seventies the minimum qualification prescribed for the
subordinate staff varied between reading and writing knowledge of
English and Malayalam, and S.8.L.C. with first class. In the seven

ties the banks speoified only the minimum qualification regarding
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Qualifications prescribed by the banks for Officer post
ifl 197°.  and 1956s

____.___* _._ ._.. _____._ ¢._ _..__._,_.,_ V: __,V._—fi-_.._.v V.— _._ v.-.—‘.Bank "in 1§7c ' in $9.5‘ in 1986 “
FBL Post-Gaduste Pest-Graduate Degree Professional PestDegree or Professional Degree Graduate de es,' like B.L., B.Sc.(Engg.) Professions Degreeetc. in first class,M.Sc. first class

or H.A./M.Com.
2nd class.

SIB No direct Post-Graduate Degree B.Sc. First Cass orrecruitment or first class B.A./B.Con.graduation. Second Class.
B.Sc. with 70% marks

C33 No direct First Class Degree or B.A./B.Com. withD recruitment 60% marks.
Degree with Degree with first class B.Sc. First ClassNBL first class or or P.G. Degree in B.A./B.Com.P.G. Degree in 2nd class. 2nd class or2nd class. P.G. Degree

2nd class.

PCB Graduation. Graduation. Graduation with
v—._.._... _.—v-.——————..— #7 —-y w———— :.——v

50% marks.
_._v__ _.

subordinate staff, but now there is also a ceiling fixed regarding
qualification. In all banks (including FBL which had prescribed a
ninisun qualification of S.S.L.C. with first class in the seventies)
now a candidate is not eligible, if he has passed 8.S.L.C. examination.

Table 58 shows the lowest and the highest minimum qualifi
cations prescribed by the banks for recruitment to officer, clerical
and sub-staff cadres in the seventies and at present. It can be seen
that both the highest and lowest levels of minimum qualifications for
clerical and officer cadres have recorded a rise. At the same time
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IABLE 5~6

Qualifications prescribed by the banks for clerical post
in 1970, 190 and 1986.

_ _._ _._ __.._. _—. ._. A... —_ -.n.—-_j___ .—:.._¢ v__ __ i *.. T7 ———%—————v—_._v7(4—:w— ———j3...; 13 1590 W in 1930 in 1986
B.Sc. with 5596 B.Sc. with 59% Iarks B.-3c. with 55% markFBL marks or B.A./ or B.A./B.Com. with or B.A./B.Com. withB.Com. with 50% marks. 50% marks.
50% marks.

SIB Graduation. Graduation. Graduation.
S.S.L.C. with
50% marks inCSB English and Graduation. Graduation.
Mathematics, or
graduation.

B.Sc. in second class B.Sc. in first clas"BL  B.A./B.COlI.  B.A./B.ColI.45% marks. 45% marks.
S.S.L.C. with
40% marksPCB (Minimum 50% marks Graduation. Graduation within English and 2nd class.Mathematics) .

£,the highest minimum qualification for subordinate staff came down
from S.S.L.C. first class to a pass in Std. VIII and the lowest
minimum qualification remains unchanged. '

Analysis of the qualifications prescribed by the banks for
different posts brings out the following features:

(1) Different snks have prescribed different educational
qualifications even for posts of same cadre and grade. Similarly
the qualification prescribed by some banks for their clerical staff
is higher than that prescribed by some other banks for their officers
In 1970, the qualification prescribed by FBL for recruitment to
subordinate cadre was a first class in S.S.L.C. while the qualificatb
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TABLE 5-?

Qualifications prescribed by the banks for subordinate
posts in 1970, 1980 and 1986.

.4; ..... .__ —._ 41.._j i,. ..,.__— —._~_.. ‘.1.7 ——w: __V3.31:” in 370 in 1930 V inw1986
FBL 8.S.L.C. in Std.VII pass upto Std.VII pass uptoIIt O13I'e SQSQLOCI fa11Cde S.3.L.C'. fa11Cde

313 §‘:§.{‘g'°‘ Not passed S.S.L.C.
can Std. v Pass Std. v Pass. §fg:K_‘C":"§a‘{§_’:§.
um.    am §‘§:}fTé? 12:::.:;=.°*°

Writing and Writing and reading Writing and reading
PCB reading knowledge knowledge of English knowledge of Englishof English and and Malayalam. and Malayalam.

Malayalfll.

TABLE 5~8

Lowest and highest of the prescribed minimum qualifications
for Otficer. Clerk and Sub-staff cadres.

41 4.. :_¢_j ___—A_.._ .___. 7 _v —v———..__..__..___. —_——-—w _._? —_—-_._ _..__.._...—u—u-vww1970's 1986
§g§;§ta£t caggg

Lowest - Writing and reading knowledge of English and Malayalam
" Sass!-laceFirst Class. Std’ VIII Pa"

Clagigal gaggg
Loweat " S.S.L.C.

50% rks in English Graduation.
and Mathematics.

Highest - B.Sc. with 55% marks. B.Sc. with 60% nrks.
1 ca

Lowest - Graduation. Graduation with 50% marks
Highest - Post Graduation. Professional Post Graduation]M.So. First Class.

—: _;.... _.. ._ : __ _.. j .:_._ .1 _._ ——. ._._..¢ —— .._.__ ____.__ __._._ _.¢—_ —.—{r ——v _.v —v—~— ‘__v._ _.,—¢vé , —i -—-V ___v —.-— ?_:._.._ V. ___ _._ __v.__ 1. ‘j
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for recruitment to clerical cadre in CSB was only a pass in
S.s.L.C. with so percent marks in English and Mathematics. 31:1
larly, during the same period, while any graduate was eligible to

apply for an officer post in PCB, for clerical poet in FBL a high
second class (55 percent marks) was necessary for graduates in

science subjects. At present, to apply for an officer post in
PCB a science graduate need have only second class; but to apply
for a clerical poet in NBL he should have first class.

(2) Another feature is the discrimination in favour of Arts
and Commerce subjects. While in the seventies, only PBL had mde
such distinction, at present all the banks except PCB have fixed
a lower percentage of marks for Arts and Comerce graduates.
(Table 5-9)

(3) The qualifications prescribed by a bank are not con
sistently high or low for different cadres. For example, a first
class science graduate is qualified for an officer post in NBL bt
not qualified in FBL; but a graduate in science with 55 percent
marks is qualified for clerical post in FBL but not qualified in
NBL. Similarly, a first class science graduate though qualified
for officer post in NHL and underqualified in CS3, a candidate with
only a pass in B.Sc. is qualified for clerical post in CS3, but
underqualified in NBL.

(h) Within a bank also there is no internal consistency in
the qualifications prescribed for different posts and cadres. In
PCB, the qualifications prescribed for clerical post and officer
post are the same. Similarly, in NBL also for both the posts a
science graduate should have first class. (Tables 5-5 and 5-6).
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TABLE 5-9

Class and Mhrke required in Arts/Commerce and Science disciplines' in the Banks for different posts.
__, _¢ _._ .:.__ __ _¢__ :. jj_.__t_. _.._.j:_ _.._ —-V-1

mm M cm "  ::::;a:=.§:::;c:°‘
f1970a FBL Clerks g§§°;n:fiEh SE23/g6g°:;rk.
1980- “L 01-m ?5§°.f.a:;t§*‘ .’ii‘.§;.’§a»‘2°;':;.....

"BL Clerks ‘§a§’2°;.¥i§” 312;’ 25§i°2.'......

was 1% 0mm ‘#152; cm. 2‘a§"c’{;E§“'
was SIB omeer £132-2 Close §.7.:‘;'é§.:.S.’.‘';'‘''

1% 038 °m°-= $a§°;.:.i§” 51%;’ Eafifism
ms um.  21:12;  §;:°é§aS:“'
1% FBI» C1-rh §s§°;m::§” 31$.-‘.2’
1% “BL <=1~r==- 2a2°;a¥i2“ 3;$a’';3s§i°Ea.n

; ___;.__ ._¢ .g. g._ _—4: L_.. —— --— ‘-1.; — __.g_— _————-————j_._. ~».._ ....
(5) There is no correlation between the class of beak or recur

aeration rate, and the qualification prescribed. NBL which had pre
scribed thc highest qualification for officers in 1970 and 1980 and
which holds the second place in 1966 is a ‘B’ class bank. It pre
scribes now the highest qualification for clerks. PCB, the other
‘B’ class bank has prescribed for clerk: a qualification which is
higher than that prescribed by two of the ‘A’ class banks - SIB and
CSB. As the pay scales or ‘B’ clees banks are lower than that of
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'A"cleee banks. it one: out that there in no correlation between
the remuneration rete an qualifications prescribed.

(6) Under the present system, candidates within a certain

range or educational qualifications are not eligible to apply for
deny or the poet: in banks. For example, candidate: with qualification
above matriculation and below graduation are overqualified tor :ub—
ordinate cadre and underqualitied tor clerical cadre; ‘In the public

sector banks, a candidate with 60 percent marks in ntricnlation on
50 percent nrka in pre-degree examination is qualified for appoint
ment in clerical cadre.

(7) For different posts in the same cadre and with the same
salary scale, some banks prescribe qualifications of different
level. To illustrate, the qualifications prescribed by some banks

for different poets in clerical cadre are shown in Table 5-10.

TABLE 5-10

Qnalificatione prescribed b some banks for ditterent posts incler cal cadre.

Bat and Poets ’::T Qualitioation;';re;c;i‘
flinflclerk - Gradetion
Clerk-cum-Typist - Graduation with

Typewriting Higher
C88 in 13g;
Clerk-cum-Cashier - Degree
Clerk-cum-Typist - Degree with Typowriting

A ¢ Higher
Clerkucum-Stenogrepher - Degree with Typewriting

Higher and Shorthand Lower
l‘.?.£.in..‘.'£2Clerk - Graduation
Clerk-cum-Typist - Graduation and Typewriting

qualification
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(8) The banks sllow cetain relaxations in the prescribed

qualifications for specified groups of applicants. Table 5-11
shows such special groups in some banks and the relaxations allowed.

These special groups inclde relatives of aployees, dependents of
employees who died in harness, and shareholders and their sponsors.

Table 5-12 shows an analysis of the officer staff and clerical
staff of the banks, by qualification. The analysis covers only the
four banks from which comparable data could he collected. Comparable

data could not be collected from FBL regarding clerical staff, and
from CSB regarding officers. Though an analysis at length is not

possible due to non-availability of perfectly comparable data over
the same period of time and by the same levels of qualification,
the analysis clearly shows the trend of change in the qualification
levels of the officer staff and clerical staff in banks. In all
banks except one, the percentages of non-matriculstes and matri
cnlates among the officer staff have shown a downward trend. The
percentage of undergraduate staff among the clerical staff also
shows a downward trend in all banks. out the rate of non-uatriculete
clerical staff to the total clerical staff has shown a rise in one
bank. This is due to the promotion practice in the bank under which
a certain percentage of the vacancies in clerical cadre are re
served for promotions from subordinate staff.

It could also be seen that the bulk of the recruited staff in
both officer and clerical cadres are with graduation or above, whereas
a substantial part of the promoted clerical staff are non-matriculates.
In all banks the proportion of staff with graduation and above have
increased during the period under review.
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The Banking Commission (1972) recommended for recruitment at

clerical and cashier level, an age not exceeding 2h years, with
suitable relaxation in the maximum age limit in respect of candi
dates belonging to scheduled castes and tribes.“8 For Junior
otficers’ post it suggested a mxinum age limit of 27 years, with
relaxations as follows: ‘For the candidates who are already in the
employment of banks, the age limit should be relaxed b three years.
The candidates beloging to scheduled castes and scheduled tribes
should also be allowed relaxation in the age limit by the same

_._‘_._ __._ _...

number of years'.h9
TABLE 5-13

AGE LIMITS PRESCRIBED BY BANKS FOR RECRUITMENT

._. __ .—.+._— _— _g_.__ _L#_

..___ __ __ __ ___.__ _:3 fitta__ ___.. 3 ._.__._ _.._.___

* Upper age limit as fixed by the Board from time to time.
jj ___:_

..,_.7_ —.—_._

NA - Information not available.

w—_——?:-———v——— %¢.—_.— j:— _..——’——w:—.— _.— ..—

Ba Officers“ Clerks Subordinate;nk ....___...-:.-“*-“ ;: :2.‘ __ __._:: ::__::-““" _. "‘ :=w ..*‘ :._... :: : :: 
1970 1980 1986 1970 1980 1986 1970 1980 1986
21 and to U to Upto U to U to Upto Upto Upto‘'31’ above * 3% 23 28 2 2E 20 20 30

SIB NA Upto Upto Upto Upto Upto NA Upto Upto28 28 25 30 30 25 28
a Upto Upto Upto Upto Upto 1 Upto Upto‘:33 “A 26 26 25 23 23 M‘ 30 so

NBL 22-30 22-30 22-30 21-30 21-27 21-30 21-30 21-27 21-30

pea ‘3’3“° 3”3*° 31;“ 18-26 f,_’1g“° ‘2’§"° 13-23 18-28 13-23
-_———T—__..— ‘7 ..7———:_

Age limits fixed by the banks for recruitment varies from bank
to bank, time to time and cadre to cadre. Table 5-13 shows the age
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limits fixed by the banks for recruitment to various cadres.
It can be seen that the banks generally prescribed only the

upper age limit. The lower limit is presumed to be 18 years, the
age required to be capable to enter into contracts. In NBL, both
the lower and upper age limits are specifically prescribed and
there the lower age limit is higher tan 18 years. In FBL, subor
dinate staff and clerical staff used to be recruited in 1953 even
before the age of 16 years in tune with its policy ‘to catch them
young to the lowest cadre so that they can be groomed for higher
and higher responsibilities’. In this bank, subordinate staff
below 18 years of age were designated as ‘office boys‘.

Though some banks allow relaxation in upper age limit for
candidates with higher qualifications, there is no correlation
between the level of education fixed and the age limit. For
example, in FBL and CS8 the upper age limit for officer post
(prescribed qualification: graduation or above) is 26 years while
that for sub-staff (qualification: below matriculation) is 30 years.
But in SIB, they are 30 years and 28 years respectively. In CSB,
the upper age limit fer typist-cum-clerk (Qualification - graduation
and typewriting certificate) was 25 years while that for clerk-cum
cashier (Qualification - graduation) was 30 years, in 1979.

It would be interesting to note the grounds on which age
limits were changed by some banks. One bank decided in 1973 to
reduce the upper age limit for recruitment to clerical cadre because
'a higher age limit causes less efficient hands being recruited’.
Another bank raised the upper age limit in 198k’ to reduce chances of
resignation to Join bigger banks and natioalised banks‘.
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All the banks have provisions for relaxations in upper age
limit on various grounds. The circumstances which attract the pro
visions oi age relaxation in various banks include:

1. Candidates with higher qualification.
2. Candidates belonging to Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes.

3. Employees in clerical cadre applying for the post of officer.
A. Dependents or employees who died while in service.

5. In deserving cases, at the discretion of the manageent.
6. In one bank. there is also relaxation in lower age limit

for relatives of employees.

5.9 WRITTEN TEST

The basic assumption underlying the use or tests in personnel
selection is that individuals are different in their Job-related
abilities and skills, and that those skills can be adequately and
accurately measured for ooparison. The basic principles of
testing are:

1. Tests must be selected or designed on the basis or a
sound Job analysis programme.

2. The test selected or designed for use should be a reliable
instrument. Reliability refers to the degree of consistency of
results obteined.5°

There are numerous other principles underlying personnel
testing programmes such as the £ollowing:51

1. Tests should be regarded as additional selection instru
ments and are not to be used as the sole basis of hiring decisions.
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2. The administration of tests must be controlled and
standardized in order to make test results comparable.

3. In so far as possible, tests should possess face validity
in'addition to statistical validity; that is the appropriateness
of the test question to the task at hand should be apparent to
the candidate.

A variety of tests are used as selection tools. These may be
classified as (1) Intelligence Tests (2) Aptitude Tests (3) Achieve
ment Tests (5) Interest tests, and (5) Personality tests. Intelli
gence tests are a aeasure of the individual‘: capacity for reasoning,
varbl comprehension, numbers, vocabulary, word fluency etc. They
are used to eliminate candidates who are insufficiently intelligent
for efficient Job performance.52 Aptitude tests measure the indi
vidual's capacity or latent ability to learn a Job if he is given
adequate training. They can often make a substantial contribution
to a selection programme if they are carefully chosen, adequately
validated, carefully administered and, finally, if the test results
are closely integrated with findings brought to light through other
techniques of the selection progranme.53 Achievement tests are

used to ascertain whether the individual actually-knows what he

claim to know. (e.g. a trade or art) Interest Tests help to pre
dict whether a candidate is interested in a particular Job or not.
Personality tests are designed to measure such personality charac

teristics as emotional stability, tolerance for conflict, capacity
to get along, maturity and psychoneurotic and psychotic tendencies.
These are generally used for the selection of personnel for exe
cutive jobs. These are the least reliable and most controversial
kind of tests. In any case, they need trained experts for their
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administration and eva1uetion.5h

Although.making tests both fair and valid is difficult,
stating the basic issues is not. Three questions define the prin
cipal problems:

1. How well do members of different ethnic groups perform

on the Job?
2. Hw well do they score on tests?
3. Are the tests valid for all groups? (That is, do those

applicants who do well on the tests also do well on the 3cb?)55
If conducted appropriately, a test can save considerable

money. Hoever it should be remembered that tests are only an
aid and one of the steps in the selection procedure. Besides,
an important limitation of tests is their interpretation which
can only be done by trained and experienced persons.56 The Sastry
Award (1953) suggested that banks in their own interests should
make appointments after passing the candidates through such tests
as they may consider necessary.57

The Baking commission (1972)58 observed: "It is fairly
well accepted that intelligence and specific aptitudes are re
latively stable throughout an individual's life, that is, they
cannot be greatly modified after childhood. The effective selec
tion procedure, therefore, requires relatively accurate yardsticks
to assess the level of each candidate as regards his intelligence
and aptitude. It is necessary to identify the Job elements speci
fic to the type of work and after analysing them to construct
suitable tests for judging the candidate's ability". The Commission
recommended as follows: "Tests should be devised not only to Judge
the candidate's ability to perform clerical duties but also to
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evaluate the potential to shoulder the responsibilities of an
officer in due course. A carefully designed test of general know
ledge covering a wide range of subjects including those relating
to rural background should form part of the test and sufficient
option should be given to the candidates for answering questions
of their choice, so as to eliminate bias against candidates coming
from rural arees".59

In the pest, clerical recruitment in banks was generally
based on a written examination and an interview. The written

examination res conducted with one or more conventional type or

papers in English, Arithmetic and General Knowledge. Complaints

of consideration other than merit on the test were not infrequent.
Further, candidates‘ performance in the test was reported to bear
little relationship to on-the-Job performance. Therefore, several
banks realised the inadequacy of the conventional selection exa
mination and felt the need to develop a scientific selection stra
tegy for clerical reoritaent.6O

In 1971. the Rational Institute of Bank Mnagenent (NIH)
constitute a Task Force to recommend a scientific selection

strategy for clerical recruitment in banks. In the light or the
recommendations of the Task Force, the Institute developed suitable
selection tests. The Institute of Banking Personnel Selection
(IBPS) established by the NIBM has been engaged in designing

appropriate tests for selection or bank personnel at various levels.
The IBPS administers a battery or tests covering test of reasoning,
test of quantitative aptitude and test of proficiency in English.
For clerical selection, it also administers a test of clerical
aptitude. The basis adopted by the Institute for ranking the can
didates is as follows: ‘All the candidates qualifying in the written
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examinations are ranked oly on the basis of the Test of Reasoning
indicative of the candidate's intellectual potential. The marks
of English, Mathematics and other tests are not included for de
ciding the rank with a specific purpose. This purpose is that can
didates who have not attended English medium or public schools, or

who have not studied Mathematics at the graduation levels, but who

are basically intelligent and are likely to come from rural areas
or poor families are not put to disadvantage'.6‘

In the earlier days when recruitnet was informal, and as
and when a suitable candidate was found, the process of selection
consisted of an interview alone. Later, when the nunbr of appli
cants increased, written test was introduced by certain banks.
some questios from Mathematics, General English and General knowu
ledge compiled by some senior officer formed the question paper.
Valuation of answer papers also was done by the officers of the

bank. Dring this period test played very little role in selection
decisions. Later, in late sixties and early seventies in some banks
the works relating to setting of question papers and valuation of
answer scripts were entrusted to professors and teachers of neigh
bouring colleges and schools, and the weightage for written test

also was increased substantially.
The research studies carried out at the N.I.B.M. gave a new

turn to the system of holding tests and to their significance in
the recruitment process in Indian banks. When N.I.B.H. adopted
schemes to take up the works relating to holding recruitment tests,
banks like FBL were among the first to make use of such services.

In his presidential address at the annual general meeting on
28-6-'7”, the Chairman of the bank said "Those who are to be

recruited should not only be efficient and capable, bt also willing
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to do the work. The tests for selection are scientifically ased
on these ideas. The directions and help of the N.I.B.M. are availed
in this regard".

New without exception, all the banks make use of the services
of external agencies in holding tests for recruitment to officer
cadre and clerical cadre. The external agencies which take up the
work for these banks include N.I.B.M. (Nov I.B.P.S. functioning
as a separate unit under N.I.B.M.). Suthern India Bankers’ Staff
Training College, Coimbatore and School of Management Studies,
Cochin.

Considering the labour and cost involved in administering
test to very large number of candidates, banks used various cri~

teria to reduce the number of candidates called for test. But now,
with all the works relating to administration of test having been
entrusted to external agencies, most of the banks have started
calling all the eligible candidates for test. FBL even call all
the candidates who applied, to save the time spent in scrutiny of
applications.

The practices followed by the banks in the past/at present,
for calling candidates for written test include:

1. Calling all the candidates who apply by paying the pre
scribed examination fee. The cell memo asks the candidates to

ensure by themselves their eligibility, for the post.
2. Clling all the eligible candidates who applied.
3. Calling only the candidates found suitable in a preliminary

screening on the basis of particulars in the application and reports
collected through branches. Under this system, in some banks the
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candidates were asked to submit the application at the nearest

branch, and the branch.nnegers were directed to forward then with
a report on the candidate. Tore are no fixed norms regarding the
screening. In one bank, in the clerical recruitment of 1985. it It
made ‘based on qualifications, experience, suitability, language
areas requirments and other relevant considerations’.

4. Calling only candidates who have ‘higher academic quali
fications/better performance‘.

5. Calling candidates 10 times the number of vacancies. This
practice existed in only oe bank. The bank also decided to give
weightage to graduates in Commerce, Economics and Statistics so
that 2/3 of the candidates called for test belonged to these disciv
plinee.

6. In the sixties, one bank had a system which provided for:
a preliminary screening by the General Manager, a preliminary interb

view of the selected candidates by a committee of directors, and
written test for those who were successful in this preliminary
screening and interview. In 1969, out of a total 1131 applicants,
250 were selected by the General Manager for preliminary interview
after which 95 were selected for written test.

Recruitment tests in banks have undergone tremendous changes

over a decade. Previously the tests were descriptive, and designed
by some officer of the bank, covering some questions from General
English, Arithmetic and General Knowledge. But now in all banks

it is administered by some external agency specialised in recruit
ment tests for selection of banking personnel. The test usually
consists of aptitude and personality tests, covering verbal ability,
numerical ability, clerical speed and accuracy, test of reaeoing,
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personality test etc. However, except when the test is admini
stered by I.B.P.S., the subjects and marks for written test may
vary according to the decision of the ank. Though the I.B.P.S.
does not favor giving or descriptive papers, all the banks except
FBL, give descriptive tests also. The nature of descriptive test
also varies. For example, while in one bank it is lflnited to an

essay writing, in another it consists of an essay, letter writing
and precis writing.

5.10 Isravxsw

Interviewing is probably the most widely used single method of
selection. This preference exists despite the subjectivity of the
interviewing process. Since interviews can be rether flexible,
any missing pieces or intoruetio about an applicant on be collected
et this time. The employment interview also provides an inter
viewer with e sample of an applicant's behaviour in a one~to-one
interaction situation.62

Three types or interview can be described as pert or the
sequential selection process: the initial interview, the employ
ment interview, and the final interview with the person who will
be one'e immediate snperior.63 The initial interview or preli
einory interview represents the first screening stage. Within a

period of five to ten minutes, those applicants who are obviously
unqualified can be eliminated. Fectcrs on which persons are nor»
sally eliminated during the preliminary interview inclde (1) inade
quate experience and training, (2) age (3) narked.physical disabi
lltlal and (k) colrletely inappropriate personality pettern tor the
Job in question.
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Once the applicant has survived the early screening selection
steps, he approaches the nest critical aspect of the selection pro
grame, the employment interview. It is in this interview that all
the information obtained from the preliminary interview, the appli
catio blank, the aptitude tests, and the reference check up is
integrated with other factors of the individual's background, and
the final selection is sade. We rely 0 this interview for the
appraisal of these traits which are impossible to assess by any
other means. The interview is designed to perform three basic
functions: (1) to determine the relevance of the applicant's ex
perience and training to the demands of a specific Job (2) to
appraise his personality, motivation and character and (3) to
evaluate his intellectual functioning, in teras of both quantity
and quality.6“

Thogh many staff departments have the authority to hire, the
principles of line and staff relationships require that the candidate
he subitted to the supervisor of the Job opening for acceptance or
rejection after a final interview. Otherwise he or she cannot be
held accountable for their perforsance.65

As far as interviewers are concerned, the interview can be
single, multiple or board. Single interview means one person inter
viewing another pereon and drawing a conclusion. The multiple inter
view is a sitution where the candidate is seen by a number of inter
viewers, one after the other. A board interview is a situation where
a nuber of interviewers together conduct the interview. As far as
the candidates are concerned, interviews can be individual or group.
In an individual interview one candidate is seen at a time. In'a
group interview a number of candidates are seen together.
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There is precious little use in interviewing candidates for
any Job unless the requirements of the job have been accurately
assessed and the nterviewer has a profile of the ideal candidate

for the post, Vernon and Perry summarize the findings of various
research workers on this subject as follows: "The main qualities

of a good interviewer, and the main factors leading to good rapport,
are thorough knowledge of the job or other matters with which the

interviewee is concerned, and of topics in which he is interested,
emotional maturity or a well-adjusted personality such that the
interviewer is not shocked by any thing the interviewee says, and
a reputation amongst previous interviewees for sincerity, sympathy
and sensitiveness. Good health and freedom from fatigue or strain

are also valuable'.66
The attitude or the interviewer towards the interview is a

factor of cardinal importance. His general approach seems to be
that he has something to give and the applicant is e supplicant
for his favours. This is entirely rong. It should be recognised
by any intelligent or imaginative interviewer that the need of the
organisation to get candidates suitable to its requirements is in
no way less than a candidate's need to get a job. It should be
recognised that no matter how desperate an unemployment situation
may be, there is no unemployment Ior the really good candidate.

That is the person the organisation is looking for. That is the
person who has a certain choice of employment, and can be selective
ebout the kind or company or organisation he wants to work for.

Whether or not he exercises his choice in tevoer or an organisation
is frequently determined by the kind of treatment he receives.67
The appropriate attitude towrds an interview is that it is a Joint
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effort between the interviewer and the candidate to determine

mutual compatibility. The interviewer has to constantly remind
himself that people work with their strengths and not with their
weaknesses. ’A1thogh weaknesses and deficiencies cannot be overa
looked, the objective of any good interview should be to look for
strong points. In other words. the interviews should be sympathe

68 It must be retic, positive minded and realistically humble.
manbered that no one is perfect, we all have short-comings. The
interview that results in no unfavorable information is inesca
psbly a poor interview.69

The interview is perhaps the most intricate and difficult part
of the selection procedure. Despite this, in practice interviews
are often conducted by persons who are most unqualified for the
purpose, void of the required skill or experience or beckground.7°
The Banking Commission suggested: "It is important that the ushers
in the Selection Boards should make themselves familiar with proper
selection procedures".71 The Commission also observed: "The inter
view is no doubt an essential part of the selection procedure, but
it should be so devised as to ensure the naxisum possible measure of
objectivity. Undue weightage should not be given to the interview
vis—e—vis the written test and it should be considered as one of the

subjects of examination hving about 20 percent of the aggregate
narks".72

In all the banks interview is a very inortent tool in recruit
ment process. In early days interview was the only tool of selection
used by most of the banks. Eve now, in recruitment of subordinate
staff interview is the key tool of selection.
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Interview in recruitment of clerks and officers takes place
in all banks after written examination. However, thre is no uni
formity among the banks, or in the same bank between different
cadres and periods. in the norms for determining the candidates
to be interviewed. It depends on different factors like policy
of the bank, the terms of agreement with employees’ unions, and

the agency administering the test. If the testing agency is
I.B.P.S., it usually supplies to the bank a list of candidates
three times the number of vacancies, to call for interview. The
other agencies furnish list of any numberecandidstea on the basis
of cut-off score decided by the bank. In one bank, at present the
terms of agreement with the employees’ union provide that the nuber
of candidates called for interview shall be three times the number

of vacancy. In all other cases, the number of candidates called
for interviev depends on the decision taken frc time to time by
the management. The different practices are stated below:

1. Calling all those who qualified in written test. The
qualifying mark in written test varied from bank to bank and from
time to time. In one bank it was 35 percent irks in 1931, 50 percent
in 1985 and 60 percent in 1986. In another bank it was 50 percent
marks in 1986. While some banks require the minimum marks in

aggregate, others require a minimum score in each test.
2. Calling candidates 5 times the nuber of vacancy.
3. Calling candidates 3 times the number of vacancy.

h. One bank had a unique system in the seventies - ‘Those getting
less than #0 percent mrks in any paper are first eliminated. Others
are ranked in accordance with the aggregate of marks obtained in the
test and the marks for academic examination converted out of a maxim:
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of 200. From this list, candidetes equal to sixth fifth of the
number of vacancies are called for interview, limiting the number
of elininations by interview to one sixth’. This system was intro
duced as per the terms of an agreement with the eployees' uion.

In all the banks, from early days selection interview is held
by the directors except n very rare instances. In one bank, in the
seventies, interview for recruitment to clerical and subordinate
cadres used to be held by e coittee of Chairman and some senior
executives. In another benk a committee of three senior officers

held the interview for recruitsent of sub-steff. In ell other cases,
the directors conducted the interview. Usually, all the directors
who are present constitute a single interview board. But in clerical
recruitment, two of the banks constitute soe interview boards with
at least three directors in each. Although, usually the some men
bers constituted the board at all places of interview, in one case

of clerical recruitment the directors present at different centres
of interview were different. In the interview for recruitment of
specialist officers, an expert member from outside is also included
in the interview board by some banks.

Generally there are no norms with regard to rating of can
didates by interviewers. However, there are also instances,
though rare, or well defined schemes. For example, in NBL the
criteria followed in 1972 for awarding marks in interview were
es given in Table 5-1h.
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TABLE 5—1h

mrrmm FOR AWARDING mans IN nrrmvmv, NBL IN 1972.
_.. 4.; _.. .—__;_—— __..: 4‘ .. -— _.: .¢ _.j :-:_¢_.g_.._———— ___j_.___,._,_ _.' ———~—' ——-w—..7.-wyw-——~——-———r ~—— —-_ 7 —— ——y—Vv—- :— —— —v —-——-ow-cw? _——evu——

(a) General knowledge ... 25 sort:
(b) Presence of‘nind ... 25 '
(e) Cortesy in behaviour ... 10 *
(d) Neatness in turn out ... 10 "(e) Snartness ... 10 ”(t) Personality ... 10 "‘(3) Speech ... 10 "

Total 100 Marks
.4; .._ L: __L—-_._ _... .‘ ¢_ __.__ Z; _.__ .__ _._ _._.__7i_______ ___ ____.r—..._..7—._q— _7 —.—_._—é:—g.*.—_v .7 ..,.. _T V__—__ ~.7..__._“r_.__ ___t.,

It was also decided by the bank that e niniun of 35 percent marks in

interview ens necessary for being selected. The allocation of marks
of interview in FBL flu the reoruitnsts of 193k II as given in Table
5-15.

IABLE 5-15

CRITERIA F0 AWARDING MARKS IN INTERVIEW BY FBL IN 1984.
....j—- -——— —-— ——- -— L __ ___.—-n.—-— .; ._ A4 ___ A.‘:v :w ——— ~— -vv—- < v? w—y———y—w—’w—.?—.___..__,——--—— ___ T _..——w7 ‘.7 T‘,

(a) General presentation
(Hsnner, sental alertness, ... 20 Marks
expression)(b) Appearance ... 20 ”(0) Behaviour ... 20 "

(d) General knowledge ... 20 '(0) Hsturity see 20 "
Total 100 Hhrks

....... ._. 4.‘.—- 4:—.-_-— ......._ ___ __ ..___ 4; _ __ __ .__ _1.._-—— .—-.—.¢ ——- V.___..‘ .7 _—_,__. ?_ _....
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The score or a candidate under each attribute varied with the grade
awarded, es follows:

Very good ... 20 Hark:
Good ... 15 Mark:
Average ... 10 Hark:Poor ... 5 Marks

The Banking Commission suggested for interview 20 percent of

the aggregate nrks,73 and I.B.P.S. suggests e ratio of 3:1 betwee
the marks for written test and interview.7‘ Though FBL accepted
this ratio, n the other banks the weightege for interview is higher.
Hbwever, none of the banks has a firm policy with regard to it and
the ratio varied from bank to bank, period to period and cadre to
cadre. The weightage for interview went uptc 1:1 in certain cases
and in one recruitment in SIB it was as low as 8 percent of the
total points.

5.11 CHECK OF REFERENCES

Characteristics such as honesty and integrity are not really stable
(across time) and not measurable by any teet/tool. However, rete
rences from respectable persons my be called for, to check against
questionable character.75 In general, three types of references are
or value in hiring procedures: (1) character (2) work and (3) school.
Today character reierences are of very little value in applying for
Jobs. Since a character reference is selected by the applicant, one
can usually predict the nature of the information that will be
obtained - expression or high praise of the individul's ability
and integrity.76 In general, the principle holds that the closer
one can get to the reference giver. the more accurate and valuable
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will be the infornatio obtained. If the two parties, know each
other personally, the value of the infcration received can be
extremely high.77

In fairness to the applicant, checks should be made with three
previous anloyers, wherever possible. It is conceivable that one
previous eployer's evaluation night be emotionally toned and con
pletely non-objective. To take such findings from a single source
at face value is both unfair and poor employnot practice.78 Sene
times, reference checking may be made as a measure in accordance

with the code of conduct among employers. For example, the Reserve.
Bank in a communication to all banks in 1982, said: "we shall be
glad if the Banks observe the code of conduct of making references
to and obtaining prior clearance of the present employer before
offering anploynent to an eployee of another bank/financial
institution".

Previously reference checking played a very important role in
banks in selection of personnel. Some banks used to select a can
didate only if his antecedents were personally known through the
directors or some senior elployee or some important customer of the
bank. Later came into practice certain formal and informal forms
of reference checking. The formal form was enquiry through branches
or by enquiry letters to respectable persons of the locality. The

7infornal form of reference checking was raconnendation letters. To
quote from the speech of the chairman of FBL.at the annual general
meeting in 1978: "if some responsible people who know the selecte

candidates personally assure us of their suitability, we employ then
with great degree of confidence and relief. we even encourage can
didates to produce such references at the time of final seleotio'.
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Reference checking was used by the banks only to ensure the suite

bility of candidates for the Job, i.e. if the report was not
favourable the candidate was not considered at all. At present none
of the banks resort to any forml reference checking. Instead, the
selected candidates arc required to produce cherecter certificates
from respectable gentlemen of the locality. In SIB such persos
should be known to the bank and the certificate should be in the
form of a letter addressed to the bank. In NBL the certificate
should be from 2 gazetted officers, or from one gazetted officer

and one officer of the bank.

5.12i8ELECTIN AND RANKING

The various factors that weigh with the banks in recruitment and
selection of personnel include:

(a) Academic qualifications
Cb) Perforlanoe in written test
(c) Performance in interview

(d) Reference checking, and
(e) The category of applicant.

(a) Academic qualifications: In the seventies FBL and NHL had

well-defined norms to give weightage for the marks scored by can
didates at qualifying examinations. In FBL 52 percent of the total
points that decided the rank of a candidate were for academic

qualifications - no percent for marks in qualifying examinations
and 12 percent for certain special qualifications like C.A.I.I.B.,
Typewriting, shorthand etc. In NBL, points for the marks scored
in academic qualifications were 33.33 Percent of the total points
on the basis of which candidates were selected for interview. From
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the candidates so called for interview, five sixth were selected, and
only one sixth were rejected. The other banks also, though did not
have such concrete systems used to give preference to candidates with
higher qualifications. Such preference varied from preference in
calling for written tests to peference in final selection. But
in FBL in the seventies and early eighties overqualificetion con
ferred disqualification in recruitment of award staff. At present,
in all banks, the role of educational qulificetion is limited to
defining the minimum requirement in a candidate, i.e. a lower quali
fication makes a candidate ineligible, but a higher qualification
does not confer any special benefit. Hbwever, as regards subor
dinate staff, overqualification is now a disqualification in all
the banks.

(b) Performance in written test: Till early seventies written
test was held only to find the suitability of candidates, and no
weightage was given for the score in written test. But now, written
test has come to play an important role both as a tool of elimination
and as a tool of selection, i.e. while candidates getting below the
cut-off marks are eliminated, in the selotion fro: the other oa
didates the score of the candidate in written test is given weightage.
The weightage given varies from bank to bank, cadre to cadre and

time to time. In NBL it is 60 percent of the total points in re
cruitment to clerical cadre. This is the only case of a firm policy
in the matter in any bank. In all other cases the Board of Directors
take an appropriate decision each time. In some banks, the decision
is confidential and is not revealed even to the Head of Personnel

Department. The weightage given in certain recent recruitment: by
some banks is shown in Table 5-16.
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EABLE 5-16

CHPARATIVE UEIGHIAGE FOR WRITTEN TEST AND INTERVIEW IN
RECRUITMENT IN CERTAIN BANKS. '

P°1"t' £°r ::i:;s1?P::::%tage
Year Cadre —~— - + — —: e =— -— ——:- —~- ——-——~= = =

:£fi:t'n Interview gggzis ::fi:t°" Interview

1986 Clerical 230 20 250 92 8'
1986 Clerical 150 50 200 75 25
1985 iclericel 300 200 500 60 40
198k Clerical 150 100 250 60 A0
1986 Officer 150 50 200 75 25
1985 Officer 200 200 500 50 50
1984 Officer 150 100 250 60 40

(c) Interview:

in selection of personnel.

:——é—¢ ———r .._—_.——_._.i.—r —_—

In early years interview played the decisive role
After elimination of the unsuitable can

didates on the basis of performance in qualifying examinations and
written test, the final selection of candidates depended solely on_
the rank awarded in interview. Now, though interview continues to
play an important role, there are also other factors which influence
the rank of a candidate. As in the case of written test, in inter
view also the weightage varies from hnk to bank, cadre to cadre and
time to tine. Table 5-16 shows the weightege for interview in the
recent recruitment: in some banks.

(d) Reference checking: None of the banks award points for reports
received on the antecedents of a candidate or for the character

certificate produced. However, if such reports present an unsatis
factory image of the candidate, he is not considered for appointment.
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(e) Special categories of Applicants: Almost all banks have
provisions to favour one or more of certain special categories of
applicants. These special categories are:

(a) Relatives of employees

(b) Shareholders and nominees of shareholders

(c) Candidates serving business interest
(d) Elployees, working in lower cadre.

The special provisions relating to these categories include rela
xations in eligibility requirements (i.e. in academic qualifications
and age), reservation of posts to be filled by selection through a
special test of lower standard, exemption from written test, granting
of bonus marks, etc.

Regarding the issue of sting such special provisions, the
Banking Conission is of the opinion that, ‘extraneous considera
tions like relations of existing employees should not be given any
weight as they tend to fetter objective selection on the basis of
nerit'.79 The Sastry Award stated: "we are unable to support the
demand that sons and daughters of employees should be given pre
ference, as the enplonent of more than one member of a family in
one and the same office is not free from certain risks. We however

recommend that where a bank has a large number of offices it may

give preference to the sons and daughters of employees and keep
thee in different offices".Bo

Table 5-1? shows the weightage given by two of the banks in

the pest and at present, for the various tools of selection, in
recruitment of officers and clerks. Similar data fro the other
banks are not available.
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In the recruitment of subordinate staff, all the banhs make
some elininstions on the basis of a preliminary screening and the

remaining candidates are interviewed. Final selectio and ranking
of candidates are only on the basis of interview. In the seventiei,
NBL used to hold written test and only the successful candidates were

interviewed for final selection. Almost all the banks give preferenc
to candidates recommended by important constituents and other res

pectable persons. One bank stated that such a practice is followed

because, ‘the banks do not have any machinery to verify the ante
cedents of a candidate’.

5.13 TIME LAG IN RECRUITMENT

As soon as selection is over and a decision is arrived at, the can
didates should be informed about the results. ,Not only is this
fair, but it is also prudent. It is not right to keep a candidate
in suspense. Any delay in conunicating the result may well mean
losing a good candidate. Admittedly, in an unemployment situation
when competition is not very stiff, such delays do not have the
same adverse consequence as in situations of full or near full
employment. Therefore, a good deal of recruiting inefficiency can
resin undetected. At the same time there can be no gainsaying
the fact that undue delay must have some consequence, although it
may not be severe.81 The Banking Commission suggested: “It is also
essential that the selection process should be quick so that the
time lag between the receipt of application and selection is restric
ted to a reasonable period of say three nonths“.82
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The recruitment process of officers and clerks in banks have

the following stages: Issue of notification, holding of test.
holding of interview, publication of rank list and issue of appoint
ment order. The interval between each of these steps varies fro

bank to bank, cadre to cadre and time to time. Table 5-18 shows
the minimum and maximum time taken by the banks for each step in the

selection process. It can be seen that the interval between the
date of notification and the date of appointment varies between
8 months and 34 months. As said above, any undue delay may mean

losing a good candidate.
TABLE 5~18

TIME TAKEN FOR DIFFERENT RECRUITMENT STEPS

______ _._. __ __ _..___ -1‘: ___—_ 4: .__¢ —_ _— .n— :__g;_ .._
‘Steps inwselectionvw V "_”_w "_"—* "' " W" V" ” W W“ "process Time taken’“‘ -‘ ‘_““ -" “‘ 1111;; 1;. -- “ I I W XWII__ :_____. .7 —— m - 1"€ - “ __ _.._.._..

Between notification and written test - 2 to 7 months
Between written test and interview - 3 to 5 months
Between interview and first appointment - 2 weeks to two months
Between first appointment and last - Upto 2 years (Period ofappointment from the list validity of the

waiting list)
Between notification and firstappointment - 8 to 12 months
Between notification and last *appointment - B to 34 months-—— j :_ _ _._ __-u-v ~—— .7 —? _.1 __.__ _.. ?—v————

* In some banks, all appointments in a recruitment are made in
one batch.

Table 5-19 shows a picture of the number of candidates pre
senting at each stage of selection in different banks for officer
and clerical cadres. Though there is no evidence to suggest that
the withdrawals of candidates are on account of the lagging of
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selection process, still the role or it cannot be ruled out.

5.1!» ntwcnos AND'ORImWTA1'ION

Induction consists of the task or introducing or orienting the new

employee to the company. Rather than leaving his to stumble his
way through the organisation, it is much better to properly and
systematically introduce him to the company, its philosophy, its
place in the industry or economy, its major policies etc. After
this general introduction, the new employee is oriented by the
supervisor to his Job, and to his fellow workers.83 Induction is
not Just acquainting his only with the organisational set up. He
has to be attuned to the organisational philosophy, and organi
sational goals and objectives within the framework of the industry's
goals and obJectives.8h

A new worker hears many reports both right and wrong about

management, its policies and the establishnet in general from
his friends, colleagues at work, trade union and the general
public. He forms his own notions about the work-place on this
basis. It will add to his satisfaction if the relevant information
is communicated to him through the management itself.85 The
objective of this induction programme is to provide the information
and opportunity needed by all new employees to help them become

satisfactorily adjusted to their work and assist them to develop
an enthusiasm for the company, its ideals and responsibi1ities.86

A complete induction programme also consists o£_a follow-up
after a few weeks to ascertain how well the new employee has ad
Justed himself with his Job and environment. This plan provides
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for e persoal interview, informal rather than formal by a repre
sentative of the personnel department. The esployee is led tact
fully to give utterance to any questioning: or doubts that he may
have entertained since starting work. Such grievances are usually
imaginary or fictitious, but unless they are dispelled. they are
likely to cause as much trouble as if they are real. Management
cannot afford to ignore imaginary grievances merely because they
are imaginary. If a grievance is Justified, it is corrected by
adjustment. If it is imaginary it is corrected by explanaticn.87
But if an employee is found naladdusted even after that, it may
be symptomatic of wrong selection or wrong placement. It thus

gives an early warning of a later trouble.88
A study on orientation was conducted at Texas Instruments

in the mid-1960s. There, with a social orientation programme
(which focused on assuring the employees that their chances to

succeed on the Job were good) training time could be reduced by
50 percent, training costs by 66.67 percent waste by 80 percent,
product costs by 15 to 30 percent and tardiness and absenteeism
by 50 percent.89

The Banking Commission (1972) reccnended tht a clerical

euplcyee after recruitment should be given induction training for
a short period in order to acquaint him with the history of the
bank, its goals and objectives, organisational set-up, the nature
of the work done in various departments etc. He should then receive
a week's training in a particular banking service (for example,
remittances) on the basis of programmed learning mterial. The
employee should, thereafter, work in a branch on that particular
desk for six months. This process will be repeated in regard to
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other banking services and in about four to five years, the em
ployee would have worked on all the different types of desks in
e branch.9° Regarding the training programme for officers, the
comission suggested that the direct recruits to Junior officers‘

cadre should also be given induction training and on-the-Job trai
ning with the help of programmed learning materials, but the
duration of their training should be about he year. The Junior
officers promoted from within the bank will not require either
induction training or on-the-job training as they would have
already worked as clerks tor a minimum period or five yeers.91

In the initial period when the size of banks and the number
of eployees were small, new employees used to be directly posted
in branches for on the job training. Later, when banks and the
number of employees grew in size, the banks started their own
training establishments, and in the orientation programme was
included an initial institutional training. The duration of such
training varied from one to six months in these banks. However,
when pressure or work at branches and the number of candidates to

be trained increased, banks reduced the period or institutional
training gradually and the training programme for the fresh re
cruits new hardly lasts for more than two weeks. Moreover, now

call the banks place new recruits for regular work at branches,
and training programmes are arranged according to convenience.

Thus at present, there is no formal induction or orientation pro
gramme in the banks.

5.15 PROBATION

As the new eplcyee is an unknown and untried quantity, he is
initially put on probation. The Sastry Award (1953) gave the
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following directions regarding probationers: "We direct that
ordinarily the period of probation should not exoee six months.
However, in the case of persons whose work is not found to be quite
satisfactory during the said period, but who are likely to improve
and give satisfaction, if a further opportuity is given to them,
the period may be extended by three montbs....In all other cases,
nproationers after the expiry of the period of six moths should
be deemed to have been confirmed unless their services are dis

pensed with on or before the expiry of the period of probation'.92
Regarding remueration. the Award directed that probationers should
be paid the same emoluments as are fixed for the confirmed workmen.93

The Desai Award (1962) states: "In the case of a person
whose work was not found to be quite satisfactory and whose
period of probation, in the opinion of the bank should be extended
for a further period of three months in order to afford to him
an opportunity to improve and give satisfaction to the bank, it
would be open to the bank before the expiry of this period of
probation to extend the period of probation for a further period
of three moths by giving notice in writing to him to that effect.
If he does not desire to continue as a probationer for such further
period, it wold be open to him to intimate to the bank to that
effect and leave the service of the bank".9“ Regarding the period
of probation and remuneration to probationers, it endorsed the
directions of Sastry Award.95 The local bipartite settlement (1967)
in Keralgsprovided that the period of probation shall be only six
months which may be extended by three months in extreme cases.

This settlement also provided that the probationers should be given
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the same salary as permanent employees.
The Pillei Ccssittee97 recesended for the directly recruitd

officers e probation period of two years, of which the first year
should be for training - both institutional and in - service. They
also suggested that no allowances sell be payable in the first
year of probation. but in the second year Deerness Allowance,
House Rent Allowance and City Compensatory Allowance should be

payable.

The Tripartite Committee for Non-award Banks in Kerala

proposed: “It is the view of this committee that the maximum
period of probation of a bank employee shall not exceed nine
nonths....The probationers who are allowed to continue after
expiry of the probationary period shall be deemed to have been
confirmed”.98

In the early years, appointment in a bank had varios
stages - unpaid apprenticeship, paid traineeship, probation and
confirmation. The provisions relating to confirmation varied
from bank to bank. Thogh it could be generally stated that an
employee is confirmed in service ‘on successful completion of
probationary period’, the yardstick of ‘successful completion’
varied from bank to bank, time to time and cadre to cadre.

In FBL, in the seventies officers were confirmed in service
on completion of two years‘ trining or on passing Part I of CAIIB
examination whichever was earlier. Those qualifying in Part I
of CAIIB were confirmed in a higher grade. Confirmation of clerks
took place on completion of the specified training period or a
passing three subjects in Part I of CAIIB examination, whichever
was earlier. In the sixties, the bank used to lay down specific
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conditions for confirmation. For example, the order appointing
a clerk in 1967 states - ‘his confirmation will be subject to the
condition that he should pass typewriting (Higher), shorthand (Lower)

and three subjects (English, Banking and Accountancy) in GAIIB Part I
But now, with the abolition of trainee system for award staff, con
firmation is on successful completion of probation period of six
months. Probation-cum-training period for Junior officers is two
years. In SIB, in early seventies, clerks were confirmed in service
only after qualifying in typewriting (Lower) exaninatio. But in
the fifties probation period was normally six months.

At present, the total period before confirnation in the banks
varies.between one and a hlf years to two years for officers, and
six months to one year for clerical staff. For subordinate staff
it is six months in all banks. While FBL combined trainee period
and probation period for officer, in other banks an initial trainee
period precedes the probation period. Such banks pay the pro
bationers on regular pay scales.

Confidential reports by controlling officers also influence
the decision on confirmation of an employee. For award staff such
reports are usually collected by the end of the probation period.
Some banks, also collect an interim report. Reports on officers
are more regular. PCB asks the branch managers to report monthly
‘on the aptitude, contribution and interest of probationary officers‘
In SIB, the probationary officers were asked to furnish a report on
their achievements and limitations with the comments of the con

trolling officer.
In all the banks the success in attaining a deposit target

formed a major criterion in confirlation of enployees in service.
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However, it was never made an apparent factor. Official assignments
of deposit targets also did not take place. But now, this criterion
is losing significance because of practical difficulties arising from
union resistance, and Reserve Bank directives discouraging such
practices. A survey made by the National Council of Applied Eco
nomic Research (New Delhi) revealed that the bulk of the depositors

opened a bank account on their own initiative and only six percent
of them were initiated through the efforts of the bank or the staff.
The dominant reasons indicated by the depositors for choosing a
particular bank were efficient, courteous and personalised service
and proximity to residence followed by standing and size of the
bank and interest rates.99

Other than some stipulations of the sort discussed above,
previously there were no regular rules regarding confirmation of
personnel in banks. In most cases, the probationary period went
long at the pleasure of the management. But, at preset all the
banks have specific provisions regarding probation period and con
firmation of employees. However, there are also apprehensions

raised by many that confirmation now has become almost automatic.

undermining the role of probation system in ensuring a cadre of
capable and suitable employees by rectifying the errors in re
cruitment.

5.15 RECRUITMENT OF WOMN

Till the seventies banking was largely considered as a profession
of men. Though some banks made appointments of women, such in

stances were very rare. FBL in 1972 imposed a ban on reoruitmet
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of women to its cadres and this position continued till 1977. The.
year 1973. which witnessed a three and a half nnths long strike
in SIB also saw a change in the policy of the bent in the matter
of recruitment of women. The bank decided first to recruit wonen

to the post of stenogrephers. Later, it was decided to have then
as clerks also, their number not exceeding 15 percent of the total
clerks. At present, there is no such ceiling or restriction, and
women work in all cadres. In CSB, women were first recruited n
1976 to officer cadre and in 1978 to clerical cadre. NBL also
started recruitment of women in 1976. PCB used to recrit women

in early years, but the practice was stopped during an inter
mittent period and restarted in 1976.

Ever since the practice was started, the number and proportion

of women among the clerical and officer staff have been steadily
increasing in all the banks. Tables 5-20 and 5-21 show that thogh
women started late they hold in some banks more than one third of
the clerical posts and in one bank, more than eight percent of the
officer posts. The lower rate in officer cadre is due to the sub
stantially larger number of appointments to the cadre by promotion

of clerical staff, giving weightage to seniority. In all banks,
appointment of women in sub-staff cadre (other than as part—tine
sweepers) is made only in exceptional circumstances like appoint
ment on compassionate grounds.

Table 5-22 shows the increase in total officers and clerks
and the share of women in the increased number. This table is

prepared covering only three banks since comparable data were not
available from the other two banks. The table shows that in all

the three banks the rate of increase in women staff is higher than
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TABLE 5-20

NUMBERS OF TOEAL OFFICERS AND WOMAN OFFICERS IN THE BANKS

g._.._ _h—._ ‘.4nu-:——u‘—-—¢<——.__.. ‘.7 —7 —vv- T—*"‘—"V"" —"'* ‘V‘**''

H %‘1;§6‘ ‘ 19e5‘»”:?§§A"' 1953 * :19a§“"“”?9§1

FBL Total 1129 1028 878 859 810Women NA 78 63 #2 33 38PCr°CIIta‘C  6|
SIB Total 1039 1014 927Wane 59 51 N1 42 NA NA

PCrCCnta8fl 5 I 68 5 0  ‘O
CSB Total 679 682

Women 2h 23 NA NA NA NA
POPC outage 3 0  3 0 37

NBL Total 38¢ NA 351
Women 31 28 27 NA NA NA
Percentage 8.07 32 7.92

PCB Total 78 79 79Noon 4 h 4 NA NA NA
Percentage 5.13 5.0 5.06

L‘: _. .._ .g_ 4 .__j_‘.:.. __ _.1..... __ ¢._—: ¢-v —-~——.—-.—— :— —~r——w—vw—v:u —.-——-wvww ‘____.r Tyvjtv ———-—————‘--—.y——~—-——ur i._._._7_.. V_

NA - Data not available.
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FBL

SIB

C83

PCB

4._._._.;_a__; ..-_.__._.—_

Total

women

Percentage

Total

women

Percentage

Total

Women

Percentage

Total

Women

Percentage

Total

Hanan

Percentage
Vi... ,_—.._.— V_._.__

TABLE 5~21

NUMBER OF TOTAL CLERKS AND WOMHN CLERKS IN THE BANKS

%...—¢————cr—<- w%—T—--rév-w—~v

1984 1983

3.172

_ _._ ..r..._.._“‘....._“‘__¢Iu¢¢¢¢uo3Qnno¢1¢1¢Qu-$@Q¢

1982 1931

1957

666

3h.03

1516

522

34.43

698

206

29.51

181

26

14.36‘
——-—--———r—v.._—___.

NA - Data not available.

2427

361

1#.87

1932

64h

33.33

1519

518

34.12

NA

188

2411

310

12.8

592

1&9

25.17

-——v-.——T____:.—c—v—-av

2204

250

11.34

1774

568

32.02

553

120

22.10

NA

_.—V.—___

2080

234

11.25

NA

NA

2050

234

11.57
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In

SIB, while the total number or officers rose by 12 percent. the
Similarly. in NBL,

the increase in total clerical start was by only 29 percent while
the rise in the number or women was by 72 percent. All these indi
cate the progressive participation or women in the profession of
banking.

_._j:_...g-—v—- ..— ..«——v —_v.__..__ _._..?_

TABLE 5-22

INCREASE IN TOTAL STAFF AND WOMAN STAFF IN THE BANKS

:..__;.¢._.__
Officers

vw_..._vw-V

.-mg;

.,__

....__L
‘Clerks

.-_.

.._~_.—__..i

FBL éia W”
._.__....._

fi——.7._.

FBL
_-_‘.,__._..,..

-—— —-j:_
T W

..:___:

_.— —-—v ____v..

T W T ‘W

Number at the con
nencenent of the

period
Number at the and
of the period
Increase

Percentage of
increase

Ratio between in
crease in women
staff and increase
in total etett
(Percentage)
Percentage of woman
start to total sterfi
in base year
Percentage of womanstart to total steff
at the and of the
period

810

1129

319 53

39 #9

12.5h

-n—__ _a.-_ __

927

1039

112

59

17

12

15.18

5.53

31

9.30

7.92

20hO

2427

387

19

w—t—_....r.

234 1

361 1

127

957 666

183 93

10 17

54

32.02

698 20

155 B

29 7

55.4

22.1<

—.— ..._...... ...é..,_

I - Total; W - women.

‘r-‘—¢———-7-v-—~w—~._—.-—
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5.17 PINBIIGGS

1. The eanegenente enaoy only united freedom regarding sources
at reorultlout. 3! the provielone of agreements with ep1o79ea'
unione. ell the benke ere bound to reserve speoltied pereentse oi
vacancies for promoting employees oi lower oadre.

2. Tere is no uniformity among the banks in the rites of
reservation of veoenolee tor qen recrulteent end proetlon. Hbeb
ever. n all these banks the prqportla for open recruitment la the
largest at the lowest cadre, with dinlnlehlns Pffivfittone at higher
oedroe, and it in almost nil at eenlor grade: in officer cadre.
Thus, while the there for open reoruitent dtelniehee at higher
cadres. thnt tor promotion lnoroeaea.

3. Deterulnetlon ot’qual1£1oet1ane for John 1: not beeed on

Job analysis. A: e reeult, different banks prescribe different
educational quellrloatlone for Jobs or sea areae and oedre. and
eoeetinea name educational qualtftoettoa for Job: ot’dltferet
grade and nature. Within e beak aleo eoeetinee edueetloel quell
ticationa of ditterent levels are fixed for different paste of the
lane grade. One beak be prescribed the eeue quellfleetlen fer
officer: and clerke.

ls. Though the salary scale of clerical Ital! 19 designed for
in educational qualification of matriculation. ell the henke etudlell
prescribe graduation with a high percentage of earns ae the stall!
qualification for their clerks.

5. There le no correlation between the level or eduoetlonel

quelltleetlon prescribed by e bank on its reeeretlou retee.
Very often, the '3' Clean banks with lower pay eoelee preeorlbe e
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qualificatio higher than what is prescribed by some ‘A’ Class
banks, for posts of same cadre and grade.

6. Age limits fixed by the banks for recuitment to various
cadres do not have any direct relationship with the level of edu
cational qualification prescribed. Very often. the upper age
limit prescribed for a post requiring lower qualification is higher
than that prescribed for posts with higher prescribed qualification.

7. Advertisement in newspapers is the usual form of notifi
cation adopted by the banks in recruitment to officer and clerical
cadres. The contents of notification are very often insufficient
to give the candidates a picture of the Job, his prospects in the
Job, and the tools and criteria used in selection of candidates.

8. The tools of selection used by banks include academic
qualification. written test, interview and reference checking.
Hbwever, the tools used for ranking of candidates are only written
test and interview, and academic qualification and reference
checking are used oly as tools of elimination. Thus, a candidate
without the prescribed qualification. or with an unfavourable re
ference is eliminated. But with regard to written test and interw
view, while those performing below a standard level are eliminated,
the ranking of the other candidates is based on the score in written
test and interview. Some banks also have special provisions to
favour certain categories of applicants like relatives of employees.
shareholders, employees in lower cadre etc.

9. Previously, the banks used to eliminate some candidates
after a preliminary screening on the basis of the particulars in the
application blank, and writte test and interview were held only for
the rest. Bt at present applicatio blanks are used by most of the
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banks only for the purpose of collecting the biodata of candidates.
However, the particulars collects through the application blanks
in certain banks include some which are not only useless for the
purpose 0! selection but also likely to present a misleading picture
of the factors that are given weightage in selection.

10. Formerly, academic qualifications or the candidates were
given heavy weightage in the selection and ranking of candidates.
But now it serves only as a tool of elimination, and the level of
academic qualifications of candidates or the perrornance in these
examinations does not get any weightage in selection and ranking

of candidates. At the same time, written test which was previously
used only as a tool of elimination, is now widely used as a tool
of selection, and the score in written test gets weightage in ran
king of candidates.

11. Since early days, banks are making use or written test as
a tool or selection. While in the past recruitnet tests were ad
ninistere by the banks themselves, how in all the banks works re
lating to administration of test and its evaluation are entrusted to
external agencies. Written test administered by the banks direct
comprised of some questions Iron general knowledge, general nethe
matics and geeral English, but it now consists of a battery of
aptitude and personality tests.

12. In all the banks, interview is used as an important tool
or selection. The interview board is constituted with the directors

or the bank, except in rare instances of appointments of specialists
in which case an expert from outside is included by sons banks.
However, there is no fire policy or uniformity aaong the banks in the
matter or number of candidates interviewed or the weightage given for
interview.
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15. Powers relating to recruitment function are highly cen
tralised in the top management. The duties of personnel depart
ment relate to dischrge of clerical and administrative duties
only and excepting these duties the personnel manager or the line
managers are not in any way associated with the discharge of this
function.

14. The time lag in recritment is abnormally high in some
banks. The interval between issue of notification for recruitment
and issue of appointment order varies from eight months to 3b months.

15. There is at present no formal programme for the induction
and crientatio of new employees in any of the banks. The new em
ployees are directly posted to branches, and are very often assigned
regular duties.

16. On the whole, the recruitment system in banks has not
taken a scientific bend. There is no firm policy regarding recruit
ment of personnel. The decisions with regard to norms are take
by the Board of Directors on adhoc basis.

5.18 SUGGESTIONS

1. Though it is necessary to provide opportunities for advance
nent of meritorious employees, the system of reservation of vacan
cies in higher cadres for promoting employees working in the lower
cadre my not be desirable. If sufficient number of candidates are
available internally, all the vacancies in higher posts could be
filled by promotion. At the some time, if suitable hands are not
available, the mnegement should be free to explore other sources.

2. An effective recruitment notification serves two prposes 
persuading the suitable candidates to apply for the post and
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dissuading the unsuitable from applying. These twin objects would
be served only if the notification conveys all relevant information
regarding the job, the prospective employee, the method of selection

3. The cannon assumption is that the data collected by an or—

ganisation from the candidates through the application blank are of
relevance in selecting or rejecting a candidate. Asking for parti
culars which ere irrelevant and likely to arouse misgivings about
the criteria used in selection would only jeopardise the reputation
of the bank as a judicious employer. Therefore, it is desirable to
restrict the enquiries in the application blank to matters which
hear an obvious relationship with the job, and the method of selectio

4. As was pointed out by different tribuals and committees,
many of the duties in clerical cadre in a bank could be discharged
by matriculetes. Engaging candidates with higher qualification on
such jobs geerates frustration and disappointment in the personnel.
The establishment expenses of the bank also rises. Moreover. such
recruitments practices in the oonomy induce people to go for higher
education just for getting an employment which does not really re
quire any skill of such higher degree. A higher qualification pre
scribed should be justified by the contents of the job and should be
rewarded with higher pay.

5. It would be desirable to have some logic in determination
of the age limits in recruitment. Nturelly, the ego limits pre
scribed for a post requiring a higher qualification would be higher
and vice versa.

6. As no tool of selection is perfect and completely reliable,
a scientific blending of various tools giving due weightage to each
would be more desirable. The system should be developed on the basis
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of scientific study and analysis. It should be one that does Justice
to both the orgenisetin end the candidates.

7. It is desirable to have rornl induction programmes for new
employees at which the employee is introduced to the bank and its
goals, objectives, philosophy and policy so that the employee is
enabled to start his career in a spirit of understanding and re
conciliation. Uhder the present system an employee is compelled to
make a judgement about the bank on the basis of information both
right and wrong, reaching him from various sources.

8. Legging of recruitment process is likely to lead to loss
or the best enong the candidates. It shcld not be forgotten that
there is no deerth of chances for the really meritorious. Hence,
it is desirable to bring down the time lag in recruitment procedure
to reesonable_linits.
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CHAPTER 6

TRAINING AND DEVELOEHEHT

Training ettets to improve an individual‘: performance on his
current Job or prepare him for an intended Job. Develoment is a
related process. It covers not only those activities which iprove
Job performance t also those which bring abot growth of the
personality, help individuals in the progress towards maturity and
ectualisation of their potential capacities so that they become not
only better employees but also better man and women.‘ After an
employee has been selected, placed and inducted he or she must
next be trained. Training is the act of increasing the knowledge
end skill of an employee for doing a particular Job. Training is
detined as any organisationelly planned effort to change the be
haviour or attitudes of employees so that they can perform to
acceptable standards on the Job.2

6.1 IMPORTANCE OF TRAINING

Maohado premised that no more than ten per cent of the humn inte
lligence had been exploited over the past 50,000 years and there
fore. even a marginal increase of one to two per cent during the
next 50 years could lead the human race to a unique revolution.3
Whilst the normal assets of an organisation such as buildings and
machinery depreciate through use, manpower asset can increase in
its value through utilisation and adequate development. No develop
ment programs is complete, unless it rosters and sustains the
growth of personality. A person well acquainted with his Job feels
confident and secure and is likely to have a more positive attitude
towards his work then one not having the requisite competence.
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Training isproves morale, creates confidence in the minds or as
ployees about the eployer's interest in their well-being, and
promotes human relations.“

No firm has a choice of whether to train or not, the only
choice is that of method. If no planned progress of training is
established, training costs have not thereby been eliminated. The
enployee must engage in self training by trial and error or by ob
serving others. It has been proved that the absence of a systematic
training programme generally results in higher training costs, not
only because of the considerably lengthened learning period but
also because of the likelihood that the employee will not learn
the best of operating methods.’

Till the sixties, when banks were small and were growing
slowly, development of personnel was a natter which was taken

care of by the natural process of evolution of a banker. However,
the rapid growth of banking and the new dimensions acquired by it
has made it necessary to think of development of personnel on a
more urgent basis. The need for quality has become necessary in
nest depsrtsents and in many departments the degree or expertise
required is of higher order. It would be suicidal to leave the
acquisition of skills or such a high order and magnitude to the
natural course of evolution.

Observations of certain authors about the imortance of training
functions in banks are notable:

(a) ‘As the banks have in the past performed their functions
fairly efficiently and effectively even without a very elaborate
training effort. the question arises why does it become necessary
to undertake a massive ettort in the near future? The answer lies
in the unprecedented quantitative and qualitative changes which have
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greatly increased the pressure on the personnel not only to contiv
nuously acquire new knowledge and skills but even to acquire tradi
tional experience within a much shorter period of tine'.6

(b) ‘How the situation is not so simple with the growth of the
industry in size. scope and content. The old employee skills are
insufficient. Multifarious activities of the banking units in new
fields and classes of customers like agriculture, small scale in
dustries. snall traders. artisans and small farmers, selfaemployment
schemes etc. have extended vastly the need for specialist knowledge,
skills and traits'.7

(c) ‘A career in banking was essentially a career in urban
surroundings. There is a change in this: the bank personnel are
now required to serve in villages with entirely different set of
conditions. Several functions that the public sector banks are

called upon to perform now were unknown to them a few years ago_
and the banks personnel had to learn these in a short period'.8

(d) ‘Practices need to be reviewed for cutting down avoidable

delays in matters like opening of accounts. In any case through
systematic training programmes, the bank personnel at various levels
nee to be equipped to shoulder the responsibilities of public ser
vants. Expansion of new services by banks requires specialised
skills that should be integrated effectively with the basic bank
management structure'.9

(a) ‘All the world over, banks are redefining their social
role. This has required them to lend to client systems and for
purposes considered 'unbenkab1e' by conventional canons of banking,
undertake (in the developing world) an accelerated pace of expansion
to reach out undervbenked end unbanked areas, and generally organize
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themselves as active agents of change and daVelQpnent'.1°
(1) ‘Due to the increased emphasis on the developmental

shpeots, a host of diverse activities are now enconsssed in the
banking business. The degree of success in realisation of the ob
jectives of banking depends. in a large measure, upon how well the
banking organisation locates, develops and makes use of the talents
of its people. Skilful management can make work assignments a more

satisfying experience for every employee and, at the same time tap
his energy. knowledge and creativity to the full extent. An urgent
nee has thus arisen to give increased attention to management
development in banks in order that the personnel in the banks are
emotionally involved in and technically equipped for the work’.1‘

(g) The Working Group on Training Facilities, set up by the
Reserve Bank in December 1967 under the Chairmanship of Shri.B.N.

Adarkar felt that training was a necessary tool in the hands or
the management to bring about qualitative changes in the attitude
and behaviour of bank personnel, and it therefore viewed training
in the broad sense of the term to facilitate the development of both
technical and management skills of bank officials. According to the
Working Group. the objective of training should be to make an officer
not merely a good banker, but also to develop his potential as a
leader in the profession of banking.12

Before distributing crores and orores of rupees to lakhs and
lakhs of people, thousands and thousands of bank officers have to
examine and evaluate many social and economic problems of develop
ment in India. This is not a task which could be carried out offbhnnd.



5.2 mmmo mp nsvnommma A Pressman reaction

The emergence of training - aimed at development of knowledge,

skill, attitudes. including purely vocational training has added
another dimension to personnel management. Fast moving technical

changes demanding more and more people with higher skills or even

different skills have emphasised the need for systematic education
and training schemes for the employees. Raising the level of their
skill, increasing their ability and above all imbibing in them a
readiness to meet changes in work and organisation, are the main
aims of training. While the individual manager has a personal
responsibility for the training, development and progress of those
who work under him, personal and training specialists have a res
ponsibility for educating the managers about this responsibility,

advising them on methods of training and the administration or cen
tralised or company training programmes.13

Fcur'personne1 functions are directly related to training and
development: Job analysis, performance appraisal, selection and
career planning. Job analysis describes the activities and behaviours
necessary to perform a job. The objective of the training programme
is to master the behaviours and activities of the Job. The perfor
mance appraisal function, by specifying acceptable standards of per
fornance, prescribes the level or performance necessary to master
a required behaviour or activity. After training and some length
of time on the Job, an employee's performance is typically evaluated.
Such appraisals can serve as criteria for measuring the success of
training programmes. Selection information can be used to identify
and place employees in appropriate training progremes. with regard
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to employee development, the career planning function identifies

employee development needs and possible paths of advancement through

the organieatien.1h
Personal mnagers have five major responsibilities for the

training and development function. These includes
(a) determining the training and development needs.

(b) specifying training objectives.
(c) designing a programe,
(d) implementing the programs, and
(e) evaluating the programme.

Large and prosperous organisations employ training and develop
ment specialists for training and development activities. It should
also be born in mind that training is only one of a number of nut
ually dependent components of a personnel programs. It cannot be
effective unless policies and practices in related areas support and
sustain the training effort. There have to be good recruitment pro
cesses, equitable promotion policies, adequate incentives and so on.‘5

ATIRA’e long training experience with the textile industry has
provided the following insights into the training task - in content,
methodology and organisatio.

(s) Operative training is not merely the imparting of skills.
It is presumptuous to take the position that quality, efficiency
and productivities come only from the acquisition of skills. The
repertoire of skills in a worker is really one small part of the
morale and pride of an efficient employee force. Skills have to be
released through positive attitudes and this is equally the task
0‘ thfl trfl 11301‘ e

(b) Operative training has greater returns when integrate
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with other personnel procedures such as selection and induction.
It "makes more sense" to the work organisation that way.

(c) Operative training works best when viewed as an important

organisational responsibility. It cannot be subcontracted as sole
boyelse's 3cb.16

5.3 POSITION OF TRAINING IN INDIAN BANKS

In the past, the Indian Commercial banks did not have any elaborate
training programmes and the employees were expected to learn and

equip themselves by on the Job training. The only exception was
the encouragement given to then to pass the exaninatins conducted
by the Indian Institute of Bankers and similar institutes in England
and Scotland. 0! course, a few big commercial banks were imparting
training to the members of their start in their own procedures and
practices mainly at the basic level.17 In 1951, the United Conner
oial Bnk Ltd. started its own training centre. The Punjab National
Bank Ltd. opened its training college in 1958. In 1962, the Bank
of India and Bank of Baroda Jointly started a training college.18

The Central Banking Enquiry Committee gave an account of the

position in 1931 as follows: ‘Owing to a lack of co-ordination
between banks and educational institutions, there are at present,
on the one hand, many men trained in banks in the business of banking
but devoid of sound general knowledge and sufficient knowledge of

the theory of banking....and on the other hand, there are graduates
well versed in theory but devoid of practical knowledge who are not
readily taken up by banks. The development of banking has been hin
dered owing to the paucity of Indians trained in the theory as well
as in practice of banking".
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‘The Working Group on Training Facilities for Senior and
Middle Level Personnel of Commercial Banks‘ constituted in Deceber.

1967 under the Chairmanship of B.N.Aderker, the the Deputy Govornor

of R.B.I. concluded that most of the ooseroisl banks did not have
a systentio, constructive and integrated approach to develop their
personnel with a view to building up their morale, increasing their
productivity and ensuring executive succession.19

The Committee on Functioning of Public Sector Banks observed:

"The importance of training and education he not been integrated
into the organisational and functional set up of the banks and follow
up measures have not been taken to ensure that the trained manpower
is properly or adequately used for the efficient functioning of the
banks. There is, thus, some avoidable wastage of the knowledge and
skills acquired by the trained staff. As regards the training pro
grammes conducted by the staff training colleges of banks, these

consist broadly of clerical level courses and Junior officers level
courses“.2°

The working group to review the training arrangements in banks
(1980) found that most of the courses designed by banks are only
upto the level of middle nanagenent.21 However, officers in senior
management are sent for seminars, conferences, short duration courses
etc..Sinoe the nationalisation of banks in 1969, training activities
have received increased attention from the Government of India and
the Reserve Bank.

In 1973 the Government of India set up the Committee for

Formulation and Implementation of Training in Public Sector Banks.

The Consittee, for the first time provided a forum for fornlation
of plans. monitoring them and deciding on activities at the industry
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levs1.22 For strengthening the training arrangements in banks
with a view to providing adqustely motivated and trained mnpower,

a standing co-ordination committee under the chairmanship of a
Deputy Governor of the Reserve Bank was constituted in March 1985

to couordinate, monitor and guide the training arrangements in
banks on an ongoing bssis.25 The functions of the committee
are to (i) co-ordinate among industry level training institutions
'interse' as also with the training establishment of banks, (ii)
assess the emerging training needs and gaps, if any, in the existing
arrangements and suggest appropriate action by banks, (iii) review
the training infrastructure and assess the adequacy of arrangements
regarding manning and training of faculty, procedures for selection
of candidates for training and their post-training placements and
generally evaluate the effectiveness of the training systems,
(iv) authorise special studies/research work for furthering the
cause of training in banking, and (v) provide appropriate guidance
to banks for evolving and implementing a comprehensive system of

training to all categories of bank staff.23 A conference of the
General Managers of major commercial banks, organised by the

National Institute of Bank Management in 1976 suggested that a
separate Banking University he set up which could systematise the
apprenticeship for professional bankers.24

5.4 THE INFRASTRUCTURE FOR TRAINING

The infrastructure for training of bank personnel in India comprises
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(i) The Ntionsl Institute of Benk;Hanegenent (III!)
(ii) Bankers‘ Training College

(iii) College of Agricultural Banking
(iv) The Indian Institute or Bankers
(v) The regienl training colleges set up by the

private sector banks
(vi) The Start Training Colleges and centres of the public

and private sector banks
(1) National Institute of Bank Management (NIEH): The Working

Group which studied the training structure for the start or con
nerciel banks in India suggested that there should be a two-tier
training structure to meet both the quality and size of the
training efforts. It rconmended that the first tier should con
sist of a central agency to initiate and co-ordinate measures for
the developnnt of the banking profession in the country at the
highest level, and the second tier coprieing all the other trai
ning institutions which could provide training at Juior officer
and clerical level of commercial banks. Following the recommenda
tions or the working grep, the National Institute of Bank Manage
ment was set up.ae a central initiating and co-ordineting agency.26
The Institute thus, came into being in September 1969 with the
support of the Government of India, the Reserve Bank, the State Bank

of India and the other banks. It is a Registered Society whose
members are the R.B.I., Indian nationalised and private banks and
foreign banks operating in India.27

NIEH was established to serve as an apex institute of the
banking system to initiate and co—ordinete all matters connected

with training of bank personnel and relevant research and consultancy
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in the bank nagenet problems. The institute has four functions
which are: (a) training of the higher level personnel in manage

ment and functional areas. (b) research into problems of concern
to the banking industry. (c) consultancy to individual banks to
translate policies and findings into suitable programmes, and
(d) education at poet-graduate level, to assure a steady supply
of high calibre personnel to the banking industry to solve complex
bank management problems. The Institute developed standardised

teaching and training materials for use in bank's colleges and
training centres. It also produced a series of programmed learning
texts for all standard activities of bank at the branch 1evel.2B

The Institute also provide consultancy help to banks in recruitment,
business development and management deve1qpment.29

(ii) Bankers’ Training College (BTC): It was established by the
Reserve Bnk in 195$ to train officers from the Reserve Bank, cc
mercial banks, development finance institutions, government as well

as foreign banks. Te teaching staff of the college consists of
officers drawn from various departments of the R.B.I. on deputation
for about three years. The college faculty is supplemented by guest
lecturers.3°

(iii) College of Agricultural Banking: It conducts programmes on
rural credit, rural development, financing of agrc-based small scale
industries, rural credit management etc.
(iv) The Indian Institute of Bankers: The Indian Institute of Bankers

was established in 1928 as a professional body for encouraging the
study of the theory of banking and for that purpose instituting a
scheme of examinations for bank personnel. It is managed by a council
consisting of the Governor of the Reserve Bank and other eminent
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bankers.3‘ It is only an examining boy and provided no training
facilities at all. The Institute, besides conducting CAIIB exami
nations for bank eployees, publishes a quarterly Journal contai
ning notes, erticles and legal decisions of interest to bankers.
In addition to the essooisteship examination which it was holding
iron the very beginning, it also introduced in 1982, the examination
for Diploma in Bank.Henageent for those who have completed CAIIB.

The Institute suggests that the diploma holders can be absorbed as
middle level executives in all public and private sector banks.
(V) Regional training colleges: To meet the training needs of
smaller banks and to supplement the training facilities in the
other banks, two colleges have been set up by the private sector
banks - one in New Delhi and another at Coimbatore for northern

and southern regions respectively. The Southern Indian Bankers‘
Stet! Training College at Coimbatore is run by the College Society
constituted with the membership of the associate banks. It was
established as an autonomous body in 1972 by the twenty private

sctcr banks in southern regions. The working funds of the college
are raised by cotrihution from member banks.
(vi) Staff Training Colleges of Banks: A study conducted for the
Banking Commission in 1972 revealed that twenty banks (including

16 banks in the public sector) had colleges/centres for training
or their officer and/or clerical staff and 13 of these banks had
errangenents for training of start in matters such as (a) deposit
mobilisation, public relations; (b) fnancing of exports, agricul
ture, small-scale industry, retail trade; (c) personnel relations,
supervisory skill etc. Three other banks deputed staff for training
to colleges/centres or other banks.
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At present, except e rev smll banks, all the bunks neintein
their own start training colleges. The Banking Commission (1972)
contemplated e training organisation with the NIH as the central

agency and the colleges or banks as constituent units. It observed:
“Considering the magnitude or the problem of training bank start,
it is necessary to devise a planned programme and to provide a
central directing agency with adequate authority to implement it.
The NIBM should undertake the task of planning, co~ordinating and

directing the training programme. It should work on the lines at
a university and the colleges of all commercial banks as well as
the B.T.C. should be its constituent unitsfisz

6.5 TRAINING METHODS

The methods adopted by the banks to train their employees include —
(a) vestibule training
Cb) On-the-job training
(c) Publications of the bank

(d) Other facilities provided by the bank, and
(e) Monetary and non-monetary incentives

6.5.1 vestibule Training
The reason for the establishment of training institutions lies in
the law of functional growth. When th amount of training that has
to be done exceeds the capacity of the line supervisor, a portion
of this training is evolved from the line and assigned to staff
through training centres. The advantages of using training school
system are the advantages of specialisation. The instructor, a
specialist, should be more skilled at teaching. The student avoids
the confusion and pressure of the work situation and thus is able to
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concentrate on learning.33 This type of training arrangement my
be of two categories: (1) in-house, off-the-job: specially arranged
training exercises for the exclusive needs of the particular organise

tion (ii) open-house, external: ongoing training programes elsewhere
for mixed audiences found relevant for the needs of the particular
organisation.3‘

6.5.1.1 In-company Programmes (Staff Training College of the Bank)
One of the better personnel programmes to come out of World War II

was the Training Within Industry Programs of the whr Mhnpcwsr

Commission. This was basically a supervisory training programme
to make up for the shortage of civilian supervisory skills during
the war.35 where employee numbers are small, it may not be worth
while to set up a training establishent and conduct in-house pro
grammes, but as the numbers increase, this option may offer a
distinct possibility.

As suggested by NIEH, to facilitate the trainees to get away
from their day to day problems and concerns to reflect on their
experience and to explore ways of becoming more effective in their
work situation, a certain distance between the training institution
and the main organisation may be desirable.36 For the same reason,
it is also desirable to have residential training colleges.

All the banks studied except PCB have their own staff training
college to train the employees. Three of the banks started it in
the sixties and the fourth bank (NBL) in 180. During an interim
period (from 1970 to 1975) all the private sector banks in Kerala
(except FBL) jointly maintained a Joint Bakers‘ Training College
at Trichur. The faculty of the Joint Bankers‘ Training College
consisted of officers deputed by associate banks and some professors
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of neighbouring colleges. However, in 1975 and 1976 respectively
two of the banks (CS3 and SIB) dissociated from the venture to re
start their own training institutions. leading to the winding up
of the Joint College.

The bank which does not maintain its own training college was

making use ot the facilities or other banks by arrangement for
some time; but now it depends mainly on the courses offered by
the different training agencies like SIBSTC, BTC etc. to train
its officers. Only one bank (FBL) has residential training college.

6.5.1.1.1. Faculty. The faculty of training colleges may comprise
of on-deputation faculty, core-faculty and guest faculty. On
Deptstion faculty include those officers of the bank who would
come on training assignment for three to five years and would
return to the main organisation atter the period of deputation is
over. The core faculty would consist of officers who would more
or less remain permanently with the training institutions. The
NIBH suggested that if the course design requires the assistance
.from the guest faculty it may also be sought. In that case, it
is very necessary to get the guest faculty involved in the course
right from the course designing atage.37 The Banking Commission

felt that it would be good if some of the tutors, say about 50
percent of the total strength, remain in the colleges o a per
manent basis and the others come on a deputation basis.38 The
collaboration between faculty members drawn from operational
posts in the banks and the core faculty brought from academic
circles has worked to the advantage of both and he developed
teams with a blend of academic strength and operational experience.39
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The committee on Functioning of Public Sector Banks suggested that

the faculty members of the training colleges should be selected
according to their aptitude and experience and the teaching position
should be made more ettrective.h°

The working Group to review the training arrangements in
Banks (1980) observed: "One of the difficulties pointed out to the
Group in the selection of the right type of personnel as trainers
is the lack of adequate incentives to talented personnel taking up
such assignments....The results of training are imperceptible and
very often the trainers do not get as mch recognition for a Job
well done as operational people....Benk management shuld demon
strate that a trainer's is a prestigious placement in the hierarchy
of the bank and that this will be given only to candidates of proven
merit. If this approach is built into the system. the status of
the trainers would be elevated and the very selection for such posts
would be construed as a recognition of merit'.41 But today, the
selection of faculty does not get the attention it deserves. Apart
from the ability for teaching, which a trainer officer should have,
he should also be a highly motivated person. A frustrated trainer
officer will only geerate frustration among the trainee employees.
A poor quality of training provided sakes the trainees indifferent.h2

The Review Connittee for training, appointed by the Banking
Commission pointed out that in most of the colleges. the size of the
teaching faculty is relatively small which hsnpers develoment of
training techniques and specialisation and expertise in various
fields of banking operations. In several cases, the training faculty
is selected on the basis of availability rather then on the besis of
importance and priority given to treining.“3 The suggestion of NIH!
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is that the principal can be entrusted with the tank of selecting
the faculty.‘A If the faculty is not given proper status in the
organisation, it is difficult to sustain their motivation. table 6-1

IABLE 6-1

POSITION or THE FACULrY.AMONG orrxceas IN the SAMPLE nanxs
__¥ ‘X _.._ _.__ _.__... 4_ L g_—_—— —_ _... : ‘:—._ 4.. ....__.._____.FBL SIB cse "REL

Gmdgs : —-- ::-* _:__ ..___.__ _-*_._. __‘— :_, __ :**:::‘-.._...... .. _.__ _: ::in Total Number Total Number Total Number Total Nunbeofficer number in number in number in number incadre’ of of» £acul- of of- facul— of of- facu1- of of- faoulfioers ty fioere ty fioers ty fioere tyI 2 ~ 1 - 1 - 2 II 6 - 3 1(P) 2 — 7 III 13 - 13 - 10 - 16 1(9)
IV #9 1(P) 31 1 21 1(9) 155 1V 279 6 68 1 108 1 193 VI 731 - 332 - 171 1 ~ vn -- - 590 - 363 1 -A 

V---—~— To ———uvvw.._— ‘-1 ——v.— 7-‘. —.y-.7 ._... wv,._(—..'—vvv.w _.—-—— ‘,_ _.,.

(P) a Principal.
* Grade I represents the highest grade and Gr.VII the lowest.

shove the position of the faculty of training colleges of the banks
among officers. It can be seen that except the principal, the other
faculty belong to the lower strata of officer cadre in all these
banks.

In all the banks, the faculty of the training college is
appointed by deputation from general stream and they continue in
the post during the pleasure of the management. Only FBL has
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stipulations regarding the academic and other qualifications re
quired for the faculty. There, it is provided that the nenbers of
the faculty should have (a) experience of at least five years as
officer, (h) post graduation or double graduation, and (c) CAIIB
Part I pass.

In two of the banks, members of the faculty are entitled to a
special allowance. In one bank, there are also two part-tine
lecturers.

The committee appointed by the working Group to Review the

Training Arrangements in Banks (1980) recommended the following

facilities in staff training collegesahs
1 faculty senber*per 720 clerks/3A0 officers
1 class room per 2500 clerks/1200 officers
1 discussion room per 2500 clerks/1200 officers
1 hostel bed per 100 clerks/60 officers
The working Group also suggested that to run a training channel,
3 faculty members are required at the rate of two hours per day
per faculty member and six hours of class room sessions in a day.
It also suggested that to train clerks. 30 would be the optimum
number in a batch, for officers it would be 25.h6 The experience

of NIH! is that the faculty requirement per course is for, assu
ming that half the day of the trainer will he spent in the class
room, the other half day being devoted to development of training
material, administrative work connected with the conduct of the
course, work on stuy teens and internal committees studying manage
nent problems.“7

At the end of 1975. the faculty strength of the entire
training conlex of public sector banks stood at 290 persons, while
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the total number of bank employees in public sector banks in 1976

was 3,59,866 consisting of 75.009 officers, 1,96,093 clerical staff
and 88,754 subordinate ataff.ha Table 6-2 shows the ratio between
the number of total staff and the number of trainere n different
bnke. It can be seen that the number of employees per faculty mebe

TABLE 6-2

RATIO BETWEE NUMBER OF TOEAL STAFF AND NUMBER OF TRAINERS IN 1985

FBL SIB CSB NBLTotal number ofemp1°’e“ 5010 3782 3003 1521
Total number offull-tine trainers 7 3 E 2
Number of employeespar train.‘ 716 1260 750 761
Number of office staff: (2+5+3) (0+2+1) (0+1+1) (O+O+1)(Officers + Cle s + 10 3 2 1Sub—staffPart-time lecturers - 2 - 

xv‘; ._y ——‘¢.—_ _F._._

is above 70 in all banks and in one bank it is 1260. Bt in this

bank, there are also two part-time lecturers. If they are also
included, in this bank the rate comes to 756. Thus, it could be
seen that in all the banks the rate is above 700. In all these benke
according to requirement. guest lecturers are invited from the de
partments at head office and from other banks. According to the
nature of the programme guest faculty are also drawn from SIBSTC,
NABARD, ETC etc. In 1984, the training college of a bank with more

than 4.000 eployees had only the principal as full-time faculty.
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The number or office staff also varies between one and 10.

While in one bank there is only a pecn to assist the faculty, in
another bank there are 10 cities ststf including two officers. But
in this bank, the training department he also the duties releting
to maintenance of records or training, and selection of trainees.
In some of the banks other works like copiletion or circular letter
and other instructions to branches, publication or the bank's nega
zine, etc. are also entrusted to the training college staff. In
the bank having seven faculty members, the training college conducts
two-channel programme.

6.5.1.1.2 Principal. The Review Committee appointed by the
Academic Committee of the NIBM in its report recommended that

(i) for revitslising the training colleges of commercial banks
persons or senior status should be appointed as principals who
should be actively associated with the formulation of personnel
development policies, (ii) the infrastructure of training including
teaching faculty and libraries should be strengthened and (iii) the
teaching methods should be nodernised?9 Another suggestion of NIEH

is that having recognised the training college as the apex insti
tution for training in the bank, it is essential to make the prin
cipal - the head of the apex institution - directly reeponsihle
to the chief executive of the bank. .It is also essential to see
that any type of vertical relationship does not get developed betvee
the training institutions and any unit or the main orgenisation.5°
Table 6-5 shows the position of the principal of the training colleg
in the banks studied. It can be seen that in two or the banks, he
belongs to the middle level of management; in one, to the lower leve
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and in the other, to the higher level.

TABLE 6-3

GRADE OF THE PRINCIPAL OF TAINING INSTITUTIO
___...._ .1. _— Z. .__A—»——— __.—e —-— —-%_ ______ __ ? _,____ _V._.__.. 1.

Number of officer grades_in the Ben
—.¢.._..—.._——

Bank - _ — ~——— w— w ~ ~— — — — - —‘~
Level of the

Above that of the Below that or the Principal‘:Total Principal Principal gradeFBL 6 3 2 LowerSIB 7 1 5 HigherCSB 7 3 3 MiddleNBL 5 2 2 Middle
__ ____._ 4.. __ __ __._A__ .1 :- :——— _____ LV...t—_.é 7v ——- ....... —.-_—— _._._._ _?_’ V... —..v vw-v %—~—. jéuw —— kw-—

Note: It the numbers of grades below and above are the same,
the grade or the Principal is considered as belonging to
the middle level. If the number above is more, he belongs
to the lower level, and vice verse.

6.5.1.2 External Training
External courses provide an opportunity for sharing experience,
discussing common problems with person from other organisations,
being exposed to new ideas and attitudes, being made aware that
there can be more than one way or performing the same task and more
than one solution to the same problen.51 Sometimes external trai
ning programmes may fail to deliver results because, (1) the training
contents are based only upon general problems which may not be re

levant in a specific case, and (2) there would be difficulty in in
plementing the new idea: because others around him are unaware of

All the banks aka use of the services of external agencies
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that provide training facilities for bank staff. Such agencies
include, Reserve Bank of India, Bankers‘ Training College, College

of Agricultural Banking, National Institute of Bank Management,

Indian Bnks’ Association, Indian Institute of Management, Southern
India Bankers‘ Staff Training College etc. Three of the banks de
pute only officers for external training. SIB deputes also Head
Clerks for couraes_intended for senior clerks. In FBL an employee
in clerical cadre may be sent for external training 1: he has passed

part II of CAIIB examination.
In all banks, staff deputed for external training are to

submit a brief report on the training, indicating its nature, use
fulness, innovations to be made in the light of the training, etc.
In one bank, they should visit the Head Office with the report to
have a discussion on the matter. In one bank, the employees de
puted for external training have to execute a bond agreeing to
serve for a further period of at least three years. Table 6-4 shows
the extent to which external training facilities are made use of by
the banks to train their staff.

5-53 $:§.l3£:.‘L2P..!£e%
It is the basic system of training which must be used to some degree
by all organisations. It has the advantage of strongly motivating
the trainee to learn. It is not located in an artificial situation
either physically or psychologically.53 On-the-job training is
sometimes referred to as "Tell, Show, Do and Review” because of its

steps: (1) "Tell" (the trainee is told how to do the activity)
(2) "Show" (the trainee is shown how to do it); (3) "Do" (the trainee
has an opportunity to practice the activity): and (4) "Review"
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TABLE 6-h

POPORTION OF EXTERNAL TRAINING TO TOTAL TRAINING

._. .__ :_ 4-.‘ :g._‘.__ :__..: ....—: 4AA-A-L — ———:—A L-—.7.’ 7————y——v- —vw—:—_.—_—¢ ———V——_.._.?_ T ——:._—__...—*——.— _.——._‘.~....——..__..-t-—2———vv-w

Number or officers trained
Bank Period ~. ~ V v——— -~ — ~ V: external yTotal Externally trained to total

FBL j;:‘fi"3.'3;°6 *° 28!» 62 22
September 1985313 to December '86 3“ 59 17CSB 1985 355 26 71986 325 50 15

um.  ‘E35 115* 39 31+
.._ ____.._ __ _._ _;_> _A 4_.______.____._ 4..___ -:1.__.____. _‘_

* includes lsc cl;r1cel*ste£i.
‘-7 V... %—rw———..———

(the trainee receives feed back and correction on practice attempts)
In case ot any organisation: in India, the new employee is

asked to report to his superior. The superior is very busy. Accor
dingly he merely asks the new employee to learn by watching him.

The result can be enbareesnent to the new employee. He is likely
to be frustrated particularly if he is the sesitive and eager to
work hard type of individual. This is obviously undeslrab1e.35

A person may, and often does, develop as a result of his ex
perience on the Job, but it cannot be regeded as a port or develop
ment plan unless it has been deliberately brought ebout keeping in
mind the person's development needs, his strengths and weeknesses.56
By and large. however, the newly recruited staff were expected to
acquire proficiency of the bank's rutine through ‘on the Job’ ex
perience end rotation of duties.57 Job rotation is a cononly used
method for equiring skills. Job rotation programmes nave employees
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from one Job to another in the organisation with the goal of femi
liarising them with each Job. The major objective of position
rotation development is broadening the background of the trainee
in the business. A person can be moved frontjob to Job so that he
can understand how different activities fit into each other and
also develop an understanding of their difficulties and contribu
tions. In order to be really effective, job rotation should cut
across functional boundaries.58

The Working Group on Customer Service in Banks suggested that

new recruits in banks should, after their induction training, be
given marketing assignments, like deposit mobilisation, at least
for some length of time. Such exposure to public right at the be
ginning of career would help development of people-oriented atti
tudes conduoive to good customer service.59

In all the banks studied there were regulations which required
a new recruit to undergo a period of o the Job treineeship before
absorption into regular service. Though at present, the ‘trainee’
system has been abandoned for award staff by some of the banks, on
the Job training is the most common method of training in all the
banks. Under the system in these banks, even new employees are
posted for regular works where they learn the Job by doing it.
Periodic transfers of officers and rotation of Job among staff are
also methods adopted by these banks to build up versatile personnel.

Some extracts from the instructions of the banks regarding
on-the-Job training are given below:

(a) ‘Supervisory staff should give proper training and guidance
to the members of staff and trainees under them’.
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(b) inhnegers and other supervisory staff ere requested to
train other members of start as to the correct and proper sethods
of work‘.

(o) ‘Brunch nsnegers should ensure that there is half yearly
rotation of duties’.

(d) ‘The trainees are uder the special responsibility or
their immediate superiors in the branches. They should give proper
training and guidance to the members of staff and trainees under the:
In evaluating the performance of supervisory stat! this aspect will
be considered along with other matters‘.

6.5.3 Egbliggticng of the Ben;
All the banks use various types of communication to educate personnel
regarding the rules and regulations of conduct or business. These
include circular letters, circular memos, house magazines, bulletins,
manual or instructions, etc. FBL states about its bulletin thus:
‘it is an official organ or the bank for internal communication of
the bnk's policies, strategies, activities’.

6.5.5 Qgggg rag;;;g1e_s_ Provided by Banks

Host of the banks have ditferent schemes to provide opportunities

and Iscilities to the start to acquire special skills and knowledge
useful for banking. some such past and present schemes in certain
banks are stated below:

(e) Reimbursement of tuition fees and examination fees to

clerk trainees undergoing typewriting and shorthand courses (in FBL).
(b) Duty leave to appear for CAIIB examination.

(c) Reimbursement of examination and membership fees in the
Indian Institute of Bankers.
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(d) Reimbursement to typist-clerks who have passed typewriting

(Higher) and shorthand (Lower), tuition fee for studying shorthand
(Higher).

(e) Payment of fees and reimbursement of cost of books for

acquiring special qualifications useful for the bank.
(1) Paynnt by the hunk, of entrance fee and monthly subscri

ption for membership of officers in Bankers’ Club, ‘as it would
facilitate exchange of ideas of mutual interest’.

_These incentives are provided mainly to encourage the eployees to
acquire certain skills and qualifications that are useful in banking.
some such past and present incentives are given below:

(3) Special increment for post graduates.
(b) Special increment for employees who have successfully

undergone Reserve Bank training.

(c) Payment of honorarium to those who are successful in
Diploma in Bank Management conducted by the Indian Institute of Banks

(d) Special increments for graduate clerks.
(e) Special increments for officers and clerks who pays the

CAIIB examinations.

(f) Preference in transfer, for staff willing to do typing work.
(3) Weightsge for certain qualifications. in promotions to

higher cadres and grades.

(h) In FBL, in the seventies. officerwtreinees who passe CAIIB
Part I were confirmed with immediate effect in the next higher grade
in officer cadre.
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6.6 IDENTIFYING-TRAINING NEEDS

Unmet training and developnent needs can be identified and ned-i
lees, inappropriate training eliminated it a thorough trainingneede
assessment is conducted. The purpose or any training needs assess
ment is to discover and describe any individual. unit, or organisa
tional performence problem for which training in an appropriate
solution.

There are three basic ways of identifying training and develop
ment needs, including (1) monitoring personnel flows, policy and
procedural changes, and organisational operations (2) asking super
visors snd managers about the training and development needs or
their subordinates; and (3) accepting and analysing training re
quests from managers and others.6° If the training nnager, the
personnel manager or whoever is in charge of training is comple
tely involved with the company's activities and is kept informed

of its various problems and opportunities, than necessarily be will
know what the training needs are likely to be.61 In organisations
which have good internal appraisal systems, an examination of the
periodic reports written on individuals. can give a fairly acurate
idea of training needs. As observed by Been, far too often the
search for a suitable participant starts after information is
received about a course. It should be the other way round.62

According to Bandyopadyay, broadly speaking. three types or
training needs can be identified in the poet-entry education system
for banks. They are (a) training in banking operations (b) training
in various functional areas of banking and (c) training in bank
nanagenent.63 The consensus or a seminar on 'Mnpower Development
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in Banks‘, organised by the NIH was that for evolving a training
strategy, training shall be divided into tour nador areas, viz.
(a) induction (b) banking knowledge (c) knowledge in specialised
arses of banking (d) management and organisational dsVe1opnent.6h

The Banking Commission recommended that ‘All Junior officers

(internal pronotees as well as direct recruits) after about three
years working in that capacity should be given training in a general
banking course designed to equip them to discharge the duties of
Accountant/Branch Manager. The accent in this course shuld be on
developing their supervisory skills and on public relations. They
should also be trained in short-term duration specialised courses
e.g. finance to priority sectors, organisation and methods,
management of human resources etc. Their entire training on the
above lines should be completed within five years from the date
of their becoming Junior o££ioers'.65

The committee on the selection and training of Supervisors
(UK 1962) observed that training is likely to be more effective
if given over a period of time. It is often advantageous to split
up training into a number of phases both to make it more easy to
assimilate and because, for those who advance from Junior to senie
supervisory posts, training can be given in phases appropriate to
their stage of development and current responsibilitiss.66

The sub-group appointed by the conittee of direction in
Government of India for the formulation and implementation of

training programmes in public sector banks, under the chairmanship

oi Dr.V.R.Cirvante67 recommended the following training programme
for bank personnel:
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For clerks

1. Induction course of three weeks duration.
2. Senior refresher course of three weeks for clerks who have

completed about three years’ service.

For officers:
Junior.hnagenent

3. For direct recruits : induction course - three to four weeks.
I». For direct recruits : intermediate course (before confirmation) 

three to four weeks.

5. Special course for officers promoted and working in branches
to fill in the gaps of their operational knowledge - two weeks.

6. Special course for officers working at administrative offices 
four to five weeks.

7. Branch nanegement course for officers with three years service
and to be promoted as branch managers - three weeks.

8. Specialised courses for those in the concerned area - two weeks.
Middle management

9. Special course - three weeks.
10. Advanced specialised courses - two weeks.

Senior management.

11. For all those identified for promotion to senior management
level - two to three weeks.

The Working Group to Review the Training arrangements in Banks

(1980) also suggested a training programme almost the same as
Cirvante model. But for senior management/top executives, it
suggested 
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(1) Regional management programmes (two weeks)

(11) Advanced nenegeset programmes (two weeks)

(111) Advanced functional programmes (one week)

(iv) Top executive programme (two to three days)68

6.7 DESIGNING TAINING PROGRAMMES

The two factors that should be considered in designing training are
the target participant, and the target Job. Focus in participant
analysis is on his individual learning needs for promotion or self
development or improved performance on present Job. Also partici

pant analysis sids the process of selecting a hosogeneous partici
pent groups with broadly similar training needs.69

Before designing a training programme, it is essential to
have a clearly deiined objective. The questions to be asked are
‘why do you need e training programs? How do you expect it to be
useful?’ Answers to these questions would help in designing a
ta1lor—nde training programme - to suit the exact requirements and
current needs or the organisation.7° After ascertaining the indi
viduals potentiel, training nust be provided not only for doing the
present job but also for acquiring the desirable extre skill or
knowledge for filling higher Jobs. Training's main goal is to
induce a suitable change in the individual concerned.71 For nere
providing or knowledge the trainer can depend on supplying good

handouts or reference books to the trainee.
The educational technologists first study the terminal behaviour 

the behaviour which the trainee is to demonstrate on the job and for
which the training is to be arranged. On the basis of the complete
analysis of the terminal behaviour a criterion test is prepared.
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Such a criterien test can be used as a selection tool. If perfor~
lance is the objective then its components should be identified so
that the training effort can be directed towards then. The coupo
nente of perfornsnce can be identified as s (1) Competence
(11) Attitude.72

In all the banks, training progrenes are chalked out by the
training department and implemented after getting the approval of
top management. In SIB, there is a committee consisting of the
Chairman, General Manager and the three Deputy General Managers in

cluding the principal or the staff training college to finalise the
training programmes, after taking into account the suggestions of
the faculty.

The factors that influence the number and type of training
programes in these banks include: (a) the number of employees
who have not ever got any institutional training. (b) comments in
the Reserve Bank's inspection report regarding training deficiencies
in the bank and (c) special functions undertaken/proposed to be
undertaken by the bank. The Reserve Bank gives stress on the quan
titetive espect of training ie. the number of employees who have
been imparted training during the period, and the number of ems

ployees who have not been given any training at any time. Naturally.
while planning the training programmes all the banks give more is
portence to training the maxim nunber of employees. The courses
are mostly of general nature.

The programmes conducted by the training colleges of banks
could be divided into 

(8) Induction courses for recruited officers and clerks.
Though it is named ‘induction course’ it rarely takes place at the
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induction stage at present. Hwever, most of the employees now
get this training before confirmation in service. In the seventies,
the newly recruited staff used to be sent for on-the-Job training
at branch offices only after induction training lasting for upto
six months, at the training college. But at present the duration
of it varies from one week to three weeks in different banks.

(b) Orientation course for promoted employees. The duration
is upto two weeks.

(c) Refresher courses for senior clerks and branch managers.
These courses are of 3 days‘ to one week's duration.

(d) Specialised programmes dealing with specific functional

areas like credit appraisal, rural branch management, foreign
exchange business, inspection etc.

(e) Programmes intended for subordinate staff. Only two of
the banks have such programmes. FBL holds induction course for
new recruits and also programme for senior sub—steff to prepare

the for promotion test. In SIB, the programme is in the nature.
of a refresher course, and the duration is two or three days.

The training programmes of the training colleges of banks are
intended mainly for award staff and Junior officers. Programmes
designed for middle-level executives are rare and that for senior
managers are almost nil. Two factors account for this situation 
(1) The faculty of the training colleges comprise of officers of
lower grade drawn from the general stream. The result is that the
college is not equipped to hold such programmes. (2) The senior
managers are generally considered indispensable, to be spared for
training. This mkes them all the more indispensable for external
training with the result that they remain untrained for ever.
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The proposition can be confidently put forward that it is
extremely important to train all existing cadres and that a train
ing programme should start at the top level or as near the top level
as feasible. The essunptia is not valid that the experienced people
in the organisation do not need training. Their knowledge may be
out of date. Technology changes. Techniques change. It is diffi
cult to keep pace without a specific effort. One advantage of im
parting training at senior levels is that the effect is widespread.
Attitudes percolate downwards. People at work tend to emulate their
seniors. It can be said, albeit with some exaggeration, that the
best way of training a foreman is to train his departmental head.73

Training programme would be more effective if the trainees
included in a training programme are of the same level of knowledge
in the particular area of training and with identical training needs.
It would be erroneous to assume that all trainees for the same type
of training enter the training situation with identical training
needs. Differences in work experience and in levels of ability and
motivation affect the amount and type of training an employee re
quires. To eocomoate individual dfiferences in training needs,
a 'criterion~referenced approach’ can be taken. A criterion
referenced approach assesses individual trainees before they enter
the trainingjprogramme. Trainees can start at slightly different
points in the programme, depeding on how much they already know.7h

It is possible to identify whether the individual employee
requires training and if so, what kind of training, with the aid
of man analysis. The focus of man analysis is on the individual
employee, his abilities his skills, and the inputs required for Job
performance, or individual growth and development in terms of career
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planning. Clues to training needs can come from an analysis of an
individusl's or group's typical behaviour. The primary sources or
such information are: (1) observation at place of work, examination

of Job schedules and clues about interpersonal relations of the
employees: (2) interviews with superiors and employees (3) compare
tive studies or good and poor employees (4) personal records (5)
production reports and (6) review or literature regarding Job and
machines used.75

The selection of candidates to attend the training prcgrames

is made by the banks following different criteria. The current
practices in various banks are stated below:
FBL: (a) Officers having the least number of training progresses
in credit are ncrally nominated for training. The selection is
made from a list of officers sponsored by the controlling officers.
The interval between two external training programes for an officer
is at least one year.

(h) Clerical staff are called for refresher course in the
order of their seniority.
SIB: Selection is made by considering the seniority of the employee
in the cadre. Usually, those with less than three years service
ahead are not selected unless it is specially necessary.
CS3: The age of the employees, their utility after training etc.
are considered while selecting than to undergo training. Employees
above 50 years are not usually considered for training.
NHL: Selection is made from employees who have not udergone any
training programme.

PCB: Previously, it was based on seniority. New selection is made
at the discretion of the Chairman.
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In all banks, selection for training progreues dealing with
special business, is usually made from those working in the con
cerned department. However, there is no firm policy in any bank
with regard to it, and the chairman may select any employee for
the training.

Participants for internal training are selected by the Staff
Ibepertnent in SIB, CSB and PCB, by the Training Department in FBL,

and in NBL, by the controlling officers of the respective regions,
from among the untrained enployees. In all banks except one selec
tion of participants for external training is made by the Chairman
at his discretion and in the other bank, selection is made by the
Training Department. Thus, the controlling officers have no role
in deciding the employees who are to be trained. Even in the bank
where the line manager is assigned a role, the right is conferred
on the controlling officer of the region, and his right is restric
ted to making the selection from among the untrained employees.

6.3 EVALUA'1'lON or mmmo

Hnnblin defines evaluation of training as "any attempt to obtain
information (feed back) on the effects of a training programme and
to assess the value of the training in the light of that infcruati0'
Evaluation of the training process is a difficult task, and different
circumstances require different nethods of evaluation according to
the objectives aimed at. What is the purpose of evaluation? Evalu
tion by bringing to the fore ‘weaknesses and failures, strengths
and successes‘ helps to improve training nethods.76

Evaluation of training is necessary for the following purposes:
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(a) to determine if the training programmes are acconlishing
specific training objectives.

(b) to assure that any changes in trainee capabilities are due
to the training programme and not to other conditions.

(o) to be able to explain programme failure should it occur.
(d) to determine their cost effectiveness.
(e) for legal reasons. Successful completion of a training

programme is often used to screen employees for higher level jobs.
Then it is necessary to ensure that a statistically significant
relationship exists between successful completion of the programme
and subsequent success on the job.77

Training is a result-oriented activity. Therefore, trainers
must devise means for measuring the effectiveness of training.

After all, it is very difficult to decide whether training has been
so successful that all kinds of extravagant claims can be made
on its behalf. Failures can be attribted to other organisational
factors. There are obvious difficulties, both conceptual and
practical - in applying the cost benefit analysis techniques to
judge the worthuhileness of the training programmes of the Staff
Colleges. It would be well to have a picture of the situation
before training and after. Evaluation of the course by the trainees,‘
trainers. heads of departments and management can provide feed back
which can be of immense help in revising the course design. An
evaluation of a training method or system must also take into accent
the suitability of objectives. Evaluation of objectives helps to
bridge the gap between needs and objectives.

The criteria used in evaluating training programmes will vary
according to the objectives of the programme. Dickinson has stressed
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the importance of establishing, at the beginning of the training
programme, the criteria for evaluation of the training programme

and the trainees.7B Evaluation of a training course can be done by:
(i) its effect on an individuals performance as Judged by his

seniors.

(ii) by testing or examination to determine how such of the
training has been assinilatd and

(iii) by asking the trainees, through a questionnaire or inter
view about their reactions regarding whether they found the course
useful, whether the teaching was effective, what changes they suggest
and so on.79

Dean Spitzer identified the following causes for failure of
training programes: (a) limited training resources are not focused
on the nest promising projects (b) the real reasons for training are
not clear (c) training alone is not powerful enough to lead to long
term, verifiable performance improvement (d) training is aimed at
the symptoms rather than causes of performance problems (e) critical

non-training factors are ignored (f) management support is lacking
(g) too for employees are trained and (h) there is little or no
preparation or follow up.8°

Much of the training is wsted due to faulty selection of
candidates for training and inappropriate placements after training.
The trainer should make efforts to achieve proper placement of
trainees by establishing contacts with the trainee’: inediate
superior for the purpose of getting information on how the trainee
is performing on the job.

At the end of the induction training, all the banks hold written
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tests and some of then award prizes to the best few performers.
Other thn this, there is no system in any of the banks to evaluate
the usefulness and effectiveness of training. However, the assess
ment by the trainees about the course is gathered by the training
colleges at the end of each course. This assessment is generally
about the conduct of the course, and regarding what they feel about

the utility of the training programs. The achievements of the
training department are evaluated in terms of the number of courses
held and the number of employees trained.

Table 6-5 shows a quantitative analysis of statistical data
relating to training. It shows the average number of trainees per
trainer, percetage of employees trained in the year 1985/'86 to
the total employees, and the ratio of untrained emloyees to total
employees. The percentage of employees trains in the year varies
between two percent and 28 percent. But the rate in the bank with
28 percent was only eight percent in the previous year. The average
number of internal trainees per trainer varied betwee 69 and 1&6
in the year. A direct relationship between the rate of employees
trained and the number of internal trainees per trainer is noticeable
i.e. in the bank where the percentage of total employees trained per
ennum is high, the number of internal trainees per trainer is also

high, and vice versa. Tia may be indicative of the increased stress
on the quantum of training in terms of the number of employees trains

at the cost of quality. or course, any conclusion is possible only
after detailed study of all relevant factors. It could also be seen
that between three percent and 57 percent of the clerical staff and
upto 20 percent of the officers have not received any institutional
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institutional training.

TABLE 6-5

BZATISTICAL DAIA RELATING TO TRAINING

%.—.._ _... w—_._-._-.—— ——w —.-—-—.. ———-— ww _.
..,__—r ~—._.—
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But in FBL all the officers have attended at least one

FBL , SIB NBL PCB19s 19e5 1935 1986 1986
Ehployees trained in one year:

Total 1241 351 507 207 4External 222 7 50 52 4Internel 1019 344 457 155 Number of trainers 7 5 4 2 
Average number of internaltrainees per trainer 146 69 114 78 
Total number of employees 4501 2946 2429 1082 259
Percentage of employees trainedin one year to total employees 28 12 21 19 2
Number of trained officers 1129 833 675 377 68
Number of untrained officers Nil 206 4 7 10Total officers 1129 1039 579 384 73
Percentage of the untrainedofficers to the total officers Nil 20 1 2 13
Number of trained clerks 2027 1589 1471 624 77
Number of untrained clerks 400 367— 45 74 104Total clerks 2427 1955 1516 698 181
Percentage of the untrainedclerks to the total clerks 16 19 3 11 57
‘..____.... ..._—. _.._ _.___._ __ t_j..j—-u— ‘-7 w .'7a..— _._ —.—?v7tr——v —v %— —..._ 1...

* Includes number of subordinate staff also.

In one bank, while some of the officers have not attended any
training programme, there are some officers who have attended upto
15 training programmes. In all these banks, about 80 percent of
the employees in clerical oedre have attended only the induction
training and only less then 50 percent of the eployees in officer
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cadre have attended a training programme other than induction

training/orientation training.
The placement of employees in any of the banks does not give

any consideration to the training the employee has received. Only
one bank maintains at least a record by the functional training
programmes. Regarding the cost aspect, none of the banks has ever
made an assessment or the expenditure incurred by it for training
the employees. fhus, the training function is devoid of any cost
beneiit analysis.

5.9 SOE NOTABLE PRACTICES

Certain past and present practices relating to training in the
banks are stated below:

(a) In FBL, period or training at Bankers’ Training College
was treated in 1965 as ‘privilege leave’. However the trainees
were granted one special increment for successful completion of
the training.

(b) The Board meeting or a bank decided in 1967 to take tor

training not oly supervising officials, but also members of the
clerical and cash department staff who have at least five years
‘satisfactory service‘.

(c) One bank, in 1981 decided to bring together inspection
and training (other than induction training) under one charge
"because the deficiencies of many of the branch managers due to

inadequate experience on the one hand and the tendency to dis
regard rules and instructions on the other, cell for imediate
remedial action. The action should be both preventive and correc
tive. Preventive action lies in educating the officers and
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corrective action in dealing with cases of irregularities coming
to notice, during inspection or otherwise, appropriately".

(d) A circular letter issued by a bank in 198k states:
"staff not attending the training programmes 0 flimsy grounds
would not ordinarily be sent for any other training programme tor
a period of three years, and the reluctance will be taken due
notice of when considering him for promotion to post of responsi
bility in the bank in future”.

(e) While in all other banks, the whole training data are
confined to a Training Register, SIB maintains three registers of
training to records (i) programmes under each specialised function
and the participants (ii) programmes held every year and (iii) pro
grammes attended by each ep1oyee..

(1) One bank states its training policy for 196 as follows:
"The present policy of the bank is to clear the backlog in training’.
i.e. to arrange training programmes for those who have not attended
any training programme.

(3) In SIB, the daily allowance for refresher training period
is at a higher rate.

(h) In NBL, trainees are requested to prepare and send in
advance to the Chief Instructor a list of all their problems/doubts
in the areas covered by the training programme.

6.10 FINDINGS

1. There is growing awareness among banks, of the need of

training. However. they are yet to assimilate it in the true
spirit. The employees generally consider training as a fringe
benefit that should be equitably distributed among all on bases
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like seniority. The sanagenent also fails to present it as the tool
of employee development. Hence, 'seiority' is the most widely pre
valent criterion for selection of esployeee for training.

2. There is no training policy for the banks and no defined
objective for training progresses. The training programme is
target-orients end not need-based. These targets are quantitative
i.e. training a predeterined number of employees per annum. Many
of the mass scale training prograes in banks do not serve any
purpose other than meeting the statistical requirements.

3. There is no formal or infornl system for identifying the
training needs of employees and the organisation. The comments
and observations in the Reserve Bank inspection reports about the
training function in the bank influence the design of training pro
grammes more than any other factor.

b. The training colleges of banks offer largely omnibus type
of courses. These courses are aimed at imparting operational
skills of the current essignlent. Remedial training and develop
metal training are conspicuous by absence.

5. The training programmes are mainly intended for clerical
staff and officers upto the middle level. Deputation of high level
officers for training programmes is very rare.

6. Branch nanagers and other controlling officers have no
role in designing the training prograne or in selecting the trainees

7. The training faculty comprises of on-deputation-faculty
transferred from the general steam of officers. Most of them blong
to the lower strata of officer cadre. None of the training colleges
has permanent core-faculty. Interest and aptitude of the person are
not given any consideration in selection of faculty members.
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8. In addition to the institutional programmes, the banks
also provide encouragement and facilities for employee developsent
through private study, Job rotation etc.

9. There is no placement policy that ensures utilisation of
the skill acquired by employees through training progresses.

10. The training function is devoid of any evaluation system.

6.11 SUGGESTIGNS

1. It is necessary to lay down the training policy in concrete
terms defining the expectations of the bank from training fuction.

2. A mechanism and a standing machinery tor identifying the
training needs may be desirable. Though it could operate as a
separate functional unit under the training department, it should
have close liaison with the inspection department, operation de
partments and the research and development department. Suggestions

or employees and controlling officers, feed back from the trainees,
performance appraisal reports 0 employees, complaints from custo
mers and the public, cases of misconduct and disciplinary action,
data from exit interview, grievances of employees against colleagues
and superiors etc. can be compiled and analysed to identify the
training needs of the organisation and employees.

3. Training programmes need to be framed to meet the training

needs of the organisation. It is necessary to define the objective
or each programme in terms of the end-behaviour of the trainees.

Evaluation of effectiveness of the programme in meeting the ob
jective should also be made.

4. In the training programmes, it due veightege is given to
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remedial training it my seat the deficiencies in the capability.
of employees. In such programmes, all the employees included in.
a batch should be with similar training requirements. Training
needs analysis would help the bank in identifying employees with
similar training needs. Developmental training also needsgreater
attention.

5. A shift in emphasis from quantitative target to qualitative
target of training programs is also needed. This does not mean
tht the quantitative aspect is to be ignored. The target can be
training the maximum number of employees. But this should not lead

to deterioration in quality, and stereo-typed programmes. The
course content of each programme should be decided keeping the

characteristics and requirements of each trainee group in mind.
6. Training the senior level managers need greater attention.

It should not be forgotten that training imparted at higher levels
has widespread effect.

7. Though external training progremeghas advantages, the
importance of in-house programmes cannot be overlooked. In-house

programmes have the advantage that they can be designed keeping

the specific problems of the organisation in mind. It is also
cheaper.

8. In selecting the employees for training and in determin
ing the training programmes, the branch managers and other contro
lling officers should be assigned a greater role, since they have
better awareness about the training needs of employees.

9. The training college should be provided a firm base and
a dynamic structure by an admixture of core faculty, on-deputation
faculty and guest faculty. Selection of faculty members should be
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based on ability, qualification and aptitude. The faculty position
should be made acre attractive by providing higher status and be

tter incentive. The on-deputation faculty should be drawn from
the middle-aanageaent level or above. They shold be executives
with wide experience at different types of branches and in various
functions. A nininn academic qualification (preferably a post
graduate degree) is also desirable. Postings should be from volun
teers and no compulsory postings should be made. The period of
posting can be three to five years.

10. The principal of training college should belong to core
faculty and be of senior sanagenent cadre. As the head of the
training division. he should be directly accountable to the chair
man of the bank. He may be drawn from academic field or from

senior bank executives. In the former case he should belong to
one of the disciplines of social sciences. and in the latter case
he shold be with some experience in teaching. Ha should also
have a niniann service of five years ahead.

11. Trainees for specialised training programmes should be
selected from employees who work in related departaents, or are
to be placed there after the training.

12. Ascertainnent of the total cost incurred for training is
indispensable. The magnitude of the cost incurred wold create
an awareness about the necessity of reaping the aaxiun benefit
at of it. Any form of cost-benefit analysis also requires cost
data.

13. Tera should be a syste of evaluating the post-training
performance of employees. The controlling officer is the most
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suitable person for such evaluation. In addition to the report
of the controlling officer, work records and the annual performance

appraisal reports also can be made use of. Findings of the evalua
tion should be effectively used while designing future training
programmes.

1h. The banks which provide financial and other incetives
to employees for developsent through private study, should make
it sure that such courses are useful for the bank. Care should
also be taken to see that such expertise is profitably exploited
by proper placements.

15. Mny controlling officers feel that it is not the defi
ciency in knowledge and skill that is responsible for below

standard performance by employees. There are employees who are
highly qualified and well versed in their work, bt still in
different end lethargic in discharge of duties. what they need
is counselling or programmes designed to bring in a change in
their attitude. The training college and faculty should be come
patent for such programmes as well.

16. At present an employee after training returns to a group
of colleagues who are not enlightened on the reforms or changes.
Naturally. he nay not be able to bring in any change even if he
so desires. Instead, if all the staff in the branch can be trained
together introduction of a change would be easier. Under this
sohee, instead of the staff being called to the training college,

3‘ It would also bethe training faculty would visit the branch.
possible to design the programme taking into account the special
problems in the office and the specific requirements of the group.
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It is also appropriate to note the reconendations of the
Banking Commission: "As the question or training cannot be con
sidered in isolation and as it should be an integral part of the
general organisational process, there should be a proper link
between training and overall personnel policies. It is essential
that seleotio of employees for training should be Iade not on
the basis of immediate availability of persons but on the basis
of we1l—planned policies of career development end executive

succession. The placement of persons after training is also
important. A person trained in a specialised aspect of banking
should be given an opportunity to make use of the knowledge and
skill gained by posting him in an appropriate positicn".82
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CHAPTER 7

PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL

Appraisals are Judgements of the characteristics, traits and per»
fornanoe of others. In industry, perforanoe appraisal is a syste
matic evaluation of personnel by supervisors or others familiar
with their performance because employers are interested in knowing

about employee performance. Performance appraisal thus is a syste
matic and objective way of judging the relative worth or ability
of an employee in performing his task. In other words, it is the
process of collecting, analysing and evaluating data relative to

1 Formal appraisal ofJob behaviours and results of individuals.
an individual's performance began in the Wei dynasty (A.D.221-265)

in China, where an Imperial Rater appraised the performance of
members of the official family. In 1883, the flew Tork city civil
service in U.S.A. introduced a formal appraisal programme.2

7.1 THE NEED FOR PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL

An appraisal of the employee is undoubtedly necessary at the time
of his employment. However, an appraisal on a continuing basis
during the working life of such an employee is very desirable and
useful. It would be wrong to assume that a good employee is for
ever a good enloyee. This assumption is often the consequence
of judging a person and not his performance. In fact. it happens
quite often that the more successful a person is, the more sure
he is of the correctness of his own way of doing things, and the
more fixed he becomes in his habits he deteriorates. Hence the

need for reassessment and training.3
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No firm has a choice as to whether or not it should appraise
its personnel and their performance. It is inevitable that the
performance of the hired personnel will be evaluated by someone
at some time. The choice is one of method. Performance appraisal

helps to identify those who are performing their assigned tasks
well and those who are not, and the reasons for such performance.“
Basically. performance appraisal provides feed back for employers
and eployees. Eployers need to know that acceptable standards
of performance are being maintained by employees. Employees also

need to know the results of their efforts, whether positive or
negative.5 If appraisals indicate that employees are not per»
forming at acceptable levels, steps can be taken to simplify Jobs,
train workers, motivate the, or dismiss them depending upon the
reasons for poor performance. Organisations use performance
appraisal for (1) administrative purposes (pay increases, pro
motions. demotions, terminations and transfers). (2) employee
development purposes (to guide and motivate employees and to

identify specific training needs) and (3) Programme assessment
purposes (to see how effective, recruiting, selection and place
ment heve been in supplying a qualified work force).6

7.2 smrrrzc UP A PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL system

The evolving of a performance based reporting system is by no means

an easy task. Different approaches are possible in this regard
and an organisation should choose a system which is best suited to
its specific culture and requirements.7 Performance appraisal can
be either formal or informal. Informal appraisals are unplanned,
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often Just chance statements made in passing about an employee's
performance. The oomon approaches in performance appraisal are:

1. A casual, unsystemetic and often haphazard appraisal.
2. The traditional and highly systematic measurement of

(s) employee characteristics (b) employee contributions
or (c) both

3. Mutual goal setting through a management by objectives
programe.8

A popular management technique is management by objectives.

This requires a clear definition of the goals expected to be
achieved by the subordinate as well as a measurement of the actual
achievement of such goals by the subordinate. The visualised goal
and actual performance have thus to be compared.9 The modern trend
in business organisations is to place responsibility on individuals
to set performance goals and also to appraise the progress towards
them. An initial appraisal by the individual employee himself to
be followed by an interview with his superior in which both of
them together arriving at an agreed appraisal is the practice
test gaining currency.1°

Regardless of an organisation's specific needs for performance
appraisal, five general requirements mat be met by an appraisal
system, if it is to accomplish its objectives: reliability, vali
dity, practioability, fairness and impact. Reliability is the co
sistency of a measure over time and across different raters.
Validity is the degree to which a measure measures what it is
supposed to measure. In order to meet the practical requirement,
an appraisal system must be acceptable to both evaluators and
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evaluatees. Fairness requires that employee must feel that
appraisals are conducted fairly and that the consequences of
appraisals (raises, promotions etc.) are fair. An appraisal
system must have significant impact. Without it, the system loses
its credibility.11

Appraisals are viewed from two angles: (1) Every emloyee
rightfully expects to be assessed in a fair and objective manner
on the basis of his performance on the Job and the results he has
achieved, and (2) Performance appraisal also enables the organi
sation to maintain an inventory of the number and quality of all
employees and to identify and meet their training needs and aspi
rations. An appraisal involves the superior performing the
following tasks:

1. Measuring a persons past performance based on some

performance standard.

2. Assessing the factors which have affected his subordinate's
performance, and

3. Predicting his subordinate's future performance potential.12
The assessment of the superiors shall be based on the data on

performance and shall not represent purely impressionistic judge
ments. For this purpose, reasonably clear role descriptions shall
be prepared and indicators of performance defined.13 A very im
portant part of the personnel manager's responsibility for general
administration of the personnel programme is the establishment and
maintenance of many standards by which performance can be Judged.
A ‘standard’ can be defined as an established criterion or model

against which actual results can be compared.‘h
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7.5 PROBLEMS IN PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL

None of the methods of appraising performance is absolutely
valid or reliable. Each has its own strengths and weaknesses.
Host appraisal methods involve judgements of one kind or the other.

some major issues and problems in performance appraisal are:
1. There is often a tendency to rate not only the performance

of the employee but also the job.
2. Errors are introduced in the appraisal because of a defect

or bias in the person conducting the appraisal.
3. There is generally the presence of a halo effect which

leads to a tendency to rate the individual on the basis
.of an overall impression.

h. As appraisals are in fact opinions, it is difficult to
reove from then the subjective eleuent whilst asking
the 3udgenent.15

5. Very often appraisers tend to rate the person and not his
performsnce.16

Many are reluctant to pass judgement on employees. Others
dread face-to-face eppraisal interviews. especially when they must

give negative feed back to a subordinate. Many managers and super
visors very carefully consider the consequences of their apprai
sals bfore they oosplete a formal evaluation of a subordinate.
In making subjective calculations, evalustors’frequently take the
spprech that is most rewarding or least punishing for themselves
in the short run.‘7 The appraisal reports are, therefore, never
objective whn it comes to the negative features of an employee.
See no evil, hear no evil and speak no evil is the usual approach
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adopted by the appraisers. As regards positive aspects also,
appraisal reports are influenced more by personal relations than
by work performances. Person to person relations cone to over»
shadow the role-to-role relationship and this gets reflected in

18 Naturally, appraisals are not basedthe performance appraisals.
on the performance of an employee, bt often it is the likely re
percussions of a report that ultintely determines its contents.
More than anything else, the appraisals reveal the appraiser's
own ignorance, incapacity to Judge people, inability to express
well, poor understanding of areas of assessment. lack of clear
and coherent thinking, prejudices and bias, idiosyncrasies, poor
inter-personal relations. drawbacks in decision-making, defects
in Job relations etc.19

Many appraisers feel that management is reluctant to give the
due weightage to performance appraisal, probably because it de

prives then of their right to Judge who is good or bad in per»
formance. A research study conducted by Hina Shah and vagnu12°

(1975) showed that 65 peroet of the employees in banks feel that
the appraisal system is not fair to the individual being appraised.

There is no alternative to human judgement with all its

fallacies and errors. We shall be certainly better off inheter
mining whether productivity is rising or falling with the help
of even a crude index than with having none.21
probably the single, most difficult managerial task. Yet it has

Judging people is

to b carried at in spite of its limitations. It can never be
completely objective. The best that can be attempted is a fair
assessment and to neutralise the inevitable personal bias of the
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assessor. For this purpose, it is necessary:
(1) To keep the form brief and simple. The greater the

amount of headings and sub-headings introduced, the sore coali
ceted, the essesssent becomes and the greater is the play of en
tirely subjective considerations.

(ii) To define the urpose. The purpose of‘perforeence
appraisal is to assess performance, not the person.

(iii) To ensure that the criteria shold be relevant to the
task. Qualities and attributes which do not affect performance
should not be included. To the extent possible, the criteria
should be tangible and not abstract.22

7.k POSITION OF PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL IN INDIAN BANKS

A study conducted for the Banking Commission revealed that ‘while
22 banks need performance appraisal as a yardstick for rewarding
good performance and/or as a tool of development. 3 banks also con
sidered it as a tool of discipline. The banks sought to make
appraisal objective and to minimise subjective element by varies
methods such as (i) by having the appraisal done by the super
vising officer and its review by another officer one cadre above
the reporting officer, (ii) by making two officers record inde
pendent reports which were reviewed by a committee at the head

office, (iii) by checking the reports which were either very
favourable or very unfavourable, (iv) by calling self-evaluatin
sheets from the concerned officers on a voluntary basis (practice
followed by some foreign banks), and (V) by asking the branch in
spectors to make appraisal on branch managers. In most of the banks
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the appraisal was done with reference to the Job content, duties
and responsibilities of the officer appraised, and it sought to
assess weaknesses, strengths and potentialities of the appraisee.
The weaknesses were brought to the notice of the concerned officer
to enable him to improve his performance. Sufficient opportunities
were also provide to him for on-the-Job training. In a few banks,
the findings of the appraisal were discussed with the appraisee so
as to reduce divergence between the appraisee's own expectations
and achievements, and the institution's expectations'.23 G

P.K.S.Hson says, "In banks there are two types of performance

appraisals side by side: One which the managers write but they
do not believe and another which they believe, but seldom write.

The first one is the formal appraisal, whereas the latter is in
formal. When it comes to rewarding an employee it is the formal

assessment as it appears in black and white that is taken into
account. when assignment of responsibilities come, however the
hyper sensitive bosses rely more on the informal assessment of the
eaployee....Even in case of merit oriented promotion, test and
interview are the major hurdles to be crossed and performance on

the present Job hardly has any relevance. Neither good remarks
bring any rewards nor adverse comments result in any loss".2h

Sonalker,25 observed: It will be obvious that a dependable
employee appraisal system would be indispensable in a bank. Un
fortunately, today appraisal reports are most unhelpful and the
whole exercise becomes almost a farce, thanks to the soft options
exercised by the appraisers. There is need, therefore, for pena
lising weak appraisers. But Bekhshgfireports that performance
appraisal system has been adopted by all banks for officers and
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that the Indian Banks‘ Association has circulated a format with

the approval of the government for adoption by all public sector
banks.

7.5 CRITERIA FOR APPRAISAL

Differentiating between individual is easy, provided one knows
what aspects to take into account. Irrespective of the level,
by and large, most companies use eleven performance neasures:
quantity of work, quality of work, waste and breakage, money

earned, Job knowledge, Job tenure, absenteeism, rate of advance
ment, self judgement, Judgement by peers and Judgement by super»
visors. These measures can be classified into three broad cate

gories: personal data, production data and judgemental data.27
Early graphic rating scales evaluated workers on individual
traits or personal characteristics which were presumably related
to Job performance. Initiative, aggressiveness, reliability and
personality are examples of traits on which employees have been
rated. One problem with trait rating is that the traits the
selves are difficult to define and may be subject to varying inter

28 The Banking Commission states:pretation by evaluators.
"Employee appraisal is a systematic evaluation of an individual
with respect to his performance on the Job and his potential for
development. The appraisal should aim at measuring performance

rather than personality, but such personal traits as co-operative
ness, dependability, attitude, initiative and ability to get along
with others have a bearing upon the employee's value to the organi
sation and should be evaluated. The appraisal should relate to
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various attributes such as Job knowledge, efficiency, behaviour,
power of expression, administrative ability, mental alertness,
Judgement and initiative. Potentiality of the esployee to shoulder
increased responsibilities is also be 3udged.29

Rating employees according to Job behaviour is based on the
assumption that there are effective and ineffective behaviours
and these have been identified for each Job or type of job. Ba
hviours are Judged effective or ineffective in terms of the re
sults the behaviours produce (either desirable or undesirable).
For example, a customer service representative could be Judged on
the amount of patience shown to irate customers. Evaluating en
ployees along behavioural dimensions is especially important for
employee development purposes. Results indexes are also often
used for appraisal purposes if an employee's Job has measurable
results. Examples of Job results indexes are volume of sales,
anont of scrap and quantity and quality of work produced. When
such quantitative results are not available, evaluators tend to
make appraisal based on employee behaviours and/or personal
charaoteristics.3o

A large bank used the following characteristics for rating
the employees: production, accuracy, promptness, neatness, tho
roughness, industriosness, supervision required, ease of learning,
knowledge of own work, memory, co-operation, self control, per

sistence, attitude toward job, personal appearance, health, punc
tuality etc.31 P.K.S.Menon states that the tendency anog banks
is towards adopting conventional government type confidential

reports with their stress on personality factors like integrity,
intelligence, loyalty, adaptability, honesty, nental alertness,
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personal relations, Judgement, decision making, vision etc., in
stead of evolving a performance appraisal system for evaluating
the achievements and development potential which will be more

32 The Appraisalsuited to the ethos of a business organisation.
system in many organisations involves an evaluation or estietion
of a person's present knowledge and abilities to determine his
effectiveness in achieving future objectives, for which as manager
he might be held responsible.33

To be really useful, the reporting should take into account
two factors, performance and potential. It is not advisable to
make the assessment very abstract by introducing terms such as
loyalty, integrity, co-operativeness, flexibility or open-mindedness.
What criteria should be introduced in any particular reporting form
must depend on the organisation and the Job. Whatever criteria are
considered appropriate, it is important to keep the form simple.
Elaborate forms in which numerous personal attributes have to be

assessed on a six or seven point scale cannot serve any practical
purpose.3h

In 1986 The Indian Banks‘ Association gave the following

guidelines to member banks regarding the performance appraisal
system for officers:

(i) The performance appraisal form should provide sufficient
weightage for operational assignments.

(ii) The assessment should be based as far as possible on
performance which is quantifiable. Where this is not possible
and where certain traits have to be assessed based on observations

during the year, the reprting authority may maintain a diary to
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keep a record of such incidents/events.
The attributes that are assessed by the banks for the purpose

of performance appraisal could be classified into those relating
to (a) bio-data, (b) personal traits, (c) Job knowledge/behaviour
and (d) staff relations. Table 7-1 shows the total number of
questions in fourteen performance appraisal forms being used by
the banks under study, and their division into these different
classes. It shows that bio-data and service particulars together
constituted the largest number of question. Next came personal
traits of the employee. Though the object of'perfornanoe appraisal
is evaluation of performnce of the employee on jobs, these app
raisal forms cotain only very few questions relating to Job know
ledge and behaviour. In one form, there is not even a single
question relating to Job behaviour or job knowledge. Behaviour of
the employee in relation to staff relations is considered relevant
only in one half of the cases.

Bio-data and service particulars to be furnished in the per
fornnce appraisal reports include age, academic qualifications.
position regarding CAIIB, date of appointment, cadre of appointment,

date of confirmation, service, emoluments, leave availed, present
designation, date of promotion to the present grade, date of assue
sing the present charge, details of punishments awarded, discipli
nary action proceedings initiated against the eployee, etc. The
personal traits assessed include general intelligence, initiative
and resourcefulness. dependability, sociability, appearance and

dress, conduct. manners, health, personality, neatness. sincerity,
willingness to accept responsibility, leadership, punctuality,
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TABLE 7-1

CLASSIFICATIO OF QUESTIONS IN THE PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL FORMS
USED BY THE BANKS

-—j.V.__7—_——_.._,___._—..__,,_V.._.':'.TV w—w—u —:——— -.— _.v —.v————-.— —w—?——-——v.—-————~ —- ——v—-—FBL sis css NBL pcs
Z1I.$XCKlf2I §ICfX'C€X$ I$IIII;£ZfZ$IC Iifti 11133133311113}Cadre 0 H' C O A 0 .A O M C S O C S

. ..._-g _.___..._-a __ _..__¢_._...._ _.__.._ ..__._77%.; V.— ._—§,_—.——— _._?r____.._.v—¢ _.__.—‘__—-——ij——_.——... —.7—._ .——-.:—.— —--—— t-%.__ir_.._

Total number of
questions 29 29 20 29 23 25 26 31 29 23 15 26 22 19

Number of questions relating to:
Bio-data andservice 10 9 9 8 10 1h 11 42 10 8 B 10 12 12
Personal traits 9 9 3 11 5 1 7 9 1 S 3 7 3 4
Job knowledgelbehaviour A 5 - 5 A 2 2 4 5 3 2 3 h 2
Staff relations 2 2 - 1 - 1 1 2 ~ - - 2 - 
Others h 4 3 4 3 7 5 h 13 7 2 h 2 1

__A_._____ _. .__ jjjgj gg. __-_ _._¢g _-A ,;._‘ L. _A. _‘4.¢_ _ _: 43;}; :_;__L ___;__.¥ ?‘ 4_—;_ __ Z‘ ‘XL—__ _._.,__ T V? __fiv.v_.7 _7._.... ..... ..—v—¢-..¢_._._... .__ —_v t. ——-—-%-y_j_——¢— _< ———¢ * _.__,¢ —.—-w-—.

M - Managers; 0 - Officers; A - Award Staff; C - Clerks;
3 - Subordinate staff.

adaptability, ability to work in crisis, knowledge, co-operativeness,
discipline etc. Job—knowledge/Job behaviour appraised relate to Job
knowledge, supervision, business capacity, ability to assess sound
business propositions, capacity to canvass deposits, decision making
skills, quality of work, quantity of work, using of discretionary
powers, compilation of branch budget, quality of correspondence,
speed of work, etc.

Stair relations cover relationship with Junior colleagues and
senior colleagues. Only one bank has included relations with
colleagues in the appraisal of award staff. The appraisal torn
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for managers in a bank does not include any question pertaining
to staff relations. In one bank, appraisal of performance relating
to handling of staff is made by personnel department while the
appraisal regarding other aspects is made by the line superior.

The other questions in the appraisal ferns relate to relation
ship with.public, loyalty to the institution, attendance, general
remarks etc.

In one bank, reports on the business and house keeping at the
branch are the main data asked in the performance appraisal reports
on officers posted as managers and assistant managers. These data

are regarding aggregate deposits and advances, complaints from
public and head office, balancing of books, adjustment of long
standing entries, disposal of correspondence, deposit accounts,
advances to various sectors, irregular accounts, etc. The posi
tions es on the date of assuming charge by the reportee and as
on the date of report are to be furnished by the reporting autho
rity. There is only one question regarding appraisal of perfor
nance, as ‘brief comments on the performance‘. In two of the banks,
the appraisal report on branch managers should include a separate
statement regarding the business position of the branch.

Four out of the fourteen appraisal forms examined ask for the

comments regarding training needs. While the original appraiser
has to make the suggestion in one form, in the other three forms
the responsibility has been assigned to the reviewing authority.
Similarly, appraisal regarding potentiality is included in eight
of the fourteen appraisal forms-in four to be made by the appraisers,
and in the other four by the reviewers.
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Eight of the forms contain specific question/s regarding
good performance, and nine have special questions on bad pertur
mnce. Questions regarding good performance include: any specially
good work done during the year, commendation: and awards during the

year, any special achievements worth mentioning, contributions made
for the inprovemcnt.o£ bank's business. profitability etc. requiring
special mention, areas of strength, efforts for self development,
etc. Those relating to adverse remarks are: areas or weakness,
heavy business loss. any bad remarks, whether due to his negligence
or incompetence any loss or fraud has occurred. complaints received
against him from constituents, any action which may have resulted
in the issue of warning or reprimand, etc.

In five of the forms. appraisal report is to be given in
narrative style. In seven forms rating scales are used, and two
fora use narration and rating scales for different questions. The
number of points in the rating scales used varies from four to
seven. While in three forms the points in the rating scale are also
briefly explained, the other six forms use the general rating scales.
Terms used in the rating scales vary with the trait rated. The
scales used by the banks include:
1. Excellent - Good - Above average - average - below average.
2. Exceptional - Very good - good ~ adequate - barely adquate 

unsatisfactory - unproved.
3. Excellent - good - above average - satisfactory - poor.
h. Outstanding ~ very good - good - fair - poor.
5. Outstanding — more than adequate - adequate - requires coaching 

inadequate.

6. Outstanding - above average - average — below average.
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The appraisal form of one bank asks about comparative per
formance i.s. to compare his performance with that of the previous
year.

There was a time when the performance of an enployee was

evaluated largely on the basis of the anont of deposits mobilised
by him. But at present this factor hardly enters into appraisal.
A perusal of fourteen appraisal forms used by the anks shows that
only in two cases ‘deposit canvassing’ forms one of the criteria:
in one bank the aptitude for deposit canvassing is considered in
the case of award staff and in the other, the appraisal form for
clerks asks for a statement of deposits canvassed by the employee.

Generally, the questions are framed so as to cover only one
trait or behaviour in one question. But there are also exceptions.
For example, the whole work behaviour of clerks is appraised by

one bank through two questions. One question is - ‘work (application,
diligence, accuracy, neatness, speed)‘. The other question is re
garding ‘dealings with bank's constituents‘. In the same bank, one
question in the performance appraisal form for officers is regarding
‘business development ability‘, and the appraiser is asked to asks
the assessment ‘based on the ability of the officer for deposit
mobilisation, credit administration, internal control, profitabi
lity etc.‘ Another question in the form is regarding ‘administra
tive ability‘, and the instruction is that this is to be assessed
‘based on Job knowledge, Job performance, customer service, in
spection comnents etc.‘



7.6 PERFMANCE APPRAISAL FORMS

An important question to consider in determining the appraisal
system is why an organisation wants to evaluate performance.
Different purposes for performance appraisals necessitate the
collection of different kinds of appraisal data and therefore
effect choice of an appraisal instrument or system. The major
aspect of validity in performance appraisal is ‘content validity‘.
An appraisal instrument has content validity to the extent that
it includes most of the important Job behaviours and/or results
of the Job. Mny appraisal instruments attempt to cover too mny
different Jobs. Such instruments would include only the most
general factors or those based on personal traits. Ratings of
such factors are likely to be very unrelated to actual job he
haviours and/or performance. Hence it can result in some employees
being evaluated on criteria not related to their Jobs, and vice
versa.55 The Banking Commission (1972) suggested that standard

forms and methods for evaluating Job performance of various cate
gories of bank employees should be devised on the basis of re
search on the subject for use by banks.56

In the early years the performnce appraisal reports, usually
called confidential reports were subitted by the controlling
officers in narrative form. There were no specified for on con
tents. Now, all the banks use printed appraisal forms. They use
different forms for different categories of employees. While two
of the banks use different performance appraisal forms for clerical
and subordinate staff, in the other three banks the same form is
used for employees of both these cadres. However, all the banks
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have special appraisal for for the appraisal of officers. While
CSB hilt uses the same réea for all categories of officers (with
additional inforation sheet to be filled in the case of branch
managers), the other banks use different forms for officers holding
different positions. The various classes of officers formed by
different banks, for the purpose of performance appraisal include:

1. Trainee officers
2. Probationary officers

3. Junior officers
4. Managers and Assistant Managers

5. Departmental heads at head office
6. Senior executives

7. Specialists like agricultural officers, engineering
officers etc.

NBL uses a master form for all categories of officers and
different snnexures depending upon the grade/post of the officer.
In PCB, there is a two-tier performance appraisal system for
branch managers - one is a general appraisal by the controlling
officer, and the other by the different departmental heads at head
office regarding the performance in their respective areas.
Separate forms are used for the two appraisals.

Some banks have special appraisal forms to get the evaluation
report for special purposes like absorption into regular service
after training period, confirmation in service, prootion etc.

7.7 THE APPRAISER

In most situations, the most competent person to rate is the inne
diste superior of the person to be rated. Because of frequent
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contact, he or she is most familiar with the employee's work.
In addition, many organisations deem it essential to support the
leadership and authority position of the supervisor by considering
employee appraisal as an integral part of the supervisory work.
Supervisor ratings are often reviewed and approved by higher unne
gement, thereby maintaining hierarchical control over the appraisal
prooess.37

The Banking Commission (1972) suggested: "the essence of a

good appraisal system is that it should be objective and the bias
of the appraiser or personal relationship should not be allowed to
play any part. l0ne way of doing so would be to provide that
appraisal should he made independently by the immediate superior
of the employee and by the officer next in rank above the superior
and finalised by them by mutual consultation or with the help of
a third official”.38 in ideal situation would be where the re
porting authority before giving his assessment on performnce sits
with the official and jointly reviews the performance for the year.
Such an ideal situation may not be practicable in the organisation
unless the reporting authority and the reporter work in close
prox1m1ty.39

If more involvement is deemed desirable, the appraisal process
can be undertaken by a group of raters. Members of the group can
be superiors, peers and subordinates; But it is important that
all the members of the comittee must be familiar with the work of

the person being appraised.h° Under a Joint involvement system
the assesses is afforded an opportunity to discuss his performance
with the assessors at a formal appraisal interview;41 Under another
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system a group of executives would give a rating to the officials
on certain pre-determined dimensions based on the self-appraisal
and the assessment by the reporting authority.h2

Another possibility which is most behavioural in orientation
is to allow subordinates to rate themselves. The major values of
self-appraisal lie in the development and motivation areas, it
being claimed that this approach (1) results in superior upward
flow of information (2) forces the employee to become more per

sonally involved and to do some systematic thinking about self
and work (3) imroves communication between superior and subordi

nate and (A) improves motivation as a result of greater partici
patio.h3 What is contemplated through the process of self
appraisal is not Judgment by an official of his performance bty
more an analysis of his performance which forms the basis for
judgemental decisions to be taken by the bank.hh

A for firms have given serious consideration to evaluation
by peers. In peer evaluation methods, employees Judge the per
formance of their cc-workers. For example, agents of life in
surance copanies can be asked to nominate three other agents with
whom they work, in connection with such questions as "who would

you prefer to have accompany you on a tough case?” Such nominations

would help in identifying future successful assistant managers.h5
Ratings by subordinates find their chief usefulness in the

selection process for promotions.46
In all the banks studied the performance of all staff at

branch offices is appraised by the branch manager. Regarding the
personnel employed at regional offices/head office departments.
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the regional manager/head of the department is the appraising
authority. Officers of the grade of branch manager and above are
appraised by their supervising officers. in all banks. In FBL, the
eppraisee should have worked under the appraiser for at least six
months. In this bank, the appraisal system in the seventies com
prised of a self evaluation by the employee and an independent
appraisal by the controlling officer.

The above analysis shows that in all banks, the appraiser for
award staff and Junior officers is the head of the office/department.
At most of the branches/offices, the personnel would comprise of
subordinate staff, clerical staff and Junior officers in addition
to the head of the office. In such offices the supervising officers
of the award staff are very often the other officers and not the
branch manager. Hence, the appraiser in their ease is the boat
of the supervising officer.

73! REVIEW

Validity of performance appraisal is concerned with the truthful
ness of the measurement results. How can we be sure that the

ratings obtained are true and representative of the ratee? Sono
tinee the same process of choking with other informed raters is
utilised to determine ve1idity.“7 In the design of rating pro
grammes, it is frequently recognised that there may be drawbacks
to placing the entire burden on one manager. Such consideration:
as the tendency for raters to differ in their standards and thus
to be ‘tough’ or "easy" appraisers have led to having a manager‘:
ratings either reviewed by others or supplemented by other ratings.
Frequently, staff industrial relations specialists are included in
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the merit rating process. These specialists probe and question
each manager as he goes through the ratings for individuals.“a

with the object of ensuring the fairness of appraisals, the
banks have introduced a system under which the appraisal made on

the employees is reviewed by a higher authority. All the banks
have provisions to review the appraisals on officers. While in
four of the banks the superior or the appraiser is the reviewing
authority. in SIB review is made by the executives at head office.
In the case of award staff only two of the banks have provision
for review. In the other banks, the appraiser sends, the report
direct to the staff departnent at head office. In one bank, if
the reviewing authority disagrees with the original appraisal on
award staff, it should be referred to the next higher authority
for final disposal. In another bank, in a case where the reviewer
totally disagreed with the original appraiser, the rating of the
reviewer was accepted without even a communication to the origi
nal appraiser.

Asong the 1A appraisal ferns analysed 10 ad provision to
record the remarks of the reviewer. In one of these forms the
reviewer has to record his remarks regarding each entry in the
report. In the others the reviewer records only generl remarks
at the end of the appraisal report. In one bank. the perforance
appraisal reports on officers are submitted for perusal by the
Chairman, with the comments of all superior officers in the hierarchy.

7.9 COMPOSITE RATING

‘With the exception of global ranking methods, performance appraisal
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methods produce ratings of employees on a number of different

factors of Job perforeance. This raises the issue of combining
ratings on different factors to form a single composite rating for
each employee, or sinplify using the multiple factors. Composite
evaluations can be obtained in many ways. One way is simply to
add the ratings for each factor and use the total as the composite.
another is to average the factors to obtain a mean. A more sophi
sticated composite weights each performance factor according to
its contribution to Job effectiveness.49

Only five out of the forteen forms analysed provide for
composite rating. In four of these, the composite rating is made
by the appraiser himself as a general remark or as an overall
assessment.at the end of the appraisal report. In the other. the
rating is ads by the Chairman after taking into account the re
ports of the appraiser and the reviewer and the comments of other
higher officers. None of the forms visualise this as the com
posite rating combining the ratings for different factors. The
forms using rating scale for the other factors use similar rating
scale here also. In the case of final rating by Chairman also, he
simply rates the employee in a four point scale. The points in
the scale are: outstanding, above average, average and below average.

The above analysis shows that the composite rating system

followed by the banks is imroper. A system that depends solely
on the intuition of the rater is bound for mistakes and unreliable

ratings. In such a system, the rating awarded to an employee
depends more on the impressionistic Judgement of the rater rather
than on the reel performance of the employee.
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7.10 FOLLOW-UP

Evaluation whether positive or negative can be very useful, if it
is communicated to the employee. By this the employee also gets
a chance to "exnlain", which is inortant in the case of negative
evaluation. This takes care of the process of natural justice.
Indian Banks’ Association advised the member banks on 15-10-1986

that, ‘it is desirable to appraise the appraisee of the eporaisal
made 0 him. If the banks have reservations about this, they
my not do so immediately but in any case any adverse noting made
against his not be advised in writing’. The Banking Comission
recomended that the good or bd points observed should be dis

cussed with the employee in a post-appraisal interiew in order to

give him an opportunity for self development by overcoming the
weaknesses and harnessing the strengths.5° The primary objective
of the appraisal system is the improvement in the performance of
an individual which would facilitate his career growth and develop
ment end this objective can be not only through fee back on per
formance. An interview can be arranged designed ‘inter alia’ to
afford the assesses an opportunity to take stock of his own streng
ths, weaknesses, development needs and the assistance he expects
from his seniors. The interview must be conducted in e construc

tive, problem-solving manner with a genuine desire to understand
the barriers which in the assessee’s view stand in the way of his
development or more effective performance. ‘fiis objectives for the
subsequent years are also broadly determined at such interviews.51

Follow-up action on the basis of.perfornance appraisal varied

from bank to bank. In none of the bjpks there is the system of
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forssl communication of appraisal through appraisal iterview.

While some banks communicate adverse renrks, others keep it

strictly confidential. Some keep the reports in the personal file
of the employee and the others keep then in a separate file. While
in four of the Sinks, the Chairman sees the report, in one bank
it is not even forwarded to the head office. In some banks the

system for dealing with performance appraisal reports is different
for award staff and officer staff. The practices prevailing in
the banks are described below:

pggg Performance appraisal reports on award staf!'are handled by
the staff deartaent, while those on officer staff are received
and acted on by the Chiraan's secretariat. Tough there is no
communication of the report to the employee, if there is any
adverse remarks in the report. the reporting officer is usually
asked to send more frequent periodic reports on the progress of
the employee.

‘ggg Adverse ccnmets, if any, in the performance appraisal re
port would be brought to the notice of higher authorities upto
the Chairman, by the Staff Department. Explanation of the em
ployee on the adverse remarks, may be sought and appropriate
action upto issue of warning, may be taken. Such action take
would be noted in the service record of the employee. Perfor
mance appraisal reports are filed in the personal files of employees.
§§§ The appraisal report on officers is prepared in duplicate-one
copy is filed in the personal file of the employee and the other
is kept by the Chairman. The report on award staff is filed in
the personal file. The staff department submits the report on

.4
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each officer along with the personal file and a brief report
regarding disciplinary actions if any taken against his previously,
for perusal and necessary orders by the chairman. There is no
cnnunioation with the employees regarding performance appraisal
reports.
gggi Appraisal report on officers is prepared in duplicate - one
copy is filed in the personal file at the office of esployment
and the other at the office of the reviewer. Reports on award
staff also are filed in personal files, after review. Adverse
comments are communicated to the employee. The direction of the

bank to the appraisers is that ‘all possible guidance and assis
tance should be rendered to them (the assessees) for improving
their performance’. One instruction regarding performance apprai
sal is that the reviewing authority shall comunicate the adverse
entries provided they are remediable. A copy of the conmunicatio
with the acknowledgement of the employee has to be kept on record.

‘ggg nPerioraanoe appraisal reports are kept strictly confidential
and are handled by the Chairman's secretariat. No coasunication
of any sort is issued to the employee. The reports are filed
separately and are not put in the personal files of employees.

The above analysis shows that performance appraisal is not
viewed in these banks as an effective tool of employee development.
There is unnecessary secrecy about the reports in most cases.

Appraisal interview, and remedial measures through follow-up action
are conspicuous by their absence.

7.1i ORGANISATIONAL USES OF PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL

Performance appraisal is a personnel function closely related to
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other personnel functions. Job analysis has an important input
into the performance epfiraisal function. Descriptions of job
content, which are the end produt of Job analysis, provide the
dimensions on which an employee's performance is evaluated. Per
formance appraisal provides input to five personnel functions
including training, human resource planning, selection, career
planning and compensation. Training often precedes an employee's
first formal appraisal. Appraisals in turn indicate the need for

52further training. It is appropriate to examine the observations
"of a few authors about the uses of performance appraisal:

(a) The basic purposes of having employee merit rating pro
grames from management's stand point are (1) to improve the
effectiveness of employees‘ performances on their current Jobs
and (2) to help in the administration of personnel functions such
as wage and salary administration. promotions. transfer or ter
mination of services and manpower development.53

(b) The objective of performance appraisal are: (1) to iden
tify areas for further training needs (2) to help determine pro
motions and transfers (5) to reduce grievances and (4) to improve
job performence.5h

(c) A performance appraisal which results in a performance
rating can be used for salary adjustments, future Job assignments
and prmotions. The most important purpose of an appraisal is
however developing the subordinate by examining his work habits,
skills, attitudes and personality characteristics with a view to
improve him with the help of adequate counselling and an appro
priate development programme.55
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(d) The strengths and weaknesses of the employee come into

sharp focus through the detailed appraisals and these could be
usefully integrated into the overall training plan of the bank.56

(e) Besides assessing performance, the internal appraisal has
another purpose, the assessment of potential. Te fact tht a
person has performed well at a particular level is not sufficient
indication of his suitability for higher level, as is frequently
assumed.57

(f) Appraisal has two important uses. First, it ensures a
systematic evaluation of performance of individuals without which
no reward, penalty system can be effectively applied. Secondly,
it brings out in a methodical, well considered manner the strengths
and weaknesses of employees. It gives an indication of the humn
capacity available to the organisation. It also draws attention to
training needs so that courses can be designed to correct the
weaknesses or develop the strengths which are discovsred.58

Every bank has its own system of performance appraisal.

There is not much of a difference in the practices followed by
major banks for appraising individual performance of employees,
though variations may be observed when it comes to specifics of
the systems. A periodic informal assessment of the performance

of an employee under the heads of various traits and skills by
the employee's immediate superior is the essence of the perfor
mance review system obtaining in banks today. They are intended
to help management decisions on confirmation, incremets, effici
ency bar, promotions, transfers, training etc.59

Organisational use of performance appraisal in the banks
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under study is only in the area of promotion of employees. The
weightage given for performance appraisal reports in promotion of
personnel varies from bank to bank and cadre to cadre. The prac
tices in these banks are described below:

Egg In promotion of clerical staff and subordinate staff no special
weightage is given for performance appraisal reports. However, it
is provided in the code of promotions that "notwithstanding the
order of merit of an employee, if the committee of directors con
sidersin its Judgement that such employee is not promotable on the
grounds arising out of perversity of the performance report and the
interview assessment, and/or such other reasons, it may exclude the
name of the employee from the merit list”. But in the case of pro
motion of officers of lower grades, special weightage is given for
performance appraisal - at the lowest grade it is 20 percent of the
total points and at the next higher grade, A0 percent. In promo
tions from higher grades, performance rating is the major conside
ration. Hbwever, there are no specific criteria for awarding
points for performance, though it is provided that rating will be
‘on the basis of personal records and performance appraisals’.

§;§ There is no specific provision regarding any weightage for
performance appraisal. However, in the matter of promotion of
officers above the first grade, a committee of assessment awards
20 percent of the total points. Though there are no specific pro
visions with regard to the norms of assessment, one report of the
comittee states: "the assessment was made o the basis of quali
fication, deposit mobilisation, management of advances, character
and conduct, dealings with staff, public relations and ability to
hold higher positions etc. The shortfalls, lapses and misconduct
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on the part of the officer and punishments given if any, as re
corded in the personal files and known from other reliable sources
have also been taken into ecccnt".

§§§_ There are no points for performance in promotion of subordi
nate staff. In promotion of clerical staff ‘past performance‘
gets 5 percent points. In the case of officers. it gets greater
weightage and the share in the total points rises at higher grades.
Thus while in promotion of officers of the lowest grade, performance

has 30 percent points, in the case of officers of higher grades,
it gets upto 50 percent. The points for performance are awarded
on the basis of performance appraisal reports for the past five
years as follows: At first, points are awarded for the rating of
each year and the average is worked out. The points for different
ratings are as follows:

B.;I.!.é£=.& .«‘-29.3955.
Outstanding .. 100 I ‘
Above average .. 80
Average .. 60
Below average .. no

Based on this average, proportionate points are awarded. For exam
ple, an average point of 68 will be taken as 34 points for promotion
from Grade IV to Grade V since the weightege for 'performance' in
promotion in this grade is 50 percent of the total points.
32;, only in promotion of clerical staff to officer cadre, provi
sion exists for giving points on the basis of performance. In the
ranking of candidates, 10 points out of a maximum of 250 points
i.e. four percent is awarded for service record. There are no norms
fixed regarding awarding these points. The criterion for prootio
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or sub-staff is the score in written test, and the tools for pro
motion of officers are seniority and interview.
1393’ Performance appraisal does not directly enter into the deci
sion of promoting clerical and subordinate staff. However, in pro
motion of officers, performance is given some consideration. The
regulation with regard to this is: "promotion to different grades
will be after evaluation of the previous service, performance and
interview“. However, no norms are laid down for this purpose.

Other than in the matter of promotions as discussed above,
for no other purpose performance appraisal is made use of by the
banks. However, one bank listed its objectives of performance
appraisal system as follows: '(a) assess the performance on the
present Job, (b) identify the strengths and needs of the officer,
(c) determine the ability to perform other duties, (d) identity
training needs, (a) locate outstanding/below average performance
and (f) plan development programmes‘.

Though sanctioning of increment has become automatic in all

banks, the practice in one bank is that ‘ii there is any adverse
remark in the performance appraisal report, sanctioning of incre
ment needs the approval of the Chairman’. In another bank the
rule is that ‘all appraisals are to be placed before the Chairman
for remarks, and annual increments will be sanctioned only after
the approval of the Chairman‘.

The above analysis shows that: (1) organisational use of
performance appraisal is limited to promotion decisions only.
Even with regard to this, in most of the cases the scheme of
weightage is not clearly stated. (2) In the banks where the weigh
tage is specifically stated, it shows a direct relationship with
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the grade or the post i.e. in promotion oi award staff, weightege
'15 either nil or negligible, and in the case of officers, it is
more, and also rises at higher grades. (3) Only in one bank the
points tor performance appraisal are awarded on the basis of perw
formanoe appraisal reports of past period. In the other banks,
no norms exist with regard to it.

7.12 TIME OF APPRAISAL

Though informal performance feed back can come at any time from

one's boss or co-workers, formal performance appraisal usually
occurs after six months or a year on the 3ob.6° A consulting
organisation recommended that each employee be rated three months

after being assigned a Job. after the sixth month on the job, and
every six months thereafter. In this way. ratings of all employees
will not tell due on the same day. When the supervisor must rate
twenty to thirty employees at the same time, the pressure of other
duties will probably prevent him or her from giving adequate time
and attention to this teek.61 The advice of I.B.A. to member
banks is that the periodicity of the appraisal should be annual
preferably calendar year.

Previously, when annual increments were not automatic, per-‘
formanoe appraisal reports (called confidential reports) used to be
collected by the staff departments of all the banks before the
increment dates. Special reports were also collected before cro
ssing efficiency bar in pay scales. Later, granting of increments
became automatic for award staff first, and subsequently for
officers. However, the banks continued to collect the reports
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before the increment dates for some more time. Now also perfor
mance appraisal is annual in all banks. Only in one bank the
previos practice of collecting reports prior to the date of in
crement prevails as regards officers. Except this, in all banks
and for all cadres performance appraisal is made annually as on
specified dates. Table 7-2 shows the due dates of performance
appraisaluin the banks under study.

TABLE 1-2

ANNUAL DUE DATES FOR PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL IN THE BANKS

_......_ 4—_¢ ‘An... 4... 4_._ 4 _-L _— gag __—_._4_- _‘.__ .e__L_—.—¢vvq—¢w——_ —— —-.——.—q’j—— ——.—..__.v—v—¢‘— .77 _.._ —-‘awn-w——’—_v—.r —.— ———.—:. .?—_.-T.-‘iv-.¢——r?p~——:— T.¢—.—&ww— _._gang On award staff  :an officers
FBL As on 31st March As on 31st December
SIB As on 31st December As on 30th November
CSB As on 31st Decembr As on 31st December
NBL As on 30th November As on 30th November

PCB As on 31st December Pr1°r Egcfiggeggte °f

It could be seen that (1) while two of the banks have fixed
the same dates for officer staff and award staff, the other banks
have fixed different dates for the two categories of employees,
(2) ihe calendar year is the most favoured period, (3) though
efficiency bar in pay scales has been abandoned and’increments

have become almost automatic, one bank continues the previous
practice of ‘appraisal prior to the date of increment’. In this
bank, for the timely receipt of appraisal reports, the staff do
partment writes to the appraiser in advance, enclosing the appraisal
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forms. Thus, though there is no special benefit arising by this
practice, it leads to additional work and cost. In one bank, the
General Manager has to submit quarterly appraisal reports on the
working of the Deputy General flhnagers and the sections under them.

In addition to the annual appraisal, there are also special
‘appraisals before confirmation and promotion, in all the banks.
In one bank. the branch managers were asked to report monthly on
the performance of probationary officers.
7.13 TRAINING THE RATER

Studies have shown that managers can be trained and helped to

improve their ability to rate and discuss ratings with employees.
Very often the evaluators have no significant input into the
appraisal system used, they are not trained how to use it, and
the real purpose and uses of their appraisals are not explained.62
The initial training of raters must incorporate complete explana
tions of the philosophy and nature of the rating system. It has
been found advisable to stress certain negative aspects of the
rating process and to warn the raters about the more common errors

in order that they may be on guard against them.63
One of the banks studied issues along with the performance

appraisal forms a detailed memorandum of instructions for perusal

by the evaluators before writing the report. Among the 1% forms

analysed, four contain general instructions regarding filling the
form. and two forms give brief notes under each factor to be assa
ssed. In all other cases the training for the raters is confined
to the instructions that are contained in the circular letters
issued by the bank on different occasions. Such instructions are
issued usually when a new system is introduced or when there is s
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material change in the instrument used for appraisal. These in
structions mainly relate to implementation of the system. Other
than these, there is no system in any of the banks to enlighten
the raters about performance appraisal.

7.14 ROLE OF PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

Personnel manager's responsibilities for performance appraisal
fall into three major categories: (1) setting up a performance
appraisal system, (2) implementing the system, and (3) collecting
and storing appraisal data.6h The ratings must be made by the
immediate superiors of the raters, but a staff department can assue

the responsibility of monitoring the system. The personnel deartf
ment should not change any ratings. They do have the obligation R
to point out certain inconsistencies to the rater, such as harsh
ness, leniency, central tendency, inconsistencies etc.65

The role of staff department in performance appraisal function
varies from bank to bank as shown below:

.§§g The role of personnel department is limited towtue issue of
performance appraisal forms to the appraisers. The reports are
received and acted upon by the controlling line executives.

ggg Personnel department issues the performance appraisal forms.
Reports are received at Chairman's secretariat and after scrutiny
by the Chairmn, they are sent to the personnel department for
filing.
3;; Reports on officers are received and all follow-up action is
taken by the Chairnn's secretariat. But the reports on award
staff are received and filed by the personnel department.
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ggg All performance appraisal reports are received by the per
sonnel department. The reports on award staff are filed in the
personal file of the employee. Those on officers are submitted
by the personnel department along with the personal file of the
officer, for perusal by the Chairman. The personnel manager may
also record his comments in the performance appraisal report.

§_g_ All reports are to be sent to the personnel department.
Reports cctaining any adverse remarks are brought to the notice
of higher executives by the department, and follow up action is
taken as ordered.

The above analysis shows that the role of personnel depart
ment in the performance appraisal function of most of the banks

relates only to record keeping and clerical duties.

7.15 FINDINGS

1. Performance appraisal system has got general acceptance
among the banks of Kerala. However, the system varies in design,
function and scope from that envisaged by personnel management
scientists.

2. There are no well defined norms to appraise performance.
The performnce appraisal forms mainly ask about the bio-data and
personal traits of the aPPraisee.

3. The composite rating is not based on a systematic com
bining of the ratings under different factors. It is a final
impressionistic judgement given by the appraiser himself or the
reviewer.

4. For mny junior officers and for most of the award staff,
the superior officer of the supervising official is the appraising
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authority. As such the appraiser does not have a first hand in
formation about the performance of the employee. Similarly, the
controlling officer of the appraiser is the reviewing authority.
Very often, the appraisee and the reviewer work is different offices,
and in most cases, there is no occasion fbr the reviewer to deal
with the employee and directly know about his performance.

5. Practically there is no organisational use of performance
appraisal reports. The only context in which some reference is
made to performance is promotion. Even there, generally no cri
terion exists regarding how performance appraisal is to be given
weightage.

6. Performance appraisal system in banks is a ccfidential
affair with an unnecessary secrecy about it. There is no feedback
or follow-up action. The employees in general are neither invol
ved in nor bothered about it.

7. The appraisers do not get any training or enlightenmet
regarding the performance appraisal system or the procedure.

8. The function of personnel departments in connection with
performance appraisal relates to record keeping and clerical duties
only. Role of personnel department as the monitor of the system
has not got acceptance among the banks.

7.16 SUGGESTIONS

1. The primary responsibility for performance appraisal should
be fixed on the supervising official of the employee. Because of
frequent contact. he is most familiar with the employee's perfor
mance and hence, is the most suitable person to evaluate it. Such
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delegation is also essential to support the leadership and
authority position of the supervisor. The reviewing authority
also shold be familiar with the employee's work.

2. It is desirable to supplement the performance appraisal
system with a self evaluation by the employee. One of the major
objects of performance appraisal is employee development. A
selfbapraisal system serves this object by providing the emploee
an opportunity to examine his own strengths and weaknesses. It

also tells the eployee the criteria against which he is Judged.
Comparison between the appraisals made by the employee and his

superiors would also unearth the defects in the appraisal syste.
errors in appraisal and strained staff relation. The Indian
Banks? Association also suggests a three tier system consisting
of self appraisal by the officer (sppraisee), an appraisal by the
immediate boss (appraiser), and a further appraisal by the boss
of the boss (reviewer).66

3. A rescheduling of the time of appraisal would help to
improve the quality pf appraisal. If the appraisal of officers,
clerks and subordinate staff are fixed for different months, the
appraiser would get more time to make a fair appraisal. It is also
desirable to spare the busy mouth: like the month of annual closing
of accounts.

h. One basic requirement of a good performance appraisal

system is defining the criteria against which performance is to be
appraised. It makes the expectations of the bank clear for the
employee as well as the appraiser. This would also make the apprai
sal more objective. It is also necessary that the criteria are
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determined based on Job analysis and the organisational philosophy.
5. It is necessary to make effective use of’psrformance apprai

sal reports. It serves two purposes: (1) it helps the bank in
taking wise and judicious decisions relating to the personnel func
tios of training, compensation. promotion. human resource planning,
etc; and in evaluation of effectiveness of recruitment system, and
(2) the appraisers find the time and effort spent for appraisal
worthwhile when they see that their reports are given due consi
deration and weightage. This leads to improving the quality of
appraisal.

6. The composite rating should be the sum total of the ratings
under individual factors. It is also desirable to assign weights
to each performance factor according to its contribution to job
effectiveness.

7. Training of raters must be given due care and attention.
It should not be forgotten that Judgement of people requires traits
and skills much different from those required for general banking
business.

8. A basic change is needed in the approach to performance

appraisal. It should be viewed as an ardent pursuit for growth
and dsvslomsnt, and not as the spiteful sssroiss of s pessimist.
The system should also aim at identification and recognition of
talents. Appraisal interview should be made an inherent part of
the system. In any case, the employee should get feed back from
the appraisal.

9. The personnel department is to be assigned a greater role
in the sdsinistratio of performance appraisal system. An efficient
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system needs intensive study before setting up and continuous
evaluation after installation. In addition, there is also the
need to snelyse performance appraisal reports for ohelking out
personnel programmes, providing teed book to appraisers and re~
vising the system i£'neoessery. The personel department can be
entrusted with these functions.
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CHAPTER - 8

PRGOTIONS

Opportuity for advancement is considered to be fundamental to
any progressive organisation and also for the function of’per~
sonnel development. A person has little incentive toward self
development if she or he has no opportunity for advancement.
Advancement within an organisation is ordinarily labelled as
"promotion". A promotion involves a change fro oe Job to ano
ther that is better in terms of status and responsibility.

8.1 DEFINITION

Promotion is an upward nobility of an individual in an organi
sation's hierarchy, accompanied by increased responsibilities,
enhanced status, and usually with increased income, though not
always so. On being promoted, the promotee's duties and respon
sibilities increase, and the higher one goes in an organisation
the greater the implications of the individual's decisions on the
viability of the enterprise.1 The National Commission on Labour
defined promotion as follows: "Promotion means movement of a

worker to a position of higher responsibility and the consequential
improvement in his emoluments. It is a reward for his hard work

and an incentive to give of his best to the employer, it also
serves to mintain the requisite morale among workers. Promotion
provides a stimulus to the employee to cultivate the qualities
that are necessary for advancing in life".2
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The personel function that seeks to reconcile individual
career plans and needs with organisational needs is known as
career planning, or career management. Career planning includes:
(1) assessment or employee abilities and potential; (2) determi
nation of logical paths of progression between Jobs; and (3) efforts
to channel individual career interests in directions compatible
with an organisstio's future human resource needs.’

8.2 WHY PROMOTION?

Many at today's workers have high expectations about their Jobs.
An individual with managerial possibilities Joins an industrial
organisation not for a Job but for a career. An ambitious mind
can never remain stagnant and the growing family can never sus

h Moreover, career planningtain itself on an inadequate income.
reduces turnover and ensures the retention of good people. Most
of the people feel more secure, and identify their long term in
terests with those of the company if they expect a good career
in the company itse1f.5

The organisation's main concern relating to career planning
is to assure the development of competent replacemets for out
going employees, especially at the middle and upper levels of
management. By developing employees for future positions, an
organisation is assured a supply of qualified, committeed employees
to fill higherulevel positions becoming vacant. In addition, a
career planning strategy enables organisations to develop and
place eployees in positions compatible with their individual
career interests, needs and goals. This promotes employee
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satisfaction and optimal use of employee abilities.
The following reasons for promoting employees have been

mentioned by many business executives:6

(1) Promotion is the stepping up of an employee to a positio
in which he can render greater service to the company and derive
increased personal satisfaction and income from his work.

(2) The knowledge that deserved promotions are being made

increases the interest of other employees in the comany.
(3) Such knowledge causes other employees to believe that

their turns will come next, and so they remain with the comany
and reduce the labour turnover.

(4) It creates a feeling of content with the present con
ditions and encourages ambition to succeed within the company.

(5) It increases interest in training and in self-development
as necessary preparation for promotion.

(6) Promotions from within the company are not so apt to be
mistakes as are selections from without.

8.3 PROMOTION POLICY

A corporate policy on promotion helps to state formally the organi
sation's broad objectives, and to formulate both the organisations
manpower and individual career plans. One of the first require
ments cf a promotion policy is a statement of the ratio of inter
nal promotions to external recruitment at each level. the method
and procedure of selection (trade test, interview) and the quali
fications desired. The second exercise is to identify the network
of related Jobs and the promotional channels of each Job, taking
into account Job relatedness, opportunities to interact with higher
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‘placed executives to foster Job learning and the qualifications 
both academic and work experience - requirod.7

Every organisation should have some type of formal and syste
matic promotion programme. There are two basic essentials to such
a programme. First, clear paths of advancement must be charted
through the organisation. Deedhnd Jobs shold be labelled, and
the path upard well marked. The second essential is that a defi
nite system should be established for the identification and selec
tion of the particular people who are to be advanced. This involves
not only the establishment of the means for obtaining and recording
data about individuals, but also a policy decision concerning the
bases of selection for promotion. The latter question must cer
tainly involve consideration of the old controversy of merit or
performance versus seniority.8

Job analysis provides the fundamental information required
to chart the lines of promotion within an organisation. A careful
analysis of the duties or the lower Job indicates the adequacy of
preparation for higher Jobs. Analysis of Job duties generally
leads to the discovery of multiple lines of promotion to several
Jobs in different areas. some Jobs may well be dead ends, and a
person hired for this type of Job should be informed of its nature.9

Trade uions frequently demand and get a say in promotions.
But industrial courts have hitherto held that promotion is a manage
ment function, though they interfere in promotion which involved
transfer to another unit/branch/location if disputed as a case of
victimisation.”

B.h BASES OF PRGMOTIGN

Organisations which have a stok of promotional talent spread over
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several departments, require a systematic approach to promotion
as the talent must be identified even it it is available in a
department where it is not needed. One systematic approach to this
problem is to have a Job description for every position within the
organisation outlining in detail the duties and responsibilities of
the incumbent as well as educational background and experience

required of his. Such s Job or position raquirsnot can be usd as
a parameter for a search by the personnel specialists through the
tiles of the employees within the organisation to ascertain the
individuals who fit such parameters and are thus fit for promotion.
Promotion decisions involve assessment of skills and abilities and

such assessment is called for whenever there is a fundamental change
in the skills required for the position to which promotions are

11 A formal promotion system would try to use obcontemplated.

Jective evaluation of the responsibilities or a position and an
appraisal of the individusl's capabilities in terms or potential
performance.

Though programmes differ, four distinct elements of career
planning programmes emerge. They include (1) individual assess

ments of abilities, interests, career needs, and goals: (2) organi
sational assessments of employee abilities and potential (3) commu
nication of information concerning career options and opportunities
with the organisations. and Ch) career counselling to set realistic
goals and plan for their ettainnent.1z

Organisations have adopted a variety of criteria for pro
moting employees, depending to a large extent o the comany cultue.
Each criteria has its own advantages and disadvantages. The two
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formal bases on which a decision can be made concerning promotion

°are (1) seniority and (2) merit.

8.h.1 Seniority
Distinguishing persons on the basis of seniority is as old as civi
lizatio itself. Seniority is defined as the length of recognised
service in an organization. Unless one believes that seniority and
merit are always present in equal degree in the same person, there
is likely to be a coflict between these factors. particularly when
we attempt to establish the basis for promotion.13 The seniority
promotion plan is uiversally accepted from time imemorial. The
oldest son succeeded his father as chief, king, emperor, lord of
the estate and as inheritcr of the wealth and the power of his
1ather.1A

reduces rivalry and struggle. Utilisation of seniority in making
Seniority provides certainty and dependability. It

various employment decisions has a number of advantages the most

outstanding being that it is an objective means of distinguishing
among personnel. The measurement is exact. It is also contended
that the measurement is simple. In the realm of human relations.
seniority has the value of being accepted by employees.15

All seniority-based promotions are automatic in nature. What
happens in the case of such automatic promotions is that merely by
the qualification of having spot a certain number of years in the
organisation, one becomes eligible to be promoted. One disadvntege
with all types of automatic promotions is that an aspirant for pro
motion has always to go on waiting in queue for promotions. Smarter
guys especially the better qualified and ambitious ones among the
employees cite get fed up waiting for their turn to come ror pro
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_motions. Employees’ organisations traditionally have the tendency
16to be votaries of the creed of such automatic promotions. There

are several reasons against the use of seniority, particularly when
it becomes the sole base for decision making. In the first place,
seniority often ignores merit or ability. The Job must be done if
the organisation is to accomplish its objective. Length of service
will not do it, and there is no guarantee that the experience indi
cated by seniority will produce ability. The concept of seniority
was really evolved as an escape from the painful process of ease
ssment of merit.‘7 In the case of manual workmen, it would be safe
to consider seniority as the major criterion for effecting promotion.1a
In modern business, however, seniority is quite inadequate as a uni
versal pronotional system. It survives merely because no better
system has been developed that as non public oonfidence.19

A study conducted by Vardezo showed that rural branches ope
rating at an uusually low volume were generally headed by branch
managers over #0 years of age. He observed tht this is an obvious
result of promotions strictly by seiority.

8.4.2 33331
From a scientific management view point, promotion should be used

to place on a Job, the employee who is most productive and competent
to do the Job. Promotion systems necessitate a two fold balance
between the choice of the individual most suited to fulfil the Job
role and thus contribute effectively to the organisation's mission,
snd individual aspirations for prootionsl opportunities which need
to be satisfied.21 Management personnel generally prefer merit as
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determined by Job performance and by analysis of employee poten

tial for development. The argument for merit has little rounde
tion unless conscientious and systematic attempts are undertaken
to measure merit.22

Lory numbers of people distrust the management’: integrity
to promote on merit. There is also the question of the ability
of some supervisors to recognize merit.23 The notorious lack or
reliability in determining merit criteria objectively is the
main obstacle to its becoming the sole basis for promotion. As

2“ promotions, must be purely on merit,suggested by Devasthali,
decided not by the immediate superior alone, who my have favours

and prejudices, but by some well defined objective criteria which
would inspire confidence amongst the employees as a fair and Judi
cious deal warranting adequate recognition of their capabilities.

The Working Group on Customer Service in Banks recomended

that promotion policies of banks should take into account per
formance of employees in the field of customer service - lapses
and errors committed, complaints received and good work done, all

should have due weighta¢e.25 The Pillai Committeezé suggested:

‘a programme of career development must be based 0 the discovery
and development of talent, and opportunities for the meritorious
to reach the levels by dint of sheer ability and efficiency’.

3-4-3 Mir;-em-in
It has been generally accepted as a principle that promotion should

be strictly on the basis of merit. But in practice, it has bee
foud difficult to measure merit, and promotions by and large, have
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been taking place on the basis of seniority. In some cases where
promotions have taken place on the basis of merit, there has been
some sort of a suspicion amng the employees with regard to the
objective assessment made. In any case it is true that a greater
part of the employees prefer the seniority basis to the merit
criterion, and this is quite understandable as the really meri
torious would form only 10 percent or less of the total eployees
in a given category.27 where trade unions exist, the trend is
towards giving more weight to seniority in promotions. Trade
unions tend to argue in favour of seniority because they think
in terms of their mebership as a whole, and are constantly sus
picious of favouritiss.28

In practice, a compromise solution is often adopted which
can be termed merit-cumwseniority method. This however, does

not solve the problem and might actually complicate it by having
to balance the conflicting claims of merit and seniority. A
suitable system would perhaps be to provide minimum performance

standards. Where such standards are achieved, promotion should
be based on seniority. However, in case of persons who have shown

substantially higher performance and aptitude, they should be pro
moted earlier. In this way, the stress on increased productivity
is not reduced.29

Many compromises have been worked out in practice between

the extremes of pure seniority and pure merit, oe of which can
be phrased, "when ability is substantially equal, seniority will
govern". (This compromise is weighted in favour of ability). A
second type of compromise is written more in favour of seniority.
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This would be an agreeent that the senior person able to do the
job should be assigned to it.3° It is possible to hve a spectrum’
of criteria on a continuun on which promotional decisions can be

ased, ranging from merit and ability eystes to legth of service.
Several other criteria could be formed by mixing the two with

varying weightages:31

1. Merit and ability
2. Ability and seniority
3. Seniority and ability
4. Minimum length of service

5. Seniority except for incompetents
6. Length of service.
The National Commission on Labour32.recomnended that senio

rity-oun-aerit should be the basis or promotions where merit can
be objectively tested.

B.h.h. Agseesmegt of Merit

Merit is understood differently by different people and this has
been one of the reasons why a merit-based promotion system has

been slow to develop. In one sense, merit can be said to consist
of three components. These are (a) Knowledge (b) Performance and

(c) Potential. The content of knowledge would naturally vary from
level to level.33

Organisations have several sources of information for making
assessment of employee abilities and potential. First is selection
information including ability tests, interest inventories and bio
graphical information such as education and work experience. Second
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is current Job history information, including pertornance apprai

sal information, records or promotions and promotion recommenda
tions, salary increases and participation in various training and
development progranes.3“ The personnel record, or qualification
card, in some form is a necessary part of any organise procedure
to promote on merit in a large enterprise. The qualification card
is a condensation of the important facts pertaining to the capa
cities, experiences and interests of each worker.

A special promotion test is the most widely used source of

information for assessing the merit of the aspirants. The assume
ption is that there is a correlation between the score of the
employee in written test and his abilities. In evolving purely
‘objective’ promotion systems based mostly on writte examination,
organisations virtually delink promotions from performance.

Promotions should be based not only on what an employee ‘knows’
but also on what he 'does'.35 In many cases the subjective ele
ment in Judgement has been eliminated from the process to such

an extent that even the worst trouble monger can get promoted by
passing the test.36 One who knows the principles does not ne~
cessarily qualify for a managerial position. Execution and admi
nistration of policies based on economic principles involves per
sonal traits and qualifications on which the success or failure
of an organisation will largely depend.37

The ideal test would be one which would look for knowledge

which the employee ought to have acquired through application of

normal diligence and enquiry in his day to day working and not
an abstract knowledge which would be gleaned through resort to
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books and guides.38 The Pillai Committee (197h)39 suggested
that it would be desirable to set uniform standards for promotion
to the officers grade in respect of qualifications, experience and
prootion tests, so that the quality of the prooted officers may
be broadly comparable with that of the direct recruits.

8.h.§,2§ngz_§;;§g;y3
Organisations have traditionally relied on performance appraisal
data as the primary basis for assessing employee potential. The
use of performance appraisal data to assess employee potential
assumes that past performance is a good predictor of future per

formance in a different capacity. This assumption can be faulty
for a number of reasons. Efficiency in the present Job does not
necessarily predict ability to do well in a Job with greater res
ponsibility. Nor does inefficiency in the present Job necessarily
preclude ability to function effectively at a higher level.4°
Hence, it is insufficient that a candidate was good in his present
Job. It is important to assess his suitability for the job for
which he is reconended. A careful "Potential Appraisal" should
be made of all employees, following which individuals with mana
gerial potential shold be chosen for training and development as
Junior mnagers.&1 By potential we mean the characteristics,
abilities and skills that are considered relevant for the posi
tions to which promotions are contemplated.

Nepotism in promotions to higher managerial positions was
all too frequent in early years. It may be argued that this is
relatively "costless" in an industrially underdeveloped economy,
where managerial skills are scarce and sons and relatives of the
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wealthy get most of the advanced training.A2
Vhghulhzuggested that promotion decisions should be based

not merely on the achievement or non-achievement of the results,

but also the efforts put in by the employee. Age, educational
qualificatios and professional qualifications are some other
criteria which are commonly employed in the context of promotions.
According to Vaghul, age is relevant. if at all only at the entry
point in the senior management positios, and promotions to first
level senior management positions beyond an age of 55 years my
not be really functioal.hA H suggests that one of the functions
of the promotion policy would be to ensure that a substantial
number of executives of the desired age grup reach the senior
management positions sufficiently early so that a wider choice is
available for the selection of the top management personnel.h5

Regarding veightage for educational qualifications it was
observed: ‘We believe that educetioal qualifications should
really have no veightage either in prootion decisions or in the
constitution of the eligibility group of employees. we are aware
that there is a practice amongst several banks to have two streams
of promotions from the clerical cadre - one for graduates and
post-graduates and the other for matriculates. For the former
group the minimum length of service is normally lowered. While
there is no dobt about some merit in this distinctio for pro
motion from clerical to supervisory cadre,strictly speaking the
assessment procedures for both the categories ought to be common.

In regard to professional qualifications like CAIIB examinations
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the decision to adopt this as an eligibility criterion would
depend mainly on the orgsnieetione‘ assessment of the relevance
of these examinations to the needs of the benk".“6

A pattern that has been followed in some organisations, is
to have a promotion committee which is the finel selecting body.
The committee prepares the final list on a basis which assigns
weishteges tc.verious segments, for instance, seniority. written
tests, trade tests, warning notes, leave/absenteeism records,
disciplinary charges and so on.h7

8.4.6 Agcelgggged ggggogiggg

Each person has qualities, desires and experiences peculiar to
him or her. It may be that some qualities and experience quality
one for promotion outside normal chnne1s.h8 Sonelkerhg suggested

that while accelerated promotions should be given to those who
do well, norml promotions should not become routine. According
to him, promotions should come early in cne's career before phy
sical and mental inertia gets firmly entrenched.

The Committee on Fuctioning of Public Sector Banks (1978)5°

also favur accelerated promotions. They say in their report:
"The unions must agree to the induction of efficiency bar every
four/five years in the 20 years grade to filter out the inferior
workers and accept the principle of accelerated promotion for good
work, and stagnation in promotion for had work within each grade
of four/five years”. The Pillai Comittee (197%) recomended
that the pay structure should provide for accelerated promotions
for the meritorious by reserving at least 25 percent of the vacancies»
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in the higher grades for it. It also suggested that it would be
desirable to lay down norms and procedures for selection of
officers for accelerated promotions at different levels.5‘

s.5 um PROBLEM or unracmoren nspnonzss

No discussion on promotion system would be complete without a

discussion on the problem of upromoted employees. The ‘vacancy’
approach to promotions which has become pert of the management

philosophy may not always satisfy the important individual need
of growth and development. Some employees will not get promotion
due to lack of available positions. In such cases, where employees
perform adequately in their present Jobs, wage increments should
be forthcoing annually. In other words. promotion should not be
the only means of a wage rise for an employee in a pyramid type
of organisation. This problem is not so acute in a flat organi
sation which has a larger number of levels below that or the
chief executive to which promotion is possible.52

Under a system of promotion giving weightage for merit, very
often some employees are not promoted due to their not reaching
the required standard. If the promotion system is seen not as a
process of elimination but as one facilitating career growth through
achieving the desired level of performance and acquisition of oer
tein standards of potential, there is a chance that non promotion
would be viewed as a challenge to the individual to sharpen his
efforts to reoh the desired standards. Such a process my be
made possible through feed back of the evaluation of the employee
supported by appropriate counselling and training.53
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B»6 PRGMUTIO SYSTEM IN INDIAN BANKS

Veghulsh describes the present promotion system in Indian conser
cisl banks as the result of s development in three phases: The
first phase was typical of organisations or small size. Promotions
were made on the basis or the recommendations or the superiors,

and in view of the small size of the organisations there use fairly
intimate knowledge not only or the superiors who made the recommen
dations but else the persons who were recommended. Promotion deci

sions thus posed no msaor problems to the managements. The second

phase is the period or growth in size of the organisations bringing
in several prcbles. One was the growth in promotion opportunities
and consequently greater expectations from employees. Secondly
the intimate knowledge of supervisors and employees was lost and
the anegement was hsrduput to assign relative weighteges to the
various recommendations. Thirdly, the emergence of unions and

their demand for a promotion policy exerted pressures on the manage
ment for moving.away fro adhcciss to formulation of some systes.
The systems that got developed due to these pressures fell into
three broad streams: (1) based purely on seniority (2) based on
an assessment of merit through written examination and interview

and (3) a combination of these two systems. In the third phase,
as the organisations became larger in size, there was s groing
realization that weightage for service record may not be objective
from the employees’ point of view. Gradually, there developed a
system under which the weightege for service record was given up.
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Promotion are a major attraction in bank Jobs. The u
precedented growth of banks in the recent past has in it: wake
brought about a spate of promotinel chances to ite employees in
all cadres. A career in banking is considered quite lucrative
these days. It was not so in the past. Years back people Joined
banks as clerks or cashiers only when they could not secure simi
lar Jobe elsewhere. Many of them left bank Jobs to take up appoint
ment as clerks or typiets in government departments and other
similar organisations. Over the yeere when they came rot as upper
division clerks or head clerks in government or other offices, their
counterparts in banks went on climbing the runge to occupy mane
geriel and executive poeit1one.55

The promotion eyetem existing in the Indian commercial banks

in early seventies was described by Aggarwal, thus: "The cri
terion generally followed by banks for promotion from one grade
to another wee seniority-cum-merit and the weightage in favour of
merit increeeed es the officer moved up the ladder. A few benke
had prescribed written teete followed by interview for promoting
stuff from clerical to Junior officer cadre but in a number of
banks the selection for promotion was made only through interview

by star! comitteee consisting of senior executives or on the basis
of their performance as appraised by their superiors. Soee banks

had a system of rewarding extraordinary performance of the stat!
by awarding cash prizes, granting special increments and effecting
accelerated promotions. As, however, staff unioe resented the
system of accelerated promotions, some of these banks had to die

continue this eyeten'.56 Seetry ewerd57 describes the proeotion
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practice prevailing in the Imperial Bank of India in early titties,
as follows: "Ordinarily persons who have not shown aptitude for

work or higher type and responsibility before attaining the age of
35 are not generally considered tor such posts. The practice is
said to be based upon the experience of the bank that if an employee
after about 15 years service has not shown aptitude for a higher
type or work even by the time he reaches the age of 35, it is un
likely that he would show fitness for such work after attaining
the said age”. The Award describes the general position thus:5°
"we find that in actual practice a large number of the present
officers of the banks except perhaps in the case of Exchange Banks
are persons who had been promoted from the clerical cadre. In
this connection our attention was invited to the fact that no less
than 1.00h out or 1,165 officers working in the central Bnk of
India Ltd. are persons who started their career as clerks". It
also expressed the hope that ‘the Exchange Banks also will in
their own interests as well as those of their employees provide
wider opportunities for promotion of the senior clerks to respon
sible posts‘.

A study by Veghul in 197539 showed that ‘for the higher levels

in manegement,pronotions are made by banks on the basis or service
record. However, in view of the strong limitations of the re
porting system, seniority becomes the predominant consideration
for promotion decisions at these levels and deviations from seni

ority ara more an exception thn the rule. This tendency to rely
on seniority becomes more and more pronounced as one moves up higher

in the hierarchy’.
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3.7 ascmmrrows or COWIISSIONS AND cmmmess

It wold be appropriate to go through the observstions/reoomne
dations of vsrios bodies regarding promotion of personnel.
(1) sentry Award (1953):6° "We do not think that any hard and.
fast rules can be laid down in connection with promotions. We are

definitely opposed to the suggestion that employees’ unions should
be consulted in connection with promotions. It cannot be suppor
ted on principle. we do not think that such consultation is likely
to be helpful either. While there is no doubt that seniority in
service should be one of the most important factors to be taken
into account for the purpose, we are unable to agree that more
length of service alone irrespective of efficiency, educational
quslificatios, character and nature of responsibility required
in connection with the vacancies to be filled in should be the

sole or even the main criterion for promotion. Promotion is cer
tainly not a matter which could be made automatic and a good deal
of discretic by its very nature must rest with the management
in this connection. It is not only difficult but very undesirable
to lay down any one single principle for the exercise of this dis
cretion. In our opinion. there must be cases of employees in the
banking industry as elsewhere in which efficiency of some employees
does not necessarily improve with mere length of service. Nor do
all employees in all cases show capacity for work involving higher
responsibilities. The apprehension of the employees underlying
the demand for length of service to be the sole governing factor
for promotion may be due to apprehensions of nepotism and victimi
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setion of employees who take active interest in the trade union
movement. We further direct that in the case or emloyees who
are not found fit for prootion. the decision should be born ot
by service records or the employees and tet when a person senior
in service is superseded it should be for good and cogent reasons.
we recommend that such an employee should have the right to appeal

to the General Manager or the Managing Dirctcr who should consi

der thc appeal with an open mind and revise the decision if nece
ssary, and that such appeal should not be treated as an act or
indiscipline on the part of the employee by the officer under
whom he may be working". Regarding promotion of subordinate staff
to clerical cadre, the Award recommended that ‘such members of the

subordinate staff who are sufficiently literate and intelligent
should be considered for promotion to clerical grsde’.61

The San Award had prescribed the passing of matriculation
or an examination equivalent to it as the minimum qualification
for promotion to appointments in the lower clerical cadre.52
(2)‘§he Tripartite Committee for Non-award Banks, Kerala State

(195B):63 “While there is no doubt that seniority in service should
be one of the most important factors to be taken into account for
the purpose or promotion. it should not be taken for granted that
more length of service alone irrespective of efficiency. educational
qualifications, character and nature of responsibility required in
connection with the vacancies to be filled in should be the sole

or even the main criterion for promotion”. (3) The National Commi

ssion 0!! 18500!‘ (1959)=6A "As a general rule we recommend that in

the lower rungs particularly among the operative and clerical cate
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gories. seiority should be the basis for prosotio. In respect
of middle management technical, supervisory and admflnistrative

personnel. seniority-cue-merit should be the criterion. For
higher, managerial, technical and administrative positions. Ierit
alone should e the guiding factor". (4) The Banking Commission

g1gzg1§55 "Once an employee has either been selected or promoted
as a Junior officer, he may be allowed to rech the middle manage

ment level, uithot further screening, on the basis of seniority
cum-ability. Every person however, comes to a stage in his career
when he has reached the top of his curve of usefulness as an exe
cutive and, therefore, there should be a selection grade for posts
carrying senior executive responsibility". The Commission suggested
the following procedure for promotion of clerical staff as Junior
officers: ‘For filling in the posts of Junior officers reserved
for internal promotions, a qualifying examination should be con
ducted at various centres by a National Banking Service Commission,

for national banks. As regards banks in the private sector, they
may either hold their own examinations or make an arrangeent with
the Comission in this regard. The employees who have completed
at least five years‘ service in the clerical cadre with satisfac
tory perfornance record, irrespective of their age, should be
allowed to appear for the qualifying examination which should

mainly be designed to Judge their aptitude, supervisory skill and
knowledge of procedures. Those who pass the examination should be

ranked o the basis of seniority for the purpose of’promotion. The
maximum number of chances to be allowed to an employee to appear
for these tests should be three’.66 (5) The Pillai Committee (197fi):67
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It recommended a system purely based on seniority for promotion
to officer grades upto scale V. According to the committee, the
eligibility of an officer for being promoted to a higher scale is
his reaching the maximum in the lower scale. However. the_r0
comnendatio was only partially accepted by the Government. It
was modified on the following grounds/lines: "Seniority rule

cannot be accepted for promotion to middle management and seior
management grades. In the banking industry the executive pyramid
is wide-based and fairly narrow at the top. This would imply
that the promotion channel for the top posts in senior positions
in banking industry has to be highly selective and only merit
should be the criterion for promotion, particularly to the senior
management levels. It is with this view in mind that. the Pillsi
Committee itself has recomended a long salary scale for the
junior management gradI....Whi1o merit should be the criterion
for promotions, it was desired that objective procedures should
be devised by the management for selection to higher grades. so
that there should be no feeling that special favours are being
shown to individual officers 0 grands other than merit”.

The Committee suggested for eligibility in promotions to
Scale II in officer cadre, a satisfactory service of 12 years,
CAIIB parts I end I! being given two years and three years weigh
tage respectively.6° It also recommended that, while promotion
from one scale to a higher scale in the some grade will be ex
clusively the function of the managements concerned, promotions
from one grade to the higher grade should be on the advice of a
promotion committee constituted by the bank concerned with which
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a member of the National Banking Service Commission should be

associated. It also suggested that, for all selections to the top
excutivs positions, the Chairman of the Commission should preside
over the Selection Comittee.69 (6) The Fourth Binertite Settle.

mentp§1g§§): ‘Suitability be determined in member banks having
the post of special Assistant by interview of senior emlcyees
with weightsge for qualifications. Where assessment is only on
the basis of interview, there shall be a probation period of
six months. If, in any bank there is the syste of written test.
the same may continue'.7O

s.e Resmvirxou

One of the first requirements of a promotion policy is a statement
of the ratio of internal promotions to external recruitment at
each level. Such a statement would help individuals as well as
manpower planners to project numbers of internally available can
didates for vacancies. In some organisations such a ratio is
fixed by a collective bargaining egreenent.7‘

A oomon feature of the promotion policy of the banks under
study is a system of reservation of vacancies to be filled by pro
motion from lower cadre. However, the rate varies from bank to
bank, and cadre to cadre. The present reservation practices and
the rates in the different banks are as follows:

gggj 70 percent of the vacancies arising in the lowest grade
in officer cadre are reserved to be filled by promotion from
clerical cadre. If sufficient number of eligible candidates are
not available, these positions are filled by direct recruitment.
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However. such vacancies will be carried over to the next year.
and if eligible candidates are not available that year also, re
servation of those vacancies lapses. All the vacancies arising
in higher grades of officer cadre are generally filled by promo
tin only. Regarding the vacancies in clerical cadre, there is
no reservation for'prcmotion. However, the vacant positions are
filled first by promotion of eligible subordinate staff, and
direct appointment is made only to the remaining vacancies.

As per the provisions of an agreement signed between the

management and the employees‘ union in 1972, the reservation for
promotion to the lowest grade in officer cadre was only 50 percent.

In addition, the unfilled vacancies in the reserved quota lapsed
in the same year itself and were filled by direct recruitment,
without the number being carried over to the next year. The pre
sent practice is in terms of an agreement signed in 1980.
‘§§§: 75 percent of the vacancies in the lowest grade of officer
cadre are filled by promotion from clerical cadre. All the vacan
cies in higher grades are also filled generally by prmotion. In
addition, as per the terms of'an understanding with the Officers’
Association. the Bank has agreed to effect irrespective of the
vacancy position, at least five promotions from the leer grade of
‘branch manager’ to the higher grade every year. Before 197%, all
appointments to officer cadre were by promotion. Regarding pro
motion of subordinate staff, there is no standing policy. The
management and the union by mutual agreement decide the number of

promotions to be made each time when it is agreed to effect pro
motions. For example, in 1987 it was agreed to promote 25 subordinate
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staff. Prior to this, the agreement was in 1983.
ggg; As per the terms of an agreement signed in 1960. the reser
vation of vacancies in Junior officer cadre, to be filled by pro
motion is 70 percent. Before 1976, all appointments in officer
cadre were by promotion only. No also all appointments to higher
grades in officer cadre are generally by prceotion. For promotion
of subordinate staff, there is no reservation of vacancies in
clerical cadre. Neither. there is any agreement. The practice is
to promote all who are found eligible.
gggt The bank had the system of direct recuiteent to officer cadre
even in the sixties. As per an agreement signed in 1969. sixty
percent of the vacancies in 'accountant' and ‘agent’ cadres were
reserved for promotion. and the rest were filled by open recruit
ment. At present all appointments to officer grades other than
accountant grade are usually by promotion only. Reservation of
vacancies for promotion to accountant cadre was raised to 70 percent
in 1971, and to 80 percent in 1935 by agreements with employees‘
unions. There is also reservation of vacancies in clerical cadre

for promotion of subordinate staff. Since 1985, 20 percent of the
vacancies arising in clerical cadre are being filled by promoting
subordinate staff.

gggz The bank started recruiting officers only in 1978. Before that,
all appointments to officer cadre were generally by promotion. In
terms of an agreement signed in 1983, 70 percent of the vacancies
in accountant cadre and 20 percent of the vacancies in clerical cadre
are to be reserved for promotion of employees in the lower cadre.
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Vacancies in higher grades or otficer cadre continue to be completely
filled by promotion from the lower grade.

Table 8~1 shows the reservations of vacancies in accountant

cadre and clerical cadre for promotions in the different banks.

TABLE 8-1

RESERVKTIO OF VICANCIES FOR PROMOTION FROM THE LOWER CADRE

(In percentage)

‘Bank " "i.{1;E3un-aaaéiaam W " "In ciei-i$ai"3aar;"'"""'P31. 70 *313 75 *cs}; 70 *NBL 80 20PCB 70 20
L__*‘__ _.s_ _:‘ __.._ .____ ___________ _._ _..___ __.._ —_...::__ _..._— : _-__...... :_.-.__.,.—.____r .2 __ _.T_..__..-‘_— __V..____ _.%, 1.. ...._ ‘—_.—y¢¢—w————-——v-v:— T v—v__——.—-_w—._ ——v-——~——.~

* No reservation, all the candidates found eligible are promoted.

In all the banks, it is agreed by the mployees' union that.
‘the management will be free to make open recruitment to any cadre,

in case of necessity‘. However, such recruitment: were very rare
and nor: limited to the appointment of the very few specialist
officers.

The above practices could be summarised as follows: In all
banks appointments to higher grades in orficer cadre are only by
promotion. n the lowest grade in officer cadre also,between 70 per
cent and 80 percent of the vacancies are reserved for appointment by
promotion. In the clerical cadre only two of the banks reserve va
cancies for promotion and the quote is 20 percet in both the cases.
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However, in the other banks also prosctio is made according to
eligibility.

Table 8-2 shows the total nuber of officers and clerks in

these banks and the number of prouoteel. Due to non-availability
of data relating to the ease points of tine, the table has been
prepared including data pertaining to different years of the
seventies and eighties, for different banks. However, they are
considered sufficient to highlight the trend in the proportion
of promotees among officers and clerks. For one bank date re
lating to the seventies are not available for comparison, and
hence only the rates in 1967 are shown. It could be seen from
the table that the proportion of pronotees among officers varied
beteeen 36 percent and 91 percent in late seventies. However,
leaving the bank with the rate of 56 percent. the rate varied
between 75 percent and 91 percent. In the middle/second-half

of the eighties the rates vary between 55 percent and 80 percent.
In the bank with the lowest rate in the seventies. the rate in
creased; and in the bank with the highest rate, it came down.
But in the two banks with medium rates in the seventies, the
rates remain unchanged. In the increase in total number of
officers during the period, the proportion of promctees was bet
ween 65 percent and 87 percent in different banks. In the bank

with the lowest rate of prouotees (36 percent) in the seventies,
this rate 1: highest (a7 percent) and in the bank with the highest
rate (91 percent) in the seventies this rate is lowest (65 percent).
In the two banks with medium rates in the seventies, this rate
also is at about the same level, with the result that the rates
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at the middle of eighties also continues to be at the some level.
Regarding clerical atetf, the proportion of pronoteee eerie

between 5 percent and 13 percent in the seventies. At the middle
of eighties it varies between 6 percent and.19 percent. It is
iintereeting to note that while in three of the banks the rates

got doubled during the periods covered, in the fourth bank the
rate went down to one half i.e. from 12 percent in 1976 to 6 per
cent in 1986. The banks with both the highest and lowest rate:
in the aeventies,have a rise by 100 percent in this rate.

The proportio of promoteeo in the increase in total clerks
during the periods under review varied between 3 percent and 53
percent. Both of these banks - with the lowest and the highest
rates - had medium rates of promotecs to the total clerks in the
seventies. Thus no correlation is observed for generalisation.
The bank with the highest rate (53 Percent) of pronotees among
additional clerks during the period under analysis (late seventies
till aid eighties) had prescribed S.S.L.C. in first class as the
qualification required for the subordinate staff in the seventies.

8.9 PROOTION PRACTICES IN THE BANKS

The promotion practices in the banks are described and analysed
below under three heads as follows:

(e) Promotion of subordinate staff to clerical cadre
(b) Promotion of clerical staff to officer cadre, and
(c) Grade promotion of officers

8.9.1 Progotiog of gggoggigagg ggatg to glggiggl Ceggg
All the banks offer opportunities to eligible employees in the
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subordinate cadre for promotion to clerical cadre. Such.pro
visions were incorporated into the service rules by settlements
with employees unions. The practices in the banks erec

ygggz Promotion opportunities available for subordinate staff in
this bank are of three types.

(a) General promotion: Matriculates with two years’ service
and non-natriculates with five years’ service are eligible to
apply for promotion to clerical cadre through this channel. A
written test of a model as agreed between the management and the
union is held by the bank. Those who come out successful in
the test retain their original interse seniority, and in this
order appointment is made in clerical cadre. All the candidates
who are successful in the written test are promoted without any
interview or other formalities. This procedure was adopted by
an agreement with the employees’ union in 1972. Promotion test
is usually held every years

(b) Automatic promotion: An employee of subordinate cadre
acquiring higher qualification is entitled to automatic promotion

as follows/with effect from the date of result:
(1) those graduating while in service are promoted as clerks

(11) those qualifying in typewriting (Higher) examination
are promoted as typist~clerks.

(c) Vacancies in the post of record keeper (in clerical cadre)
are filled by promoting subordinate staff with more than 20 years‘
service. Selection for promotion is by interview.
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§;§: There are three channels for promotion as follows:
(a) General promotion: Subordinate stuff with e minimum

service of five years are promoted after written test and inter
view. Ranking of candidates for promotion is in the order of
marks awarded under the criteria shown in Table B-3.

TABLE 8-3

CRITERIA FOR RANKING CANDIDATES FOR PROMOTIO IN SIB

..-ca. nu. qn pfificancuu-e:¢$¢so-Q-¢uO$q¢co—uu$¢Qttbcéeuét-ac¢Cn¢$¢¢bC-euaufitt-no-$$Q¢®¢§$Q$$$

Maximum Marks

Service: @ 2 marks for every completedyear beyond 5 years 15
Qua11f1Cat10n3 £01‘ Seseiuce

for first class
in Seseltece 5------ 15

written test (Minimum marks required 50for eligibility is 25)Interview 10
Total 100

(b) Seniority based promotion for those with a minimum of

20 years’ service. Only those who appear for the written test heldv
for general promotion are eligible for promotion through this cha
nnel. Selection is on the basis of an interview. The ‘overall
performance’ of the employee is also taken into account.

(c) Special promotion for those graduating while in service.
They are promoted if found suitable by the Board of Directors in
an interview.
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_Q§§:.Matriculate subordinate staff with four years’ confirmed
service, and non matriculstes who have passed standard V'and
having six years‘ service are eligible to appear for the written
test for promotions. A pre~determined number of candidates are
promoted in the order of the rank obtained in written test. How

ever, a candidate scoring less the no percent marks in written
test is not qualified to be promoted. Previously, promotion was
based on a general assessment without any written test. Such
promotees were posted mainly as cashiers and godown clerks.

gggz 20 percent of the vacancies in clerical cadre are reserved
for promotion of subordinate staff - 10 percent through seniority
channel and 10 percent through merit channel.

(e) Seniority channel: Sub-staff with at least 5 years’
service are eligible to appear for the promotion test in ‘dummy
banking’, carrying 100 marks. For service above five years, bonus
marks at the rate of 2 marks per year are also awarded subject to
a maximum or 15 marks. Those who get 40 marks in aggregate are

ranked in accordance with seniority. This list remains valid for
five years. Those who remain in the expired list have to appear
for the written test again.

(b) Merit channel: Mtriculates with a service of three years
and non-matriculates with that of five years are eligible to com
pete in a written test. The written test is held in general English
and Arithmetics - each paper carrying 50 marks. Candidates scoring
at least 40 percent marks in each paper are ranked on the basis of
the marks in written test and weightage marks as follows:
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Typewriting Lower - 5 marks for each paper
Typewriting Higher - 15 marks for each paper

The rank list remains valid for one year.
(c) Automatic promotion: Subordinate staff with a service

of at least two years and qualifying in a degree examination while
in service are promoted to clerical cadre. Before 1987. matricu

lates qualifying in Typevriting (H) also were eligible for such
promotion. Automatic promotions are accounted as promotions against
the quote under merit channel.

Under the practice in the sixties, only those who had studied
upto S.S.L.C. could appear for the written test, and they were pro
moted only if found suitable in the test. The number of chances
was also limited to two. In early eighties an employee could
avail himself of only five chances. But now there is no such
restriction.
Egg; 20 percent of the vacancies arising in clerical cadre are
reserved to be filled by promotion of subordinate staff. Matri
culates with three years‘ service and non-matriculates with seven
years‘ service are eligible. Written test carries 100 marks.
Bonus marks at the rate of 1% marks for each year of service above
5 years subject to a maximum of 15 marks are also added. Those

getting 40 percent marks in aggregate are called for an interview
which carries 50 marks. Candidates getting not less than 50 marks
are ranked according to the marks scored. The rank list remains
valid for one year. The number of chances to appear for promotion
test is limited to five.

In all the banks the norms were adopted by bilateral negotiations
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betwee the management and employees’ unions.

An analysis of the practices reveals the following:
(1) Provision for promotion: All the banks have provision

for promoting employees in the subordinate cadre to clerical cadre.
While one bank makes promotions according to availability of eli

gible candidates, two have reserved 20 percent of the vacancies
for appointments by promotion. The other two banks promote a
pre-determined number of candidates each time.

(2) Criteria: For selecting the candidates to be promoted.
banks make use of various criteria including service, seniority.
written test, interview and academic qualifications.

(3) Eligibility to compete: Eligibility of an employee to
participate in the competition for promotion is decided on the
basis of service, in all banks. The minimum service required
varies from two years to seven years in different banks. Four
of the banks distinguish between matriculates and non-matriculates.
fixing a higher minimum service for non-natriculates.

(4) Role of written test: The role of written test varies
from bank to bank. A minimum score in written test is necessary
in all banks to make ;a candidate eligible for promotion. In one
bank, bonus marks awarded for service are also added to the test
marks to determine eligibility.

(5) Role of interview: Only two of the banks hold interview.
In both these banks, it is used as a suppleentery tool without
any stipulation_regarding minimum score for eligibility._

(5) Ranking: Rank list of candidates found suitable for
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promotion is prepared by following different criteria. All the
criteria are admixtures of merit and seniority norms in various
proportions. The various methods of ranking tolloed by these
banks are listed below:

(a) All the candidates qualified in written test are ranked
in the order of seniority.

(b) Ranking of candidates taking into account the egregate
marks for (i) written test (ii) interview end (iii) bonus
marks for service above the mininu requirement.

(c) Ranking on the basis of aggregate marks for (1) test
(ii) interview and (iii) bonus marks for higher quali
ticetion and additional service. I

(d) Ranking on the basis of marks in written test.
(e) Banking on the basis of aggregate marks in written test‘

plus bonus marks for special qualification.
(7) Expiry of rank um In one bank all the eligible can

didates are promoted. in two banks list of only the required nun-A
her of candidates is prepared, in the fourth bank the rank list
rnains valid for one year, and the validity of the lists in the
other bank is for five years and one year respectively in seniority
and merit promotions.

(8) Special promotions: Three of the banks have provision
for special promotion of candidates acquiring higher qualifications
graduation or typewriting - while in service. In one bank such
promotion is automatic with effect from the date of publication of
the results of the examination, in the second bank such employees
should have put in a minimm service of two years, and in the third
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they should be found suitable after an interview.
On the whole, it could be seen that the practices and norls

followed by the different banks vary in all respects.

8.9.2 Prggogigg of Clggigal Staff 39 Office; Caggg
All the banks have well defined'norns and practices in the matter
of promotion of clerical staff to officer cadre. Invariably in
all the banks, these norms were adopted through negotiations with
employees’ unions. The practices of the different banks are ex
plained below!

gggr Graduate clerks with five years service and under-graduates
with seven yers service are eligible for promotion. For candi
dates who have passed CAIIB Part I, minimum service required is
only 2 years and 6 years respectively i.e. relaxation by three
years and one year. Under-graduate clerks get a further relaxa
tion by one year for CAIIB Part II. The applicants are admini
stered s test consisting of (i) Banking Practice and Procedures
and (ii) Banking Correspondence and General English. Employees
who have completed 20 years of service are exempted from written
test. Candidates with more than the minimum service required for
eligibility are entitled to bonus marks which would be added to
the marks for written test to determine success in test. Those
who are successful in written test are called for an interview

by the directors, and the rank list is prepared on the basis of
marks scored by the candidates in interview. The rank list re
mains valid for one year. However, a candidate qualified in
written test once, need not appear for the written test again.
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It more candidates get the same marks in interview, seniority
would decide the rank inter se. Prior to 1980. ranking was
on the basis of seniority among the candidates who were success
ful in written test and interview. Thus within the bank, the
shirt in policy has bee in favour of merit. from seniority.
‘§;§; Promotions are made through two channels - seniority channel
and merit ohennel - with reservation of ten percent and 65 percent
respectively of the total vacancies (25 percent of the total vacan
cies are filled by open recruitment). In promotions through senio
rity channel, selection is made on the basis of interview held for
clerks with a service or 15 years or more. Selection of candi
dates for promotion through merit channel is on the basis of marks
for written test, interview and bonus marks for (1) service above
minimum requirement and (ii) additional qualifications including
graduation and CAIIB. Marks allotted under each factor in 1972
and in 1986 are shown in Table 8-h.

TABLE'B-h

TOOLS USED IN PROMOTION OF CLERK3 IN SIB

.Is..l2ZZ.£n_JflWritten test 60 60Interview 5 10
Service above minimum requirement 30 20Special qualifications 5 10

X1II1$ZC;}II3£?12XIZfC333%1X2ICIlTotal 100 100
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Only clerical staff with at least four years‘ service are
eligible for prootion. A minimum or 25 marks in Written tfist
is also essential. The subjects for written test include ‘prin
ciples and practice of banking‘ and ‘general knowledge’. Only
the existing vacancies are filled from the rank list, and no wai
ting list is maintained.

Under the scheme that existed in 1971. Writtdn test W38 held

for candidates numbering only four times the number of vacancy,

called on the basis of seniority. Under the scheme of 1970, the
minimum service required for eligibility was five years for gra
duates and seven years for undergraduates. Merit list was pre
pared on the basis of marks scored in written test.

It could be seen that in this bank also, on the whole,
between 1972 and 1986 the shift has been in favour of merit. For

example, service required for eligibility has been reduced, and
the marks allocated for interview and special qualifications have
been enhanced reducing the marks for service.

gggg Non-matriculete clerks with a pass in CAIIB I and all matri
culate clerks are eligible for promotion provided they have at
least four years’ service and have scored not less than 35 percent
marks in written test. Merit list is prepared on the basis of
marks scored under a scheme as given in Table 8-5.

Under the scheme that existed in 1970, eligibility was eight
years‘ service for matriculates and five years‘ service for gra

duates. Selection was on the basis of performance n written test.
qualifications and service records.

In this bank, there are no separate channels for promotions
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TABLE 8-5

SCHEME FOR.RANKING CANDIDATES FOR PROMOTION AS OFFICERS IN C38

I“ _. : _... .: ___4 .h.__.;....._¢.._.._.;._ __.-__..Qéébc$$C$$QQ&®¢c¢QQ¢é¢¢¢_““‘_...“‘_..‘:':...1...;‘_.““".._.e— ———-—-—--——-—v— —... _,.. ._._.._ __ ...._._.. ..__....—_—_.

Written test 45
Bonus marks for total service 40
Bonus marks for qualifications 10(Graduation and CAIIB)Past performance 5

Total 100
131 2113311 X1I.ZCC3; Cfjffifjnj 1&1 X13 C$XfXI1fXCZ1II$$$$1ZIZ 31111131

on the basis of merit and seniority. But on the whole the bank
gives comeretively more weightege for seniority. For example,
the bonus marks for service comes to ho percent of the total mrks.
Egg: Promotion is made through two channels - through seniority
channel to 50 percent or the vacancies and through merit channel
to 30 percent of the vacancies.
Seniority channel: Hatriculate clerks with eight years notional
service (including weightage for higher qualifications) can appear
for a written test in ‘Practice and Law of Banking’ and‘General
EnglishC Notional service is calculated at two years for graduation
and one year for each part of CAIIB. Bonus mark is also awarded
for actual service above six years with a maximum of 15 marks and

it is added to the test marks. All the candidates who get 35 per
cent marks in aggregate are ranked according to actual service.
The list remains valid for one year and those remaining in the list
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have to appear for the written test again. The number of chances
is limited to five excluding the tests passed. A non-matriculate
can avail of only two chances and they should be availed within
three years of attaining eligible service.
‘Merit channel: All matriculate clerks with an actual service of

four years and not above forty years of age are eligible. Selec
tion is on the basis or (a) Written test in (1) Banking Law and
Practice (ii) General Knowledge and (iii) English, (b) Interview,
and (c) Weightage for service and service record. A minimum score
of 35 percent marks in each paper and no percent marks in aggre
gate is essential to qualify in written test. The criteria adopted
for ranking of candidates in the merit list, before and since 1984
are shown in Table 8-5. The merit list remains valid for one year
and those not promoted are allowed to appear for the test and inter
view again. However, the number of chances is limited to five ex
cluding the tests passed.

The promotion practice that existed in the seventies was
as follows:

Seniority channel: A written test was held to eliminate the un
suitable. Bt such elimination was\in any case not to exceed 20
percent of the candidates: Others were ranked according to senio
rity and a new test was held only when the number of candidates
in the existing list was not sufficient. The new list was pre
pared including those remaining in the old list, but reranked on
the basis of seniority in the new group.
Seniority-cum-merit channel: For promotion through this channel,
CAIIB or graduation and five years actual service were necessary
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TABLE 8-6

CRITERIA FOR RANKING CANDIDATES FOR PROM0@ION T0 OFFICER CADRE
IN NBL

(Since 1971) 5’-"°' '93‘

Written test 60 100
Interview:

Generel knowledge 10 10
Banking Law andpractice 20 30Personality 5 5Speech 5 5

neueeouucn no -MT-coo 50
Service record:

General servicerecord 10 10
Leave record 5
Health record 5 ;>1O—----- 20 -«-- 20Total actual service 80 80

200 250
bcncvpoo-ocean--chance-asuse-¢¢eeIea-o«odIuuue-nacho-ucanenusu--can-nuna-ens-ancc-you B nnnnn cncsccsnugu

for eligibility.
matriculation in 1973.

However, minimum qualification was reduced to

Under the rules of 1969, eligibility was matriculation and
ten years‘ service including notional service calculated for quali
f1C3t10n5e

was also necessary.
A mininn of thirty five percent marks in written test

Exieting non-matriculate staff were given one
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chance to appear for the test. Ranking of candidates was on the
basis of marks awarded in interview. Those who failed in the test

were eligible for only one more chance. Test was held once in
every three years or when the existing merit list exhausted.

In this bank, though greater weightage is given for senio
rity (marks for service even in promotions through merit-channel
comes to 32 percent), over the years a shift in favour of merit
can be seen. The ceiling of 20 percent regarding elimination in
‘seniority-promotion‘ was given up, and the share of marks for
written test and interview has been enhanced in merit-promotions.
There are also restrictios regarding upper age in the matter or
promotions through merit channel and regarding number of chances

through seniority channel. Even in promotions through seniority
channel, merit gets weightage through the system of notional serb
vice for higher qualification.
‘gggr Fifty percent of the vacancies reserwud tbr appointment by
promotion are filled by promotion through seniority channel and
the other fifty percent by promotion throgh merit channel.
Seniority channel: Matriculate clerks with 19 years total service
including notional weightage are eligible to seek promotion through
this channel. Notional service is given for graduation (Two years)
and CAIIB (one year for each part). Non-matriculetes are also
given one chance to compete. Selection process comprises of wri
tten test (100 marks) and interview (30 marks). All those who
secure at least 30 percent marks in written test are called for
interview. Also bonus marks are given for service above the mini
mum required for eligibility (maxinm - 30 marks). Candidates are
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ranked on the basis of aggregate marks for written test, interview
and excess service. The rank list remains valid for one year.
The number of chances to seek promotion through this channel is
limited to three.
‘Merit channel: Mbtriculate clerks with at least five years’ ser
vice and not above forty years of age are eligible. Mhrit list is
prepared on the basis of marks in written test (Mximum 100), inter
view (Maximum 50) and bonus marks (Maximum 15 marks) for service

above five years. To become eligible for promotion, the candidate
should have got a minimum of 50 percent marks in each subject.
Candidates numbering three times the number of positions are called
for interview in accordance with the marks obtained in written

test. The rank list remains valid for one year. The number oft
chances for a candidate is limited to three.

Written test for promotion through both the channels is in
(1) Practice and Law of Banking (ii) General English/Business Co
mmunications and (iii) Banking Mathematics. The present system of
promotions through two channels was introduced in 1983.

The practices in different banks as described above can be
summarised as follows:

(1) Griteria: The criterion adopted by the banks for selecting
candidates for promotion is an admixture of (a) seniority as me
asured by service (b) merit as assessed by qualifications and per
formance in written test, and (c) assessment on the basis of inter
view and service records.

(2) Service: Service is given credit in four respects by
different banks: (a) eligibility of candidates is primarily Judged
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on the basis or service by all the banks (b) bonus mark is awarded
for service, by certain banks (c) candidates with more than a speci
fied service are exempted from written test by one bank, and (d)
eligible candidates are ranked on the basis of seniority by another
bank.

(3) Bonus marks for service: nonus marks for service are of
two types: (a) bonus marks added to the marks awarded in writte
test and taken into account to determine success in the test, and
(b) marks included in the aggregate points to decide the rank or
the candidate. Bonus marks are awarded on two bases: (a) based
on total service (b) based on service above minimm requirement.

(h) Weightage for qualifications: Qualifications get weightage
in certain banks in the torn of (a) relaxation in minimum service
required for eligibility or (b) bonus marks which are taken into
consideration in ranking. The special qualifications that get
weightage are graduation and CAIIB. At the same time, lower quali
fication leads to lower number of chances or ineligibility in
certain banks.

(5) Written test: Written test is held by all the banks except
one which avoids it in promotions through seniority channel. While
written test is eligibility test in some cases. in others it in
competitive and influences the rank of the candidate. The pass mark
varies between 30 percent and 50 percent in different banks. One
bank adds the bonus marks for service to the test marks to deter

nine pnfil in written test. In all the banks except one a candidate
he to pass the test each time irrespective of the results in pre
vious attepts. written test generally covers banking practice and
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procedures and general English.
(6) Interview: The role played by interview varies from

bank to bank: (e) one bank does not hold interview at all (h) another
bank avoids interview in promotions through seniority channel (c) the
third bank makes selection for promotion through seiority channel
only on the basis of interview (d) in the fourth bank the candidates
successful in written test are ranked on the basis of'msrks awarded
for interview. In all other cases interview plays the role of a
supplementary tool in determining the rank of a candidate. The
proportion of marks awarded for interview varies between 10 percent
and 30 percent of the total marks considered for ranking of candi
dates. None of the banks prescribe any minimum score in interview
as a requisite.

(7) Performance: weightege for performance or performance
appraisal reports is rare and negligible. In one bank ‘past per
formnce' gets five percent marks, in another, ‘service record’
gets eight percent marks. The other banks do not have any such
provision.

(8) Ranking of eligible candidates: There are various methods
of ranking usedby the different banks. Banks having two-channel
system of promotion follow different norms for seniority and merit
channels. An analysis of the methods of ranking shows that various
factors are taken into account by the different banks. These factors
include performance in interview, performance in written test, total
service, service in excess of the eligibility requirement, seniority.
special qualifications, past performance and service record.
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(9) Merit list: Two of the banks make the merit list with
only the required number of candidates. The other three banks
maintain a waiting list which remains valid for one year.

(10) Merit Vs Seniority: Three of the banks maintain a two
channel system with specific norms favouring merit and seniority
respectively. Another bank has incorporated s special provision
within its general system to favour seniority by exempting those
with 20 years‘ service from written test. The fitthebenk has only
one system. The banks which operate the two-channel system also
make an allocation of the vacancies between the two channels.

However, there is wide disparity between the banks in the allo
cation. as is shown in Table 8-?

TABLE 8-7

APPORTIONMENT OF VACANCIES IN OFFICER CADRE FOR PROMOTION THROUGH
MERIT AND SENIORITY CHANNELS IN DIFFERENT BANKS

-———¢——— —-———————- —-——-A —— —¢ -— -— _._ ..g_.—__ _g .__.——_.¢¢4—g._‘_:j_..——- — L .n;g—

sna — max. PCB
(Percentage of total vacancies).:_g__ _4_.. _.._ :_ jjj ‘-. _.gg _:4_g_:_.— -3 inn .__—_4_ jj——__v V.— jr:¢T— —uvV—.:¢ ‘..—-—v——:—__%._v.——uw w—- _._~i—__ %_ —%a_—~—r_j<—_:‘—. wqvj —...y—— T —..’ j——— —.¢ ——v——:é—

Promotion through merit channel 65 30 35
Promotion through senioritychannel 10 50 35
Percentage of merit channelpromotions on seniority 650% 60% 100%

channel prnotione
Z... _¢._j_g—- .__ _;:_i _‘ ._._j j____ 4: ? .._‘ ._¢ _.2....... ,_ . ___._v-—a————: V7? __ j ——r——— .1. T-——— .__,. w-wj %—7—¢ ‘-7:-j-—rj¢¢-wéi—u-v——————-¢j _j ____..‘_v

(11) Two of the banks have fixed a ceiling regarding the age
of candidates seeking promotion through merit channel. The limit
is no years in both cases.

(12) Only one bank has well defined horns regarding awarding of
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marks for interview.

In conclusion, it could be said that the system of promotion
to clerical cadre in the different banks is characterised by wide
disparities and dissimilarities. no two systems are similar.
However, the essence of all the systems is nerit, seniority and
potentials combined in various proportions and weightages. Merit
is assessed mainly on the basis of written test covering Banking
Practice and Procedures and General English. Performance apprai

sal reports do not in any way directly influence selection and
ranking of candidates.

8.9.3 Ggggg-promotion of Officers
In all the banks, officer cadre comprises different grades. The
number of grades varies between three and seven in different banks.
All appointments to vacancies in higher grades are made by promo
tions from officers of the lower grade. Open recruitment to higher
grades is usually made only in the case of specialists requiringt
special qualification/experience. The systems and practices pre
vailing in the sample banks in grade promotion of officers are
described below. For convenience, the grades are referred to by
using numerical codes as Grade I, Grade II etc. - Grade I represen
ting the lowest grade, Grade II, the next higher grade and so on.
pgggz Officer cadre in this bank comprises six grades. Promotion
to a higher grade is made on the combined basis of seniority,
educational qualifications, performance and potentials. Allocation
of marks for ranking of candidates in promotions from the first
two grades is given in Table 8-8.
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TABLE 8-8

NORMS F0 GRADE PROMOTION OF OFFICERS IN PBL
‘.- .1‘.-_ T .—Z___ _A.__ _._4._...___ _:.__....__._.: .._ .._.__v_—T_.._.—v-w—— %——~_r~—v ? :— _—fi—— —u—

:‘?e'.-. I '£o"ff""‘a;~f Ii:to:iII 'F‘°t°" Marks) (Marks)Seniority 30 20
Educational qualification 25 10Performance 20 40Potential 25 30

100 100
—_ .—__ _._—iA___ __—_...T _.— it ...__.————_———:__~ —. _.. _. __ —. _—. __.. 2: —.v¢_ v-——-——.———

In both cases, a minisu service of 5 years in the present grade
is necessary. Marks for seniority are given for service above the
minimum required for eligibility. The educational qualifications
that attract marks are graduation, post-graduation, professional
qualification and CAIIB. Performnce is assessed on the basis of
personal records and performance appraisal reports, and potentials
on the basis of personal interview.

The number of candidates to be considered for promotion is
restricted to three times the number of vacancies. Ranking is in
the order of aggregate marks awarded as above. However, 'notwithe
standing the order of merit of an officer, if the committee of
directors specially constituted for the purpose considersin its
Judgement that such officer is not promotable on the grounds arising
out of the perforance report and/or the interview assessment and/or
such other reasons, the committee may, after recording specific
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reasons for reaching such Judgement, either exclude the name
of the officer from the merit list or held his promotion in
sbeyance'. An officer refusing to accept a promotion posting
stands disqualified for three yesrs..

There are no specific norms laid down for promotions to the

higher grades. Belectio is made by a committee of directors on
the basis of assessment of performance and potentials.

Under the norms that existed in the seventies, an officer
could be considered for promotion to Grade III only if he us
qualified in CAIIB examinations. In the sixties, probationary
officers were placed in a separate junior officer pay scale with
a span of nine years, and on reaching the maximum in that scale
they were automatically promoted to Grade I.

It could be seen that the weightage in favour of seniority
and qualification diminishes, and that in favour of performnce
and potential increases with rise in the grade of post. At the
higher gredss,se1ection is mainly on the basis of performance and
potentials.
§I§: There are seven grades in officer cadre. Promotion from Grade I
to Grade II is strictly on the basis of seniority. Promotion to
higher grades is on the basis of assessment by a screening committee~
of directors. There are no fixed norms with regard to selection
by the screening committee. However. the committees generally
follow a system of giving weightege for service, educational quali
fications and the assessment by the committee. The weightage given
in promotion to Grade III by the committees constituted in 1981 and
1984 was as given in Table 8-9. Weightage is given only for the
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IAELE 8-9

NORMS FOR PROMOTION T0 OFFICER GRADE III IN SIB

Factors =— —~ — —- ~~1981 1985Service 65 55Qualification 15 1hAssessment 20 20
100 100

.j___l _._ ;._4__ .: _._ _._.. ._ .¢_..._:;__. ...._.q——i _. _:——g_____,__7 (___' T_ __—_:'..*..__y.._€— ¢_ _._._._ .__. V———v ;— ‘—.__vV— __.— —w (cry-.r:—--——

service in officer cadre. Qualifications attracting special point:
are graduation and CAIIB. Regarding the criteria followed for
assessment, the committee of 1981 reported that it was made ‘on the
basis of'qua1ification, deposit mobilisation, management of advances.
character and conduct, dealings with staff, public relations and
ability to hold higher positions. The short falls, lapses and mis
conduct on the part of the officer and punishents given if any,
as recorded in the persoal files and known from other reliable
sources have also been taken into account’. Very often a minimum
service in the present grade and a higher minimum total service in
officer cadre are also prescribed for promotions to Grade III and
above.

Regarding the norms adopted for promotion from Grade II to

Grade III in 1977, a note states ‘seniority linked with performance
is the criterion taken for recommending candidates for promotion.

Performance is evaluated by taking several factors into consideretio,
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such as qualification, performance in deposit mobilisation,
advance, profit etc. In the case of officers at head office, the
criteria cannot be applied fully as the nature of work is different.
Therefore the number of new posts is divided between head office
and branches in the ratio of number of officers in the lower grade,
and separate list is prepared for each category‘.

The above analysis shows that in this bank promotion from

Grade I is strictly on the basis of seniority, in promotion from
Grade II service gets about two thirds of the total points. and
in promotion from higher grades also service gets similar weightage.

g§§i Officer cadre consists of seven grades. The promotion policy.
of the bank identifies four factors as relevant for ascertaining
the suitability of officers for promotion - seniority, educational
qualification, performance, and potential as identified in an
interview by a committee of directors. Points awarded under each
factor in prootions to various grades are shown in Table 8-10.

The points for performance are awarded for performance in the

present grade based on appraisal reports of the past five years
txor the number of years for which data are available. Points are
awarded for each year and the average is worked out. Points for
outstanding, above average, average, and below average ratings
are 10, 80, 60 and no respectively. Qualifications that attract
points are graduation, post-graduation, professional qualifications,
GAIIB end diplomas recognised by the Government of India as rele
vant to banking. The points for service are now awarded for total
service in the preset cadre though prior to 1986 it was awarded
only for excess service over the minimum required for eligibility.
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TABLE 8—1O

NORMS FOR GRADE PROMOTION OF OFFICERS IN C33

I. __ ,_ __ _ 1 V _. .n‘__ ___. _. 4___.._... _...j _g_ .__‘n_—___‘_———.——._'_._‘..,_._.._¢— w__¢.._.v———j7—-v T. —.._fi..—.._qr.__....rv.— _...—...——-w —7w.— ——vvv ‘—'

Point; Eivon in promotions to; q W W W ——Factors :. w-*w _ _ V . — w _ - — * ——~ ~ — — ~ -—Grade Grade Grade Grade GradeI III IV V VI
Seniority A0 50 10 .. ..
Qualificatian  0 0 0 I o o 9 0
Performance 30 40 50 50 40Potantial 20 30 #0 50 60

Total. 100 we no 100 we
Q$ C333 Iocn¢QaoQ-a¢IO$¢QQQ cactus: QQQ ¢Q$&¢Qc C$QQ¢anQ¢Q¢¢$¢<DQ¢¢.¢¢-o¢¢¢¢CI¢¢n QICQCQCCC

Minimum service required for promotions to Grade II, III, IV, V'and

VI are seven years, six years, five years, {our years and turns years
respectively in the lower grade. However, the management reserves
the right to reduce the minimum service in the case of officers wheat

porformanco is considered outstanding.
Since the year 1986, all thoso who secure 65 percent points and

above for promotions to Grade II and Grade III are eligible for auto
matic promotion. At the same time for promotions to Grade IV and

above at least 50 percent points are necessary. The norms for pro
motion from Grade VI to Grade VII are not laid down. Selection is
made by a committee or directors and the Chairman.

An analysis brings out the following features of the promotion
system in the bank: (a) weightage for qualifications in little and
in given only in promotion from the lowest grade, (b) seniority gets
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greater weightage, but it gets diminished at higher grades, and
at the highest two grades the weightege is nil. (c) performance
and potetial get weightage at all levels. Both these factors get
increased weightage at higher grades. But between the, ‘perfor
mance‘ gets overriding importance in the three lower grades, and
st the.highest grade 'potential' ranks first.

In spite of the provision for automatic promotions to Grades II
and III, it could be found that the promotion system in this bank is.
on the whole, mre merit-oriented than seniority-oriented. At none
of the grades seniority has predominance over merit. The shift
also has been in favour of merit. For example, an employee cannot
become eligible for automatic promotion with the credit of service
alone. The change to a system of giving points for total service
in the cadre also favours the Junior employees with more ability.

One interesting feature of the promotion system in the bank
is a contaminated system of awarding points for performance. Under
the performance appraisal system of the bank the lowest point in
the final merit rating scale is ‘below average‘. Under the norms
for promotio, a consistent ‘below average‘ rating also gets 40 per
cent of the points allocated for performance.
ggg: There are five grades in officer cadre. Promotions are on the
basis of interview. The number of candidates called for interview

is three times the number of vacancies, and they are called strictly
on the basis of seniority. Interview is held by a committee of
directors and senior executives in promotions to lower grades, and
by s comittee of directors and the Chirman in promotions to higher
grades. The committee is provided with a report on each employee
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shoving length of service, qualification, date of birth. training
receive, positions and posts held etc.
£§§; There are three grades of officers in this bank. An officer
is eligible for promotion to higher~grede if he completes the
specified period of service in the lower grade. Selection is on
the basis of evaluation of the previous service and performance.
and interview. The norms with regard to these are decided by the
management each time.

The above descriptions show that in the promotion of officers
to higher grades, the managements enjoy greater freedom and dis
cretionary powers. The right of the managements to select the
promotees also gets widened at higher grades. In the mtter of
formulation of policies also the managements enjoy greater freedom.

An analysis of the norms show that the major factors that
influenced the selection of candidates for promotion to higher
—gradel in officer cadre are service, qualifications, performance
and potential. The role of each of these is analysed below:

(1) Service: The basic eligibility for promotion in most
cases is a minimum service. In three of the banks a minimum ser

vice in the present grade is essential. In another bank the number
of candidates considered is only three times the number of vacancy,
selected on the basis of seniority. In the fifth bank though there
is no firm policy with regard to service, only candidates with a
certain service in the lower cadre were considered for promotion
in the last few years. Two of the banks have provision to award
bonus marks for service — in one bank for service above minimu

requirement and in the other, for total service.
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(2) Qualification: None of the banks has prescribed any
minimum academic qualification. But three of the banks have spe
cific provisions to favour candidates possessing certain specified
qualifications by awarding bonus marks or special points. The
qualifications preferred by the different banks are graduation.
post gradustio, professional qualifications and CAIIB.

(3) Performance: All the banks give consideration to per-'
formance. One bank bases the assessment regarding performance on

personal records and performance appraisal reports, another bank
on the special evaluation by a committee of directors, and the
third bank exclusively on performance appraisal reports of the
past years. The other two banks have no specified norms.

(4) Potentials: In four of the banks, interview is the tool
to assess the potentials of a candidate. In the other, no inter
view is held and the potentials are assessed by a committee of
directors. In all the banks where interview is conducted, the
interview board comprises directors except in one bank where for
promotions to lower grades, interview is held by a committee of
directors and senior executives.

(5) Number of candidates considered: In two of the banks

all the candidates with a specified service in the lower grade
are considered, in other two banks the number is limited to three

times the number of vacancies (selected by seniority in the lower
cadre) and in the other bank, there are no clear norms. A bank
once considered all the employees in the lower cadre, irrespective
of service.

(6) Ranking in merit list: In two banks, the rank of e
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cendidlte is determined on the basis of the aggregate points
awarded under the different teeters. in another on the eeis of
marks awarded in interview, in the forth on the basis of points
awarded by an assessment conittee without any interview or test,
and in the last no fixed norms have been laid down.

8.9.4 Figagign gt Pay gg ggggotig
Promotion is the upward reassignment of an individual in an organi
sation's hierarchy accompanied by increased responsibilities and
enhanced status. Enhanced status itself may not be sufficient
motivation for an employee to take up the greater responsibilities.
For this reason employers provide higher pay scales for positions
involving greater responsibility. Though the higher pay scale
provides the long standing incentive, to provide the necessary
stimulus an immediate monetary benefit is assured when the employee
is shifted from the lower pay scale to the higher pay scale. With
this object the banks adopted different formulas to fix the ample
yees’ pay in the pay scale for the higher post. The different
formulae followed by the banks are stated below:
A. On promotion of subordinate staff to clerical cadre:

(a) Present basic pay of the employee
Add one increment

Add Deerness Allowance

Total ...
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Then, fix the basic pay in the clerical scale at the lowest
stage which ensures the total pay as calculated above

(b) Present basic pay

Add Dearness Allowance

Total ...
Innusuuununanu

Fix in the clerical scale at the lowest stage which ensures
the total pay as calculated above.’ Also add one increment in the
higher scale.

(0) Fix in the clerical pay scale at a stage which would
ensure him the total emoluments he would have drawn as a 'daftry'
in subordinate cadre. Also give an additional increment.
B. On promotion of clerical staff to officer cadre.

(a) Fix the pay of the employee in the pay scale of officer
Grade I at a stage which ensures that total emoluments at any time
will not be less than what he would have drawn as a ‘special
assistant’ in clerical cadre.

(b) Present basic pay
Add one increment

$Q$C$¢¢%Q¢$IQ¢

Total ...
nnnnuauancunu

If this is a stage in the higher scale, fix at that stage,
otherwise at the higher stage. If the total emoluments at this
stage is less than what he would have drawn in the clerical cadre,
protect the difference as ‘personal pay’. This personal pay is
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not adjusted against future increments.
(o) Present basic pay

Add: a specified amount
¢QCQQQQ¢4.¢uo¢Q

Total ...
........--.

Fix at the next higher stage in officers‘ pay scale.
(d) Following a formula as given in (b) under ‘promotion

to clerical cadre‘.
(e) Present basic pay

Add: special allowance drawn, it any

Total ...
...........

If this is a stage in the higher scale fix at that stage,
otherwise at the next higher scale. Also give one increment in
the new scale.

C. On grade promotion of officers:
(a) Add one increment in the present scale and if this is a

stage in the higher pay scale fix at that stage. Otherwise fix
at the next higher stage.

(b) If the present basic pay is a stage in the higher pay
scale fix at that stage, otherwise in the next higher stage. Also
give one additional increment in the new pay scale.

(0) After the initial fixation as in (b) above, give two
edditioal increments.
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B9905  '
some past and present practices relating to prootion of’personnel
in the different banks are stated below:

(1) In early seventies one bank used to give special marks
for early submission of answers in the written test for promoting
subordinate staff to clerical cadre.

(2) The employees‘ union of one bank complained in 1981 that:
(a) marks of each question were not stated in the question paper
for the promotion test held for subordinate staff. (b) the ques
tions were too academic. In this bank, the marks scored by the
candidates in written test are not published, though rank list is
prepared on this basis.

(3) An employee who declined promotion is not eligible to

appear for the promotion test in the next two chances.
(4) If an employee in clerical cadre does not appear for the

written test for promotion to officer cadre through seniority
channel on two consecutive occasions, the right of promotion under
the channel is forfeited.

(5) In one bank, typists and stenographers are not eligible
for promotion to officer cadre. But they can opt for the general
stream after three years’ service, and become eligible on acqui
sition of the total required service. However, at present, as the
bank is not able to grant them conversion to the general stream,
such candidates are given exemption from the application of the
aforesaid provision.

(6) Under the norms that existed in a bank in the seventies,
an officer could be considered for promotion to Grade III only if
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he was qualified as cum. However, officers holding nan/‘MBA
were exempted POVIDED the bnk had sponsored them for the course.

(7) Under the norms of promotion in one bank, ‘potential’ as
assessed on the basis of interview has 25 percent of the total marks
considered for ranking. However in 1984, no interview was con
ducted ‘to save time and to effect transfers before academic se
ssion’. The potential of the candidates was assessed by a commi
ttee of senior officials on the basis of the data furnished by the
candidates in a prescribed form.

(8) In one bank, an employee who refuses to accept promotion,
will not be entitled to stagnation increments. However, he will
continue to draw any stagnation increments already granted.

(9) Till early seventies, in one bank subordinate staff pro
moted to clerical cadre were not assigned clerical duties. They
were posted only as cashiers and godown clerks. But in another
bank, three of the present officers started their career in subo
rdinate cadre.

(10) The employees’ union in a bank complains that: (s) publi
cation of the results of a written test for promotion to officer
cadre took about five months (b) the number of vacancies to be

filled by promotion arenot notified and (c) marks secured by the
candidates in written test are not published.

(11) The promotion policy of a bank stated in 1969: ‘Promotion
of an officer from one grade to a higher grade shall not be as of
right, but only on the basis of personal efficiency, quality of
leadership, service, enterprising nature, educational and/or tech
nical qualifications and/or other merits of an officer‘.
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(12) One bank declared its policy in 1977 as follows:
‘we have a definite policy in the recruitment and promotion of
staff. The objective ofthe bank is to catch the: young to the
lowest cadre so that they can be groomed for higher and higher
responsibilities’.

(13) A: the post of ‘Agricultural Officer‘ is in specialist
cadre, such officers are not eligible for promotion through the
general stream. However, in one bank they can apply for a change
over to the mainstream on completion of five years, and within
three years of becoming eligible. Such requests would be allowed
only if they are found suitable in an interview.

(14) In one bank, officers who do not avail themselves of
three consecutive chances to appear for promotion interview for
feit their chance for promotion.

8.10 FINDINGS

1. In contrast to the other personnel management areas,
‘promotion’ is characterised by having a well-defined policy re
garding many aspects. The promotion policy is more clear and
fixed as far as it concerns the award staff. As regards the
supervisory staff, it is less precise giving more discretionary
powers to the management.

2. The employees’ unions have played the leading role in
framing the policy and norms regarding promotion of award staff.

3. One basic feature of the promotion policy of all banks is
a system of reservation of vacancies for being filled by promotion
from lower post. It seems to follow a law of increasing promotions
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end diminishing recruitsents st higher levels ~ st lower levels
reservation is less and at excutive positions it is almost com
plete. Thus there is no infusion of fresh blood into the stream
at higher levels in the hierarchy. By the reservation system the
banks undertake to promote the required number of employees irres

pective of availability of suitable hands.
4. Though the banks follow various criteria to select em

ployees for promotion to various cadres. the essence of all cri
teria is merit-cum-seniority basis - each criterion combining
merit and seniority in a different proportion.

5. The major tools used to assess merit are written test,
educational qualifications of the employee, and to some extent
interview. The focus is on what the employee knows rather than
on what he does or would do.

6. Performance of the employee in the present cadre has
hardly any direct influence in promotion. Even where performance

is considered, it is based on an instant general assessment by a
committee for promotions. Only one bank takes into consideration
the annual performance appraisal reports. Even in that bank, it
is considered only in promotions of officers.

7. There is wide disparity between the eligibility require
ments prescribed by different banks for posts involving similar
responsibilities.

8.11 SUGGESTIONS

1. While formulating the promotion policy, it is desirable
that the managements first prepare a draft of the promotion policy
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taking into eocot the needs of the orgeniltion and the expeo~
tations of the employees. This draft of the policy can be supplied
to the employees’ unions, and oircularized enong the employees for
constructive criticism and suggestions. On the basis of the sugges
tions, necessary amendments can be made in the draft before formal
approval and inlenentltion. A policy so adopted would be more
fair and capable or winning the confidence of the employees. A
policy framed through bargaining and reconciliation between the
management and the employees’ unions would reflect more the re

lative strength of the bargaining parties than the interest of the
organisation or the employees. Similarly, a policy adopted by
the management in a unilateral style would very otte fail to
recognise the expectations of the employees.

2. Under a system of reservation of vacancies for promotion,
the organisation undertakes an obligatio to promote the required
number of employees, irrespective of eligibility and suitability.
This may not be desirable in the interests of the organisation.
Hence it is advisable to do away with the reservation system.
However, if sufficient number of suitable candidates are available
internally, the management should be willing to fill all the
vacancies through promotions. For the exceptionally meritorious
employees, opportunities for advancement may be provided even by

creating appropriate positions. At the same time, if a suitable
person Lnot available within the organisation, the management
should be free to explore external sources.

3. A promotion policy giving due consideration for ability,
performance and potentials would be appropriate in the interests
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of the organisation and the employees who really deserve advance

ment. To start with, an objective and reliable system of assessing
merit should be developed with the co-operation or employees’ unions.
If the assessment of performance for the purpose of promotion deci
sions bases itself on the periodic performance appraisal reports.
it would be more realistic and would also imart added prominence
to the annual perforance appraisal system. In addition to gran
ting special points for extraordinary performance, the promotion
regulations should also impose disqualification for below standard
performance.

A. If the eligibility requirements for various promotion
posts are prescribed on the basis of Job analysis and Job speci
fication, consistency vithin the bank and between banks can be
ensured.

5. Promotion test would be more meaningful/objective if it
evaluates the skills and abilities which on employee is expected
to acquire from his experience in the present post, and are of
significance in discharging the duties of the higher post.

6. A seniority-based promotion system would be more valid

if it can be ensured that an employee develops his skills and
abilities with the experience gained because of his service.
Periodic performance appraisals, and feed back to the employee my
be helpful in this respect.

7. It would be advantageous to prepare the designates to
senior executive positions by use of ‘under-study‘ system. This
gives them opportunity to get fully acquainted with the new res
ponsibilities by the time they are to take over complete charge
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Thw facilitate the under-study to work under

the direction, guidance and supervision or'the current incumbent

for some time it would be necessary to heve en executive succession
plan identifying the successor in edvence.
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CHAPTER 9

COMPENSATION

One of the most difficult functions of personnel managemet is
that of determining rates of monetary compensation. ‘Not only is
it one of the most complex duties. but it is also one of the most
significant to both the organisation and the enployee.

The compensation function contributes to organisational

effectiveness in four basic ways. First. compensation can serve
to attract qualified applicants to the organisation. Second,
compensation helps to retain competent employees in the organi
sation. Third, compensation serves as incentive to motivate
employees to put forth their best efforts. Finally, minimising
the costs of compensation can also contribute to organisational
effectiveness since compensation is a significant cost for most
employers.1

9.1 DEFINITION

Compensation is any form of payment given to employees in ex

change for work they provide their employer. It generally con
prises cash payments, which in addition to wages includes pensions,
bonus for good work and shared prof1tl.2 Financial payment made
at or near the time work is performed is called direct compensation.’

In addition to paying the employees for services rendered,
employers also compensate them with a variety of benefits. Some

benefits are required by law; others are offered at an employer's
discretion. Employees are also compensated for time not worked 
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holidays, leave days and rest periods. Many employers also
provide employee service benefits such as food services, educational
opportunities and subsidies, and social and recreational activities.

9.2 THE CONCEPT OF vwAaas'

The meaning of the word ‘wage’ or ‘wages’ is plain enough. It
means periodical remuneration for work done for the employer.

The first question tht naturally confronts an organisation
earnestly desiring to solve its wage payment problem is “what
constitutes a fair or a Just wage?" A fair day's wage is one
thing in one organisation and an entirely different thing in

A The terms which have acquired currency in discussinganother.

wage problems are (1) living wage (ii) bare minimum wage (iii)
statutory minimum wage (iv) need based minimum wage and (v) fair

wage. They are defined below:5
Need based minimum wages ensure the satisfaction of the

minimum human needs including (i) food requirements, (ii) clothing
requirements, (iii) housing and (iv) fuel, lighting and other
miscellaneous items of expenditure. The Second Plan laid down

that for the purpose of calculating need based minimum wage, the
standard working-class family should be taken to comprise three
consumption units for one earner; the earnings of women, children
and adolescents being left out of aocount.6

The actual level of ‘fair wage’ at any given time will depend
upon (1) the productivity of labour (ii) the prevailing rates of
wage in the some or similar industries in the.same or neighbouring
localities (iii) the level of national income and its distribution
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(iv) the-plece of the industry in the economy of the country and
(V) the present economic position of the industry and its pros
pects in the next future.7

A living wage is one which enables the worker to provide

for hflnself and his family not merely the bare essentials of food,
clothing and shelter, but and a measure of frugal comfort which
includes education for his children, protection against ill helth,
requirements of essential social needs and a measure of insurance
against old age and misfortunes which may he fell on him.

Though the living wage is the target, the level of national
income of a country may be so low that the country cannot afford
to prescribe by law a minimum wage which would correspond to the

concept of living wage. At the same time "the minimum wage" sta
tutorily fixed should not be so low as to be on the level of bare
subsistence i.e. wage which is sufficient to provide only the bare
physical needs of a worker and his family for food, shelter and
clothing. The statutory minimum wage must provide not merely for
the bare subsistence of life, but also provide for some measure
of education, medical requirements and other amenities. A dist
inction thus exists between bare minimum wage and a statutory

minimum wage. The former is so low as to cover only the bare phyb

sical needs of a worker and his family.

9.3 SIGNIFICANT FACTORS AFFECTING COMPENSATION

There is no definite, exact, and completely accurate means of
determining the correct wage, though some practical and systematic
approaches have been developed and applied, such as job evaluation.
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Yet, despite the lack of objective and accurate means of wage
determination, every employer must establish a wage or salary

for each employee. The.reality is that one does not know exactly
how much pay is the scientifically correct amount that any person
should receivb.8

Pricing Jobs is difficult because there are many tectors to
be taken into consideration. The American Compensation Association
saysze "The resulting pay structure should reflect the organisation's
objectives, the market place, internal job values, the mix of pay
and benefits, its philosophy on how it wishes to pay versus the
market, compensation policies. practices and procedures, the en
tity's approach to organisational structure, and the economic abi
lity of the organisation to pay at a given leve1".9 There is a
tendency for persons who are not familiar with the cold facts of

economic life or those persons who shrink from the rigid disci
pline or facing the facts to think of wages as coming from a pool
unrelated to production.1°

It would be appropriate here to examine the observations of a
few authors regarding the factors that would/should influence the
compensation programme of an organisation:

1. Though considerable amount of guess work and negotiation

are involved in salary determination, certain factors have been
extracted as having an important bearing upon the final decision.
Among these factors are the following: (a) supply and demand for
employee skills, Cb) labour organisations, (c) the firm‘: ability
to pay, (d) the productivity of the firm and the economy, (a) cost
of living, and (1) governuent.11

2. A large number of factors enter into the determination
of the levels of wages and salaries. More important among them
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are: (a) wages and salaries paid by other companies, (b) firm's
ability to pay, (c) cost of living, (d) conditions in the labour
market and (e) union pressure.‘2

3. In any organisation. the wage and salary levels are de
pendent on four major factors. They are: (a) wage enactments of
the governments, (b) wage rates in the community and in similar

industries, (c) the influence of the workers‘ union on the wage
rates, (d) corporate philosophy on weges.13

4. Lanham's five criteria have a bearing on the formulation
of a firm‘: internal wge atructure: (a) cost of living, (b) pro
ductivity. (0) prevailing wage rates, Cd) ability to pay, (e) att
raction and retention of employees.1a

5. A-sound compensation package should encompass factors

like adequacy of wages, social balance, supply and demand, fair
comparison, equal pay for equal work, and work measurement. The

concept of adequacy has two components, the internal and the
external. The internal component has a link with the fair wages
concept. The external adequacy would be in relation to comparable
Jobs in other industries with similar background requiremente.15

6. The determination of'wages implies evolving and sustaining
a wage structure which (a) permits a fair remuneration to labour,
(b) permits a fair return to capital and (c) strengthens incentivss
to efficiency.16

7. Not only the demands of social Justice but also the claims
of national economy require that attempts should be made to secure

to workers a fair share of the national income which they help to
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produce. On the other hand care has to be taken that the attept
at a fair distribution does not tend to dry up the source of
national income itself.17

8. The wage rates established for various categories of Jobs
should be internally consistent, as perceived inequities in wage
rates have a demoralizing effect on the eIployees.18

9. The UN publication, Handbook of Civil Service Law and

Practices, 1966 mentioned three major requirements of a sound pay
structure. They are: inclusiveness (i.e. an inherent balance
in relation to the pay structures prevailing in other sectors of
the economy); oonprehensibility (giving an easy quick picture of
gross eolunents on the basis of the pay scale), and adequacy (to
attract the right type of persons and to retain tnan).'9 The
Pillai Committee endorsing the above requirements preferred to
add two more; viz. rationality (i.e. close relation with the
functions and responsibilities of posts) and career planning
(i.e. a programme of career development based o the discovery
and development of talent).2° The Conittee also felt that the
pay structure has to be tailored not only to the individual needs,
but also to the needs of the organisation.21

In any economy sectoral productivities are bound to differ

due to differences in skills, technology and capital, and hence
wage differentials are not only inevitable but based on sound
grounds. It is of course necessary that the extremes which re
flect imperfections of the market and inadequacies of measurement

22should be avoided. A policy dealing with the crucial problem of
determination of wage rates cannot be simply economic as it has to
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reckon with the realities of nulti-dimensional social phenomena,
in which, besides the worker and management, the consumer and the

society at large, and in consequence the State, are all vitally
interested.23

The Royal Comission 0 Labour suggested in its report in
1931: "Indian industry 1. not a world in itself; it 1. an element,
and by no means the most inportant element, in the economic life
of the oonnunity. Care must be taken, therefore, to ensure thnt,~
in adopting measures_for the betterment of industry or of indust
rial workers. the interests of the community as a whole are note
overlooked“.2h The learned Judge observed in Crown Aluminium Works V

Their workmen: "if an industry cannot pay even the bare subsistence
wage, it has no right to exist".25

The personnel view point is that the employee is paid for
quantity and quality of production (i.e. for results), but in
practice the criterion that most often determines the proper amount

to pay is simply the going market rate for the activity involved,
not the results achieved. Most studies show that people are paid
chiefly for the length of service and not for the quantity or

26 A sound salary planning systemquality of their performance.
should be so designed as to reward an employee on the basis of
his skill and ability. The aim is to ensure that individuals are
correctly placed in their salary range in relation to their per
formance and that they nova through and between salary grades at
a rate appropriate to their progress and potential.27

The modern concept is that the ultimate gains of a unit must
be shared not only by the capitalists but also by the labour or
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employees. Besides, where there is an increase in productivity,
there should be some method whereby the worker also gets a fair
share in the gains generated by such increased productivity. This
thus raises the question o£’pro£it sharing, payment of bonus and
sharing th“-gain. in produotivity.2a

The Fair Wages Comittee Report summarises the main princi

ples of compensation system in the following terms: "While the

lower limit of the fair wage must obviously be the minimum wage,‘
the upper limit is equally set by what may broadly be called the
capacity of the industry to pay. This will depend not only on
the present economic position of the industry, but on its future
prospects. Between these two limits the actual wages will depend
on a consideration of the following factors!

(i) Productivity of labour
(ii) The prevailing rates of wages in the same or similar

occupations in the same or neighbouring localities.
(iii) The level of the national income and its distribution and
(tv) The place of the industry in the economy of the country".

9.5 JOB EVALUATION

As a first step in the pursuit of equity in the wage syste, there
should be established A consistent and systematic relationship
among compensation rates for all jobs within the organisation.
The process of such establishment is termed "job evalution".
Job evaluation is a systematic method of appraising the value of
each Job in relation to other Jobs in the organisation.3o
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In Job evaluation, one attempts to consider and measure
the inputs required of employees (skill, effort, responsibility
etc.) for Job performance, and to translate such measures into
specific monetary returns. The immediate objective of the Job
evaluation process is to obtain an internal consistency in wages
and sslaries.31 It provides a rationale for paying one Job in an
organisation more or less than the other.

9.5 WAGE DETERMINATION IN INDIAN BANKING

Before 19b9, banking was a State subject and banks having branches
at different places in India became subject to the provisions of
different awards in different places as regards salaries and other
service conditions. In 1949, the Central Government took over
exclusive Jurisdiction in the matter of settlement of disputes of
banking and insurance companies having branches or establishments
in more than one State. The first All Indie Industrial Tribunal
was the San Tribunal constituted in 1949. However, the award of
the San Tribunal was declared by the Supreme Court as void al
together for the reason that constitution of the tribunal attended
against the provisions of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947. Thogh
another tribunal was formed in July 1951 with Hr.Justice H.V.Divatia
as chairman, the chairman and the members resigned soon afterwards,
and the adjudication work could not be taken up. Thereafter in
1952 the Sastry Tribunal was constituted. A large number of the
employees and some of the banks concerned in the dispute felt
aggrieved by the provisions contained in the Sentry Award and pre
ferred appeals therefrom before the Labour Appellate Tribunal.
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On 28th April, 1954. the Labour Appellate Tribunal gave its deci

sion in the matter giving larger benefits to the employees of the
banks. However, as the Central Government felt that, it would be
inexpedient on public grounds to give effect to the whole of the
decision of the Labour Appellate Tribunal, it by an order modified
the decision in certain respects. The interference of the Govern
ment with the Labour Appellate Tribnal Decision raised a wave of
discontent amongst the bank employees. Ultimately, the Government
appointed a one-nan Commission (popularly called Bank Award Commi

ssion) to enquire into the whole affairs. The recommendations
of the Commission were embodied in the Industrial Disputes (Banking

Companies) Decision Act 1955. On the basis of the recommendation

of the Bank Award Commission, the Travancore-Cochin Banking Inquiry

Commission was appointed to study the problem of the banking system

in the Travsncore-Cochin State comprehensively denovo. The race
mmendations of the Commission were incorporated in the Industrial

Disputes (Banking Companies) Decision Amendment Act 1957. Later,

in 1960, the Central Government, by a notification, amended the
provision relating to the calculation of dearness a1lovance.32

In 1960, the National Industrial Tribunal (Bank Disputes) was
appointed with Shri Justice Kantllal T.Desai as presiding officer.
The award of this tribunal (popularly referred to as Desai Award)
was published in 1962. This award was not disputed either by the
banks or by the employees and the Desai Award continued till 30th
June, 1955.

Subsequently. the Central Government thought it best to bring
the parties together and to let them arrive at a settlement, and a
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settlenet was signed in 1966 between the representatives of the

Indian Banks‘ Association and the employees unions. Subsequet
to this First Bipartite Settlement, the parties also entered into
the,Second Bipertite Settlement (1970). the Third Bipartite Settleo
nent (1979). and the Fourth Bipartite Settleent (1934). The
latest of the settlements in this series is the Fifth Bipartite
Settlement signed on 23rd February, 1989. The revised salary scales
as per this settlement are to be effective for five‘years from
1st November, 1987. The provisions of the awards and bipartite
settlements regulated the salary and other service conditions of
only the non-officer staff, usually referred to es ‘award staff’.

Though the negotiations for bipartite settlements ere initia
ted by the Indian Banks‘ Association, the provisions of the settle
ments ere binding on only those banks which specifically join as
parties to the settlement. “fine actual practice almost all the
banks became parties to the settlement, and even those banks which
were not parties, adopted the same or similar conditions for their
workman. It would be appropriate to examine the principles and
other factors that influenced the various tribunalalconmissiosl
committees in passing awards/making recommendations, regarding the

salary and other service conditions of employees. The wage policy
followed by Sestry Award (1953) aimed at weeding out unsuitable
employees on the one hand and unsound banks on the other.33 Cer

tain other factors that were taken into account by the Tribunal
are stated below:

(a) ‘The financial condition of the institution, the size of
its aggregate resources and its capacity to bear the burden of the
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demands are important considerations in fixing the salaries and

allowances for the employees‘. (p3,a8raph 54)o
(b) ‘The cost of living varies in different areas of this

subcontinent. It would not be right to have the same scale of

emoluments for the employees in all these places’. (par. 73)
(c) ‘There is no exact standard for measuring the productivity

of labour in connection with banking work....As regards the place
of the industry in the economy of the country, it is undoubtedly
whose existence and sound working are vital for developing the
country's trade and commerce, for the agricultural and industrial
advancement of the country.os.This industry cannot therefore be
allowed to languish or to suffer from heavy financial responsibili
ties....It must also be on a decent scale as to attract trained
and efficient personnel at all levels for carrying on its work'.(R51'-“'0

Cd) ‘While the lower limit of the fair wage must be secured
by prescribing a minimum, the upper limit can only be determined

with reference to the capacity of the undertaking to pay'.(Par- 258)
(e) ‘We are of the opinion that the best method is to have

one uniform basic scale for all employees of each grep of banks.
but with reference to the different areas, to provide for higher
initial starts in the same icale to be supplemented by a further
house rent allowance in certain important cities where housing
accommodation may be difficult and more expensive than usual'.(P°"9h)

Some extracts from the Labour Appellate Tribunal Deo1sion5“

are given below:
(8) ‘We have no doubt that no bank clerk should receive less
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A study conducted by the National council of Applied Economic
Research in 1969 found that among the principles considered for

wage fixation in Indian banking a comparison of wage of similar
occupations in other industries or organisations is generally given
an important plaoe.36

All the salary revisions of non officer staff, after that by
the Desai Award were decided through bilateral negotiations held
between the Indian Banks’ Association and the employees’ unions.

The settlements signed between the parties contain only the terms.
and not the guiding principles.

At the time of inauguration of the Banking Ccnission the
then Deputy Prime Minister, inter alia, enhesised the need for
canalysing a good part of annual available surplus of banks for
adequate developmental purposes as ‘it would really be ufortunete
if improvement in methods and procedures resulted in the reduction
of costs, and the surplus was appropriated between capital and
labour without leaving any thing for the future growth of the
industry.37

Even while the salary scales of award staff were standardised,
the service conditions of officers showed much variation between
different banks. Efforts towards standardisation were initiated

after the nationalisation of fourteen major commercial banks in
1969. The first step in this direction was the appointment of
a Committee for Standardisation of Pay Scales, Allowances and Per
quisites of Officers in the Nationalised Banks (Popularly referred
to as the Pillei Committee). The report of the Committee was pub

lished in 197%, and their recommendations were accepted and imple
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rented hr the Government of Indie with certain nodificetiene.
The teree of reference to the committee included enquiring into,
end making recommendations to the Government on the principle:

that ehould govern the etruture ef'pey ecelee of officere of
netionclieed henke end to eugzeet such chengee in the exieting
structure ee eey be neceeeery to bring ehout etenderdieetion of

scale: of pey. taking into coneideretion the terne end conditione
of the Cheirnen end Hhneging Director: of nltielined henke.3a
The Coeittee present in their report an eveluetion of the then
exiltlng eyeteu. end the feotore taken by then into coneideretion
in recoeendins the new pay etruoture. See extreote free the
report ere given blue:

(:1) ‘The eelery etruoture new obtaining in the stete Bank of
Indie and the Reserve Bank for offioere et coperehle levele ie
higher then that obtaining in eeverel of the netionelieed henkee...
The demand for uniforeity in remuneration for officers of equal

erdoeneee or reeponeibility cannot be lightly bruehd eeide'(par.h~9)
(b) ‘In the absence of e o1eer~cut policy foreuletion at the

Government level in respect of e national wage etructure and e
co-ordinetinghegeney for reguleting vegee et the national level.
it would be difficult to dieturh exieting reletivitiee in reepeet
of one cetezcry elone'. (Par. 4-10)

(6) ‘The differentietion of funotione and reeponeihilitiee.
between offioere et different levele is not always eeeooieted with
differentietion in eloluente‘ (et the tine of the etudy by the
Committee). (Per. 4-16)

Cd) 'Thre ie eoh force in the demand of the offioere'
eeeooietione that the pay etruture ehould eneure equelity of
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reneretion for equal work in all the 15 nationalised banks.
Theoretically such a pay structure for the oiiioere can be devised
only after a scientific Job evaluation. This is e tine-consueing
process. which this committee cannot undertake within the time span

allotted to it. ‘we have, therefore. to adopt e pragmatic epproech
to the problem‘. (fllrngmuph a-ah)

(e) ‘The bipartite settlements regarding non-officer staff
have tended to set the floor for detereining officers’ salaries
while the celery of the Chairmen and Mhnaging Director ac fixed
by Government, acts as a ceiling for all practical purpolOl'(R|r.bnfl)

C!) ‘we think that equal pay for eual work should he a
guiding principle in the banking industry. As this would mili
tate against any differentiation in pay scales betwee banks
according to their size or resources, we have opted for the prin
ciples of uniform pay scales for all banks irrespective of theiry"
financial position or organisational structure’. (nee. 5-2.v)

(8) ‘In view of the importance of e national approach to
wage problems, we consider it necessary to cake the pay structure
in nationalised benke broadly sieiler to that obtaining in the
State Bank Group, in the Central Governent. end in public sector
undcrtakinsfl - (Per. 5-2.vii)

(h) *1: the objective or ettrecting the best talent in the
country is to be achieved, the pay of bank officers at the entry
level should not be anything less than that obtaining in Class 1
services and public sector industries’. (Burg 5-10)

The iepleentetion of the recommendations or the Pillai Coittee
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led to standardisation of pay scales of officers of nationalised
anks. Even after thms, there was no uniformity or even similarity
in the emoluments or conditions of service among the private sector
banks. The Indian Banks’ Association on the request of some of the
member banks undertook an exercise to standardise some of the main

items of emoluments of private banks and appointed a committee for

the purpose. On the Committee's report, the divergence of views
among the banks was so much that no standardisation as much was

found possible. However, after a series of discussions, the
Indian Banks’ Association issued certain guidelines in regard to
the scales of’pay, dearness allowance etc. leaving it to the member
banks to adopt them in the manner found appropriate with reference
to the conditions obtaining in individual institutions.

However. the efforts towards standardisation continued, and“
in 1986 the Indian Banks’ Association, by negotiation and under
standing with the officers’ associations suggested standardised
pay scales for the officers in the first three grades. Regarding
officers of the higher grades the decision was left to individual
banks. The pay scale I suggested by the Indian Banks’ Association
for officers of the lowest cadre in ‘A’ class banks was the same

as in nationalised banks, but the highest stage in Scale II is
lower by one stage, and that in Scale III by two stages. The scales
suggested for ‘B’ class banks were further lower by two stages at
minimum and maximum.

The Indian Banks‘ Association does not favour the member banks‘

extending any benefit to the employees, in addition to those conten
plsted in the standardised service conditions.
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It would be interesting to examine a few writings highlighting

the salient features of the past and present compensation practices
of Indian Banks:

(a) Before the constitution of national tribunals, the awards
or adaudicators which varied from State to State created serious
administrative problems in the process of inplenentation.39

(b) In may of the non-award banks, there were no specific
pay-scales into which employees were fitted and hence there were
no regular increments. Bt now, salaries, allowances, working
coditions etc. are taken care of at the industry level with the
help of collective bargaining.4°

(c) A study conducted in 1969 by the National Council of

Applied Economic Research reports that the index of real earnings
of a bank clerk in the scheduled banks in India hd grown from
100 in 1957 to 133.89 in 1965. The corresponding growth in cash
earnings was from 100 to 2OO.23¢41

(d) The aforesaid report reveals tht during the 15 years
prior to the stay the wage level of bank employees increased

substantially, that the increase in the wage level has not only
kept pace with the rising cost of living but has also resulted
in a substantial increase in real earnings and that the bank
employees were unquestionably among the best paid white collar

employees in the country.h2

(e) The National Commission on Labour (1959) observed in their

report: Bank employees, among the ‘white collar’ workers, secured
better scales in the latter part of the period covered by our
Emu e
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(f) A study by Ishwar Deyal and Beldev'Sharme in early
sevnties showed thet in State Bank of India the rate of increase
in salaries of the clerical staff was substantially higher thn
that for supervisory staff.hh

In 1983 the All India Confederation of Bank Officers‘

Organisations requested the Indian Banks‘ Association to revise
the salary structure of officers on the basis of the following
principles: (1) Equal pay for equal work, (it) Internal rela
tivity vis-s-vis workmen, (iii) External relativity and fair con
perison vis-e-vis other financial institutions like the Reserve
Bank.

9.6 WAGE DETERMINATION IN KERALA BANKS

The wage scales recommended by the Sestry Award and Dessi Award

were binding on only the banks with places of business in more
than one State. The enk Award Cossission appointed by the Govern
ment of India in 195k observed in its report that as the banks
incorporated in the Travancore-Cochin State presented some special
features closely linked up with the economy of the State, their
position should be sepaetely investigated in a comprehensive
senner.45 In pursuance of the above recommendation the Government

of India appointd The Trevancore-Cochin Benking'Ehquiry Commission.

The commission submitted its report in 1959.

The Commission describes the position of early fifties as
follows: There are regular pay scales for clerical staff in only
35 banks and for subordinate staff in only 3h banks. Meny of the
banks have no leave rules. The total working hours of clerical
staff exceed 40 per week in the case of 26 banks end those of
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subordinate staff exceed #5 per week in the case or 18 bankshs
(The total number oi banks in the area in 1954 was 153).

The Commission recommended a minimum pay of b.45/- with e
dearness allowance of k.20/- for clerical staff, and a basic pay
of m.25/- and dearness allowance of k.10/- for subordinate staff
or non-award banks. The Government issued an appeal to all non-award

banks in the State and the banks implemented this pay scale with
effect from 1-4-1957 onwards.h7 The Tripartite Committee (1958)
observes in its report: "The calculation of minimum wages by the
Commission, it will be recalled, was based on the level of sub
sistence expenses or the labourers in the coir industry at Alleppey
in 1952. The Commission laid down the precept that banks which

have a better paying capacity should pay according to their indi
vidual capaoity higher wages to their workmen. But this was not
heeded. Even the biggest of non—award banks felt themselves ob

liged to introduce only the minimum wages suggested by the Commi

ssion thus making that minimum the maximum in effect while a good

number of banks did not care to implement even that minimum".

The Committee continues its report as follows: "It will also
be recalled that the Travencore-Cochin Banking Inquiry Commission

did not draw.up a scale of pay based on the minimum recommended by

it. This, it may be pointed out was against the very principles
of wage fixation".a9 In a memorandum submitted by the All Kerala

Bank Employees‘ Union to the Government of Kerala in 1998, they say,
"any way since the minimum wages recommended by the Commission was

an apparent improvement on the miserably low existing wages we had
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accepted then as an interim measure'.5°
A non-statutory committee was appointed by the Government of

Kerala in 1953 to go into the question of fixation of salaries
and allowances of employees of the non-award banks in the State,
consisting of four representatives of the Bankers’ Association
and four representatives of the Kerala Employees‘ Union, under
the Chairmanship of 3hri.K.T.Ninen Koshi. This Committee made

certain recommendations about the salaries and other allowances
of employees in the non-award banks.51 The decision or the Govern
ment and the report of the Committee with its recommendations were

released by the Government in 1953. All the banks implemented this.
On 8th September, 1967 a local settlement was reached between

the Kerala Banks’ Association representing the banks which were
not parties to the first national settlement of 1966 (except The
Catholic Syrian Bank Ltd.) and the All Kerale Bank Employees‘

Federation. A similar agreement was also signed on 11th June,
197. According to this agreement the members of non-officer staff
were awarded about 22 percent increase in rennneration.53

With the commencement of the era of bipartite settlement by
the signing of the first settlement in 1966, the distinction into
award and non-award banks disappeared. Even the banks which were

not parties to the settlements also started adopting the same or
similar service conditions for their workmen. All the Kerala-based

scheduled commercial banks except Te Dhanalekshmi Bank Ltd. are
parties to the latest settlement i.e. the Fourth Bipartite Settle
ment signed in 1984/1985.

The service conditions of officers in the different private
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sector banks were widely different till the and of seventies. The
salary revisions implemented by most of the banks by late seventies
in tune with the guidelines issued by the Indian Banks‘ Associatic,
narrowed down the gap. With the implementation of the pay scales

recommended by Indian Banks’ Association in 1986 the salary struc
ture of officers also has now become standardised.

9.7‘wAGE-DETFRMIw5TIGN PRACTICE IN THE SAMPLE BANKS

The practices and methods followed by the sample banks to deter
mine the salary scales and other service conditions of esployees
are described below:

§_§F During the period of the two awards (Ssstry Award and Desai
Award), the activities of the bank were confined to the State of
domicile, and hence it was not bound by these awards. As a non-award
bank it had implemented the pay scales recommended by the Trsvano

core-Cochin Banking Inquiry Commission and also the recommendations

of the Tripartite Committee for Non-award Banks. In 196k, the
salary scales existing in the bank were raised by an agreement with
the employees‘ union. The bank was a party to the settlement signed
in 1967 between the Kerala Banks‘ Association and the All Kerala

Bank Employees’ Federation. The bank was also a party to the State

level agrement signed on 11th June, 1970. As regards the settle
ments at national level. the bank is a party since the Thin Bipar
tite Settlement, 1979.

Regarding the employees in officer cadre, the bank had its
own pay structure and salary scales as decided by the management
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from tine to tine till 1981. During this period, the bank ad
only three salary scales for officers. The highest salary scale
was that for Senior Branch Hhnager cadre. Incunbets of higher
posts were paid an additional fixed allowance entitled ‘poet allow
ance’. In 1981 a new salary structure following the guidelines
issued by Indian Banks‘ Association was introduced and new grades

with appropriate pay scales were created for the posts above ‘branch
manager‘. Later, in 1986, the standardised pay scales recommended

by Indian Banks‘ Association were also implemented by the bank.
Even while the bank had its own pay structure for officer

staff, it used to pay them dearness allowance following the for
mula applicable to the award staff. As a result, the seior
officers of the bank were drawing a higher remuneration compared to
their counterparts in many other banks including nationalised banks.
As such, the adoption of the Indian Banks‘ Association guidelines,
and the impleantation of the Indian Banks’ Association-recommended

standardised pay scales adversely affected the officers of this bank.
Hence, the fall in pay was protected by giving additional increnents,
and as personal pay adjustable against future increments.
gggz Regarding award staff, this bank was bound by both the awards
and was also party to all the national settlements.

In this bank also, for officers there was a separate pay
structure till 1979. when a new pay structure following the Indian
Banks’ Association guidelines was introduced. During this period,
the salary scales were determined by the management unilaterally or
by negotiation with officers’ association, depending upon the atti
tude and policy of the top management at the time. Generally, the
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pay scales of officers also were revised each time that of award
staff were raised. Now, the officers of the first three grades in
officer cadre are paid under the standardised pay scales recommended

by the Indian Banks‘ Association. For the higher grades in officer
cadre also it has adapted the pay scales prevailing in nationalised
banks, by lowering than by two stages, following the general prin
ciple followed by the Indian Banks‘ Association regarding the lower
scales.

Prior to introduction of the pay structure following the
Indian Banks’ Association guidelines, the bank used to pay offi
cers also, dearness allowance at the rates for award staff. On
introduction of the new structure effective from 1979, in order
to protect the total pay that the officers would have drawn under
the old pay structure, the bank elongated the new pay scales up
wards from what the Indian Banks’ Association suggested. as the
Indian Banks‘ Association directed against such modifications on
the unified pay scales, the reduction in pay consequent to im
plementation of standardised pay scales in 1966 was protected as

personal pay adjustable against future increments. Still, officers
at the last stages in the old scales had to face reduction in their
pay.

§§§; Tis bank was bound by both Sastry Award and Desai Award.

It is also a party to all the settlements from the Third Bipartite
Settlement. Though the bank was not a party to the First and Second
Bipartite settlements. it also had adopted the terns of these settle
meats.

Before 1967, the bank had only one pay scale for officers; and
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two pay scales since 1967 till 1981. Hflgher posts were not con
sidered promotion posts, but only attracted a special allowance
for the period the incumbent held the post. In 1981. with the
essistsnce and guidance of the National Institute of Bank snags
ment (NIB!) the bank intoduced the present system of grsdstio.
or posts in officer cadre. This resulted in an organisation struc
ture with an officer cadre of seven grades, each with appropriate

pay scales. The bank made use of the assistance of the National
Institute of Bank Management so that the gradation of posts and
determination of pay structure could be ‘by the agplication of
modern Job evaluation techniques’. The present pay scales for
officers of the lower grades in the bank are the-standardised
pay scales recommended by Indian Banks’ Association.

gggt This bank was not bound by Sastry Award. But it was bound
by Desai Award and was a party to all the national bipartite
settlements. Even much before the era of awards and settlements,
this bank had introduced for the employees graded scales of pay
with periodical increments. The Directors’ Report for the year
1914 contains a reference regarding this. I

T111 1980, the bank had only two grades in officer cadre 
Accountants and Agents. For holding of higher posts the incumbent

was paid ‘charge allowance’. In 1980 three more higher grades were
created raising the total number of pay scales in officer cadre,
to five. Before the introduction of the pay scales as per Indian
Banks‘ Association guidelines, the pay scales for officers in this
bank were decided by the bank mostly through negotiations with the
employees’ unions. The benefits to the award staff as per the
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preceding bipartite settlement usually formed the basic formula
for such pay revisions. As a result, prior to the implementation
of the Indian Banks‘ Association guidelines in 1980, the officers
of the bank enjoyed better service conditions compared to the
ofticers of other banks or similar size. The Indian Beaks’ Associa

tion-recommeded pay scale was implemented by the benk under a fit

ment formula adopted through a Joint negotiation among the manage

ment, the Indian Banks’ Association and the Officers’ Association.
ggg; The bank was not bound by any or the awards. It was also not
a party to the First and Second Bipartite Settlements. But it is
a party to all the subsequent bipartite settlements. As a non-award
bank, it also implemented the recommendations/settlements made at

State-level regarding such banks. As a party to the last three
national bipartite settlements, it is now governed by all the
service conditions determined at national level as regards award
staff.

For officers, the bank had its own pay structure till intro
duction ot the pay scales according to Indian Banks‘ Association
guidelines. The pay scales for officers were fixed by the bank
during this period taking into account the pay scales in other
banks of its class and size. At present the officers are paid
under the Indian Banks‘ Association-recommended salary scales.

9.8 SUPPEMENTARY'COMPEN3ATION

Supplementary compensation made in addition to wages to stimulate

the interest of the workers and to make the Job more attractive and
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conducive, is referred to as ‘Fringe Benefits’. They ere sometimes
called "indirect benefits‘. Most of the types of benefit programmes
in existence today were originated bv employers and usually for
sound business reasons - to reduce the costs of turnover and absen

teeism, to reward effort and improve efficiency, to take advantage
of tax savings and to aid in the recruitment or vorkers.5‘

In the beginning. they included items aimed at relieving dis
tress caused by physical abilities, sickness and insecurity on

retirement. Thereafter, the items in the fringe benefits increased
and even the question of profit-sharing came into the picture. In
India also, fringe benefits started with gratuitous payments, made
by social minded employers until the Factories Act of 1881 and
subsequent legislation: provided for compulsory benefitI.55

The compensation scheme of the sample banks includes in

addition to basic salary and dearness allowance:
(a) Special allowance payable (1) for discharging duties and

functions requiring special skill or responsibility and (ii) for
specified qualifications like graduation and CAIIB.

(b) Overtime allowance for work above normal working hours.

(c) Leave including privilege leave, casual leave, sick leave,
extraordinary leave, maternity leave, special leave (for trade union
functionaries) and quarantine leave. There are also provisions for
conversion of unavailed casual leave into sick leave and for en
cashment of privilege leave.

(d) House rent allowance

(e) Leave fare concession for the employee and the dependent
family members.
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(1) City compensatory allowance

(3) Hill station allowance
(h) Fuel allowance

(1) water scarcity allowance

(3) Washing allowance (for subordinate staff)
(k) Cycle allowance (for subordinate staff)
(1) Reimbursement of medical expenses

(m) Higher rate of interest on deposits
(n) Loans and advances at concessional rates of interest
(0) Project area compensatory allowance
(p) Split duty allowance
(q) Contributory provident fund
(r) Gratuity
(3) Closing allowance
Ct) Entertainment allowance (for officers)
(u) Reimbursement of club membership fees (for officers)

(v) Mid-academic year transfer allowance
(w) Stagnation increments
(x) Bonus

The first step in building effective reward practices is for
the company to make sure that the rewards it is providing are the
ones which are widely desired. This is a seemingly simple point
that is often neglected. In day-to-day operations, we frequently
forget that, regardless of the value the giver or observer places
on a reward, its motivational influence comes about only as a
result of the value the receiver places on it. In effect, rewards
that the company considers highly positive inducements may not be
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so regarded by many of the person: receiving them.56 With respect
to ‘fringe benetite‘ a cafeteria arrangement would be desirable
where the employee can periodically choose what particular benefits
he or she desires while remaining within an overall cost limit.57

9.9 INCEflTIVE COMPENSATION

Employee compensation can be used for two basic purposes:

(1) to attract and retain qualified personnel in the organi
sation, and

(2) to motivate these personnel to higher levels of performance.
Eventhough we disclaim the existence of the purely economic

person, it cannot be denied that money constitutes a powerful acti
vation for many people.58

Men does not live by bread alone is as true today as it was
when it was written in the Sacred Literature nearly 2000 years ago.
Man is as much a social creature as he is an economic man.59 It is

not unusual for a company to pay its employees well yet suffer from
widely prevalent discontent and inefficiency. The perplexity of
its management is easy to understand. The phenomenon is not diffi

cult to explain. A company which depends solely or largely on the‘
financial factor to get the most highly talented people and to get
the best out of them is sure to be disillusioned. And persons who
given the choice choose their occupations and careers on monetary
considerations alone will equally surely be disenchanted. There is
a limit to which money can be a substitute for other satisfections.
Nevertheless, it is important to recognise the fact that good people
cannot be attracted nor will they give their best unless they are
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6° A soud programs certainly requires an atmospherewell-paid.

in which efficiency and aocouplishent are encouraged and rewarded,

employee self development is emphasised, and employee obligations
as well as rights and privileges are reoonised.6‘

Honey should take a high position in any list of motivational
tools. People are motivated by money for many different reasons.
The need to provide the basic necessities of life motivates most
people. Some people View money as instrumental in satisfying non
economic needs, such as status, power, and affiliation with desired
groups. Money is often viewed as a symbol of personal success and
aohievement.62

In using pay to motivate emloyees, employees must feel that
the additional pay offered is worth any extra effort they will have
to expend to get it. To be effective, a wage incentive programme
must be 

1. Based on sound, clearly defined principles and objectives
2. Based on sound work-measurement principles

3. Thoroughly understood by the supervisory personnel

4. Administered firmly and fairly, and
5. Maintained to accurately reflect existing Job conditions.63
None of the sample banks has any scheme of incentive payment,

linked to the quantity or quality of the work turned out by the
employee. The Indian Banks’ Association also discourages the member

banks from extending to the employees any benefits or additional

payments - whether linked to productivity or otherwise - beyond those
contemplated and provided for in the awards or bipartite settlements.
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9.10 FINDINGS

1. Wage deterninati in banks has ceased to be a fhctifin Of
personnel ssnagement in individual banks. The salary scales and

other service conditions of employees are determined at industry
leveland individual banks have no direct participation in the
determination of wage rates.

2. Wage scales and other service conditions of employees
are being determined through negotiations and settlements between

associations of banks and employees. Job analysis and Job evalua
tion techniques are not applied for the purpose.

3. Salary scales of award staff and officers of the first
three grades are standardised. For this purpose banks are grouped
into two classes on the basis of working funds. In the banks with
higher working funds, pay scales are higher and vice verse. Only
the salary scales of a very few officers at higher grades are
determined by the individual banks.

9.11 3UGGE8TIGNS

1. A compensation structure based on Job evaluation is widely
considered as ensuring equity as well as internal and external con
sistency in wages and salaries. Under such a system, the employees
also would perceive the fairness and equity of the compensation

system. Even when salary scales are determined through negotiations,
such negotiations could be on the basis of scientifically developed
Job related data. Negotiations not based on such data are likely
to lead to final settlements reflecting only the relative strength
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of the bargaining parties. Hence, it is desirable that the Indian
Banks? Association take up a cosprebensive Job evaluatio exercise
with the active involveeent of individual banks and the employees’
associations as the preliminary step towards wage determination.

2. The increased resort to collective bargaining and bilateral

negotiations as tools of wage determination needs e rethinking.
The very fact that some increase in emoluments or some additional
benefits hve been extended as a result or collective bargaining
gives the impression that the employees "made the management cone
through”. This impression cuts at the very root of the motivational
value of compensation. It is imperative that the managements accept
and follow a philosophy of granting what is due to the employees
even without any external pressure and never succumbing to pre
ssures to grant something which is not deserved.
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CHAPTER 10

SUMMAR!'AND CONCLUSIONS

This study made an attempt to understand the personnel management

practices of selected scheduled commercial banks based in Kerala.
The sample contained private sector banks only. The main object
has been to evaluate the practices in the light of the theories
and principles in the subject. The findings and suggestions re
garding the different aspects of personnel management are given
in the respective chapters. This chapter, in addition to summan
rising those findings and suggestions, also presents the general
observations regarding the personnel management system and practices
of the banks.

10.1 FINDINGS

(1) Personnel management has not been given recognition as

a specialist's function. Executives and other employees in charge
of personnel functions belong to the general stream of staff, and
are without any formal or informal training/experience in the field.

(2) Discharge of personnel functions is highly centralised.
Involvement of the controlling officers at branch offices and head
office departments, and of the personnel manager is very limited.
Even purely administrative decisions regarding manpower requirement,
recruitment and selection, training, promotions of employees etc.
are very often taken by top level management. Compensation rates
are determined at industry level. In decisions regarding matters
like sources of recruitment, bases of promotion etc., the employees’
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unions also play a major role. There is hardly any personnel
management function where the line manegerwor the personal manager

enjoys a decisive role.

(3) There is no welfldefined and clearly spelled out philo
sophy or policy regarding many personnel management aspects. This
results in many decisions relating to management of personnel being
itaken without any firm basis and on adhoc considerations. Very
often such decisions depend on the attitude and interests of the
top management of the time, or the bargaining strength of the em-
ployees' unions. As a consequence, there is no consistency in
the personnel management principles and practices in the banks

under study, over time or in different functions.
(4) There is diversity in outlook, policy and practice of

gpersonnel management among the banks. Except as regards the method
of wage determination and the salary scales offered, there is no
uniformity among the banks in their personnel management practices.

(5) Job analysis which has been widely accepted by management

scientists as a basic tool of personnel management has not yet
taken roots in these banks.

(6) The norms and techniques used by each of these banks for
manpower planning are different. The factors taken into account
for estimating human resource rquirements, and the method of esti
mation do not show much similarity. In all the banks, manpower

planning is confined to an estimate of the number of vacancies and
an apportionment of these vacancies by the nature of appointment
viz. recruitment and promotion.
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(7) The banks use various tools like application blank,
written test. interview, group discussions, reference checking etc.
for selection of personnel. Hwever, the recruitment system as a
whole is not scientific. The method of determining eligibility
requirements, design and use of application blank, contents of re
cruitment notification, the style of holding of interviews, wei
ghtage for various tools of selection, the method of induction and
orientation. etc. are not systematic or scientifically developed.

(6) There is growing awareness among banks, of the need for

training. But none of the banks has a training policy defining

the objectives of training programmes. There is no formal system
of identifying training needs, grouping trainees according to
training needs and evaluation of effectiveness of training. Post
treining placement is also a neglected area.

(9) The performance appraisal system has got general accept
ance among banks. But the system lacks well-defined norms and

criteria against which performance is sought to be appraised. Or
ganisational uses of performance appraisal are very limited, and
follow-up action is conspicuous by its absence.

(10) All the banks offer opportunities for advancement to the
employees while making appointments to positions of higher grade,
remuneration and responsibility. In all banks, ‘promotion’ is an
area with clearly defined policy. It is a result of the bargai
ning strength of the ep1oyees' unions rather than any conscious
or planned effort of the manageents. As a consequence, the policy
framework seems to serve more the aspirations of the employees for
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advancement rather than the organisational need for high calibre

personnel to take up greater responsibilities. The system of
reservation of vacancies for promotion of employees and the pro
motion norms giving greater weightage for seniority, corroborate
this statement.

(11) Wage determination in banks has ceased to be a personnel

function of individual banks. Pay scales are determined at in
dustry level through negotiation and settlement between all India
associations of bankers and employees, and most of the banks are
contractually bound to implement them. This has led to standardi
sation of pay scales and other service conditions of employees
in banks.

(12) The compensation plan provides for base compensation,

and supplementary compensation in the form of different fringe

benefits. No bank has any incentive compensation system.
On the whole, the practice of personnel management in the

Kerala-based private sector scheduled commercial banks has not

gained a degree of sophistication compatible with its role in
modern business manageent.

10.2 SUGESTION8

Several suggestions are offered for remedying the weaknesses

identified by the study, and for improving the effectiveness of
personnel management system in commercial banks. They are summa
rised below:

(1) It is desirable to have specially trained and qualified
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personnel managers to be in charge of personnel depertnents.l

Either specialists can be directly appointed to the posts or the
internally available executives with appropriate aptitude could
be trained and developed as personnel executives. Treatment of

the personnel executive’: position as Just one of the different
executive positions in the general stream of executives would not
be scientific. The nature of duties of a personnel manager is
widely different from that of line managers. It requires techical
and professional qualifications, outlook and experience. Hence
not only the personnel manager, but also other officers and em
ployees in the personnel department should be with the professional
aptitude and qualification/training/experience.

(2) After having equipped the personnel departments with
specialists in personnel management, it is necessary to make a
meaningful assignment of personnel functions to the personnel
department. Mny of the personnel functions now taken care of
by the top level management could be safely entrusted to the
personnel departments, so that the top management can more effec
tively concentrate on policy matters.

(3) The organisational structure of a bank is unique with a
central office and a very large number of branch offices scattered
all over the country and even abroad. It is the branch manager
who represents the management before the bulk of the employees
and faces most of the personnel problems arising in the organisation.
For the prompt handling of these problems and for establishing the
authority and status of the branch managers before his subordinates,
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it is imperative that he is delegated adequate personnel powers.
The duty of the personnel department would be to ensure that such
powers are exercised by the line managers promtly and in a Judi
cicus manner.

(4) With a well defined personnel policy, delegation of per
sonnel powers and discharge of personnel functions would be easier.
Under such a system, most of the personnel problems would be handled
in due course at the loer and middle management level. Hence, it
is desirable to have a comprehensive and clear personnel policy
covering all the areas of personnel management.

(5) A scientific personnel management system requires that
all the jobs in the organisation are properly analysed, and such
data are systematically used in the different areas of personnel
management. It would help the bank in identifying the incon
sistencies in its personnel management system and in convincing
the employees and their unions about the propriety of its decisions.

(6) The human resource planning system should. in addition to
assessing human resource requirements, also formulate and imple
ment programmes for providing the appropriate skills at all levels
and time from the most suitable sources.

(7) The recruitment system of banks require refinement in
many respects. Prescription of qualifications for Jobs, drafting
of recruitment notification, designing of application blank and
determining of the tools of selectio should be on the basis of
Job analysis data and other Job—related information. Reducing
.the time lag in recruitment process is also important.
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(8) The system of induction and orientation needs to be one
giving better recognitin to the new mployees. Before an eployee
is deputed for regular work, it would be better if the bank - in
cluding its motto. objects. policy, history etc. - is introduced
to the employee by the personnel manager or some other senior exe
cutive. In the absence of such a system, an employee is compelled
to make his assessment about the bank on the basis of the informa

tion reaching him from differet sorces. At least some of such
information may be coloured, concocted and fictitious. The be
haviour and performance of an employee in the organisation are to
a very large extent influenced by his own assessment and apprecia
tion of the organisation and its policies.

(9) A well~defined policy is the basic requirement of any
training programme. Training programmes should be designed after

identification of training needs of bpth the bank and the employees.
Appointment of faculty and post-training placement of trainees also
need greater attention.

(10) The primary responsibility for perforance appraisal
should be fixed on the supervising official of the employee. It is
also necessary to define the criteria against which the performance
of an employee would be assessed. Effective use of performance
appraisal reports, proper follow-up action and feed back to the
employees are also essential for bringing in credibility and recog
nition for performance appraisal function.

(11) A promotion policy giving due consideration for ability,
performance and potentiality would be appropriate in the interests
of the organisation and the employees who really deserve advancement.
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The system of reservation of vacancies for promotion is not desi
rable in the interests of banks. At the sane tine, deserving
employees should be given advancement irrespective of the number
of vacancies set apart for pronotions.

(12) A remuneration system where wage rates and wage differen

tials are determined on the basis of skill requirements is impor
tsnt. It should not only b done so, but also he seemed to be so
done. Job analysis and Job evaluation techniques could be effec
tively used for this purpose.

10.3 SCOPE FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

1. This study has been of a general nature, with the broad
objectives of understanding the personnel management practices of
the Kerala—based banks and evaluating them in the light of the
principles and theories in the subject. It has not been the ob
jective in this study to make out the outcome of these practices
and to find out the cause-effect relationships. Such a more de
tailed and indepth study of the practices would be worthwhile.

2. Because of the tine-scale system cf wage payment and the
system of special increments for graduation and CAIIB, the em
ployees doing the same or similar jobs are being paid widely di
fferent salaries. A study correlating the level of qualification/
experience and efficiency in performance would be very fruitful.

3. Under the promotion system prevailing in banks, seniority
of the employee gets a high weightege. This system bases itself
on the assumption that an employee gains in knowledge and exper

tise by the experience aequired by service and seniority. This
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is a hypothesis that needs verification.
h. Banks spent huge esount for training and development of

employees through tarsal and internal progresses. Fa eesple.
employees are deputed for internal and external training progre
ues. Also special inoresents are seated for acquisition of speci
fied qualifications like graduation, CAIIB etc. we stud! h9W¢V'?
has been carried out to identify the real and specific benefit to
the bank on account or these training and development programmes.

5. The present nnpower planning system in banks makes use

of questionable tools and techniques. No valid predictor has been
developed, with the result that the manpower plane framed by the
banks do not serve any practical purpose. Btudies aimed at iden
tification and development of valid and reliable variables which
may be helpful in assessment of human resource requirements, would
be useful.

6. There is a general feeling that banking industry is an
isolated island of high wage rates, and the wage rates offered
are not compatible with the job requirements. As a result, the
brilliant and bright oendidetes who are attracted to the profession
in large numbers by the better service conditions, soon get dis
appointed and frustrated by the nature of job which does not offer
much challenging opportunities. Thus frustration and unrest pre
vail among bank employees inspite of better service conditions.
Some managers even feel that the better service conditions offered
by banks are largely responsible though indirectly, for the growing
indiscipline and frustration among bank employees. This is a serious
problem that deserves detailed study.
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